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WILLIAM JASPER KERR

Inherent dignity and height
Gave him imposing grace,

And smiles that sparkled warm and bright
Made luminous his face.

He set high standards, and with ease
Won students in support;

No liquor, no tabacco, please;
Clean living; honest sport.

'Twas thus the campus came to be
A place reserved and high

From cotmnonplace offenses free
And virgin as the sky.

All obscene and indecent hints
Aroused his righteous wrath;

With sinews tense and hard as flints
He drove them from his path.

Expert in budgets and finance,
A master builder, too,

Skilled architects mapped in advance
The plans he carried through.

When chaos seemed about to crash
In some destructive hour,

And lightning shafts began to flash
He taught that "poise is power."

Forgiving to the poignant end,
He owns no enemy,

But counts his keiest critic friend,
In magnanimity.

Who knows the motive of his acts
Cannot remain his foe;

Give him, directly, all the facts,
That he may see and know.

For half a century he ruled
In education's realm,

His hosts of students nobly schooled
While he was at the helm.

Restrained, and tolerant, and wise,
Fulfilling every trust,

He knows where truh or duty lies
Unalterably just.

---Edwin T. Reed.
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CHAPTER I

BOYHOOD M!D EtRLY YOUTH

Introduàtion. Birth at Richmond. The new farm horre. Early schooling.

Experiences on praotical engineering projects with his father. Decision to

enter the University.

Dr. William Jasper Kerr reached his eightieth birthday on Novemb8r 17,

1943. In anticipation of the occasion, the Masonic organizations of

Portland, at a meeting the preceding week end, celebrated the event by pay-

ing him, in the judgment of experienced Masons, the most magnificent tribute

ever accorded a citizen 0± Oregon. On the date of his birthday the Masons

of Corvallis, at an evening gathering,honored him and Mrs. Kerr in a

ceremony of loving appreciation and remembrance. That same afternoon in a

reception at the Memorial Union, the Faculty Ment s Club and the Faculty

Woman's Club of Oregon State College jointly added their tribute of loyalty

and affection, presenting Dr. Kerr with a handsome set of Sandburg's Lincoln,

accompanied by a suitable inscription and a sonnet expressing appreciation

by Dr. M. Eliwood Smith. It was the consensus of opinion at this gathering

that Dr. Kerr appeared to be physically and mentally as alert, resourceful,

end challenging as a man would normally be at sixty. In addressing the

faculty at the reception his impromptu remarks had all the sparkle and -

significance, a well as the intimate kindness, that characterized his

messages to his staff in the days when he was president of Oregon State

College. Thus, as usual, he was revered for his strength and magnanimity,

as well as loved for his gentleness and charm.

Born at Richmond, Utah, Novonber 17, 1863, Dr. Kerr's fourscore years

spanned almost equally the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The thirty-
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seven years during which he witnessed the close of the nineteenth century

covered the period of his childhood and youth. and found him firmly

established as an educational executive, since he had already served as

president of two leading institutions of higher learning in his native

state. The forty-three years belonging to the twentieth century have led

him from the presidency of the Agricultural College of one great western

state to that of another great state. and to the chancellorship of the Oregon

State System of Higher Education, comprising six units. From active

leadership in this latter position he retired in 1935, and from that date

to 1939 served as Director of Research in Production and Marketing. Since

1935 he has made his residence in Portland.

Vihen he was born, this country, especially the western part of it, was

in the pioneering stage of its development. The population was chiefly

rural. Manufacturing for the most part was confined to New England and the

eastern seaboard. Industry and transportation, as distinct types of

occupation, were yet to have their day of dominance. The Civil War was

still in progress, two and a half years of bitter fighting remaining before

the Union could win a decision. Labor-saving devices, even for farming,

were few and rudimentary. As a means of communication in the far west ,the

pony express had just given way to the stage coach. Public education did

not extend much beyond the elementary school. The scientific age, which

was soon to revolutionize all phases of thought and action, had not yet

dawaed in America. The next generation was to see momentous changes, and

this son of Robert Marion and Nancy Rawlins Kerr, born in a frontier village
in a western territory, was destined to have a highly constructive part in
the transforriation.
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A member of a comparatively large family, including a brother older than

himself, the child, William Jasper, had the advantage of wholesome competi-

tion as well as fellowship. Discipline in the family was clear-cut and

consistent, but neither intimidating nor burdensome. Parents and children

had mutual confidence in one another. The Richmond neighborhood exemplified

the homely virtues of family integrity and conimirnity cooperation. Church

and school exercised a controlling interest. When william reached school

age,he accompanied his brother to and from the school house. As soon as he

was able to take his share of the family chores,he entered into them as a

matter of course.

When he was about eleven years of age, his father established a new

home about a mile and a half from the center of the town, which then had a

population of about L,OO. The site had been chosen because a magnificent

spriilg of clear, cold water flowed from the hillside a shorb distance from

the location. William and his brother had great pride in. this new house,

because they actually helped in. its construction. The stone for the

foundation and the brick for the walls they hauled by team and wagon from

the quarry and the brick kiln. Thile the house was under construotion, they

helped the brick layers and the carpenters with an eagerness that never

flagged. This house made a rather pretentious home for that pioneering

colnniuiiity. It was T-shaped, the main part being two stories in height, the

rear section being but one story. It had ample room for the family, and the

brick walls provided protection against both heat and cold. The spring near

at hand afforded a convenient source of fresh water, which was brought into

the house by underground pipes. At that time there was probably not another

home in the community that had plumbing facilities, with running water in
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Time and location of this photograph uncertain
but probably the Kerr residence or an other

home in Utah, perhaps at Richmond or Smithfield.



the house Itself. The daily tasks involved in the pioneering conditions

prevailing on the farm all had their Influence on the habits and attitudes

of members of the family, promoting industry aud self-reliance. Young

William Kerr, as a boy, thus acquired the attributes of independence and

close application that distinguished him through life.

The Kerr children, like all the others in the village, walked to

school. VThatever the weather, no one thought of having a family vehicle

carry Though snow In winter might be a foot or more in depth, which

was often the case, the children thought nothing about it, except as a

novelty. They rose early on those dark minter mornings, did their chores

at home--outting and carrying in wood for fuel, looking after poultry and

livestock, milking cows, eto.--and then walked to sohool. lhen school was

disrnissed,they walked home, to repeat in the evening, as a rule, the tasks

that had oocup led them during the dusky hours of the morning. They made no

complaint about hardships. They took their daily tasks as a matter of

course. As each child grew older,his duties Increased in proportion to his

strength. There was no electricity, no gas engine. Fuel was obtained from

the woods, great logs to be sawed and split by hand. Eandioraft, indoors

and out, was a dominant factor in the efficiency of homeinaking,as well as in

farming and business. The lad who acquired skill in using tools and his

physical and mental faculties became the recognized leader. Young William1

alert, responsive, and industrious, soon acquired that position, both at

home and in school.

In school he did his w,rk with regularity and fidelity. Ue remembers,

in particular, one teacher to whose leadership he was especially indebted.

This was John if. Gibbs. "I was fortunate," says Dr. Kerr, "in having him
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as my teacher; for he was progressive, level-headed, a fine c±tizen, end a

sterling character." There were no high schools as yet in this entire

region of Utah. Young William Kerr and two or three of his schoo].irtates had

practioally reached the limit of all the instruotion available in the

elementary school. Yhat to do thereafter began to be a problem that each

of them had to face. Their teacher was also conscious of this problem.

"Mr. Gibbs asked me a number of questions," said Dr. Kerr, recalling

the sJ.tuation. "His purpose, evidently, was to see if I had any particular

ideas as to my interest--what I really had in mind to do perhaps as a life

work."

"You boys," said. Mr. Gibbs, adossing William Kerr, "yourself, young

Harris, and Will Aitkin, are all much the same in your completion of your

school work, and you have time and ability to take more studies than we

give .here in this school. I em wondering what you might be interested in.

It occurs to me that you might find it helpful, if you are interested, to

take a course in bookkeeping. That offers a good tool to use in most any

vocation."

The proposal appealed to the boys immediately, and they were soon

absorbed in a special course in bookkeeping, with the simple apparatus that

such a course involved. The teaoher, whether at noon, recess, or after

school, gave the three students all the assistance that appeared to be

necessary or desirable. As a consequence, they continued to attend the

school and found the training in bookkeeping especially attractive and

profitable. William Kerr, at least, was satisfied that out of the course.

he "got a pretty good. understanding of the elementary principles of

accounting, the different forms used, and the procedures essential to keep
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proper financial records of ordinary business transactions." As for his

regard for the teacher, it was always with a genuine feeling of appreciation

and friendship that he remembered Mr. Gibbs.

'.'Jhen he was thirteen, the winter of 1876-77, William Kerr went to live

with his maternal grandparents, who had a farm home just south of Salt Lake

City. His grandfather, Joseph Sharp Rawlins, had a major interest in a

oountry general store near his farm. Close by the store and within a

quarter of a mile of the home, a country school was available. The grand-

parents, being alone, had asked William's parents to allow him to stay with

them during the winter and attend this school. William was quite agreeable

to the plar and made himself4useful in the home of his grandparents as he

had been at the home of his parents.

The summer of 1878 he spent with his father, a railroad contractor with

assignments at Oneida and Swan Lake, Idaho, building the Utah and Northern

Railway, now 1ciovn as the Oregon Short Line. Though only fifteen years old,

he usually drove a team. and worked along side grown men.

His father having spent the sunrner of 1879 in Texas, young William,

during this crop season,carried the responsibility of farm work at home.

The following year, 1880, with the Rawlins Construction Company, which had

contracts in Montana north of Red Rook and Dillon, he and his brother Joseph

both had teams in the construction crews, which comprised twenty-five to

thirty teams. Harvey Rawlins, brother of William Kerr's grandfather, Joseph

Sharp Rawlins, and the father of two sons, Sam and Frank, who were both

working on the contract job, had general charge of the project. In 1881,

however, .i was again with hi father, who had contracts on the Rio Gran.de

Western Railway. These extended from near Wood River eastward toward Grand
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Junction, Colorado, on the line between Utah and Colorado. VJhen the Kerr

outfit was on this Wood Riverproject,sorn.i interesting adventures occurred

which involved young William. As there was no bridge across the river, it

was necessary to ford it. Obliged to cross over during high water, they had

to swim. For each team of draft horses there were two men on saddle ponies.

Each of these mounted men would take a lead horse by the bits and guide him

across the river, swimming poni,. It was a hazardous undertaking,

and some of the teams got into wild tangles, but there were no fatalities

of either horses or men. When the outfit got down into the Hell Gate

Camyon, the road was washed out. During the delay involved hereWilliain

killed his first--and last--deer.

William had an interesting experience with his father's contracting

outfit south of Salt Lake, Here they had a large organization of men, teams,

and machinery. To obtain supplies,bis father had to go to Salt Lake City, a

hundred miles away, and was necessarily absent from the camp for several

days at a time. On these occasions he left the camp in charge of William,

who came to be ]iown as the Boy Boss. The contract job consisted of rook

work, grading)and gravel coating. William had charge of the eon issay and

kept all of the accounts. The contract covered a large amount of territory,

and hence, in making his regular inspection tours of the work, William rode

a saddle pony. Two or three times on these occasional camp trips he had

noticed a certain group of men idle and wrangling. Finally he rode up to

the group to inquire the cause of the trouble. It was evident that the

men were for the most part Irish.

The crew was working at blasting rook in a cut, and as he rode up to

them,they were all standing idle, but4evidently engaged in a very serious



discussion. Pausing beside them for a moment until they noted his presence

and gave him their attention, the Boy Boss made his inquiry.

"What is the trouble here?" he began. "I have noticed that you have

been wasting your time disputing instead of working, as would be expected.

What's the trouble?"

After a moment's pause, one of the men replied, "It's Mike. He is

always attempting to dictate and argue. We can't do any work because of

listenin' to him."

Others confirmed this declaration. Turning to the man accused, the Boy

Boss inquired, "Is that true, Mike?"

In reply, Mike, evidently aware that the verdict was clearly against

him, adthtted. that it was true. After explaining that of course the outfit

could not succeed with its job or justify paying wages to the men unless

they put in their time at the work assigned them, the Boy BOBS explained to

the crew that it seemed evident Mike was a disturbing element and that so

long as he was in the group they would not be able to do their work as they

should.

"Mike! said he, turning to the culprit, "I am sorry; but it is plain

that you and. the rest of the crew are unable to get along successfully

together. I see no alternative but to give you your time. I shall return

to camp in about an hour. Report to me there and I will give you your

time."

Such experiences in dealing with men under conditions of practical

construction and often difficult responsibilities as assurance of success

seemed to Dr. Kerr in later life to have been a type of schooling that had

a definite educational and business value.
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In 1882 hfather had a number of construction contracts on the

Northern Pacific in the vicinity of Missoula, bontana. In addition to his

work as teamster on these railroad jobs, he carried the responsibility of

keeping books and settling accounts for his father's outfit. He did this

work,at night and on holidays, è so promptly and accurately that his

success soon became 1iown to other contractors along the Northern Pacific.

about a mile south of this location, another outfit of thirty teams had a

similar contract. They were having difficulty with their accounts and oould

not make satisfactory settlement with their men. At their request, William

Kerr went over and settled for them, devoting most of the night to the task.

W. D. Hendricks,w. the main contractors having a long stretch of road

some 100 miles or moreto build, sublet4g the work to different groups or

construction companies. At the end of each month the engineers submitted a

report of the work 4ai beo completed by each of these contracting firms.

Upon receipt of the report of the engineers a cormittee of three men on

appraisals inspected the work of each of these companies and classified it,

fixing the price according to the different classifications or grades, such

as "general grading by team work," "heavy team construct iOn"--"gralTel and

cobblestone," etc.--oertain sections of heavy stone work requiring blast-

ing. The amount received by the contraotors per cubic yard depended, of

course, upon the classification.

With the reports of the engineers and the coimnittee of reviewers, at

the end of each month a representative of each contractor would meet with

the main oontractor, Mr. Hendricks, to settle their accounts and to receive

amounts due according to the work completed during the month.

For one month's settlement, Mr. Hendricks had contemplated using an
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accountant connected with a Missoula mercantile firm. In one way or another

he had become doubtful of the dependability or competence of this accountant

and decided not to employ hL'n. Accordingly, in this particular case he

went over to the Kerr headquarters and asked that young William handle the

accounts and pay off the men. William explained that his experience in

accounting was limited to his father's outfit and that he might not be able

to do a satisfactory job with a more complicated organization.

"I'm sure you could do it," replied Mr. Hendricks. Accordingly

William undertook the task. Studying the engineer's reports. and having

in hand the name of each subcontractor and the appraiser's classification1

he had to figure out the amount of money due each man and prepare and

issue the checks. He began actual work early Sunday morning and worked all

day, attending to each applicant as he presented himself at the office.

The last man cane in shortly after sunset. Mr. Hendricks, who had signed

the checks as they were made out during the day, turned to his young

accountant with a smile of evident satisfaction.

"Well, Bill," said he, "I think that is the last man to be paid.

Just take a final glance at the list, will you?"

"Yes, they have all been paid." said William.

"All right," said Mr. Hendricks. "Now make out another check . . ."

"In whose favor inquired William.

"Yours."

"Why, nothing is due ins."

"Yes, you make out a check to yourself for fifty dollars," said Mr.

endricks. "Pm satisfied you've earned It."

The Kerr outfit next moved to a point south of Missoula, where a
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subcontractor had failed to do his job. Here also young Wjlliw handled

the aocounts, including ooxsa1y for both teems and men and whatever

charge accounts for incidental5, such as tobacco and clothing for the men

and grain for the teams1the outfit regularly handled. Then final settle-

ment was made in the fall, the outfit started for home. VTilliem dro7e the

lead teem of four horses on a loaded wagon. In the mountains between

Montana and Idaho they ran into a heavy snowfall and had to camp overnight

in a place called Pleasant Valley. There was no feed for the horses except

oats carried by the outfit. However, the next morning, though the snow

was excessively deep, they had to proceed as best they could. Presently

they came to a long dugway where the snow was a formidable obstacle.

Consulting his father, young William found that there was no alternative

but to tackle that drifted dugway, and he was urged to lead the way. He

did so, and the other teams followed. Lacking feed and tramping through

deep snow all day, the horses tired ee.sily; and as soon as feed could be

obtained,the outfit holed up for three days to await better conditions On

the road. Throughout the hazards involved in this trip young William had

no difficulties with the other taamstors and sharing hardships together

made them all good friends and traveling companions.

When, in December, 1882, he got home from these experiences in railroad

building, young William was confronted with the questionwhat to do next.

He could get no more schooling in the Liunediate neighborhood. That educa-

tion might be like beyond the local school he had no means of 1owing.

Along in early December his maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

3harp Rawlins, with whom he had. spent a winter while in school, came to

Riohlnond to visit the Iterrs during the holidays. A good farm that lay
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between the Kerr home and the tovn happened to be for sale, and William

bad been approached with the idea that he might want to invest his savings

by buying it. Since his grandfather was an authority on real estate and

its value, e consulted him. His reply, however, was slightly guarded,

William thought, if not enigmatic.

"Depends on what you have in mind," said he, vtwhat you have in view

as a life work. It would make you a good farm, and good farms are only

rarely for sale."

William was still in doubt--not sure, in fact, that his grandfather

was in favor of his buying the farm. Soon after, however, at about Christmas

time, his uncle Joseph L. Rawlins, son of his maternal grandfather. and a

prominent lawyer of Salt Lake City, caine to Richmond also to pay the Kerrs

a visit. This was William's opportunity.

"Uncle Joe," said he, "I want to talk to you. It's important."

"Certainly," said Uncle Joe. "Anithing that concerns you is important--

to me as well as yourself. what is it?"

"Well, about this farm--should I buy it?"

"Ah, a farm, now. You really don't want to farm, do you? hat you

ought to do is to go to the University."

"But, Uncle J06, how can I be admitted to the University with the

limited school training I have had?"

"You can enter, all right. There are few high schools in Utah,and all

ur colleges accordingly have to maintain sub-freshman courses. Undoubtedly

a course at the University would be of the greatest possible value to you

at this time of your life."

The idea appealed to William at once, and it was soon arranged that he
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o4
.a: o go to his uncle' s home after the holidays, a day in advance of the

University's regular opening date, and his Uncle J08 would take him to meet

the President. Thus, in spite of his enthusiasm for outdoor activities

uoh as he had been engaged in for the past few years and of his undoubted

talent for business, both of ich had been demonstrated during his work in

building railroads with his father, Viilliam was about to undertake a trpe

f training that s to widen his outlook on the future and mak a decisive

ch.ange in his life career.
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CHAPTER II

T KERR FJMILY

Genealogy of the Kerr family end characterizations of the irediate
ancestors and contemporary relatives of William Jasper Kerr.

Before continuingthe narrative of William Jasper Kerrt a personal

career- by relating his experiences as a student at the University of Utah,

it will be opportune to give next in order some attention to his family

background, including the genealogy of the errS in general and his

nmediate ancestors in particular, s well as his contemporary relatives.

Dr. William Jasper Kerr Is descended from a distinguished Scotch

family of Kerra ho trace their lineage back to bhe fourteenth century.

The name of Kerr is said to have been of Anglo-Norman origin, taken into

England by one of the followers of William the Conqueror in 1066. The

.mes William, Robert, and Marion occur frequently in the family, ich had

many representatives in the nobility, including Sir Andrew Kerr, Sixth Duke

of Roxburgh. Four Kerr brothers, WillIam, John, James, and Andrew, cane

to this country from Scotland in the eighteenth century. Sojourning for a

time in New York, Pexmnsylvania, and North Carolina, different members of

the family sub secjuently moved west. The descendants of the various branches

of the family in .merioa have been distinguished for thrift, integrity, and

moral and physical courage.1

Anong Dr. Kerr's immediate ancestors the following are especially

Worthy of attention. Joseph Rawlins, Dr. Kerr's great grandfather on his

mother's side, was born in January, 1794, in North Carolina, where he lived

'Media Research Bureau, Washington, D. C.
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for some time before emigrating to Illinois. Joseph Sharp F.awlins, his son,

grandfather of William Jasper Kerr, was born on April 9, 1823, in Green

County, Illinois. He had a direct and positive influence on his grandson,

as will appear from time to time in the oouro of this biography.

His wife, Mary Frost Rawlins, W. J. Kerr's maternal grandmother, was

born on January 28, 1827, at Knoxville, Knox County, Tennessee. They had

two children; namely, Nancy Jane Rawlins, mother of W. J. Kerr, who was born

on February 5, 1845, in Hancock County, Illinois, and Joseph L. Rawlins, his

uncle, who also occupies a prominent place as a member of the family having

a direct and. stimulating influence on the early life of William J. Kerr.

Joseph Sharp Rawlins, maternal grandfather of Wm. Kerr,was a farmer at

Draper, Utah, when he first arrived from Illinois. Later he moved to

Murray, Utah, about eleven or twelve miles south of Salt Lake City. Here

he engaged in farming and in a general mercantile business. He was pros-

perous. and became prominent in public affairs, serving as county oornmis-

sioner of Salt Lake County and in other civic positions of responsibility.

One of his public services of lasting and. highly constructive value to the

comnumity was his promotion and management of the irrigation canal from

ttah Lake around the east side of the valley to the vicinity of Salt Lake

City, affording irrigation water necessary for orchard and other farm crops.

Salt Lake City had. outgrown the volume of the supply of pure mountain water

available from the small streams flowing from the wooded highlands doun

through the valley to the Great Salt Lake. The water from these streams

however, was used not only to provide the city with its household supplies,

but was utilized also by the general farmers and fruit growers for irriga-

tion purposes; thus draining off much of the city's necessary supply. It
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was Mr. Rawlins' idea that as soon as water for irrigation should be avail-

able from the new canal, the farmers along the east side of the valley

could relinquish their vested rights in the mountain streams in exchange

for irrigation water from the canal. This they agreed to do, thus relieving

for use of the city pure mountain water in sufficient volume to supply the

population for decades to come. For his services as promoter and manager

of this pioneering project Mr. Rawlins received, and desired, no compensa-

tion, a characteristic example of his civic activities. He was recognized,

in short;, as a public benefactor as well as a man of integrity and stability

of character.

Joseph Lafayette Rawlins, W. J. Kerr's uncle on his mother's side, was

a notable figure in the irnnediate family background of the Kerra. He was

an educator as well as a lawyer and legislator. He was one of the earliest

instructors in the University of Deseret and later on was instrumental in

helping to provide the University with some of its most suitable and adequate

tracts of land. This service of his is still conmeniorated in the catalogs

of the University of Utah as follows:

In 1884, through the instrumentality of the Hon. Joseph L.

Rawlins, the University received the grant of a sixty-acre tract of

land on the Fort Douglas Reservation, to which the Government later

added thirty-two acres adjoining. In 1899 the State Legislature

provided for the erection of buildings and the removal of the University

to this site.
--University of Uh Cata10 of 1942-194.3, vol. 32, July 1942, Mo. 1

p. 42.

Mr. Rawlins was a delegate representing Utah in the United States

Congress, and in this capacity helped to obtain the approval of Congress

for the constitution that was evolved at the 1895 constitutional converl-

tion. Later,Al897 to 1903, he was United States Senator from Utah. A news
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article in the Salt Lake Tribune of May 25, 1926, the day following his

death, characterized him as "Faultless in honor, fearless in conduct and

stainless in reputation" and. in a two-column article reviewed his pro-

fessional and public services as those of "one of the foremost members of

the bar, one of the Democratic leaders of Utah, . . . who has left h±s

impress on the state and nation." An editorial in the Tribune on the seine

date commended him as follows:

Another giant has fallen in the front rank of Utah's Old Guard.
In the legal and political battles of the past no native son

wore brighter armor, wielded a keener sword or fought more valiantly

than did Joseph L. Rawlins.
With a courage which overcame many obstacles, including an

almost painful reticence, he beoame a party leader at home and a
leader in the highest legislative assembly in the nation.

ks a representative in congress he drafted the enabling act
by virtue of which Utah was admitted to statehood. When the motives

and good faith of his constituents were assailed and questIoned, he
stood as their champion end. broke lances with all corners. When

doubts perplexed the president he brushed them aside with his logic
and candor, and the neoessary signature was thus obtained.

His place in the esteem and gratitude of the people of this
commonwealth is secure, as it is established on a foundation of
loyalty and. service. Men. may boast of what they have accomplished,

but the record speaks for Joseph L. Rawlins. If it didn't tell

the story few would know it, for he was singularly reluctant to
claim credit or seek applause.

For several years he had not taken a conspicuous part in pub-
lic affairs, devoting his time and talent to the practice of his
profession; but his mind remaineä clear, his judgment calm, his
knowledge of the law prodigious and his sense of honor proverbial.

In the character and achievements of Joseph L. Rawlins, Utah
will ever take the keenest pride, and with the passing of time will
recall his name with appreciation and. affection.

Dr. Kerr's immediate paternal ancestors were his grandparents, William

and Jemima Kerr, whose home was near Knoxville, Iowa. Their son John became

a very prosperous farmer, who was able to retire in his later years with an

assured income, and vtho took an active part in civic affairs. A second son,

Andrew, became a successful merchant. A third son, William, as a young man
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started for California, with hi possible destination Australia, but after

the first year away from hone was never heard from thereafter. The son In

whom we are most interested, Robert Marion Kerr, father of William Jasper

Kerr, was born on July 14, 1829, at Tallahassee, White County, Tennessee.

Twenty years later, July 24, 1849, on his way to the gold fields of

California, he passed through Salt Lake City. It is quite likely that this

first glimpse of the magnificent valley in which the city is located and the

commanding position it occupies at the heart of the area. arrested the

attention of the young adventurer and left a favorable impression. He

continued to California, however, where he engaged in gold mining and made

a success of it. Green pastures in the view beyond the fence still had their

compelling lure, and on March 1, 1855, he took ship from California to

Australia, 'where he arrived on July 18, 1855. He was in Melbourne up to

October 2, 1855. Disappointed in the opportunities available in Australia,

he took ship on October 5, 1855, and returned to Calif orniaarriving at San

Francisco January 29, 1856. Here in California he continued hi gold mining

for four years. Having made a comfortable "stake," he and a friend, William

Aller, 'who was his mining associate, left California in the winter of 1858-59

&h ato visit the Kerr family in Iowa. They chose the route by way

of Salt Lake City. Here they learned that the route east was snowbound,

with no transportation available to continue their journey. Accordingly

Robert Marion Kerr remained in Utah during the winter of 1859 and the

following summer. Here he became acquainted with the Rawlins family, and

On January 1, 1860, married Nancy Jane Rawlins, mother of W. J. Kerr. Soon

after their marriage the young couple located in Cache County, northern
R.&ei4 Ki,-r

Utah. One of the pioneers of that region, e4first lived In the village of
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Richmond, and then established a permanent home in the immediate neighborhood

of the town.

In the preceding chapter reference has been made to the influence on

William Jasper Kerr of the competition of a large number of brothers and

sisters. There were nine children in the family; two brothers, one older

than himself, and six sisters. Marion Joseph Kerr was the first son, and

in growing up, 7i11iani, the next youngest child, had the companionship of

this elder brother. Mary Ellen Kerr, who died in infancy, followed these

two, and was succeeded by Clara Jemirna, who is also deceased. Then followed

in order three other sisters; Ella Annette, Julia. who died at the age of

three, and Nancy Olive. John Andrew was the eighth child and Bertha the

ninth. Three of the daughters and on of the sons, John Andrew, died before

xxiaturity. Marion Joseph Kerr, the eldest son, died only recently.

Farming and railroad construction occupied Robert Marion Kerr success-

fully in Utah, Idaho, and Montana. He had contracts for building sections

of railroad for the Union Pacific, the Northern Pacific, the Oregon Short

Lines and the Rio C-rande Western. He was present at the ceremonies celebra-

ting the driving of the golden spike at Promontory, Utah, when the Central

Pacific was united with the Union Ps.cific, a notable event in transccnti-

nental travel facilities. Carrying out engineering projects, he spent the

year 1879 and part of 1880 in Texas. In later life he retired from active

business projects and spent his time on the home farm at Richmond. On. the

Occasion of his sixty-first birthday, July 14, 1890, the family gathered in

large numbers to pay tribute to him. Among those present were his wife's

father and mother, Joseph S. and Mary Rawlins, and her brother, Joseph L.

-awlins. As a remembrance of the occasion and a token of the love and
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respect of the family in general, his sons, Joseph, John, and William, pre-

sented him with a gold watch and chain. His death took place on August 16,

1891, at Richmond, where he was honored by the coir.rnunity and a large company

of relatives and descendants.

Concerning him,Dr. Kerr has given his impressions as fbllows:

The person who had. the greatest influence in shaping my character

during my boyhood days was my father, Robert Marion Kerr. He made a

confidant of me and my associations with him were very intimate. It

was I who was with him on his railroad contracts beginning at the age

of 15. Prior to that time when at home on the farm, father always

placed on the boys, including myself, responsibility, 12-eating us

rather as companions than young boys needing specific direction in all

matters. He was the perfect exponent to me of an ideal father who

exemplified in his life the highest qualities of character and fidelity.

His word was as good as his bond. This we all regarded as a matter

of course. He had no pretenses, but thought and acted with real

genuineness. Father was always active in community affairs, church

matters and in various organizations; he served a long term as member

of the City Council.

Concerning his older brother, Marion Joseph Kerr, Dr. Kerr has recorded

his memories as follows:

He spent his boyhood and early youth in the public schools, end

attended the Brigham Young University at Provo. As a young men, while

at home before his marriage, he spent his tine some seasons on the

farm in charge of the farm the years my father was absent on railroad

contracts. Several stunxners he also spent some time on railroad contracts.

After his marriage he located in the Northwestern Snake River

Valley, Idaho, some ten or twølve miles northeast of St. Anthony, where

he was very successful developing a large farm. Later he retired and

located in St. Anthony. He was active always in community affairs,

and served among other responsibilities as County Commissioner of -

Fremont County. He was once candidate for Member of United States

Congress, but was defeated.
He was a man of strong character. No one need ever question his

attitude on any important matter of public interest--politics, church,

state or nation. In other words, he was a positive character, respected,

with a multitude of friends everiwhere. He had a very successful family;

one son is very prosperous in the legal profession in Detroit, Michigan.

Another son is a auocessful High School Principal. His grandson, a

successful lawyer, is Assistant State, Attorney of Idaho (Now in war).

Hi daughters are all well-married, happy homemakers.

Dr. Kerr's mother, Nancy Jane Rawlins Kerr, inherited the sterling
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qualities of her fatiir, Joseph Sharp hawlins, which have been eaoied in

the preceding stater.ent about her brother, Joseph IL. -lawlflS. s tIIC JIC bier

O a large fanjlv, she exercised a very great influence over all oi the chil-

dren during their earlier years. 'The guiding suirit of her constant love

and care permeated the entire home and all its activities,1' said br. herr,

recalling her patient and pervading influence. Co.rlete harmony and

cooperation, as it prevailed bettreen the father and. mother in the boric,

naturally had its effect as reflected in the spirit and attitude of che

children. Uhile all matters of importance were freely discussed, giving

ouportunity for _nsiatie arc. frar ziess in ulle ezp es:o" of iioivc Usl

dews, there was never any cuarreling or dissension.

In the pioneering period when the fanily lived in the village of

ichinond, most of the food used in the household and also much of the

clothing ireproduced by the members of the fanily, the mother being exuert

in the preservation of all kinds of food, as TITeII as adept in spinning wool

into yarn and. cleaving it into cloth. hhen the new home was bnilt on the

farm, conditions greatly improved, and there was more time for relaxation

and recreation on the part of all members of the fascily.

Since the parents themselves participated freely im comnunity, school,

and church activities, the children naturally developed enthusiasm for -

n:ch interests. The herr home, in fact, became a center of sociability

or ;ot.r' people, t e cilcren 3C11: ecoc.ragecl zo rate u er fr e s for

mor al ga errs ar'c social occrs_c"s e are also rco ira cc o

2Corce active nerbiciiants ic the various organizations enl:sting-e

Jitiative of :.orng meoplo, thus tahing advantane of every opportimi : to

euelop into normal, healthy, ;-ell-educatod young men and women.
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Music was a favorite pastime in the home. The mother was very fond

of music, especially singing. She possessed a fine melodiousvoioe and in

add.ition to singing songs to the children, took part in duets and in chorq.4

singing in the home. "She was always a stabilizing and inspiring influence,"

Dr. Kerr recalls, "in any home social affair of the children and their

friends."

Mrs. William Jasper Kerr, (Leonora I3milton) is the daughter of James

Lang and Mary (Campbell) Hamilton. James Lang Hamilton was a native of

Belfast, Ireland, who emigrated to Canada, where the family lived at

Goderich, Ontario. Subsequently the Hamilton family moved to the United

States, and eventually to Salt Lake City, where their daughter Leonora

was married to William Jasper Kerr on July 8, 1885.

The children of Dr. and Mrs. Kerr, all of whom except the eldest are

ctill living, are: William Horace, deceased December 5, 1917 (see Chapter

xv); Vesta, Mrs. Ralph E. Reynolds; Leona, Mrs. Robert Ervin Shinn; Lynette,

Mrs. James Luther McGjj5; Genieve, Mrs. Ernest Edson Henry; and Robert

Marion. All of these ohildren as young people, with the exception of

orace, attended Oregon State College for three or more years, and four of

them graduated. There are several grandchildren, varying in from

infancy to maturity.
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CHAPTER III

A STUDENT AT TiE UNIRSITY

Rudimentary stage of the Universityt a development. Faculty members
o influenced William Kerr. Forensic activities. Merchandising for
obsons during vacations. Conclusion of University course, 1885. Made

manager of Hobson's store. Marriage.

Mr. Raw.ins, fulfilling his agreement to introduce his nephew to the

president of the University, made him acquainted with President Park, and

saw him safely through his matriculation. Sinoe he had himself been on the

University faculty, this involved very little trouble on his part. The

university building, located in the downtown business section of Salt Lake

City, was in an environment not particularly conducive to academic study.

The institution, iown during William Kerr's period as a student there,

1883 through 1885, as the University of Deseret, was not officially

designated as the University of Utah until 1892. Like most educational

institutions in the pioneer states at that time, it was in a very rudimentary

stage of its development.

Including the President, there were ten members on the faculty-. Their

names end the subjects they taught were listed in the catalog as follows:

John R. Park, M.D., President; Joseph B. Toronto, ancient languages, math-

ematios, and history; Joseph T. Kingsbury, physios and chemistry; Orson

oward, B.S., Zoology and botany; Joshua H. Paul, elocution and grammar;

eorgs M. Othinger, free-hand drawing; Evan Stephens, music; Joseph L.

Rawlirts, Law; Don Carolos Young, CE., architecture and mechanical drawing;

Alfred Andre, French.

The academic year was divided into four terms of ten weeks each.

Csididates for adnissjon to the jnsttutjon, as indicated by the catalog,

w}iioh comprised 84 pages, "should be able to sustain an examination in
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Reading, Arithmetic, English Granur1ar, Geography, and Spelling." In 1884

the territorial legislature amended the original charter, giving tho

institution definite power to confer degrees and to issue diplomas. The

courses of study were announced in the catalog as follows: Preliminary

course; Winter course; Normal course; Sojenfjfjo course; Classical

Preparatory course. The institutIon also offered courses of study in a

department for deaf mutes.

Members of the University faculty who exerted a vital and lasting

influence upon William Kerr as a student were President Park, Professor

Joshua Hughes Paul, Professor Evan Stephens, Professor Joseph B. Toronto,

Professor Orson Howard, and Professor Kingsbury. From the time that . first

met William Kerr in company with his uncle, attorney Joseph L. Rawlins, who

came to the campus especially to present him to the President before he

matrioulated, Dr. Park evidently retained a clear and favorable impression

of the new student. He never failed to recognize- when he met him in

the halls of the University or on the campus, and many years later, as will

appear subsequently in this record, meeting him In Toronto at an inter-

national educational convention of teachers, he took occasion to renew the

frienc.y relations that had prevailed between them as student and chief

executive of the University and to invite him to return to his alma mater

as a member of the faculty.

J. U. Paul, who at the time William Kerr entered the University was

instructor in literature and science, was a man of exceptional scholarship,

a versatile writer, and possessed of managing ability that led him to

SUccessIvely larger opportunities for service, not only at the University

itself, but also in other institutions and in functions other thazi teaching.
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had been a student in the territorial University in the early eighties,

before it offered baccalaureate derees, and subsequently spent several

years in liberal studies at Illinois Iiesleyan, where he earned the degrees

of bachelor of philosophy, master of arts, and doctor of philosophy, the

latter in l9O. He thus beca"'e one of the best educated and nost cultured

rebers of the faculty, and oim' Herr naturally found hi to be one of

1e nost si ilatin anc ng' of all ': s insurucLors h a 2er:ie

nind, a hign appreclation 01 the :Lne arts, and a synpaneLic at1tuGe

toward student activities, he combined a spirit of indness and an equable

temper. Tall and somewhat angular, u-ith large and linous eyes, he had

a countenance somewhat bony, and even in his early teaching days baldness,

that increased with age, was already apparent. But his students were not

only fond of him but regarded him as a true leader. His subsequent career

as had of such educational institutions as Brigham Young College, Latter

Day Saints College, and Utah State Agricultural College. confirmed their

faith in his educational ability, while his ediborial work on the Salt

ke Herald and the Deseret News, along with his authorship of four or five

piblished volines, established his reputation as a creative writer.

William Kerr ac1-iowledged a genuine debt of gratitude to him as a teacher.

Husic had an incidental attraction for 1ilifl±an Herr. His interest in

it was increased while he was at tii University through his friendship for

the nan who had charce of it. The director of Husic nt the University was

:roessor van Stephens, a Uelhman by birth, who was brought to this counti7

and to Utah by his parents when he was but -bwelve yars old, and. who, in

Course of his youth) had exercised a leading influence in r:usic at

1;ulard, in ox Llder County, and at Logan, in Cache County, where he was
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organist for the Logan choir, before ooming to Salt Lake City. Later, going

to Boston, he studied for some time at the New ig1and Conservatory of

Music, and. on his return to Salt Lake City organized the singing class that

8ubseQUefltlY developed into the renowned Choral Society of that oity.

William Kerr sang second tenor in Professor Stephenst chorus, and became

one of his very close friends. A genius in musical composition as well as

in directing vocal music, Professor Stephens gave successive entertainments

in the great Tabernacle, with thousands in attendance, and pioneered the

Tabernacle Choir in a series of concerts that laid the foundation for the

wide fame ultimately attained by that organization.

Professor Joseph B. Toronto, who taught mathemati.os and several other

subjects, exerted a particular influence on William Kerr as a student,

since mathematics was a subject in whioh he had special aptitude and was

..3AlL.
ambitious to do distinguished work. Thisbrouht him into favorable and

somewhat. intimate relations with Professor Toronto, who was an able

instructor. Professor Orson Howard, 'who had recently returned from special

studies in the East, and whose field of teaohing, zoology and botany,

appealed to William Kerr's appreciation of the exact sciences, also

exercised considerable influence over him, and manifested toward him a

responsive attitude of friendly cordiality. Professor Kingsbury, who

taught geology, was especially friendly toward him. The fact that the

members of the faculty were few emphasized the sense of dependence on the

part of the student and the rasponsibility of leadership on the part of

the faculty. Cooperation was thus immediate and mutual.

At the University William Kerr was interested in activities) as well

as in his regular studies and class exercises. Debating especially



fascinated him, and he kept up his active participation in it throughout

his student days at the University. Perhaps his interest in the law as

prospective occupation may have emphasized his natural inclination to speak

and write. He was a member of one of the literary societies that in those

days wore dominant factors in student life at the University of Utah,as

.. lmod
they were in m-a- all colleges and universities of the period. These

societies, some for men only, some for women only, and some coeducational,

served the social as well as educational needs of the students who were

members. All students were enoouraged to participate in the projects of

these societies. As the current catalog announced, these societies were

"strictly under the control and surveillanoe of the faculty." Fraternities

and sororities not yet having become established in most of the newer

institutions of higher education, the literary societies vied with one

another in soliciting for membership the talented students who seemed most

likely to make distinguished records for themselves--and their societies--

iile in college.

Returning home to Richmond after his first year at the University, LV

was in town soon after his arrival and in passing one of the general stores

was accosted by the mns.nager, Samual Eobson, hose brother owned the store.

"How would you like tow,rk here in the store during the vacation,

William?" asked young Hobson.

"Frankly," said student Kerr, "I don't know anything about your

business. I'm sorry, but I've never done any work in a general store."

"Well, you can learn, I take it," replied Hobson. "Come in and let's

talk it over. I'm sure my brother would like to have you."

A.rrangements were soon made, and William went to work immediately

thereafter, at an initial wage of forty dollars a month. Recalling the
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experience in. later years, Dr. Kerr reniarked that he never worked harder.

"The less I knew, the harder I worker for I couldn't let nty friend.s and

neighbors realize how little.I biew about merchandising. I felt that I

had. to know all about the many things that were new to my experience, arid

that would help me to be more useful to the business and its patrons. I

studied them at might as earnestly as I had studied my university assign

sients." The store handled a wide variety of 0ommoditiesdrygo0ds, ready-

made clothing, boots and shoes, groceries9 hardware, lumber, lath, shingles,

and other wood products. It also bought from the mners practioally every-

thing they produced for sale, and shipped these products in car lots to

mining camps in Idaho and. Montana. The bookkeeping was therefore con-

siderable, and"Iid practically a].l of it, usually at night, frequently

'working till ten or eleven o'olock. His bookkeeping experiences in.

school, coupled with the practical application of the principles of

accounting during his railroad work with. his father, gave hiin a fine

background for this type of wtrk. Moreover his zeal for algebra and

geometry among his university studies, that later proved that ho had a

positive genius for all phases of mathematics, was also a great asset to

him. That his employers appreciated his services is indicated by the fact

that after the first month they voluntarily advanced his salary to sixty-

five dollars a month.

Continuing his studies at the University during the year l883-84, he

resumed his vacation job of clerk and bookkeeper at Hobson's general store

during the simer of 1884. A competing mercantile company located a block

M!y from the ffobscxi store began to notice that their old rival was getting

'uI10
the jump on thei, and they had a pretty clear idea of the cause, ,4'ich they

Concluded ought to be transferred to their own premises. Accordingly one
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or the other of two directors would make occasional visits to the Eobson

counters, and. now and then lingered on rather casually into the evening.

One night, when trade was practically over, both the directors dropped in

and after a preliminary skirmish made a direct proposal to young Kerr that

he come over to their store, himself neming the figure that he would regard

as satisfactory compensation for making the transfer. By this time, however,

he had so completely won the confidence of the Hobson brothers and was so

thoroughly trusted with all important functions of the business that he was

definitely disinclined to make a change, especially to a business that was

in direct competition with his employers. Accordingly he quite definitely

but courteously declined to consider the proposal.

Since a single semester's work would -entitle him to complete his

course at the University, he remained with Hobson's store during the fall

and early winter months of 1884, returning to the University during the

final two terms of the academic yes.r 1884-85. Upon completion of his

University course in June, when he was granted the degree of bachelor of

science, he was immediately offered the position of manager of the Hobson

store at an advance in salary, and accepted. This new recognition with

increased income, cqm opportunely,whoJ"t made up his mind that

Miss Leonora Hemilton was the one woman in all the world vthose companion-

ship was indispensable to him through life, he married her on July 8, 1885.

He thus established a new home for himself at the swne time he began an

independent business career.
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CHAPTER IV

SUPERINTEIDENT OF SMITHFIELD SCHOOLS

A1D

INSTRUCTOR IN BRIGHAM YOUNG COLLEGE

Initial experiences in education that revealed his natural ability for
both teaching and administration. Practical application of mathematics.

Following his career as a student at the University of Utah and his

marriage in the summer of 1855, William Kerr was aDpointed manager of

Hobson's Mercantile establishment and continued to serve in that capacity

until September. Having been offered the position of teacher and super-

intendent of the Smithfield schools, he resigned at that time to undertake

this new type of work, 'which he pursued until the fall of 1887. Whi1e head

of the schools at Smithfield)he began the policy of informing his con-

stituency, through the newspapers, of the aotivities of the schools, not

only in respect to routine duties but also their social and community

functions, expressed by special festivities on public holidays and. cere-

monial occasions. In some1 instances his name was signed to these newspaper

contributions; but often some less specific signature, such as his initials,

Le Premier, etc.was employed. The "Smithfield Points," "Smithfield Items,"

and, similar contributions to the newspapers carried personal references to

speaker accounts of dramatic presentations, such as "The Fruits of the

Wine Cup" and "Margery Day, ";May Day festivities; Fourth of July celebra-

tiOns__Professor Kerr was himself the orator of the day in 1886; and the

replacement of the old civic center, "The Bowery," by a community Tabernacle.

Other educational articles described a notable teachers' institute at Salt

Lake City, the establishment of a Teachers' library, an address 'by the

Territorial ooissioner of education advocating free public schools, and
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similar projects designed to further the cause of education and popular

appreciation of its benefits.

The teachers of the Smithfield sohools, eager to pursue some regular

course of study for personal and professional improvement, arranged with

Superintendent Kerr to give such a course, periodically throughout the

year, on the subject of geology.

In June, 1887, Superintendent Kerr was elected a delegate from Cache

County as a member of the territorial convention authorized to prepare a

constitution for the admission of Utah as a state. The convention met on

June 30 and closed on July 7, 1887. Superintendent Kerr was appointed a

member of the couunittee on education. The proposed constitution was not

approved by Congress, however, and a second convention, of which Professor

Kerr was also a member, had to be convened at a later date, 1895.

While at Smithfield Mr. Kerr found time to perform one of those extra-

curricular services that were to characterize his career in general. William

G. Farrell, a Smithfield oitizen who had the misfortune to lose one of his

legs in an accident, and who was therefore confined to his room, and for

the most part to his bed, was ambitious to undertake some sort of study or

training that would occupy his mind and. improve his resources. Accordingly,

Mr. Kerr arranged to give him private lessons in arithmetic, grammar, and

Punctuation one hour eaoh day from four to five o'clock, Monday through

Friday. The results of these studies Dr. Kerr had the satisfaction later

in life of learning from Mr. Farrell himself, who invited him to visit

r'fre
s-home in Los Angeles. Returning to the Pacific Coast from a mission

to Kansas City on business couneoted with DeMolay. in February 1941, Dr.

Kerr got in touch with Mr. Farrell, who had a large insurance business in

Los Angeles and was prominent in accounting and political circles, as well

t
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as very prosperous. "You know," said Mr. Farrell, "I often think1

with gratitude, that you did more for me than any other man. When I was

in a mood of helplessness and gloom, you gave me the tools of success;

you buoyed me up and gave me oonfi.d.enoe."

The inherent dignity that has distinguished Dr. Kerr through his

entire life seems to have been recognized very early in his professional

oareer as an educator. Softened by a sparkling spirit of cordiality,

which increased rather than diminished as he grew older, this natural

dignity not only inspired respeot for himse# personally but .lso had the

effeot of promoting among all those in his presence a certain orderliness

end decorum. At Smithfield one of his pupils in the school was Francis

David Farrell, who was also a student in the Utah Agricultural College

when President Kerr had charge of that institution, graduating in 1907,

the concluding year of his administration there, and who later attained

distinction as an educational executive himself. In 1932, Dr. Farrell, as

President of Kansas State College, 'wrote a letter to Professor Fred M.

Shideler, a graduate of that institution, who was Professor of Journalism

at Oregon State College, expressing his satisfaction that Dr. Kerr had

been elected Chancellor of the Oregon State System of Higher Education,

remarking that to Dr. Kerr's friends, who had known him a long time, "Kis.

Ultimate appointment seemed inevitable." Recalling his school days at

Smithfield, where he first attended school under Professor Kerr, Dr.

Farrell made the following observation: "Knowing him as you do, you will

Understand why it was that he was the only member of the group of village

School teachers 'who was not called by his first name. The other teachers

were called Jack and Sam and Mary, but he was called Mister Kerr."

In July, 1887, J. Z. Stewart, Principal, and Win. H. .Apperly, a member
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of the faculty. of Brigham Young College at Logan, visited Superintendent

Kerr at hi home in Smithfield. and discussed with him the prospect of his

accepting a positon as a member of the faculty of that institution. The

next day they called again and formally offered him a positon as instructor

of mathematics and rhetoric. In the meantime, however, the Logan school

board had asked him to come to see them regarding a teaching position in

one of the district schools. Accordingly he conferred with Joseph Morrell,

Seth A. Langton, and Newall Kimball, members of the board, concerning this

type of work. Following this conference, he again consulted Principal

Stewart and Professor Apperly regarding the position offered him in Brigham

Young College. After several hours the college men finally convinced him

that his future in the institution they represented would bring him more

eatisfaotlon than teaching in a district school. Accordingly that same

evening he accepted the position in Brigiam Young College, Logan, to

succeed William H. Smart, who was withdrawing. His decision in this case,

as well as his decision to accept the teaching position at Smithfield, was

Influenced by Mrs. Kerr's preference. She believed that an eduoational

career was more suitable f or her gifted husband than business. She believed

also that a college position offered him more opportunities than the public

aohools. At the college his compensation was more or less e' a speculation,

being two-sevenths of the tuition fees paid in by all the students. His

teaching subjects as outlined at these later conferences were to include

Physiology, geology, physics, elocution, bookkeeping, and drawing.

On Saturday, July 23, 1887, he moved from Smithfield to Logan.

Before his departure the school board, pupils, and citizens of Smithfield

arranged a schoolhouse gathering at which he and Mrs. Kerr were heartily

toasted in informal ceremonies that psid. them generous tribute, first in



compliment to Principal Kerr's conduct of the school, second in friendly

appreciation of the family's contribution to the town. On getting settled

in Logan, he was notified by the principal of the College and. the officers

of the State Teachers Association that he was to prepare a paper on

"Geography by Lecture" to be presented at the fall meeting of the associa-

tion. On that occasion he was elected president of the State Teachers

Association, and his paper was subsequently published.

In the meantime he met with Principal Stewart of the College and

Professor Aperly to prepare the teaching schedule for the year 1887-88,

assigning the work for each of the two semesters. On Monday, September ]2,

the College opened for the first semester,and William Kerr, though he had

not yet fully determined that educational work was the life career that

he preferred, found himself laun.ohed on a course of action that was to

test his mettle not only as a teacher but as an organizer and administrator.

In July, 1888, Professor Kerr, beginning his life long practice of

attending educational gatherings that were designed to promote the type

of work in which he was engaged, left Ogder. andby way of Portland,

thence by ocean steamer to San Francisco, went to attend the meetings of

the National Educational Association In that city. When the College opened

that next fal], a new principal was in charge, J. W. Tanner, having succeeded

J. Z. Stewart. Professors Aper1y, Todd, and Kerr constituted the other

members of the teaching staff. During the first semester Professor Kerr

taught aritetio, reading, penmanship, and algebra, and kept up in private

' Systematic study of geometry and. Latin. In the second semester he taught

OOTfletry and bookkeeping in addition to the subjects taught during the

first semes bar. The following year he added trigonometry to this rather

Oxpanded list of class subjects he was teaching.
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While instructing in mathematics at Brigham Young Collage in

professor Kerr had a class in trigonornetry,in addition to his other sub-

jects. Following his usual practice of giving the students opportunity to

apply the principles they learned in the classroom, he took them out for

field work in the neighborhood, in one instance taking measurements of the

highest peak in the Wasatôh range. This exercise was reported in the local

newspaper as follows:

Mountain Measurement

Professor VI. J. Kerr, of the Brigham Young College, had the

pupils of his class in trigonometry out last Friday in making

experimental measurements. The height of the highest visible
point of the mountains east of Logan and south of the canyon was

taken from the Temple Hill. To ascertain that his instrument was

aoourate, a measurement of the Temple was taken and proved to be

correct. Then the mountain was measured and it proved to be 3,837

feet above the Temple Hill. Loga.n is 5,433 feet above the sea

level, arid as the Temple Hill is considerably higher than Logan,

the altitude of the mountain would be about 9,400 feet above the

level of the sea.

After three years of work as an instructor at Brigham Young College,

Mr. Kerr decided to go to Cornell University to round out his courses of

tudy and to make more immediate contact with educational institutions in

the East. Accordingly on May 23, 1890, he submitted his resignation to

Principal Tanner, and made ready to take his wife and three children to

Ithaca, New York.

During the academic year 1891-92 he was again on the faculty of

righam Young College as Professor of Mathematics, a field of study and

teaching in which he was beginning to be known as an expert. During the

spring semester of th't year he reoeived the conclusive offer from the

University of Utah to become professor of mathematics in that institution,

and accordingly resigned from the faculty of the College and laid all his

Plans toward ocoupying the new position at his alma mater, to begin actual

Serqice in September.
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CUPTER V

SPECIAL STUDIES AT CORNELL

One full year of advanced work, 1890-91, and three summer sessions of

1891, 1892, and 1893. Chosen as one of four graduate students to make the

annual tour with members of the faculty.

Having spent three years as an instructor at Brigham Young College,

William Kerr resolved to fulfill an ambition he had entertained for several

years.namely, to spend at least a year in study at Cornell. Accordingly

he resigned as instructor of mathematios at Brigham Young College, and

accompanied by Mrs. Kerr and the three children, went to Ithaca in the

fall of 1890-91. He was readily admitted to Cornell, selecting a very

full program of studies, both regular and specialized, that he felt would

be most useful to him. In addition, he made it a point, by visiting various

divisions of the University, to become acquainted with the work offered on

the campus, including agriculture. He wrote an article, as an element of

his work in English, on agriculture as developed at Cornell. The work he

did on this article gave him a fairly good background concerning the

characteristics of the land-grant institutions. In these broader contacts

with the University outside his classroom studies he became rather well

acquainted with the first president of the University, .Andrew Dickson Vhite.

His teacher in English was Dr. Oliver Farrar &aerson, whom Professor

err regarded as one of the ablest and most inspiring members of the

Cornell faculty. He did considerable writing underAinstructiOflI

including a study of Gustavus Adolphus, and a paper on Frederick the Great

wicJ
}o- 1ato was later accepted by The Contributo, a monthly magazine pub

l.ished in. Salt Lake City. The manager, A. H. Cannon, was so well satisfied

With the artiolc that he invited further contributions from its author,

O later was glad to take advantage of this invitation.
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The distinctive interest he had in iathema'cios naturally brought Mr.

Kerr as a student into close and even intimate relations with Dr. Oliver1

head of the department of nathematios, and 'vith other members of the depart-

ment, particularly Mk Professor Wait, under whom he studied advanced

calculus, and w±4h Professor Jones, under whom he studied advanced projeo-

tive geometry. Even allowing for this personal preference for mathematics,

however, Mr. Kerr, in addition to the inspiration he got from Dr. nerson,

found very stimulating contacts in his study of French under Professor

Laphamn, and his udy of rhetoric under Professor Coffin.

When it was announced that Dr. Charles Kendall Adams would resign

from the presidency at Cornell, much speculation arose on the campus,

especially among the graduate students, concerning who would become his

successor. The merits of two candidates in particular were discussed,

those of Dr. Benjamin Ide Wheeler and Dr. Jacob Gould Schurmnan. As a

result of the discussions, considerable partisanship arose, some students

expressing a decided preference for Wheeler, others for Schurmari. Within

a few weeks, however, ?Iheeler had accepted the presidency of the University

of California, and. Dr. Sohurman, who had served as a rrietnber of the Cornell

faculty for six years previously (l886-l892,was elected president. He

was recognized as an outstanding scholar, hiving studied extensively in

Edinburgh1 Heidelberg, Berlin,4 Gttingen1 and in France and Italy1in

addition to his studies at the University of London, where he earned both

a baohelorts and. a master's degree. In the course of the twenty-eight

years he served Cornell as presidenthe was granted honorary degrees by

eight of the most distinguished institutions of higher learning in the

1Jited States and Europe, and subsequently by three others. .An author of

distinction, he also had. a notable career as a diplomat following his
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retirement from educational work. Yhen Dr. Kerr visited. Europe in 1927, he

enjoyed a conference with President Schurman at his office in Berlin.

In addition to his regular course subjects, such as English, French,

and mathematics, Professor Kerr, by special arrangement, took advanced.

private instruction under some of the ablest professors in mathematics,

including advanced. calculus, with Professor A. L. Waitefive hours a week

with Todhunter's Differential Ca1ou1 as the text. He also took advanced

work in projective geometry with Professor George W. Jones as his instructor,

using Jones and Hathaway's text book, six hours a week. With Professor

Jones he also studied Cremona's Projeotive Geometry and made so unusual a

record that Professor Jones, in conference with Dr. Davis and Dr. Childs,

remarked to them, "Mr. Kerr Iows more about this subject than I do." He

recommended that Professor Oliver, head of the Mathematics Department,

ought to continue the course with young Kerr.1 Some of the other depart-

ments of the University, particularly the department of physics, would

occasionally send over to the department of mathematics original problems

that were assigned to advanced students for solution. Professor Kerr

solved some of these problems, and found such contacts stimulating and.

broadening. On recommendation of his Cornell instructors, he was elected

to the New York Mathematical Society In October, 1392, as indicated by an

Official notice from the secretary, Dr. Thomas S. Fiske.

Through the friendship of some of the professors with whom he had

studied during the year, Professor Kerr was fortunate in being, selected by

August 17, 1892, Professor Jones issued a certificate -worded as
follows: "Professor W. J. Kerr has been under my instruction in Projective
Jeometry during the greater part of this summer. . . . he has done the work
admirably well. If his work were to be returned to the Registrar of the
fli7ersity, it would be rated at least as high as ninety per cent."
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a special committee of the faculty as one of four graduate students to

accompany a group of eight faculty members on a tour of inspection in the

industrial districts of Ne-it England and New York, as official representa-

tives of the University. The tour took place during the Easter or spring

vacation4 and included Syracuse, Schenectady, Boston, Salem, and other

industrial centers as well as leading institutions of higher education.

The delegates were regularly received by leaders in industry who were

graduates of Cornell and by other prominent men in manufacturing and

business. In one Instance they visited an electric railway system where

a car had been invented capable of making two and a half miles a minute.

In some of the plants they visited, outsiders were usually not allowed

because inventions were being protected against piracy, but as official

representatives of Cornell they were permitted to observe every-thing. Aside

from giving members of the party an ultimate view of some of the most pro-

grossive industrial research of this country, the tour threw important side

lights on various sociological probloms. It convinced Professor Kerr, for

instance, that organization of labor was a logical and necessary step in

the protection of the rights of the masses who 'kork for wages.

Dr. Kerr has always attached much importance to this excursion. "It

is not always easy," he said, "to anticipae, or to determine, the influence

ou one's life of apparently incidental things. From the standpoint of

personal associations, places visited, and insight into fundamental facts

Of American life and institutions, I count that trip, which as merely

incidental to my studien, as equal in value to a full year's work in college."

iThile at Cornell Professor Kerr, as elements in his work for Dr.

rson in iglish, composed a number of longer themes or essays. Four of

SO, preserved in his files, are admirable examples of the meticulous
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care he took in preparing such class assiguments. They are written on high

grade ruled paper in a flowing script of elegant symmetry and perfect lee-

j.bility. Page after page is completely free frori ink stains or irregular-

ities of any kind, and the language used in expressing the thought is as

clear and effective as the script is beautiful. One of the essays is

devoted to Gustavus Adoiphus, a convincing summary of the career and ideals

of the great Swedish statesman roM7 mcntici. ânother, entitled

11Eastern Inspection Tour,' reviewed the activities and results of the annual

spring excursion of Cornell professors and graduate students to the manu-

facturing plants and laboratories of the great industries of the Atlantic

seaboard, an excursion in which he shared in the spring of 1891 as indicated

above. A third essay was entitledAdam Smith,'1and. a fourth presented his

view of an education under the captionuiMy Conception of a True Education."

The four manuscripts are not only typical of the literary product that

characterized, his years of study at various institutions, but also indicate

the scrupulous oare with which he worked out any document for which he was

responsible throughout his professional career.

While he was pursuing advanced studies in mathematics at Cornell

during the 1891 suiiuner session,' Professor Kerr had an informal conference

with three members of the mathematics faculty, Dr. Oliver and Professors -

Waite and Jones, regarding his plans for the future. Dr. Oliver suggested

that he write a treatise to be entitled "The Philosophy of Mathematical

Science," declaring that he was best prepared of any of the graduate stu-

ients, or of any member of the faculty, for that matter, to write such a

3'Included in these advanced studies were Advanced Calculus under
Professor Waite, using Williamson's text book, and Advanced Geometry,
including nonEuclid.ian geometry, conic sections, modern projeotive geometry,
e-o., under Professor Jones.
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treatise. Dr. Oliver indicated, that he had. himself plozuied for several

years to prepare such a treatise but that at his age it would be impractic-

able. In the course of the conference, which involved consideration of the

development and relationships of different subjects in mathematics, Professor

Jones, in whose classes Mr. Kerr had studied, paid high tribute to his

analytical ability as well as his general information concerning mathematics.

Appreciating the compliment implied in the recouwiendation of his

instructors, Professor Kerr nevertheless came to no 1imediate decision

regarding the treatise, though he resolved to do at least some writing in

the interest of a larger appreciation of the value of mathematics. Later

on, however, during the early simmer of 1892, following his acceptance of

the professorship of mathematics at the University of Utah and desirous of

undertaking a continuation of his specialized studies in mathematics at

Cornell,he suggestion had a new and powerful appeal for him. The panic

of the early nineties had so drained his income and his savings that he

was short of money to finance his proposed summer study. He therefore

decided that he would undertake at least a series of articles on riathe-

atical science if he could. find a publisher who would pay for them.

naturally he turned to The Contrjuo, where his article on Frederick

the Great had been published and elicited the connaendation of the manager.

A.fter several conferences, Manager Cannon accepted his proposal, andwent

0 far as to pay him in advance a sum sufficient to cover his expenses

for the s-er session. The articles, four in number, illustrated with

diagrams and drawings, appeared in the magazine during the early months

of 1394, January to pril inclusive, and clearly demonstrated, to those

QUalified, to judge them, that the Cornell professors were justified in

their faith in the author.
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Since as a young man William Kerr had strong predilections toward the

law as a life oareer, and he had not yet become convinced that educational

work was a suitable field for him to exploit, it seems singular that he

made no effort to include in his Cornell program studies that would fit

him for the legal profession. The reason was very simple. His uncle,

Joseph L. Rawliris, a delegate in Congress and later a senator from Utah,

whom he greatly admired, was a well-known lawyer whose firm in Salt Lake

City had wide recognition. This uncle had a very definite conviction that

the best training for the legal profession was a broad general education,

supplemented by the study of law under the practical conditions of a good

laiv office, where in addition to office practice the student would have

the counsel and direction of members of the law firm. His uncle had always

encouraged him to follow such a course, if he planned to practice law, and

offered him the facilities of his own office, which were undoubtedly

superior, when he cared to take advantage of them. Opportunities that

opened up subseapently in the field of education, disclosing the advantages

of executive functions in particular, finally determined that William

Jasper Kerr was to become an educator rather than a lawyer. Had he followed

in the footsteps of his uncle, there is little doubt that he would. have

gone as far in law and stateoraft as his distinguished relative.

During the spring term of his full year of study at Cornell, Professor

Kerr was visited at Ithaca by Dr. David Starr Jordan, who had recently been

elected president of Stanford University, and Dr. Joseph Swain, who had been

selected as head of the mathematics department. They wore visiting dif-

ferent institutions seeking members of the faculty for the new, generously

endowed institution when it should open for the ensuing year, 1891-92.

The purpose of their visit, on recommendation of Cornell faculty members,



to learn If Professor Kerr would be interested in obtaining an instruc-

torship in mathematics at Stanford. ii explained that since he had pre-

jously accepted the professorship in mathematics at Brigham Young College

for that year, he was not free to consider a position at Stanford. This

was the beginning, however, of a long period of friendship with Dr. Jordan.

hile at Cornell,Profossor Kerr, accompanied by Mrs. Kerr, attended

the annual meeting of the International Education Association, which was

held at Toronto, Canada. .Among others in attendance at this convention

was Dr. John R. Park, president of the University of Utah, whom Professor

Kerr had kno some years previously when he was a student there. The two

were frequently together while in attendance at the convention. Discussing

the future of the University, President Park asked Professor Kerr if he

would be interested in. becoming a member of the faoulty, explaining that

Dr. Veneziana, the Head of the Mathematics Department, would probably not

ortinue more than another year. He confided to Professor Kerr that Dr.

Veneziana, although exceptionally well trained in mathematics at different

European Universities and at Johns Hopkins, nevertheless did not fit in

congenially with other members of the faculty of the University of Utah

and was disliked by the students. He was regarded as theoretically

extreme. It was the headship of this department that was later offered

Professor Kerr. In March, 1892, Dr. Veneziana's resignation having been

accepted to take effect at the close of the year, Professor Kerr was

formally elected as Head of the Department of Mathematics and Astronomy k 21+4

o begin his duties in the fall of 1892.
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Professor Kerr's experience at Cornell, which included a full year of

special studies during 1890-91 and the three succeeding summer eessiOflZ of

1891, 1892, and 1893, had a determining effect on his career. In the first

place, it gave him opportunity to become acquainted with several of the lead-

ing educational institutions of the United States and Canada and with many

of the leading educators of both countries; it helped him to familiarize

himself with the principal funotions and ideals of different types of state

and. privately supported colleges and universities; and it brought him into

personal conference with college executives who expressed an interest in

cbtaining his services for their institutions. Though he mas not inclined

to take advantage of any of these opportunities f or advancement, because

he had agreed to return to Brigham Young College for the following year,

the tentative understanding he had reached with the President of the

University of Utah, confirmed by a formal offer the following spring, led

to his acceptance of the position as head of the department of mathematics

tnd astronomy at that institution. His term of active service was to

begin in the fall of l892but in the meantime he made a careful suey of

he facilities of the University for the teaching of mathematics and took

Lnediate steps to improve them.

Except for a level, a transit, and a quadrant, used in teaching

tronomy, he found practically no equipment for instruction in higher

.athematjcs. His studies at Cornell had shown hir the value of adeuate
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equipment in illustrating mathematical principles and solving problems.

.ccordingly he sought the president's help in providing the essentials

needed. The University budget for the ensuing academic year, however,

contained no allowance for the purchase of such equipment. The President,

on being consulted, regretted the poverty of mathematical equipment, but

exoressed very definite objection to asicing the Board for additions to

the budget which they had already approved. He assented, however, quite

harily, to Professor Kerr's proposal to bring the matter personally to

the attention of the President of the Board of Regents, Judge Robert

ar]mes s.

Professor Kerr's evident familiarity with the equipment needed to

teach higher mathematics and the specific uses to be served by such equip-

ent wore thoroughly convincing to Judge Harkness. As a result, before he

1ft Utah for Cornell in the summer of 1892, Professor Kerr was armed with

a Board order authorizing him to purchase equipment to the extent of l,OOO

an informing dealers that his orders would be honored by the University,

:hich would pay seller's drafts, accompanied by endorsed shipping receipt,

n any bank in Salt Lake City, and would, also pay freight. A facsimile of

te Board's authorization, dated June 15, 1892, and signed by the chaiirian

of the Board, with the official seal of the University, attested by the

!cretary, John R. Park, is reproduced on the attaohel page.

Taking advantage of the Fourth of July intermission during the summer

at Cornell, Professor Kerr went to Philadelphia and made a personal

lCtOri of the mathematical equipment authorized. That the University

s not only satisfied with the apparatus assembled, but proud of i as

fldOUbtedly the largest and best in the Rocky Mountain regions," is

by a three-page artici" with three illustrations in the June
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1693 issue of The University Chronic'1e, published weekly by the sttident

of the University of Utah) Two half-tone ulustratons that acoompanid

the article are reproduced 'csre'iith.

Professor Kerr's predecessor in the niathematios department, a highly

educated mai in his specialty, made such excessive demands for his partic-

ular field of study that lie excited the prejudice of many of his colleagues

o the faculty as well as the displeasure of the students. As a consequerco

of his insistence that every student in. the University ought to study math-

eatics five hours a week for each of the four years of academic work,

and of other tactless characteristics, he had xnae mathematics the most

inpopular subject in the entire curriculum. Vhen Professor Kerr assumed

charge of the department, he was asked what he thought should be the wini-

rium requirement in this field of study. Ie replied that for the regular

liberal arts student only the freshman year of study should 'ce required,

ut that he hoped a year's study would lead such students, as well as the

tchnical student, to see the value of further exploration in. the field of

mathematics. As a matter ci' fact, with the ample new equipment provided

for mathematics and Professor Kerr' s policy of pursuing field work and

the practical application of all mathematioal principles, the students

soon began to flock to his classes. Their interest was such1 in fact,

that they suggested that a mathematical society be formed in the University

to carry forward in evening meetings such exercises and investigat±ons as

could not be covered in the regular class perIods. This socIety was the

piration, in turn, of a stats-wide mathematical association, ccrapoed

f teachers of the subject in. all levels of the educational field, that

c,hnmic1e? Souvenir edition, June 1693, p. 4, 16, 17,
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held periodical meetings and exchanged ideas through various ccrnmucations.

;uite naturally Professor Keir was elected president 'f this association.

In addition to these activities Professor Kerr was soon solicited for

articles on the subject of mathematics for newspapers and magazines, which

w.d.oned interest in the subject, socially among teachers.

Though he was the youngest and newest head of a department on the

university faculty, or perhaps because of this fact, Professor Kerr found

himself in the fortunate positon of being regularly called upon for assist-

ance by ting President Kingsbury. Though he was exceedingly busy with

w&
his classes in mathematics and astronomy, andAoccupied also in writing a

Esries of articles on mathematical science for "The Contributor," he of

course responded heartily to all of the President's demands upon him.

Through a succession of experieices that enabled him to be of particular

ervioe to the President, he thus became a trusted helper and confidant.

Is a consequence he was ultimately involved in important controversies that

had state-'rid.e significance, though all public activities were conducted

in the name of the President.

A conspicuous example was the Kingsbury - Sanborn controversy over

the question of the consolidation of the University and the Agricultural

College. President Kirsbury initiated it. In the fall of 1893, after

aking certain inquiries of leading educators throughout the country, he

Published an article, comprising about a third of a column, in the Deseret

one of the leading dailies of Salt Lake City, proposing the unifica-

ion of the Agricultural College and the University. The article proved

to be a boomerang. Within a few days President Sanborn of the Utah Agri-

ltural College at Logan published an answer to it. This appeared in the

9.turday issue of the Deseret News, the principal edition of that newspaper,
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since no Sunday issue was published. The effeät was rather devastating.

president Kingsbury had evidently not fully appreciated the fact that hi

rroposal was drnamite. But President Sanborn's answer had clearly demon-

strated that it was. Interest in the issue spread daily. It grew in

intensity as it spread. The following Tuesday three members of the

University faculty called on Professor Kerr and urged him to 'irrite a reply

to President Sanborn's article. They explained that the President was

not only too busy to do so, but that his own experiences both at Logan

and at Cornell qualified him to prepare the reply. Vthile Professor Kerr

realized that his close acquaintance with the Agricultural College at

Logan and his special study of the Agricultural divisions at Cornell had

given him a certain perspective on the problems involved in the controversy,

he expressed his conviction that it would be presumptuous for him, a compara-

tive newcomer at the University, to reply to sn article by the President

of another state institution answering a proposal by the President of the

University. The next morning, however, Prosiderrb Kingsbury himself called

on Professor Kerr, delivering to him a large number of letters from pro-

inent educators concerning the consolidation problem, and earnestly

requesting that he prepare a reply to the Sanborn article. Coming directly

from the President of the University, this request was regarded by Professor

Kerr as essentially a command, and he therefore consented to prepare this

article.

The article, comprising several columns on the printed page, appeared

±n the December 22 issue of the Deseret Kews. It carried a two-column

head, "Have One Efficient University," and was widely reproduced, in

5SOnoe, in the press of the territory. Though the question involved has

teen an acute one in several states, including Oregon, it would not be
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worth while,perhaps,to reproduce the entire article here. But several

points in the argument, representing the University point of view, are

enlightening in view of the fact that subsequently, as head of state agri-

cultural colleges, Professor Kerr had to take the opposite point of view.

The consistency of his stand, however, never wavered far as fundemental

principles were concerned.

President Sanborn, in attacking the Kingsbury proposal, lowered his

guard in the particular realm of education that Professor err regarded as

paramount, namely, economy. President Sanborn expressed his contempt for

this principle by exclaiming that he regarded the "money basis on which

this discussion has been presented to be the lowest order of approach to

the discussion of our public school system." This gave Professor Kerr

his chance to press home at the start a rapier -thrust in the protest that

the "money basis," involving "the orysteflization of the surplus energies

of the commonwealth," instead of being the "lowest order of approach" to

educational problems was indeed "the highest possible point of considera-

TIlokL g

tion." bc&he ould4advocate a policy of parsimony or in the least

impair the progress of education by undue economy, but the he "would have

the careful husbanding of resources, so as to obtain, from them the highest

Possible benefits."

He then went on to show that the annual waste of 4O,OOO to 5O,OOO

of the taxes of the territory, through the maintenance of the double system

of higher education, was a serious matter even at that time, bu ound to

even larger waste as the institutions grew in theirattempts to

serve.T:' the expending needs of the commonwealth.

Fortunately, President Kingsbur>in his original published proposal

had not advocated union at any specific center. In his reply, however,

be an
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President Sanborn had definitely made the claim that the "Agricultural

College of Utah could absorb the University of Utah at practically no

expense to the Territory . . ." elaborating the advantages of the Agri-

cultural College and of the county seat of Cache County, in which it was

Pu.i
located. In reply to this, 1t Kerr said simply: "The special plea

for Logan as a location for the combined institutions, which has been

introduced into the argument to show they should not be united, may or

my not be in good taste. The point of icoation had. no part whatever in

the original proposition." He went on to show, however, that in the long

run the annual savings resulting from consolidation, compared w1.th ever

increasing waste of separate maintenance, would completely dwarf the

current value of the physical plants at either Logan or Salt Lake City.

e cited at this point a letter from President Seth Low of Columbia

University, who explained that when the site of the college near the center

of New York City became too small, rather than scatter the various branches

of the institution, "without a dissenting voice, we have chosen the policy

of concentration, although it has compelled us to buy a new site for the

College at a cost of 2,OOO,OOO for the land alone."

Emphasis on this point of ultimate economy gaveoccasion for intro-

ducing excerpts from the many letters that President Kingsbury had received

£ronl leading educators, with the positive statement that the answers

received "invariably and emphatically favor the concentration of all

branches of higher education in a state under one institution." President

Jordan of Stanford was quoted as saying that the best results in any line

of higher education cannot be rendered without the association of all

others. The literary man, for 1nsance, will gain much ad lose nothing

his association with the practical work of the engineer. In
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conclusion he was quoted as saying: "The separation of the sohools founded

by the Morrill Act from the state university, was a blunder which tiae will

deepen into a crime. '.Tith the union of the two has come the rapid growth

of the universities of Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, and Nebraska, where

the higher work of the state is all concentrated in one place."

Protesting against President Sanborn's insinuation that the Ijniver-

sity's quoted authorities were not disinterested observers, because they

had "the funds and the profit of them," Professor Kerr retorted that the

veracity and devotion to public interest of such men as had been quoted

could not be question3d. But as an educator who could not be actuated by

any sinister motives in expressing an opinion on the subject, he offered

Trn. J. Harris, United States Commissioner of Education, who had written to

President Kingsbury that the separation of higher educational institutions

in Utah would necessitate the repetition of items and functions. and cause

additional expense. He concluded by saying, "If three institutions were

established (a University, an Agricultural College, and a School of Mines)

the general outfit for each would necessarily be much weaker than if

concentrated into one institution."

Refuting President Sanborn's claim that constant dissatisfaction had

resulted in those states where the agrioultural college was combined with

the University and that in New York, as a result of this dissatisfaction,

"the agricultural college has been separated from the institution with

which it was united," Professor Kerr quoted from official publications of

rnell University to show that agriculture had not only been regularly

a!ntained at that institution as one of the principal colleges of the

- -versity, but through the testimony of farmers' institttes and other

uthentio sources the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station
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oould. report the most harmonious relations between the College and its

constituency. He stated, for instance, that "the College of Agriculture

is more prosperous at the present time than at any time since its estab-

lishment." He reported further that "within the past ten years, Cornell

has sent out more teachers and experimenters in agriculture, and more

liberally educated men who have engaged in farming, than any other insti-

tution in the land." Finally, however, as a communication clinching the

entire argument and summarizing its essential elements, a letter was pre-

sented, almost in its entirety, from Hon. Andrew D. White, formerly

President of Cornell, at that time United States Minister to Russia, whom

both President Kingsbury and Professor Kerr had known personally at

different periods, when they were students at Ithaca.

This letter, dated at St. Petersburg, told first, in a friendly way,

that as President of Cornell he had labored long and successfully to prevent

the dividing and scattering throughout the state of the university func-

tions. He 'was strongly opposed at the time, he said, by many of the best

citizens of New York state, but in later years there was not one who would

not acknowledge that he had been wrong in advocating the distribution of

the resouroes for higher education, ant was most fortunate that better

Counsels prevailed, so that one adequate institution was provided for the'

State instead of several wretchedly imperfect ones. "Allow me to say to

you," he continued, "as I said years ago to the legislature of the state

of New York that the rule for primary and intermediate education is

iVtSiOn of resources, and the rule as regards advanced education should

.!Concentration of resources."

Commenting on the essentials necessary to establish each of three

te institutions such as a unrversity, an agricultural college, and a
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0ollege of mines, Dr. V'hite pointed out that separation involved a tripling

of the expenses for such essentials. "Cor'ibining these resources," he

continued, "will insure to you one thoroughly well equipped university, in

which all these departments can be thoroughly well provided for. . ... Instead

of three wretched, little feeble institutions to vthioh it would be very

difficult to attract really first-class men, you will have one institution

to which men of high standing will be proud to go as professors, end which

the young men of your state will be proud to graduate from."

He concluded by saying, "1 earnestly hope that no mere love for

locality will prevent men of all parties in your legislature from arriving

at a large, farsesing, and statesmanlike decision in this matter. Scatter

yolr other institutions as much as you please through your state; give your

asylirns, retreats, reformatory institutions, prisons, etc., to various

1oclities, but I urge that you keep all your endovments for the most

.ivanced education together; for in this way alone can you secure an insti-

ttion strong enough to give your young men and young women an education

worthy of your state and o common country."

"With the evidence thus far adduced," concluded the article "Have One

ficient University," the KerrIingsbury communication left the reader

o judge for himself regarding the merits of the proposition to corcen-

ti-ate the higher educational institutions of Utah."

The territorial legislature, following this newspaper discussion cf

e Consolidation problem, introduced a bill providing for the union of the

3 institutions. Jintioipating that the measure would become a law, and

at Salt Lake City would be the seat of the combined institution, President

sbury wanted to be ready to establish it in a suitable permanent site.

Ow±ng that Professor Kerr had direct cquaintanoe with the neods of an
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agricultural college and that through his uncle, Joseph L. Rawlins, ar.d

his grandfather Joseph Sharp Rawlins, he was well acquainted with the

country abotxb the capital city, asked him to go out and study the

5ituat±0n and deternine the site. This he did, selecting a tract of land

vdth a high comranding section, or bench, suitable for the general univer-

sity functions, supplemented by fertile lowlands suitable for irrigation

and especially adapted as agricultural soil for use of the agricultural

college. Having done this, he submitted his report, with diagrams, to

President Kingsbury, analyzing the needs of the proposed institution and

escribi.ng the areas to be devoted to the different functions. The bill

n the legislature lost, however, by one vote, and the consolidation issue

went to sleep until the constitutional conventicn of 1895.

The Kingsbury - Sanborn Newspaper controversy occurred during the

second year of Professor Kerrts service as head of the department of math-

e'atics and astronomy at the University. Ihen the reply to President

anborn was coleted, it was delivered, at the request of President

Kingsbury, by Professor Kerr in person to the publisher of the Deseret Tews,

John Q. Cannon.

The Board of Regents, under whom Dr. Kingsbury had been serving as

Acting President, appeared to be slow to advance him to the position of

?osident. Realizing this factDr. Kingsbury was interested in obtaining

suitable position elsewhere for himself and in locating an experienced

educator to head. the university when he should withdraw. In the meantime,

.3Wever, Dr. Kingsbury, having learned ±hat there would be a change in the

ridency of the Agricultural College at Logan, becme interested in that

ition and asked Profossor Korr, who was of course well acquainted in

Cfla to get in touch with members of the Board in his behalf. This
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professor Kerr was glad. to do. Dr. J. H. Paul, hoiever, a former member

of the University faculty, who had been principal of Brigha Young College

at Logan, was the man selected by the trustees to become president of the

Mri0Ult2l' College.

During the year l93-94, the last year that Professor Kerr served on

the faculty of the University of Utah, he introduced a resolution at a

faculty meeting proposing to increase the requirements for admissIon to

the IJn.iversiby fim two to three years of high school ored.its. In support

of the resolution he offered the argznent that such an increase would

result in benefits both to the University and to the cosmiunities maintain-

ing high schools. It would benefit the University, he claimed, by increas-

th tts prestige, since many of the state universities in the foremost

states of the Union were requiring at least three years end some the full

four'years of high school credits. It would benefit the high school

cozmunities, he argued, by encouraging them to extend theIr curricula and

thus keep their young people at home under the direct influence of their

fsilies, during their adolescent years, instead of sending them to the

city, where adjustments were often difficult to make end rcponsibil-

Lties too burdensome for youthful and inexperienced students. President

::sbury, fearful that raising the entrance requirements would result in

reduced enrollment of students1 frankly opposed the resolution, and when

it came to a final vote of the faculty, it lost by a very narrow margin.

9t Professor Kerr had faith that his proposal was worth trying, however,

demonstrated by the fact that when he became President of Brighe Young

Ilege for the ensuing year, one of the first projects that he asked the

aulty to consider was the raising of entrance requirements. The faculty

3ptly approved the proposal1 and as a consequence righam Young College,
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en it opened in the fall, wa a Th1l year ahead of the Sato University

jn requiri1g three instead of two years of high school preparation. Student

roilnient, moreover, was not reduced, but actually increased over that of

the preceding year at the College.

In the midst of these events Professor Kerr was sur'rised to be coi-

fnted with a proposal that he allow himself to he considered for the

residency of the University. Certain members of the Board of Regents who

had observed his capacity for dispatching educational husinos came to him

n two occasions with the proposal. Though appreciative of the confidence

the Board members evidently placed in him, his answer was prompt and decls-

1e; he had a clear conviction that, having been trusted in many ways, some

'f then quite intimate, by President Kingsbury, the demands of loyalty

prevented his being considered as a possible successor to the President.

In 1394-95 the regents elected as President of the University Dr.

Jies E. Talmage, who had ben professor of metallurgy and biology, and.

r. Kingshux-j hecie a professor on the faculty until 1897 when he was

elected president. e served as President until 1916, when he retired as

?es.dent neritus.

A few weeks after the University regents had visited him, Professor

err received a letter from the trustees of Brigham Young College, where

.e had served four years as a rriember of the faculty, stating that they
mki

'er'e interested him president of that institution, their exec±ive

uader having 'cocome president of th Agricultural College. Suhseauentiy

trustees sent a committee to confer ñth him, urging thab he accept the

rsidency. e was not inclined at first to consider the position. Aside

T1 the fact that he felt that ho had only made a sb.rt in his work at

he University, which wa thoroughly oonenial, he had cominitJii3nts '.ith
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r3speCt to f1filling hi contract with "The Contributor" rnagazine for the

5sries of scientific articles on mathettics. Finall,- the oresidert of ho

oard explained, as a special inducement, that Brigham Young Col1ee

a s1l institution, and that, since its executive duties would require

more than half his tiire he would have ample time for writing and

sni1ar activities. That alluring prospect led to his acceptance of the

)3SitiOfl.

An editorial that appeared in the Salt flake Herald on June 14, 1894,

antitled "The Brigham Young College," is typical of the spirit expressed

quite generally upon the announcement that Professor Kerr would assume the

residency of that institution. The editorial said in part

There is much significance in the appointment of Professor
W. J. Kerr to the position of President of the Brigham Young
College at Logan. By his acceptance of this new honor, the
University of Utah loses one of its most efficient professors,
and the College gains the services of a man who is not only a
mathematician with talents that are recognized in the colleges
of the East, but vtho is considered by many in this region to
have no superior as an educator. Besides these two great
qualifications for the presidential office, he possesses rare
executive ability, of which all testify who have had any
acquaintance with him personally or officially.....
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CPTER VII

PPESIDENT OF BRIGHX YOUNG COLIGE

president Kerr find.s himself as an educational executive.

Professor Kerrts experience at Brigham Young College is typical of

the way he received recognition for service in the most exacting oapaoitiS

b any institution with which he was ever ccinected. It a quite effectue.l

denial, moreover, of the classical pronouncement that a prophet is not

vrithout honor save in his own country. Richmond, Professor Kerr's birth-

1ace, is only a few miles from Smithfield, where he first began teaching

and supervised the public schools. Logan, the seat of Brigham Young College

and of the State Agricultural College, both of which he directed as pres-

Hent in successive periods, is in turn, only thirteen miles frori Richmond

1ese
and a distance from Smithfield. Salt Lake City, seat of the State

jnivorsity, where he graduated end subsequently served on the faculty, is

ICSS than one hundred miles south of this trio of tovrns where Professor

err began his personal and rofessional career. In whatever capacity he

er7ed these several communitieshe won the confidence of his

.nd was regularly urged to take larger and more responsible leadershiP.

He served Brigham Young College at Logan first as instructor of

physiology, geology, and physics in 1887-88 next as instructor of math

.atics in 1388-90 and again in 1891-92. The interval of 1390-91 he spent

Ln specialized advanced study at Cornell University, where he also pursued

Uizer school courses for three suocessive seasons. Following his return

O righam Young College in 1891, where he spent another year as instructor,

was elected to the position bf professor of mathematics and astronomy

t the University of Utah, where he served with ditjnct1ofl Until 1894.
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F'i&ideii t \\ll iaul Kerr.

William Jasper Kerr as president of
Brigham Young College
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In April of that year he received a coruncatiOfl from the trustees

of
righ51 Young College at Logan stating that their principal, J. H. Paul,

had resigned to accept the presidency of the State Agricultural College,

nd inquiring if he vould be interested in. becoming head of their insti-

tution. Later they sent a delegation to confer with him. Professor Kerr

vas not inclined to consider the position.

hen he was thus invited to become president of Brigham You College,

he had already been recognized as a specialist in mathematics. In addition

to having a heavy teaching schedule at the University he was under contract

to contribute each month an article on "Mathematical Science" for publica-

tion in the magazine Contributor,' dealIng particularly with the dif-

ferent subjects of mathematics including their origin, development, and

application. He contributed articles to other periodicals also and. was

frequently engaged to deliver addresses dealing chiefly with the theory and

ar of teaching mathematics.

Aware of the heavy load Professor Kerr was then carrying in addition

to his teaching schedule at the University, the President of the Board

exolained as an inducement for him to consider the presidency that the

College7after all,was small and. should not require more than half his

time as president, thus giving him emple time for his writing in additiqfl

to his administrative duties. This finally led to his acceptance of the

presidency effective July 1, 189.4.

Thus at the age of only thirty years, Professor Kerr was already

recognized as an educational leader. It was in the field of administration,

OW8ver, that his genius for oganizatiOfl and dispatch of educational work3

long with his ability to analyze an
educational problem, had won him the

Confidence of his administrative superiors and governing boards. As a
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consequence, his leadership exendod to various organizations, local and

national, and his election as president of Brigham Young College was hailed

s the dawn of a new and prosperous era for that institution. The trustees

at the head of whom,as president of the board, stood Hon. George W. Thatcher,

a prominent business man with a broad vision, were alert to aggressive

leadership. Another member of the board was Brigham Young, Jr., who had.

been president of the board for seven years preceding Thatcher's admin-

istration and whose educational ideas were thoroughly progressive. The

new leader, therefore, found a ready response to his proposals for

iiaproveinent.

This response was confirmed and intensified with every new experience

the Board. of Trustees had with the president. For it soon became evident

to them that as a result of his business training and its practical appli-

cation he had acquired an unusual faculty for handling business and finan-

cial problems. This was manifested as a. distinctive feature of his

a±ninistration through his ability to analyze and nterpre budgets

dete!lnine relative needs of the institution, the feasibility of different

proposed plans and projects, and essential requirements in the way of

buildings and equipment.

In academic matters his initiative was equally prompt and decisive.

hough the catalog of the College for the following year had already been

Printed, one of the first steps the new president took Was to advance the

trance requirements from two to three years. Another of his improvements

to recognize the need for normal teacher training as one of the leading

.Ctjo5 of the College and. to develop this phase of its work. e regu-

..arly attended the annual meotings of the National Education Association

the National Deparnent of Superintendents and incident to these
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tings visited the leading institutions of higher learning, state or

endowed, studying their facilities, incli.ding buildings and

equipment; clan of organizatiOfl faculty administrative procedures;

andardS of workArelatiOnshiP of different departments within each

jnstituti0n and of the different Institutions. This practices begun at

Brighelfl Young College, he continued throughout his educational career as

an adlllifl.istrator.

Only one building with very limited space was available for all the

work of the College when Professor Kerr became president, a title used for

the first time when he took charge, the former heads having been knovm as

rinoipalS. This building was well plan.ned, of modern construction, and

consisting of three stories and basement, but with limited space clearly

inadequate for the rapidly increasing needs of the institution. President

err, therefore, proceeded to enlarge the facilities and organize them

for the most efficient use. On the campus, conveniently near this buildin.,

was a small stone structure that had formerly been used as a barn. This

iuilding was completely remodeled. and equipped as a laboratory for the

science departments. Class rooms for the preparatory department were

obtained on the first floor of the Tabernacle, located only a block from

the College Campus. The Thatcher Opera House, one of the most modern and

'eautifully equipped in Utah, was engaged as a lecture hall and as an

ditorium for assemblies, commencement exerciees, and similar occasions.

he second story of the large new Preston building, two blocks from the

was also obtained for classroom purposes. Finally, as the seat of

orr!a1 training, the Woodruff school, one of the best public school build

S in Logan, L quite near the campus, was added to the acher-troiniflg

facilities of the College. Even with these notable additions to the working
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facilities of the institution, the expanding enrollment and services of

Brigh Young College soon outgrew the physical plantand a new building,

to include a gyrnnasiin, was proposed by President Kerr and approved by the

trustees.

The College had. no funds for the construction of buildings. Even for

rainteflaflce it was dependent entirely upon income student tuition and

fees and the rentals on the endowed. land-grant. This fund under existing

conditiOnS was inadequate to take care of maintenance costs alone. The

institution, therefore, had no money available with which to meet the cost

of the construction of the proposed new building.. After conference with

representative leaders, President Kerr arranged for a meeting on April 17,

1397, of delegates from twenty-six of the different cities in the college

district. After his presentation of a report of the college finances and

the imperative need for the new building, the representatives carefully

considered the entire question and. finally decided by unanimous vote to

organize committees in the different cities represented for the purpose of

raising the money required. for the construction of the building by donation.

ay 26, 1897, work on the building was coinmencedand by mid-summer of 1898,

a fine, new structure, 90 x 190 feet in dimension and three stories high,

adequately equiDPed., was completed and dedicated. without a dollar of

.ndebtedness on the proerty. Thus within four years of Professor Kerr's

acoession to the presidency, the Brigham Young College had a greatly

expanded and well organized physical plant, the pride of its constituency.

Growth of the institution had. been such that the income for mainten-

arCe had become inadequate. With the approval of the members of the Board.

f Trustees of the College, President Kerr carried the matter to the

eriera1 Board in charge of the different educational institutions under
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the control of the Morman Church.1 As a result, the General Board made itz

first appropriation to the College for maintenance in the amount of FODO

on May 18, 1895, to be used during the school year 1395-96. On June 19,

1896, the General Board added 45O0, and on March 27, 1899, again added

oil, 250.

One of President Kerrts first efforts, on making a survey of the

resources of the College, was to start a campaign for enlargement of the

library, both in respect to number and character of books, end in reading-

room opportunities. The College faculty started the campaign at an initial

meeting with subscriptions aggregating 220. Generous contributions of

both money and books by the people added greatly to this fund. Soon a new

and enlarged reading room was opened to the public, with a collection of

books that attracted the enthusiastic attention of citizens in general and

the hearty commendation of the local press. A museum was also established

and opened to the public.

Anthority was early granted by the Board of Trustees to offer bacca-

laureate degrees, and the first degrees were granted at Corraenoement in

June, 1895.

President Kerr's initial salary had been fixed at 203O. In 1896,

after two years of service, confidence in his administratior had become so

secure that the President of the Board of Trustees, George W. Thatcher, in

authorizing President Kerr to proceed with plansfor the new building, made

following statement to the executive oonmüttee of the Board. "I have

ad fifty years exrerience, business and otherwise, and have had many

Brigham Young College was one of the major institutions of higher
3arning conceived by the founder of Utah, Brighsm Young, and established
'ri endowed by him in the suner of 1877, only a few weeks before his death.
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opportunities of studying men, and I do not hesitate to say that we have

jn the Brigham Young College the best president in Utch. There is no other

in Utah vth has the executive and managing ability that President Kerr

has demonstrated." In the spring of that same year, in approving a pro-

nosed increase in President Kerr's salary to the Trustees, VI. B. Preston,

a member of the Board, gave his judgment in these words: "1 have been

observing the work of the College. There is evidence on every hand of a

progressive and constructive policy. I have considered for some te that

the president's salary should be increased. A good man is almost dthout

price, and I favor giving President Kerr 25OO a year, ith the use of the

residence." The Board unanimously voted to raise the salary to that figure.

Vithin another year, however, the deepening financial depression

orompted the Board to consider, among other reductions, cutting the salaries

of the mnbers of the faculty serving under the president. The church

itself was hard pressed financially, and the College was advised that such

reductions were inevitable. After several conferences, a committee of the

oard and President Kerr analyzed the whole problem an5. prepared a list of

staff members th the proposed cuts, though the president was not in favor

of making the rec-1uction. At a conference with the General Board of

Education of Utah the matter was finally settled in accordance with

President Kerr's own judgment. It 's his contention that reduction of

f9.culty salaries, already moderate, would impair the efficiency of the

OUege program through the loss of the most efficient teachers to other

-i1Stjtutio5, and thus defeat the primary objectives of the trustocs. It

s his recom-iendabion that "we concentrate our efforts to emloy a strong

Culty so as to do thorough and sys-bematic work." The final decision of

S trustees w to provide the full Amount of money required to maintain
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the College vithout reducing tho salarie' of nerrbor -'f the faculty.

As soon as President Kerr was establiehod in his pozition3h hogan to

.a:e uDlio ao'acr'rt of the institution' s resources, program, and coure

of study. The newspapers carried ariclec of considerable length, which

he prepared and issued over his own signature es oresident, doaling with

such topics as courses of instruetior., facilities, location, ens,
chclarships, faculty members, etc. These appeared not oniy in the Logan

Jornal and Nation, but also in publications issued In Salt Lake City,

such as the Eerald, the Deccret i'ews, and the Tribune, end in other

cities, including Brigham City. and ParIs, Idaho. It ws as clear to him

cs en educator that the public ought to know the service available to thei

through hi Institution as it was as a merchant that his goods should be

dvortIsed. These announcements confined themselves strictly to the facts,

:resented in considerable detail.

In 1896, vtile in charge of Brighar. Young College, President Kerr ore-

raTed for the legisleture a bill providing for the incorporation of colleges

s-nd universities. Referred to the committee on judiciary, it was carefully

considered and recommended for passage. It was unanimously voted to pass

y both the liouse and the Senate and for-rded to Governor Wells, tho

'3turneJ. it to the HouseioutIsapproval. Hi.s chief objector seemed to

'e that he considered the bill as implying that the State guaranteed the

:.tegrity of the degree granted by the colleges and that such aotn rould

:?srefl the dignity of degrees conferred by the State institution.s of higher

Ling

At the COfleiUSjOfl f a careful discussion c' the bill and the governor'

tO, whjclm he published in the newspapers, President Kerr gave the follov-

ary supplerenting numerous daba regarding colleges throughout th9
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e].O3,000 as a guaranty of good faith
11eE or uni7ersitles, 'fore

ecured, and thecby prctoctc
stab1iIertt of low grade iiistittiCflS.

T COLLEGE BILL

.4nd the Governor's Veto:

To sulnmarize

1.
private institutions throughout the country either receive their charters

directly from the Legislature, or obtain them under a general law pro-.

viding for their incorporation.

By passing the bill under consideration the state does not thereby

certify to the diplomas or degrees of private institutions; neither

does it in any way become responsible for the work dons by them.

The passage of this bill would in no way cheapen the degrees of Utah

State institutions. The value of degrees is entirely dependent U0fl

the extent, thoroughness and efficiency of the work done by the

InstitutiOnS conferring them.

Without the passage of this bill private colleges and universities may

incorporate under the existing law and secure the power to confer

degrees, even though they may have no endomert, or other reliable

source of revenue.

The bill provides for endowment of

on the part of those who establish
articles of incorporation can be s
State to that extent against the e

The governor seems to have missed entirely the primary puroose of the

proposed legislation. President }err, s an observing educator, concerned

to foster and protect all genuinely constructive educational enterpriZOS,

'ias aware, of course, of the curse inflicted on many new states by the

Ultiplicity of abortive academies, institutes, colleges1 and. so-called

versitie that sprang up like mushrooms overnight. He was interested

to pitect Utah from the sort of epidemic that initiated such projects1

often in large numbers, usually merely by
resolution of some religious

enomination, only to have them sprout and barely keep alive for a season,

Ost of them never to blossom or hear fruit, and nearly all of them ulti-

te1y to beo burdensome liabilities on the coimurities that supported
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them. In Utah, where the Morron church was omin.nt, and where President

err was himself in charge of one of the most progressive of the intitu

tions fostered by that church, it was difficult to state this objective

directly without exciting prejudice. It was President Kerr's unwavering

policy, moreover, a baso principle of his administrative ideals, never to

compromise an educational problem by entangling it with religion or politics.

The vetoed bill, returned to the legislature, we-s passed by the house but

failed by one vote to receive the necessary approval of the senate.

In respect to educational departmentalization of Brigham Young College,

seven professorships were established at the begixmir.g of President Kerr's

a±ninistration namely, English language and literature; French end. German;

athematics; Physics and Chemistry; Science and Arb of Teaching; History

and Fblitical Science; and Biology. The entrance requ1rementshaving been

aJfaced. from 2 to 3 years, exceeded by one year those of the State

university. The Academic and Normal courses were extended from 2 to 3

years,and college courses were established in General Science and Letters,

each extendng through four yearF, and leading to degrees.1

The impulse given the institution by Professor Kerr's progressive

policies led to increased enrollment and widened public confidence in the

Stitution. Facilities soon proved inadequate, and general expansion was

Thund necessary. The preparatory school was closed. The faculty was

.r.creased, each member with a definite field of specialization. President

err himself regularly taught classes in mathematics and astronomy. In

the courses of study comprised the following: Academic, three years;

'rmal, three years; Advanced Normal, two years; Business, three years;

tters, leading to the degree B. L., four years; and General Science,

Professor Orson F. Thitney
ericcn University Magazine, June 1896.
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'eading to the degree B. S., four years.1

In 1897, when President Kerr served as President of the Utah State

Teachers Association, he issued a circular letter to the teachers of the

state urging them to refresh and invigorate their teaching resources by

attending teachers institutes end similar gatherings where the fellowship

of other teachers' and the inspiration of able lecturers would help to

vitalize their teaching. One paragraph from his letter stated his con-

victions in essence as follows:

The benefits derived from teacher's organizations are manifold.
In no other profession, perhaps, is the tendency to narrowness and
retrogression so great as in that of teaching. The difficulties
encountered in school work often result in discouragement and corres-
ponding disinterestedness. Teachers are largely isolated from the
activities of commercial life. Their associations are mostly with
the young and inexperienced. In the adaptation of their instruction
to the capacity of pupils, they are constantly bending to iirnnature,
undeveloped minds. Great profit is therefore derived from city
teachers' meetings, county institutes, state and national associa-
tions. By these different oiganizations teachers arO frequently
brought into contact with persons of greater scholarship and wider
experienoe, and are afforded opportunities of associating with one
another and exchanging ideas upon various subjects of school work.
Such associations broaden the views of teachers, raise their ideals,
and stimulate them to greater and more deteniiined effort. The most
successful teachers of today are the progressive men and women who
take advantage of every opportunity to improve, who keep abreast of
the times; they are the most interested workers in county institutions
and state institutions.

At the amival convention held at ogan, June 21-29, President Kerr,

"7 special invitation1devoted his address to the subject "The Place of

e1natics in Education," pointing out that every notable advance in

thematjca1 science had resulted in vast advances in civilization-

Cientifj0 research, engineering, medicine, coirmerce, transportation,

tronomy, and the arts. "Mathematics," said. he "is an exact science.

S language is definite and fixed. In its work the student is accustomed

Professor Orson F. Thitney
i.jan University June 1896.
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to demand complete and exact proof. He is therefore habituated to prec±sicn

nd accuracy lfl all his work. All intellectual processes depend less upon

laborious effort than upon the habit of close, steady, and continual ater-

tion. Mathematics is Preerninen.tly valuable as a disciplinary subject. It

is the science of strict, logical conclusions ....."

The announced policy of Brigham Young College was to promote the

higher educational interests of the people, broadly and generously inter-

preted.. The aim was to promote liberal and. thorough education, enhancing

not only mental discipline and physical training, but moral and spiritual

culture as essential elements in the development of a symmetrical character.

President Kerr remained at this institution as its administrative

head for six years, from 1894 to 1900, and so thoroughly demonstrated his

ability as an educational executive that he was elected president of the

State Agricultural College, a neighbor institution in the same town. Here

again is an instance of how President Kerr's policies and ideals ccmmend.ed

him to his constituents. His high sense of honor, his scrupulous regard

Thr the rights of others, though they might be his direct competitors, as

e1l as his initiative and resourcefulness as an educational administrator,

were everywhere recognized and respected by those who knew him best.

Commenting on this period of his oareer as President of Brighs.xn Young

College, Dr. Kerr has characterized it as definitely strategic. The lure

of the legal profession had still kept finn hold on him. The success of

his uncle, Joseph L. Rawlins, as a lavyer and United States Senator, and

the latter's invitation to enter his office for the study of law, the

°ori practice of those days, had a strong appeal for him. The opportun-

ltles in business, moreover, which had been revealed to him through his

ercanti1e experience, had a positive attraction for him. But educational
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contacts had. proved very congenial to hira, and at Brighan Young College

\rer evident resources as an administrator had ooened up new d

:ciflaDiflC avenues ol' service. III rJ]r found riysei at Brighaxa Young

cl1et he declared. IrThe ease rith which carried out quite riorien-

;cus chances, sane of then rather revolutionary, and the a]inost universal

vrova1 that ny educational iDolicies elicited fron leaders in the state,

-ave ne an insight irbo ny resources as an adninistrator. This really

terf11necL ny future career.
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CUAPTER VIII

MBER OF TI UTAH CONSTITUTIONAL COWTENTION OF 1895

President Kerr, as a member of the committee on eduoation,advocates
the consolidation of the higher educati.onal institutions, which as yet had
very small investments and were being operated on borrowed money. Local
irterests prevailed to defeat consolidation, but the Constitution confirmed
the location of the University and the Agricultural College in their
established locations.

Two events in Utah duriflg the year 1940 brought into the foreground

the problem of duplication in higher education and emphasized the construc-

tive vision of President Kerr. in attempting to effect a solution of this

Texing problem throughout his long career of nearly fifty years as a college

executive. The first event was the publication in July, 1940, of the 464-

page report on Public Education in Utah; the second, the public ceremony

of October 14 at Salt Lake City in which the State formally established a

repository for the State Constitution adopted in 1895, with the signatures

f the 108 delegates who evolved the document. The principa1ress on

that occasion was given by Dr. Kerr, one of the ten surviving members of

the constitutional convention.

The report, which contains an important section on higher education,

'nfirmz, in general, the practical wisdom of Dr. Kerr's administrative

rlicies in directing curricular differentiation, and the dedicatory care-

ny revived interest in the persistent but almost fruitless efforts that

e and other Utah educators had made in the convention to get into the

flstitution effective safeguards against duplication and rivalry. For

e;en in the nineties, when the Territory of Utah had a population of only

and the two higher educational institutions were only in the

Z7Oflic stage of their development, the canker of competition had begun

show itself.
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Seven of the ten surviving members of the constitutional convention

were present at the dedication ceremonies and. occupied the platform from

uijch Dr. Kerr made his address. At the time of the convention, which opened.

aroh 4, 1895, Dr. Kerr was only thirty-two years of age, and had already

eeri in educational work for ten years, including two years as Professor

of 1.athematios and Astronomy in the University of Utah. At the time of

the convention he was President of Brigham Young College. He had not yet

had. any connection with the Agricultural College of Utah. Both the Univer-

sity and the Agricultural College had already been located on separate sites,

the former at Salt Lake City with the normal school arid, school of mines as

elements in its program, and. the latter at Logan, in the more northerly part

of the state. Neither institution yet had extensive investments, and both

had for several years been obliged to borrow money in order to keep going.

The University, in fact, occupying a single building in the center of the

was recognized as on a merely temporary site, which would involve a

move to a more adequate location in the near future. The Agricultural

C3llege had at that time only meager investments.

Dr. Kerr, who served on four committees on the convention, including

the committee on. education, made a strong plea for unification of higher

'uoation in. one institution on a single site. For three years preceding -

the convention he had studied the problem, and had become an ardent advo-

ate of the combined type of state institution, as he had observed it in-

'th the United States and Canada. First to address the convention on the

bject, in less than an hour1 including answers to questions, he had

vered essentially the entire field in his discussion. Following his

dress, many of the leading delegates accepted and openly supported his
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Consolidation, he argued, had cd.ucational advantages, avoiding narrow

6pscializatiofl and developing in the students, in addition to professional

training, breadth, tolerance, refinement, and culture. It afforded all

students access to basic educational training without unnecessary duplica-

4-jfl. It had financial advantages through economy of buildings, lands,

laboratories, equipment, endowments, libraries, museums, and corservaories,

well as instruction. It had he merit of concentrating stoe loyalty

and avoiding unwholesome, competition in the legislature end elsewhere. It

ad the endorsement, moreover, of contemporary educational authority,

including such leading eduoators as IT. S. Commissioner Harris, President

vid Starr Jordan of Stanford, President Andrew D. white and Director

Isaac Philips Roberts of Cornell, and President Seth Lowe of Columbia

university, New York, all of whom were directly quoted by President Kerr

n support of the combined type of higher educational institution.

Clinching these arguments, President Kerr said:

If we unite our institutions, if we concentrate all of our
higher educational forces so that whatever available means there may
be from the grants of land. which have been made to the State for
higher education can be used. in this one institution, . . . then we
can equip an institution which can grow as the people grow and which
will provide the facilities necessary in order that your young people
may obtain the higher education they require, and obtain it here at
home. (p. 1245)1

Concluding this first address, President Kerr said:

The question confronting us is this, are we willing now to tako
hold of this Questcn 9.nd settle it, or do we nt to perpetuate the
wrong that has been done to the people of Utah by leaving it to the
Legislature, year after year, to fight the old battle over and over
again, while the people are being drained in an effort to maintain
the institutions? . .

. (p. 1246)

Bxp1aning that it was not a matter of present concern only, b'.t of

1 .

Proceedings Constitutonal Convention 1895.
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rranent interest to all the people, he made a final plea to the deleteE

these words, "Settle it in the Constitution, and it is settled for all

Let us unto our educational institutions. Let us place thor.

one site, and fix them there so that future legislation my not inter-

ere with the foundation work upon which we may build and. which will enable

to build up in Utah a systrn of education that will be a credit to the

:tate. "

Asked if he favored Salt Lake City- as the location of the unified

jst1tutiofl, President Kerr replied:

Personally I sin in favor of considering this question of union

by itself, on its merits, end then let the question of location

come afterwards. . . . (p. 1247)

Asked if a state were rich ath able to bear the expense, would he

favor separation of institutions, President Kerr said:

Und.er no circumstcnces would I favor a separation of these

institutions. Every argument from an ed.uoational point of view is
in favor of a union of these institutions and there can be, so far

as I know, no argument against it. . . . (p. 1248)

That President Kerr's presentation of the ad-c-?ntagez of unification

convincing was evidenced by the testimony of many of the delegates,

7en though all of them did not agree with the successive proposals that

were offered by the motions or amendments of delegates to effect unifica-

tion. Mr. F. A. Hammond, mexber from San Juan County, said (page 1233)

'I felt oonitted that -.vas the proper thing to do--keep these in5titutionz

)arate. But this morning, when we heard the speech from Professor Kerr,

:
- va:en, and have kept weakening ever since, until flOW I

:pared to vote for union of these institutions and have one grand center

the Territory." Mr. Aquila Nebeker, member from Laketovrn, Rich County,

33fltin his views by asking frequent questions of President Kerr, said
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fcr the union of these
(rage 1278) "I want it unde"etood iat I am

.jher educational Inztiutiofl. . . . I do not think it is right keep

he peopiC of Cache upon the ragged edge of uncerbainty to have t}is

.iestIOfl eoflttuo1y agitated In the legislature, nor, on the other hand,

I think it is right for the university people to 'o n the same uncertain

?'-° Mr. C. C. Goodwin, member from the Fifth Precinct, Salt Lake

city, for many years e d r the .ai Tru, iid well knomn

throughOUt the weste states, said (page 1252), "I thought when Professor

!err finished his argument that that settled the question. I did not

think any gentleman here would have the hardihood to get up and propose

aaything different in the matter of connecting these two institutions.

There is every argument ba show that they ought to be together."

r. B. H. Roberts, member from Centerville, Davis County, said (page 1310),

"Pfore the argument of Mr. Kerr, I was convinced that the places hou1d

e separate. After this argument, I became converted, and voted accordingly

i my conviction, that these establishments, whercever they might be located,

ou1d be made one .
." Mr. George B. Squires, member from Salt Lake

ounty, said (page 1255), "1 listened with a great deal of pleasure this

orning to the eloquent speech of the gentleman from Cache. I was charmed

t the graces of oratory and delighted with the argument presented

ut I em not as well assured as the gentleman is that we should do wisely

sturbing the oresent condition ci' the University and the Agricultural

llege." Later, howevor (page 1347)Mr. Squires seems to have concurred

ictly with President Kerr's position, for in the midst of the confusion

3Sulting from the oresentation of various motions and aiien±aents, and the

-'.g discussion that had taken place, he asked, with great earnestness,

it not be pocible . . . to vote upon the question of union,
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15sociated fron the question of lccation .
.," which was what Pr1.ent

:rr had sought fro:n the bogii.ning. Finally Mr. A. . Ivins, membor f'or

.
George, Vashington County, who was chairman of the cornd±eo O1 the

le during the debate on higher education, said. (page 1275) "I do not

e'e that for a generation to come the Territory of Utah, or the new

ate of Utah, will he.ve it in her power, through her limited finances, to

15tblish firmly and properly both of these institutions, but I do belie o

she can establish one institution that may eventually grow to be a

:redi-t to thepeople of the state. . . . I am open to conviction, but I

it that the argument of Professor Kerr, which was made here this morn-

has not been answered. .. .1 em ready to vote for the union of those

to institutions."

It vms evident that -hile many of the loading delegates were as strong

t: their convictions regarding unification of higher educational insitU-

tioas as was President Xerr, there were in the convention disruptive

forces and local ambitions that formed a strong opposition. First was the

:judioe against the big city, which was assailed .s a kid-glove educa-

ioa1 center from which students returned. to their homes totally unfit for

T r. Next, and perhaps strongest, though less outspoken, s the desire

'f different localities to get a norms]. school, a school of forestry, or

me other feature of the higher educational prograr- to match the good

ftune of Salt Lake City, which alread.y had the University and Normal

:&rlool end by the enabling act was assigned also the School of Mines, and

'' which had the Agricultural end Mechanical College. There was

O the plea -that consolidation was exiDerimnental, though President Kerr

hasjzeã the success of such institutions as Cornell afld. 'Tisconsin that

already exeralified the advantages of unification for periods exceeding



tventrS07Qfl years.

Finally, there was the arguient that the agricultural coiiee .vould

e &warfed in the shadow of a great university. To this President Kerr

replied that the best irnown and most widely effective agricultural work of

that time was being done at combined institutions, giving concrete examples

,f their services. Thile the argients advanced in the convention against

oosolidatiOn appear now to be rather provincial or near-sighted, each

legate seems either to have been "convinced against his will" or to have

de up his mind in advance of the discussion; for the votes were regularly

ainst the successive proposals whereby the advocates of the combined te

of higher education sought to safeguard the future against duplication of

work and unnecessary expenditures.

Striving to avoid the pitfalls of prejudice and local interest, and

to place the vthole subject of higher education on the high elane of future

greatness and service to the entire state, President Kerr endeavored to

nite all the forces of the convention upon the one idea of a single great

state university performing all functions needed and combining all the

port available from Federal, State, private endoient, an other funds.

First, he advocated putting into the constitution simply bhe provision

that the higher educational institutions be united under one adriinitra-

or. on one site, leaving the question of choice of site to be settled

iater, either by vote of the next legislature or by referendum to the

.eoplo. The vote on this, though close, was negative. Some delegates

sisting that the selection of te was irierent in the problem of con-

clidation, the educators of the State,with surprising unanimity come to

-r understanding. Evidontly aware that prejudice against the metropolitan

nter might defeat unifleatior if Salt Lake City were insisted upon,
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Dr. James E. Talniadge, President of the University, with the approval of

of the most influential members of his faculty, endorsed the idea of

unOfl at Logan, seat of the Agricultural College. e personally appeared

before the convention to advocate the union there, saying, after he had

affirmed the fact that educators connected with the University had felt

the need "to sanction the proposition to move the institution to Logar.

" I -believe that every earnest educator in Utah recognizes the
absolute necessity of the union of these institutions, in order that
anrthing may be accomplished worthy of . . . higher education in. the
State.

But even though President Kerr could thus claim with assurance that

the greatest educators of Utah, including the President and the professors

of the University1 were urging the convention to unite the two institutions

at Logan, and though he earnestly urged in behalf of the two struggling,

striving institutions, "such action as will secure to the people the great-

st possible higher educational opportunities for the minimum expenditure

of money," his fellow delegates again cast slightly more votes against

this proposition than for it. Finally, he made still another effort that

fctiled_....namely, to et into the constitution a clear-out definition of the

notin of the t'o major institutions, that they might each have a

distinctive field free froi competition by the other.

In the end President Kerr had to be content with the following pro-

1isjon, which, while it left wide open the possibilities for unnecessary

.iplication and rivalry,,as the next ten-year period was to show, had at

ast the guarantee that the two institutions were not on wheels.

ARTICLE X. EDUCATION. Sec. 4. The location and establishment by
existing laws of the University of Utah, and the Agricultural College
are hereby confirmed, and all the rights, immunities, franchises and
endoents heretofore granted or conferred, are hereby peetuated
Unto said University and Agricultural College respectively.
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Ten years after Dr. Kerr had thus made his far-sighted and very earn-

lea for safeguarding the harmonious development of higher education

j Utah, the state -ns plunged into such a dileirca concerning the "conven-

tional rumors and discussions" regarding duplication of work in the

University and the Agricultural College, that Governor Cutler felt impelled

to get at the facts. Accordingly he directed an investigation by a joint

coitteG of the two branches of the legislature. In the meantime Dr. Kerr

had become president of the State Agricultural College and President

Talme at the University had been succeeded by J. T. Kingsbury, formerly

acting president, as president of that institution. The joint committee

of investigation required of each of the presidents a. detailed report of

schools and departments, with the date of their establisimient and cost of

operation, and asked also for recommendations regarding division of

Nnctionwith a view to promoting harmony, economy, and efficiency.

President Kingsbury advocated absolute consolidation of all work of college

rade at the University, quoting Dr. Kerr's arguments at the constituti-Oflal

convention as evidence of the wisdom of this proposal.

Discussing this consolidation program, and especially the use of hIs

n arguments at the convention in support of it, Dr. Kerr said in reDly,

t is not unfair to President Kingsbury for me to state that the question

of union as proposed and discussed in the Constitutional Convention was in

Very many important respects entirely different from the plan now under

COnsideration." He then called attention to the fact that at the conven-

tion he had also urged that the future of higher education demanded that

he question of the policy to be pursued in the development of the

ricultural College and. the State Tjniversity "should be settled definitely

finally in the State Constitution." In conclusion, he stated that
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.oing failed to obtain union of the two institutions under conditions

...0vailing at that time, he had urged in the interest of some vestige of

stability the permanent location of these institutions by the Convention,

a
princiPle that had been adopted.

The reports of the two presidents showed. that long before President

orr became head of the State AgrIcultural College, that institution had

5tinotive curricula in Agriculture, Engineering, Domestic Science, and

omierce. The University's distinctive currIoila were known as Normal

(pedagogy), Scientific, and Classical, but by Congressional action the

school of mining engineering had: been assigned to the University, which

alzo offered courses in. electrical engineering. It was not until 1903,

however, that the University established courses in Mechanical Engineering

and Civil Engineering, which for 13 years had been an importont part of

the work of the Agricultural Co1lege and in 1904 courses in Finance and

Conmerce, which had also been long-established courses at the College. The

facts brought out in the investigation, therefore, showed that in provid.-

ing for these new types of work the University thereby entered directly

Into the distinctive field occupied by the Agricultural College and was

to that extent duplicating its curricula.

In his own proposal for the continued development of the two insti- -

ttions, President Kerr called attention to the fact that the logical

.iisIon of work between them--technical and industrial courses at the

0llege, and liberal arts and the learned professions at the University--

S not feasible because the location of the School of Mines at the Uni-

7ereity, near to the mining and smelting interests of the State, reuirod

a division of engineering work, with consequent duplication of expensive

flCtions. lie then outlined a differentiation of functions, which, while



.snerouS to the University under the circumstances, nevertheless safeguarded

d.istirOt1
functions developed exclusively at the Agricultural College,

5laring that "it would be unfair, inconsistent, and disadvantageous to

i.nsfer any of these courses to the University." Examination of the cur-

nt catalog of the Utah State Agricultural College shows that these

jstinct° courses__AgriCUlttr0, Cormneroe, Engineering, and oine EconomiOS

s still there, along with added curricula that the needs of the State have

a1led for.

On analyzing the present situation of education in Utah, one realizes

that there is more of the constitutional convention in the constitution

itself end in the laws of the state than is literally embodied. in these

!ocuments. The far-seeing ideas the delegates expressed at the conven-

tion, end the profound study they gave to the problems considered., have

ad their constructive or
restraining effect on the development of eduoa

tion in the state. For instance, the laws passed concerning courSeS

$tudy at the University and the Agricultural College provide certain posi-

tive authorizations Ofl the one hand. and certain definite restrictions on

the other hand that are in accord with the fundamental principles presented.

y the leaders at the constitutional convention. For exeinpie, in addition

O ArUcle X, Seotion 4, in the oonstitUtiOfl,
establishing the permareui

location of the University and the AgriculturelC0ll0g0 the laws 75-4-].6,

Courses of Study" indicate the scope of the University's curricula, but

prohibit it from teaching courses in "horticulture, aninal industries,

7eterinary surgery, or irrigation as applied to Agriculture, in addition

o agriculture itself." Again, in 75-5-24 the "Objects of the College"

re stated and its functions outlined., but it also is prohibited from

.aching law, ejcifle,4eflgifleeg courses not assigned to the College,
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is not to "award. any degree in liberal arts." This latter does not

wever, include arts and sciences. These acts are in harmony with funda-

..tal principles set forth at the conebitutional convention. hile

?residt Kerr and other earnest advocates of unification in higher ecluca-

tion were naturally disappointed, that their counsels did not prevail in

ual inclusion in the

ion, they nevertheless

constitution of a positive provision for consolida-
4

had. the satisfaction e realizth8.t they had

!c''ed seeds of reflection and initiative that ultimately bore fruit in

t.e educational development of the state.

In July 1940 the Governor of Utah published the report of Public

ucation in that state including the findings of the Commission on the

Survey of Public Higher Education in Utah, conducted by the Aznerican

Council on Education, under the presidency of Dr. George F. Zook, with

te active participation of Dr. S. P. Capen, Dr. Fred J. Kelly, Dr. E. J.

Grath, snd Dr. Joim Dale Russell. In discussing duplication of instruc-

ion, the report commended the State of Utah and its institutions for their

ontrol of the engineering situation; declared that it was "not inclined

be critical'1 of the duplication of curricula in business administration

W- economics, though '1well over half of the specific courses in each

tr.stitution are offered at its sister institution;ArecommOflded. that the

Aricu1tural College discontinue its School of Social lTJork, that the

iiversity reduce its offerings in home economics, and that a plan of

jor and rpjnor emphasis be worked out between the institutions for

2truction in service courses such as art, music, speech, home economics,

-'- education.

In administration, the Commission r000Tnmended a single state board

higher education to govern all the institutions, a chancellor as the
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chief exec'±ive officer, and a point of view that should aLi at

"e improvement of higher education for the educational interests of the

as a whole rathor than in terms of the narrower interests of spe-

-jfic institutions." The Commission, of course, had no occasion to consult

e discussions La the Constitutional Convention, but the fundmnental

rthcipl0S advocated by President Kerr aM his coi'aittee are so essentially

-rallel with those of the commission that the latter might very well he

delayed echo of the former.
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CL2TE1 IX

PRESIDEIT OF UT!I STATE AGRICULTUJ COLLEGE

Dr. Kerr's success in building up the Agricultural College precipitated
a renewal of the carnoaign for unitin7 the Agricultural College with the
:niversity. Though the arguments he presented to the Constitutional Conven
ion ten years earlier were used to support the consolidation project, the
tO7151OflS of the constitution confirming the location of the two i'stitu-
jons as originally established were not overthrovii. The Agricultural College,

jn spite of limitations imposed upon it, continued to make notable growth.

Dr. Joel dward Ricks,1 in introducing the chapter devoted tothe acnin-

Istration of President Kerr at the Utah State Agricultural College, after

viewing Ms educational antecedents, said of him: "Dr. Kerr was most

admirably fitted to become head of the Agricultural Col1ee of Utah. A

1ader of Indomitable will, to whom defeat was only an incentive to renewed

effort, masterful, handsome, aristocratic, imriaoulately dressed, concise

nd meticulous in details, President Kerr comranded the respect of the

acu1ty and students, and gave definitIon to the work of the College. As

a disciplinarian he was matchless, as a speaker the dynamic force of his

rona1ity gave emphasis to the wisdom he uttered." Subsequently Dr.

?.icks declared that under President Kerr's direction "The College underwent

thorough reorganization." The whole institution started new developments,

pecial1y in engineering. Faculty positions were defined and relative

duties, and relationships were differentiated, with functions aad

sPonsibi1ities specified. The relations of the President, the governing

hard, the faculty, and the students were prescribed with unmistakable

learness. A College Council was created and its functIons specified. The

&CUlty was defined and its powers indicated. The stndards of College
v.roro raised, nd the requirements for adnission to college courses

re increased.

1Joel Edward Ricks, author of " ±otcry of Fifty Years."
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"In March, 1901," wrote Dr. Kerr in a report to the governing board,

-,aricus questions of aportance relating to the educational work and

iicy of the College were roferred by the President to various cimittees

.f the faculty. .ter a careful consideration of the variouS questions

hnitted, as ir.volving the various interests of the institution, these

,ittees presented their reports to the faculty and a number of iiror-

et changes were made in the courses of study.

"Ln additional year's work was prescribed for admission to the bacca-

lsureate courses, thereby raising the standard of the regular college work

ie year. These college courses in agriculture, domestic science, comnerce,

ineering, and general science, were made coordinate, and were more

dearly differentiated from the elementary or high school courses.1 Thus

the advanced work of the College was greatly strengthened and jproved

iud the courses leading to degrees were made to correspond more nearly

vith similar courses in the best 'land grant colleges' of the country."

In his first biennial report, dated 1900, Dr. Kerr announced that

ix major d.epartments of study had been designated as schools namely,

riculture, igineoring, Domestic Science and Arts, Commerce, lanual

:.iuing, end General Science. In. January, 1902, "the Board of Trustees

ctablishod courses in mining and electrical engineering," end in 1903

School of Music was organized. In the latter year also the Sumner

was inaugurated "to afford teachers of the state in particular, and

hcr who could not ettend the college durThg the regular school period,

opportunity to avail themselves of the advantages offered by the

Stitution for training along the different lines of agriculture,

estic science and arts, commerce and mechanic arts."6

-Three-year courses were offered in agriculture dmaestic science,

2Biennial Report to the Board of Trustees 1903-lO4, pD. 22-23.
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In 1905 before the annual convention of the Association of Land Grant

00lleges and Universities, Dr. Kerr presented an ad-lress on the8Relations

of the Land Grant Colleges and the State Universities in which he empha-

5j5ed certain fundeinental principles that should be observed. Three of

were the following: (1) No unnecessary duplication of work1 (2) A

disinterested state board to determine curricula, (3) A mi].lage tax as a

basis of support1 to insure stable maintenance and teaks possible safer

Diatming for the future. In the oourse of the address he said: "The

nodern demands in education forbid that any state institution of higher

learning should be confined to a narrowly prescribed course of ijastruotion.

Along with the distinctive work in any of the teolmical courses, the

demand for a liberal training is imperative and cannot be ignored.

this principle he asks nothing for one type of institution that he does

not grant to any other type.

Commenting on the expansion of the work of the Agricultural College,

'which "was carrying the intellectual activities of the school beyond the

outlines of his predecessors," Dr. Ricks wrote in his "History of Fifty Years":

"President Kerr was not content to preside over a school that
merely catered to the immediate needs of the time; he sought to
establish a real college expanding into the various fields of
knowledge. This was possible of attainment because Utah was ten
years older educationally than it was when President Sanborn

assumed office. Thus the conception of a sohool providing a
liberal as well as a practical education of a college level in
a State of greater eduoational maturity might become a reality

if the forces supporting education did not place insurmountable
difficulties in the way of the determined President and the
enbitious faculty'.'3

Difficulties that, for a time at least, appeared to be insurmountable

were presently to confront the new president and his aspiring faculty.

1Address before the Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities,
35.

2President J. W. Sanborn, President J. H. Paul, and President J. M. Tanner.

3Rlcks, "k History of Fifty Years" p. 63.

19
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101owing his acceptance of the presidency July 1, 1900, Dr. Kerr began

jmmediately to study the problems and needs of the Agricultural College,

with reference to the building situation aiid the conditions

ndor which the different departments of the institution were functioning.

e intensified also his studies of the history of the land-grant institu-

tions and authorizatiOfls, both congressional and state, that gave legality

prestige to the distinctive work of these federal and state institu-

tions. Need of buildings, he believed, was imperative. The Main building

as completed in 1901-02 through an appropriation from the Legislature in

the sum of 57,700, which provided chiefly for the erection and finishing

of the imposing front section of the building including the west tower.

President Kerr had. little difficulty convincing the leaders of the Legis-

latiire that an Agricultural College had need of a dairy building and of

barns for livestock, sheep, etc.; but the poultry industry was still a

nere adjunct of general farxning,afld an appropriation for a poultry

building--a "hen house"--waS a novelty that legislators were inolined to

consider as a "frill." Fortunato1y, Senator Stephen H. Love, who was

chairman of the Ways and Means Committee in the senate, was a personal

friend of President Kerr, whom he had. own as a professor at the State

University. Senator Love's sister, moreover, was a student at the State

College in Logan, having come there because of the family' a admiration

8n1 regard for President Kerr. By direction of the President of the Board

of Trustees, President Kerr kept in close touch with the legislature while

it was in session. Whenever a committee meeting or other opportunity for

a hearing occurred, President Kerr took advantage of it to explain the

teeds of the Agricultural College as he had presented them in his request

for appropriations. He encountered no antagonism or strong opposition;
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t the quite constant protest "We just can't afford to appropriate all
4! Wi eSt

this money" would have discouraged 4 any administrative officer except

president Kerr. Senator Love was his most constant advisor. One morning,

j the anteroom adjoining the senate chamber, Senator Love said to him,

iow1PreSideflt Kerr, let's get down to bed rock. The committee is to meet

this afternoon to settle all questionse We need your help. We are not in

a position arbitrarily to decide which of all these requests we are going

to cut out, but we can't appropriate all, the funds you ask for. What oan

a reduce'"

"Senator Love," replied Dr. Kerr, "the state has a right to hold me

responsible, as adxninistratOrof the College, for requesting 'what we

genuinely need. It is not my personal interest, but the interest of the

state that is to be served. If Utah is to develop a big livestock and

dairy industry, it must have the faoilities for doing so. The facts in

the case have not changed since I presented the minimum needs of the

College. Hence the only thing I can say is that we cannot honestly

eliminate a single item."

"How muEt is that Poultry Building to cost?" asked the senator.

"Three thousand dollars," replied the President.

"Three thousand dollars for a hen coop L" ejaculated the senator; but

10 cave his suppori to President Kerr's program, and every dollar of the

appropriation was ultimately granted by the Legislature. Thus the results

f his careful study of the most serious needs of the Agricultural College

'd his detailed reports of these needs, presented first to the Board of

.rustees and, with their approval, sent forward to the Legislature, gave

ediate prestige to the institution and his initial administration.

In the meantime7 evidences of progress were unmistakably accumulating.
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o1lment of students increased from 380 the first year of President Kerr's

aninistratiofl to 733 in 1904-05. From the State, the College had received

ppropriatb0x15 aggregating $44,2001 for the biennium ending in 1898 as

0ompared with l35,324.52 for the biennium ending in 1904.2

The College catalog for the year 1899-1900, the last year of President

Tanner's adxninisti'atiofl, comprised 114 pages, including twenty-two pages

of engravingF. representing the buildings, laboratories, library, etc.

The College buildings included the Main building, not yet completed, and

four others including the President's residence and barn, a "boarding house'

and the Experiment station building. The faculty numbered 28, including

one on leave of absence, The "Summary of Students" (p. 88) included the

following classifications: Postgraduates 3; Senior-s 10; Juniors 8; Soph-

oniores 26; Freshmen 59; Special 34--a total of 140 regular college students.

Subfreshmsn. and. short oourses enrolled 339 students, making a grand total

of 479. The courses of study included Agriculture, Mechanical Engineering,

Civil Engineering, Domestic Arts, Commerce, and General Science.

The College catalog for the year 1906-07, the last year of President

!err's administration, comprised 184 pages, including fifty-eight pages

of engravings. The number of buildings in practical, service had. increased

from five to fifteen, including the Main building, the Experiment Station

building, the Mechanic Arts Building, the Dormitory, the Conservatory,

the Veterinary building, the Poultry building,3 and residences for the

President, the Director of the Experiment Station, and the Superintendent

1Biennial Report of the Board of Trustees, 1897-98, p. 4.

2Biennial Report of the Board of Trustees, 1903-04, P. 149.
31n this building Professor James Dryden began his experiments that

later, at Oregon State College, produoed the first hen to lay 300 eggs

trt a year and the first hen to lay 1,000 eggs in a lifetime.
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of the Farms, in addition to cottages for regular farm laborers, and four

barfl The faculty of 1906-07 included sixty members, to which number

should be added also menibers of the Experiment Station staff who were not

degularly included among the instructional faculty. Student enrollment

j
1906-07 declined somewhat from the peak of 733 in 1904-05, from causes

that will be explained subsequently, but reached a total of 663 students

distributed as follows among the several major curricula: Agriculture 108;

Domestic Science and Art 113; Co3mnerce 127; Engineering and Mechanic Arts

136; General Science 30; Special 20, etc.

The size of the new appropriation President Kerr was obtaining from

the Legis1atuI and the fact that students came right through Salt Lake

City to attend the Agricultural College seemed to alarm the State University.

The obvious fact that the Agricultural College was gaining the goodwill

of the people of the state and. exoiting their pride in its development

appeared to give still further concern to University authorities. They

ere sensitive to the fact that the Agricultural College had the larger

enrollment of students. In the midst of these unmistakable evidences of

the substantial growth of the College, another consolidation fight was

initiated by the friends of the University. The duplication question caine

up in the fall elections of 1904. On March 4, 1905, the Logan Republioafl,

elphasizing the seriousness of the pending conflict in the Legislature,

renarked editorially, ". . . those who have the situation boiled down to

nutshell and who know the strength of an obstacle when they run up

ainst it, say that this is the struggle of all struggles--that the

3PPOSition is convinced that in two more years the growth of the

ricultural College of Utah will place it beyond the reach of its

aemies, and they are now making the last stand.'

1g Republican, March 4, 1905.
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The first issue came in the form. of a bill in the senate to con8olidate

the
rioultural College with the State University at Salt Lake City. The

bills
thich was prepared by partisans who knew little concerning the

essenti91 functions of either type of institution, but who were primarily

resolved on destroying an eduoational competitor, was not constructive,

5jnce it did not give recognition to the real scope and charaoter of the

nd-grant institutions. The Board of Trustees of the Agricultural College,

presided over by n. S. MoCorn.iok, a broad-minded, very capable business

nan of wide interests throughout the intermountain region, carefully

considered the bill, recognizing its weaknesses but recognizing also the

seriousness of the threat it offered the College because of the large

proportion of legislators who lived in Salt Lake City.

Addressing President Kerr, following the Board Conference, President

oCornick said, in essence: "This will be a real fight. It has been thrust

upon us, and we must fight it to a finish. You spend any time you need to

at the legislative session; keep in touch with events as they occur. I

shall not be in attendance at the SOSSiOflS, but if you are confronted with

any developments that indicate I might be of help to you, call me." As a

result of these instructions, President Kerr kept in constant touch with

the Legislature. One meeting of the Senate was partioularly critical.

The University assumed, or had been informed, that at this session the

3enate would pass the consolidation bill. Hence President Kingsbury,

?rofessor Stuart and other members of the University faculty were present

t Witness an assured victory. President MoCornick had joined Dr. Kerr,

id With the two was J. T. Hammond, Seoretary of State. They wore keenly

ie that the issue was somewhat in doubt. A very dignified man by the

51U8 of Wesley K. Walton, senator from Rioli County, sat just in front of
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gniuond. The State College was counting on Walton, but was not absolutely

sure of his position. While the debate was going on, Hammond suddenly leaned

over and whispered to Walton, "You know that's a damn lie. You oan't

support that sort of bunk." Sure enough, when the roll was called, Walton

oted a definite "No." Seven votes had already been cast in the negative,

, that the vote of Walton, the last of the senators, settled the issue.

The two-thirds vote (twelve) neoessary to change the constitution had not

been reached. The crestfallen exoression on the faces of the University

supporters was bitter with disappointment.

Following this victory of 1905, when President Kerr returned to the

College on March 16, the students gave him a rousing reception and held a

general convocation, presided over by C. W. Porter, one of the prominent

students, to celebrate their happiness at having been continued as an

independent institution. In addition to Dr. Kerr, the master of ceremonies

introduced as speakers Herschel Bullen, Jr., Melvin Ballard, Mayor Robinson

f Logan, and Elmer G. Peterson, who subsequently became president of the

College, and4on this occasion "got off some good stuff in behalf of the

student body.

The joy they were celebrating, however, was short lived. Gloom

settled over Logan and the Agricultural College within, another four days;

or news came from the Capitol that the Governor had signed an "act pre-

scribing and. limiting courses of instruction in the Agricultural College"--

euiring that the institution "shall not offer courses in engineering,

:iberal arts, pedagogy, or the profession of law or medicine."2 This law

a devastating effect upon the College, reducing its enrollment and

Republicax, March 18, 1905.
2Lws of the State of Utah, passed at the ixth Regular session of

..e Legislature, 1905, pp. 125-126.
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the confidenos of its friends in its future. President Kerr,

however, began inmiediately a campaign of education to show the necessity

of engineering if the Agricultural College was to fulfill its mission as

land-grant institution. To begin with,he successfully advanced the claim

that students who had undertaken courses in engineering at the College

5hould be given the opportunity to continue their studies in this field

to graduations if they so desired.

In reply to an editorial in the Tribune of June 26, 1906,

entitled "The Big Schools," President Kerr took occasion to defend the

ArioultUral College against the charge that "the devotees of the Agri-

cultural College have so far utterly refused to consider any restrictions

of' the work of that institution to its legitimate sphere" and the further

charge that it had been "seeking to entrench upon a domain which does not

roperly belong to its labor and which was never contemplated in its

establishment."

In an article of about a column in length, President Kerr, with

ooitplete restraint but with incisive and convincing evidence, explained

that "The field which the institution should occupy is clearly defined

by the laws under which it is maintained." He cited the acts of Congress

'.d of the Utah Legislature as well as the interpretations of the United

Ztates Department of the Interior, issued December 7, 1900, as authority

or all the courses of study offered by the Utah Agricultural College.

show the scope and character of the most typical land-grant colleger

Ognje as the best representatives of their type, he sketched the

4rrioula of such institutions as the state colleges of Iowa, Kansas,

3loraclo, Montana, and Oregon, stating that 'tthese indicate the general

occupied by the agricultural and mechanical colleges." He stated
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further that "According to the official reports of the department at

yashington, not a single land-grant institution . . . is confined to a

narrowly prescribed course, limiting its field to any one line of industrial

training." He quoted Dr. A. C. True's interpretation of the character of

the land-grant institutions,' and concluded his statement with the following

paragraph:

There has never been any desire on the part of the authorities
of the Agricultural College to extend the courses of this institution
beyond sits legitimate sphere," or to "entrench upon a domain which
was never contemplated in its establishment." The fact is, that the
work of the college, throughout all its departments, is in strict
accord with both the national and State laws, and is in line with the
spirit and polioy of the best agricultural colleges of the country.

Even the consolidation question was not yet definitely settled. For

as a result of Governor Cutler's message to the Legislature, a special

commission of nine members, with the Governor as ex officio member and

chairman, was designated to study the relations of the two institutions

of higher learning and propose a plan for solution of their competitive

problems at the next session of the legislature. By this commission three

reports were presented to the Governor and the Legislature, making pro-

posals as summarized in the Governor's message of January 15, 1907, as

follows:

The majority report, signed by five members, recommends absolute
consolidation on one site, the mill tax plan of support, and the
distribution of the money saved by consolidation among the counties
of the State for high school purposes. One minority report, signed

by two members, favors separate maintenance with proper supervision
and assignment of work, and the mill tax plan of support. A third

report, signed by one member, favors separate maintenance so far as
location is concerned 'with control by one board of trustees.

One si.ggestion I take the liberty of making . . . you gentlemen

A. C. True, Director, United States Department of Agriculture,
ePr6senting the government in adnijnjstration of federal funds for agricul-
ural experiment station work in the land-grant colleges of the different
tates.
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even if you go no farther, should provide for placing the two institu-
tions under one board, with the provision that one sum be asked for

both schools.1

So far as the hopes of the Agricultural College were concerned, the

senate was now conceded to be prevailingly favorable to consolidation.

The vote, which occurred March 7, 1907, proved that this surmise was

correct, twelve senators voting for consolidation and. only six opposing

it. Having exactly two-thirds in favor of the constitutional amendment,

the consolidation forces were thus victorious in the senate.

In the house, however, where many new members had been elected, the

College forces saw a definite, but faint, hope of preventing a two-thirds

vote in favor of consolidation. Through the influence of Tin. S. McCorniek,

President of the Board of Trustees, Harry S. Joseph of Salt Lake County.

was induced to try for the speakership of the House, and since he was

recognized as a sound and constructive leader, he was readily elected. In

iddition to this fortunate situation, through the activities of influen-

tial men in the community, a number of leading legislators whose alleg-

lance was doubtful were induced to support the cause of the College.

On Saturday, March 9, the consolidation bill was made a special order for

onday, March 11. The actual hour for voting on the bill did not come

Until eleven o'clock Monday evening, and by that time the supporters of

the College began to have a quite hopeful outlook.2 The final vote

resulted in 24 ayes and. 20 nays; and, since the two-thirds majority

necessary to emend the constitution had not been reached, the bill failed.

ne Agricultural College still safely nestled in the arms of Logan.

'The Governor's message to the Legislature1 January 15. 1907.
2Bullen, Herschel, Jr. th Azricu1tura. Col1eQ--niversity

' U.tji Consolidation atroversy 1904Q7.
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.s reported by Herschel Bullen, Jr., in. his somewhat detailed account

of the controversy, the chief argument of the consolidation advocates in.

House was based on the address made by President Kerr in the constitu-

tional convention of 1895.1 As has been clearly indicated in Chapter VIII,

presid.eut Kerr was recognized in the convention as being the leader of the

3,einent for consolidating all the elements of higher education in one

institution, with such major divisions arid branches as the various funo-

tions of the unified institution might demand. His study of the entire

history of the land-grant institutions, from their early inception in the

rind of Senritor Morrill, through the various bills introduced in the na-

tional congress, the first vetoed by President Buchanan after being passed

by both houses; the second, approved by President Lincoln on July 2, 1862,

had given him not only a clear conception of the soope and function of

these institutions, but a profound conviction that they were preeminently

endowed to serve the essential interests of the entire constituency of

the several states. Observing the comparative results of higher education

in the states where unification prevailed as contrasted with the states

where the various functions of higher education were segregated, he had

core to the conclusion that progress and. harmony were assured only where

the solidarity of higher educational functions was safeguarded by funda

tental law, such as a constitutional provision. Hence he had. directed hs

best efforts in the constitutional convention toward unification. Failing

in this by only a few votes, he had next sought to have the fundamental

rielas of the two separate institutions differentiated so that their

respective functions would not overlap, thus avoiding duplication. Again

1Bullen, Herschel, Jr. Ute.h Agricultura 11--pniversity

Consolidation Controversy 1904-1902 1927.
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.succossfUl he had. to be content to insert in the Constitution the funda

,ntal provision definitely confirming the establishment of the University

' Utah at Salt Lake City and the Agricultural College of Utah at Logan.

jgcjom of even this provision against putting skids under the two

tjtutioñs of higher educatiofl. was clearly demonstrated in the fact that

the two-thirds vote neoessary to amend the Constitution was very difficult

to obtain.

The injustice of using in 1907 the arguments that Dr. Kerr had used in

1895, when neither of the two institutions had capital investments of any

considerable value, and both were being operated on borrowed money, is

obvious to aiyone not blindly partisan. But the advocates of consolidation

in the Rouse used practically the entire address.

Successively the members would arise and begin their remarks by saying,

!r. Speaker, I want to present as an incontrovertible (or unanswerable)

irgument in favor of consolidation, the following statement from the address

of Professor Kerr in the constitutional convention." In this way, section

by section, practically the entire address was presented piecemeal before

the Legislature. Dr. Kerr, of oourse,had no opportunity to point out the

utter inconsistency of th,rimitive conditions facing the constitutional

COnvention of 1895 as compared with those facing the Legislature in 1907.

In 1695, for instanoe, the population of the territory had not

Loreased much over that of 1890, which was given in the United States

flSU as 210,779. The wealth of the territory in 1890 was 349 million

1lars. As already indicated, moreover, neither the University at Salt

Jc City nor the Agricultural College at Logan had any considerable capi-

investments, and both were being operated on borrowed money. By 1900

1e population of Utah, now a state, had increased to 276,749, and. by 1910
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-c 373,31. in 190L-0, efore, the population was orobab at least

2,0O0. The wealth of the st&te, as iven by the Statistical

r 1929, pace 296, was )CC raillion dollars in 190)4. Thus by the tire

:e house of representatives -ias using br. herr's rguments of 19 to

eort their aavocac of consolidation, the population of Ttah had ro-

b1y increased by more than 100,000, and the wealth of the state had

".creased by rore than 100 nillion dollars. 1he rhysical plants of boTh

institutions, moreover, had been very reatl= auented and iriprovod..

"e University had been e:anent1;r located on a site crertcd. by the

ederal Goverrient and was now urovicied with new buildings and extensive

:oIier facilities A considerable body of aluiuini, moreover, had grorn up

as the product of each institution, ready to urotect and defend their

rsTcective alma raaters.
Vkw. )eYv

.ihile was president cf Utah ricultura1 Collee an incident

:ccurred at an annual meeting of the Utah State Teachers Association that

s so characteristic of br. herr's reaction to any imeachnent of his iioflcr

his disinterested devotion to education that it is worth relating as

roorted in the Logan Journal at the time. Followin is the statement

:aetjonçi "Told on the Quiet."

There was a lurid scene in the State teachers' association at
Salt Lake last Saturday. Prof. Kerr of the C. proposed an aepro-
priation of' 0 dollars to oren headquarters at the hational hcso-
ciation meeting. .-rofessor Gillian, of Salt Lake, opcsed the a)pro-
priatjon and jnti:.ated that hr. Kerr favored it for arsonal reasons.
The latter iaiteci. quietly until the gcn-bleraan from the capital con-
cluded his reraar::s, and then arose and burned him u. he fiercely
repudaated the suggestion o personal desare an tie matter, and.
hurled back at Gillian his false assertions. Those who were nrescnt
say it was a scathing rebuke, and caused hr. Tillian to anologthe
when it was finished. The convention sustained brofessor herr lj;r
Voting the apropriation.

to
i-resident Kerr' s discerning ability to pick ancL hold on,his facamty

of consnjcuous resources is indicated, first, in his emphasis on the



onable in the extreme.
the departments depend
professors. Hence it

irements for the next

ueed to pay adequate salaries, and second, in the large number of his faculty

people who subsequei.tlY achieved distiflctiOfl, some as a result of following

jm to Oregon, others through promotions to exeoutive positions of wide

leaderSbP Early in his career at the Utah Agricultural College he urged

Board of Trustees to help him hold outstanding faculty men against the

eomp0titiO of industries and. of other institutiOflS, bT including in his

biennial report the following:

To allow professors therefore, who have acquired that wisdom

and breadth of scholarship which come only from years of experience,

to withdraw from the College because of greater financial in4uce
ments offered by other institutions, is objeoti
The stability and character of the work of all
largely upon permanency in the positions of the
is of utmost inportance jn considering the requ
two years that provision be made for such increase in salary as may

be necessary in order that too frequent and undesirable changes in

the faculty may be avoided.1

Among the men whom he gathered about him who later achieved noteworthy

positions of leadership, the following are examples: Dr. John A. Widstoe,

a former meix,er of the faculty, whom Dr. Kerr brought back to the College

as Director of the Experiment Station. A man of broad scholarshiP and

.trong personality, he succeeded Dr. Kerr as President of the College in

the swnmer of 1907, and after a suoossfu1 administration of nine years

became president of the University of Utah, where he served for five years.

Alfred H. Upham, Professor of English from 1902 to 1905, and a fine cultural

ixfluence, subsequently became President of the University of Idaiio, later

President of Miami University in Ohio, and author of many books. E. D. Ball,

Professor of Zoology from 1902 to 1907,becalfle recognized as a famous ento

3logiat, holding many positions of responsibility as an expert. William

ardine, Professor of Agronomy, subsequently became President of Kansas
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State College, United States Commissioner of Agriculture, and President of

j0hita University, Wichita, Kansas. John A. Bexell, Professor of Cnmerce,

joined Dr. Kerr at Oregon State Agricultural College in 1908 and built up,

g dean of the School of Commerce, the largest and most influential school

n the campus at the time of the reorganization ofhigher education in 1932.

William Arthur Jensen, instructor in stenography and typewriting,

became Recorder of the Faculties of Oregon State College in 1908 and1 in

1dditiOfl Secretary to the President in 1911-12. In 1915-16 he was made

xecutive Secretary, and in this capacity served the institution until

1941, when a sudden illness necessitated his retirement from active duty.

Thus for thirtrthree years he was closely associated with Dr. Kerr

soquired facility and precision in helping to build up and carry forward

his administrative policies and organization, arid became a highly efficient

factor in the direotion of institutional oeremonials and. campus events.

!is office records, moreover, whioh assembled in one center all the essen-

tial reports and diagrams of departmental experts, constituted a convenient

ouroe of referenoe for prsotioally all institutional functions. The

higher educational commission of 1929-30 specifically commended these

records as worthy patterns for other institutions to follow.

David Edmund Stephens, Seoretary to President Kerr, came to Oregon

.1 director of the branch experiment station at Moro, made an outstanding

Contribution to the vast grain-growing areas of Eastern Oregon by developing

.ew and improved varieties of grain and improved types of management, and

thea joined the staff of the United States Department of Agriculture In

Charge of Soil Conservation Research in the Pacific Northwest. Frarik Russel

AZnolcI, professor of Modern I.uages, had the notable record of serving
the Utah .Agrioultural College for a span of thirty years.
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James Dryden, Professor of nima1 Industries, caine to Oregon in 1908

j carried out the notable scientific research in breeding poultry that

resulted in the development of the first hen to lay more than three hundred

eggs by trap nest record in a year, and the first hen to lay one thousand

eggs in a lifetime. ifis breeding experiments, in faot, resulted in a revo-

lution in the poultry industry with the emphasis on production rather than

form and feathers.

Elmer George Peterson, Assistant Professor of Zoology and Entomology,

after serving on the faoulty of Cornell, in a position of similar rank and

character, came to the Oregon Agricultural College In 1910-11, as professor

of Bacteriology, but soon had a call to his alma mater, where he became

director of the extension servjoe, and in 1916 Presideift of the College,

then Dr. Widstoo resigned. He is still directing the destinies of the

iistitution. James T. Jardine, Instructor in English, following a career

a a government field specialist, came to Oregon in 1920 as Director of

the Experiment Station, a position he filled with distinction untIl 1932

then he became Chief, Office of Experiment Station, United States Department

f Agriculture.

In addition to this notable list of faculty men who attained positions

that enabled them to render an eminent service to the cause of education

W.d technology, a considerable number of his students, some of vhom indeed

e Included in the above list, also aohieved distinction. Among these are

7nois David Farrell, who graduated in 1907, at the close of Dr. Kerr's

inistration, and who after a varied service vLth the United States Deparb-

4t of Agriculture, became Dean and Director of the Division of Agriculture

't
&flas State College in 1918 and President of the College in 1925.

While Dr. Kerr, as usual, aooepted the limitations placed upon the
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1The Utah Aricu1turs1 College ult
::urses lost in 1905, with additional o

2Biennial Report of the Board of T
3Rioks, J. E., The Utah State Ariou1tural
p. 670.

01lege by the Legislature in 1905, he nevertheless continued to express his

,onviOtiOflS, gathered from a profound study of all the history and all the

legislation concerning the land-grant colleges, that engineeri.ng was an

inherent element in the curricula of these institutions, essential to the

ii performance of their fundamental functions.1 He oontinued also to

advooate the niillage tax plan of providing support for state institutions of

sigher eduoation. Systematically, also, he studied the growing resouroes

f the state, and. made recommendations for the support of the College on a

bests of its actual needs, as determined by careful and searching surveys.

In presenting the evidences in support of his request for funds in his

118t biennial report, 1906-07, he made the statement, characteristic of

his established po1ioythat

As a matter of official duty the amounts are not plaoed lower
than required to maintain the present standard and to do efficient
work. It is not thought that the people of the State would be satis-
fied with less. Utah is growing as never before, and certainly
cannot afford to allow the College, after all these years of a
healthful growth and worthy achievement, to begin now on a poiicy of
retrogression.2

hen the unanimous call came from Oregon in the spring of 1907 that

e accept the presidency of the State Agricultural College, Utah expressed,

t.nvery earnest and positive terms, its appreoiation of the contribution

.e had made to the educational development of that state. Said Dr. Ricks

fl his History of Fifty

The President and Faculty caught the vision of a real liberal
College on the hill and sought to realize their vision. There was
definition to the work of the School. Dr. Kerr, himself, left
lasting impressions upon the students of the College.

tinately recovered all the engineering
ourses.
rustees, 1906-07.

College, a History of
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Said. the LoEan Journal In an editorial cormnent characteristic of the

re8 In general:

In W. J. Kerr, Utah is losing the ablest educator It has ever
had . . . and his friends are sorry to see him leave this commonwealth,
but that sorrow is partially assuaged by the pleasure they find in the
deserved recognition he is reoeiving.1

Tourna1, May, 1907.
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Unanimously elected by the Board to succeed President Gatoh, Dr. lerr

ade series of recommendations at the first annual meeting that definitely

1a.mched the State College on a new development of the technical and Indus-

trial phases of land-grant college functions. Reorganizations designed to

prorriote specialization and departmental leadership, as well as to fix

responsibility, were among his recommendations that were promptly adoted

y the Board. Scope and purose of the
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CH.APTER I

INITIAL STEPS AS PRESIDENT OF OREGON STATE COLLEGE

land-grant institutions.

The Board of Regents that elected Dr. Kerr as president of Oregon

State Agricultural College consisted of nine members appointed by the

3overnor and four members ex officio, the Governor, the Secretary of State,

the Superintendent of Public Instruotion, and the Master of the State Grange.

The personnel was as follows: J. H. Ackerman, superintendent of Public

Instruotiofl J. T. Appersozi; F. W. Benson, Secretary of State; Austin

Buxton, Master of the State Grange; George B. Chamberlain, Governor of the

State; William W. Cotton; B. F. Irvine, who served as Treasurer of the

3oard; W. P. Keady; John D. Olwell; Walter IL Pierce; Clara H. Waldo; J. K.

eatherford, who was President of the Board; end B. B. Wilson, who was

Secretary of the Board and the Resident Director.

The members of this Board were all citizens of conspicuous ability.

1que on the Board was the position of Mrs. Waldo, descendant of an out-

tanding pioneer family that had settled in the rich. Waldo Hills region

flear Salem. Beautiful and. distinguished in personal appearance, she was

LISO notable for culture end the ability to express herself. A construo-

t i've force in education in the State was Superintendent AckerII3sfl. 'While

the executive leadership of the College in the past had been such that the

hard had pursued a strictly conservative policy in the development of the

L3tit'ution, following in. general the pattern of the established type of

011ege and university, the Board had the
potentialities of real progress



presidency of Utah State Agricultural
College to becone president of Oregon
State Agricultural College, succeeding
President Thomas M. Catch, who retired

William Jasper Kerr resigned from the

on July 17, 1907.



r1
in the direction of service to the homes and industries of the State.

president Gatoh maintained the fixed polioy of not being responsible for

fjnanoing the College. He declined to appear before any legislative oom-

mittee in oonneotion with appropriations for the institution. It was the

Board's business, he contended, to provide the funds for the College; it was

his business to determine how these funds should be spent to the best

advantage.

A committee of the Board consisting of President Weatherford, Mrs.

!aldo, and Secretary Wilson was assigned the task of selecting a President.

ppointed on March 15, 1907, the committee was ready to report on May 2.

The committee began its search for a successor to President Gatoh by

writing to Dr. A. C. True, Head of the Agricultural Experiment Station work

for the Federal Government, and to different college and university presi-

Ients whose counsel they valued. Dr. True and his associates in Washington

were familiar with the work of all the land-grant institutions by reason

of their frequent visits to the officials of these colleges and universities

the reports they received from them. Eis report was altogether favor-

able. Among the letters the Board received from others of those to whom

they had directed their inquiries, the following are typical:

Excerpt from letter of W. C. MoCornick, President of the Board of

ruatees of the Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, Utah, April 28,

1937. -

In recommending him (w. J. Kerr) to the position, I cannot say
too much. I have been President of the Board of Trustees of the
Agricultural College of Utah for the last seventeen years, and during
said time there were several presidents of the College, which gave
me opportunity for comparison. Mr. Kerr has been President for the
past seven years and has given unqualified satisfaction. He has been
untiring in his efforts, and. has succeeded in bringing the College
to its present high standard. I consider him one of the best
eduoators in the west, if not the best, since he is a man of unusual
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executive ability. I take pleasure in commending him without reserve

as a man. perfectly competent to take ohargo of any educational

institution. ,

Excerpt from a letter from Rev. E. I. Goshen, Pastor of the First

0ngregati0n9 Churoh, Salt Lake City, Utaht

I have been aoquaintod with President Kerr during all the years

he has served our College in Utah and I know him to be a man of

splendid oharaoter, of great exeoutive and. administrative ability, and.

en indefatigable worker.

Excerpt from letter by C. C. Goodwin, Editor of the Lake Tribune,

to the Board of Regents, Oregon State Agricultural College, April 28, 1907:

I have known President Kerr since 1895 when we met as members of

the Constitutional Convention that framed the Constitution of Utah.

I there got an idea of his masterful abilities, his educational equip

mont, his sterling integrity, and absolute fairness. I have watched

closely his work since. He took charge of the Utah Agricultural

College in. 1900. He found it a mere go-as-you-please school; he

organized it, classified it; gave it a character, and having fixed

the foundation, has since built it up and given it an interstate if

not an international fame; so much so that it has drawn to it students

from many states and some foreign countries.
There is no more capable man at the head of any school in the

land; not only as a scholar and an educator, but as an executive

officer.

To this he added the following comment:

Mr. Vt. S. MoCorniok of this city, our foremost banker who has

been President of the Board of Regents of the Utah State College

since it was started in 1890, said to me a month ago, "It is a

shame Professor Kerr wastes his time as a teacher. He could handle

a great railroad or steamship company, or any other great business

enterprise." . .

Telegram from Luther Foster, President of New Mexico College of

Ariou1ture and Mechanic Arts, former Director of the Experiment Station

f the Utah Agricultural College, to E. E. Wilson, Secretary to the Board

t Regents, Oregon State Agricultural College, May 2, 1907:

Professor Kerr will make you an energetic, capable, successful

President. He is a strong executive, gets along with men pleasantly,

knows here of an agricultural college. Has brought Utah institution

Up to high standards.
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The committee's report, recommending President Kerr, was unanimously

idopted by the Board, and action was then taken fixing the salary at 5,000

year, the figure agreed upon in the preliminary negotiations. The salary

s to begin July 1, though the new president was not expected to begin

his duties until the azinual Board meeting of July 17.

Through a member of the Utah agricultural College faculty, who had

1'isited Oregon in the early spring of 1907, Dr. Kerr had learned of the

intended resignation a.nci retirement of President Gatoh, through direct

report from Superintendent Ackerman, and hence he was not unprepared to

take action when the Oregon Board later on wrote him regarding the vacancy,

requesting that he come to have a conference with them. Meeting the Board

first in Portland,he was so impressed by the conservatism of their program

(only $25,000 a year was appropriated by the State for maintenance) that

he had to confess that he was not particularly interested in what had been

icoomplished at the College, but was very seriously interested in studying

the situation with respeot to natural resouroesagricultura1 and engineer-

g possibilities, to the end of determining what the opportunities might

be in Oregon and the Northwest for a land-grant institution in its partic-

1&r field--agrioulture, industry, business, and the home.

In various conferences with Board members he indicated quite definitely

ai5 ideas concerning the functions of the governing board, the prerogatives

t the president, and the relationships of board members to the president

4 staff members. As he was about to leave Oregon to return to Logan, he

t&te to board members, in response to specific questions, that he was

Zb1e at the time to give a definite answer as to whether or not he would

toept the presidency of Oregon State College if It were offered to hfr,

t that he would carefully consider the entire situation and would notify
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the board within a fortnight. Studying conditions in the Pacific NorthvTeSt

jts natural advantages of timber, water power, vast areas of semi-arid

jd to be put to productive use, and the great productive resources of

5uch areas as the Willaxnette Valley, with its .lubrious climatehe became

convinced that, with the initiative of a pioneering community, no other

state in the union had better opportunities than Oregon for taking advantage

of the new developments in industrial and vocational education that were

jthin the distinctive field of the land-grant institutions. Accordingly,

1ithin the time specified, he obtained release from his engagements in Utah,

end telegraphed Judge J. K. Weatherford that if the position were tendered

here, under the conditions stipulated in his conferences with the board,

he would accept it. On May 2, 1907, he received a wire from B. E. Wilson,

Secretary, notifying him that he had been elected president by unanimous

vote of members of the board, and that a letter would follow giving details.

The letter indicated that all conditions stipulated by President Kerr had

been granted, including the amount of amival salary.

At the annual meeting of the Board of Regents on July 17, 1907,

?resident Kerr made a carefully prepared report, involving specific

reooinmendations and outlining certain fundamental principles of adininistra

tion. He urged the importance of strengthening the work of instruction,

ftrtioularly along the lines of agriculture and technology. Calling atten-

tion to the excessively heavy load of instruction being carried by members

of the faculty, he urged that the student load per instructor, which averaged

3Z students to each member of the faculty, should be lightened as promptly

Ca Possible toward the accepted standard of 15 students to each instructor.

SUcceed in college work, he stated, two things are important: First, a

!teble policy, permanency in the tenure of professors is necessary, and
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a complete and thorough organization. To this end it is necessary

.at salaries in this institution shall approximate at least those offered

0ther comparable institutions.

eferriflg to the maintenance budget, President Kerr called attention

the fact that for the ensuing year strict econoxj would be necessary in

;r.er to keep within the funds available, In spite of this fact, however,

explained that in analyzing the situation he found it possible to make

conmendati0fl for certain improvements that would not involve large expen-

.jtures of money and that would definitely promote the possibilities for

rvice that the institution could render to the students and the State.

e accordingly proposed the following fifteen recommendations for consi-

ration and action by the Board.

. That definite plans be prepared for all the work throughout the

institution, experimental and instructional.

. That the expenditures for Experimental work be kept within the experi-

ent stetion funds.

. That the work in agriculturebe segregated, and profssorships be
established in (a) agrononr, (b) animal husbandry, (c) dairy husbandry,

(d) poultry husbandry.

a That extension work be provided for in agriculture, enlarging and
extending the farmers institute work.

That a good strong man be employed as professor of Agrononr; that the
work in Animal Husbandry ibe assigned to Dr. Witl-rcombe; Dairy Husbandry,
to Professor Kent; and that Professor Dryden be employed for the exten-
sion work in agriculture and the work in poultry husl'andry.

a That a smer course in agriculture be offered . . . iii order that

teachers of agriculture throughout the state may receive some prepara-
tion for the use of the text book in agriculture that has been adopted
or use in the seventh and eighth grades of the pub schools.

That the work in Mathematics and Civil Engineering be segregated,
Professor Skelton being assigned the work in Civil Engineering and
Professor Johnson in rathematics; and that the work heretofore given by

rofessor Skelton be given in the iining Department.
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That the Eoard deci.de upon the perina
order that the architects rr prepar
for by act of the last legislature ±
bu±1dins during the present year.

phat the work in Chemistry, Pharmacy, and Mining Engineering be segregated
and the work distributed as follows: (a) A. L. Knise].y, Professor of
Agricultural Chemistry and Director of the Chemical laboratories; (b)
John Th.ilton, Professor of General arid Analytical Chemistry; (c) C. M.
jcKellops, Professor of Pharmacy; and (d) that a Professor be emnloyed
to take charge of all the work in Mining Engineering.

That the work in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering be segregated,
and a Professor of Electrical Engineering be emloyed.

:. That additional clerical help be provided for the Experiment Station,
the Clerk's office and the Registrar's; that Miss Juanita Rosendorf be
employed throughout the year and be placed on the salary list.

That in addition to the instructors and assistants already provided for,
an instructor be provided in mathematics and provision be made for some
assistance in engineering and for the clerical work of the President's
Office.

That additional room be provided for the administrative work of the
College by removing the Clerk's office into the room across the hail,
heretofore used by the Y. M. C. A.; end that the present C]erk's office
be used by the President's secretary or stenographer.

. That filing cabinets and other furniture be provided for the adrninis-
trative offices.

nent location of the stock barns in
e plans for the buildings provided
n time for the comoletion of these

That work should be started at once on the plans for the buildings for
which aopropriatjons will be available in 1908, in order that all the
details may be completed in time to have the contracts awarded so that
the buildings can be coinDleted before the opening of the College next
year.

The Board minutes record the fact that Pre ident Kerr was vested with

'Olute authority upon all matters covered by his reporI, to carry his

3nendatjops into effect, keeping a1rays within the appropriations

ilable.,,

Salaries of twelve members of the faculty were increased by amounts
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,arying from $80 to $200 a year, evidence that the board agreed with President

err in his efforts to encourage permanence of tenure on the faculty for

5serVing members.

The building program for the first bienni.mi of Dr. Kerr' a administration

included the oompletion in 1907 of the new women' a dormitory, Waldo Hall,

for which an appropriation had been made by the legislature of 1905; the

echaxIiO Arts building the Dairy Barns and the Poultry Houses, including

e incubator house and twenty-eight colony houses. With the appropriation

ivailable for 1908 for buildings, the north wing of the new Agriculture

al1, own as the Agronomy Building, was completed in the fall of that year.

Shepard Hall, center of the College Christian Associations, which was

fianoed by voluntary oontributions, was completed and occupied in the

i.tddle of the academic year. Many improvements were made in established

eepus structures, such as Mechanical Hallg,. Cauthorn Hall, dormitory for

en the Administration Building, Alpha Hall, converted from a girls'

dormitory to a Pharmacy euilding; and the gymnasium.

Reference has already been made to Dr. Kerr's recoimnendation for

Organizing the work of various departments of the institution with a view

to promoting specialization and distributing authority. The most notable

step in organization of institutional functions, however, was the estab-

Ishmnent of four major schools--Agriculture, Domestic Science and. Art,

ifleering and Mechanical Arts, and Comre roe. In addition the instruc-

tional faculty was organized into an Administrative Council, consisting of

the President, the Director of the Experiment Station, and the deans of the

Z schools; a College council, consisting of the President, the heads of

1 departments, the Registrar, and the Librarian; and the faculty, consis-

of the President, the professors, the assistant professors, the
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RegiStr,rar, and the Instructors and assistants. The functions

of each of these organizations were specified, along with their relations

t the Board of Regents. On the business side an organized plan of issuing

requisitions on a fixed departmental budget was instituted1 and procedures

isre prescribed for dispatching business functions while insuring strict

aøcounta.biliti within the limits of the assigned budget. "tinder this policy,"

irote the President in his biennial report, "heads of departments know in

advance the exact amount of money that may be expended during the. year and

cafl plan their work accordingly, thereby securing much better results than

en expenditures are authorized at irregular intervals. "

Courses of study were oite decisively revised by the Board, on

recommendation of Dr. Kerr, at the January meeting in 1908. The standard

of entrance was advanced one year, thereby making two year' a work in a

itandard high school, or its equivalent, neoessary for entrancó to the

College in the degree courses. The sub-freshman or preparatory course was

abolished. "By raising the standard another year," said the biennial

report, "the basic scientific work in the technical courses could be mostly

onpleted during the freshmen and. sophomore years, making greater special-

t:ation possible during the rema1,iin two years. A careful investigation

3t the conditions throughout the State led to the conviction that the courses

't the College could be extended and strengthened without removing the

Lvantages of the institution beyond the reach of those who desire and most

.eed the training which it affords."

Vftiile the sub-freshman courses were discontinued, a new type of work

T*3 offered under the title of Elementary Industrial Courses in Agriculture,

eatry, Domestic Scienoe and Art, Commeroe, and Mechanic Arts. The purpose

thj5 new work and the reason for its establishment were explained in
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the
Biennial Report as follows, under the caption "Adaptation to Needs

,tb° People"

The main purpose in the establishment of the land-grant colleges

was to provide in the several states for an education that. should be

adapted to the needs of the people. And in the de a

Oregon Agrioulturs]. College, oonsistent with the g ate

and the public school system, it is important that U

shall be kept in touch with the people--that all o 1 be

so adjusted that it will serve them. The most advanced work offered

by the College is of the very greatest importance, and should be

strengthened and developed in every way possible; but, as explained

elsewhere in this report, this work, under present conditiDns, is be-

yond the reach of many of the people who are most in need of inaustrial

training. There are still many districts in Oregon without high

schools, and many others in. which the high sohool work extends only

through one or two years. None of the high sohools offer courses in

agriculture and very few provide any work in manual training or

domestic arts. Yet the greatest majority of the people of the State

are engaged in industrial pursuits. They are deprived of the ad-

vantages of higher education. They need vocational training--ft

knowledge of the things with which they are to deal in life.

To help provide the State with teachers who had some definite knov&

iedge of industrial subjects, thus enriching both the rural and high

'ehoo]s of Oregon, Dr. Kerr inaugurated the department of Industrial Pedagogy,

t3llowing the example of Cornell University and the advice of such author-

.t1es as Senator Knute Nelson, Dean. Bailey of the New York College of

irioulture, and Dr. Brown., United States Commissioner of EduoatiOU. Since

the Nelson Bill, supplementing the Morrill Acts of Congress, provided funds

tailable for this work in the Agricultural Colleges, the instruction was

Offered for two classes of teachers: First, those who would teach in the

Ora1 schools, high schools, and other institutions of secondary or

011ege grade; second, those who would teach in the common schools, both

r.ra]. and metropolitan. In July, 1907, a summer school was initiated for

the training of teachers in the special fields covered by the State College.

Purpose and Scope of the Land-Grant Institutions

Calling attention to the fact that though it was then more than forty-
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five years since Congress took the initiative in providing for the estab-

1jment of the Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges, a great many people

jacked a complete understanding of the functions and. scope of these insti-

tutions and their relation to the Federal and State governments, President

,rr devoted twelve pages of his first biennial report to a somewhat

detailed exposition of this subject, quoting occasionally from Federal and

State statutes and from authorities who were best able to interpret such

statutes.

The Oregon Agricultural College, he pointed out, was established by

the state Legislature in 1868 in pursuance of an Act of Congress approved

by President Linooln on July 2, 1862, granting public lands to the differ-

ent states and territories for the endonent of colleges of agriculture and

echanio arts. Section four of this Lot, he explained, provides that the

income from the sale of the lands appropriated should constituto a perpetual

ftand, the income of which should be inviolably appropriated by each state

To the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college
where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific
and classical studies, and including military- tactics, to teach such
branches of learning as are related to agriculture and. the mechanic
arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the states may respectively
prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and praotioal education of
the industrial classes In the several pursuits and professions in life.

In establishing the College, President Kerr continued, the State

Legislature accepted the provisions and conditions of this Act of Congress

d pledged the faith of the State to carry the same into effect. Section

'O of the Act of Legislature of 1868, he pointed out, provides that

The students . . . shall be instruoted in all the arts, sciences,

and other studies in accordance with the requirements of the Act of
Congress making such donation.

And again, that in Section one of the laws of 1870, it is provided

the
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Students . . . shall be instructed in accordance 'with the require-
ments of the Act of Congress approved July 2, 1862, granting public
lands to the several states and. territories which might provide colleges
for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts, and the acts
amendatory thereof.

The Morrill Act of 1890, supplementing the original Morrill Act of 1862,

for the more complete endowment and support of the land-grant college,

president Kerr continued, provides an annual appropriation of $25,000 to-

Be applied only to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts,
the English language, and the various branches of mathematical, phy-
sical, natural and economic science, with special reference to their
applications in the industries of life, and to the facilities for suoh
instruct ion.

Referring to the Nelson Amendment of Maroh 4, 1907, which was a bill

then pending in Congress providing for further endowment of the land-grant

institutions, inserted as an amendment to the Agricultural Bill to facilitate

its passage at that time, President Kerr quoted the amendment as follows to

show the purposes for which funds were appropriated

For the more complete endowment and inaintenenoe of agricultural
colleges now established, or 'which may hereafter be established, in
accordance with the Act of Congress approved July 2, 1862, and the
Act of Congress approved August 30, 1890, the sum of five thousand
dollars, in addition to the sums named in the said act, for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1908, and an annual increase of the amount of
such appropriation thereafter for four years by an additional sum of
five thousand. dollars over the preceding year. . . . The expenditure
of the said money shall be governed in all respects by the provisions
of the said aot of Congress approved July 2, 1862, and the said act
of Congress approved August 30, 1890; Provided, That said colleges
may use a portion of this money for providing courses for the special
preparation of instructors for teaching the elements of agriculture
and the mechanic arts.

The significant provision of this Nelson Amendment, it was emphasized,

ts the fact that part of the funds could be used for the training of
t4aohera.

President Kerr pointed out that the funds accruing from these

S7eral acts of Congress cannot be used for the purchase of lanc or for
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Instruction in Mechanic krts:--(l)

Engineering,T3) Electrical 1gine
Mining igineering, (6) Marine
Exerimenta1 Engineering, (9)

(ii) Machine Design, (12) Mechanica
Stenography, (15) Typewriting, (16)
Shop Work.

the purchase, erection, or maintenance of buildings; for the payment of

8alaries of administrative officers or of instructors of any subjects

2ot specified, such as history, psychology, and the languages, except

igliah or for the purchase of furniture, oases, desks, or other similar

artioles of equipment. It was the expectation of Congress that these

f'inds should constitute only part of what would be needed, as an assist-

moe and encouragement to the several states In providing the requirements

for the proper education of the tindustrial classes." As an authoritative

!tatement concerning this situation, President Kerr quoted from Dr.

31aonar' s Histoy Federal and State Aid to Higher Education, as follows:___________

The Federal Government intended the grant should form a nucleus
in each of the several states around which buildings, libraries, laba'
atones, workshops, gymnasiums, military halls, end other educational
appliances should be grouped by means of publio munificence and state
bounty. It was to prove a stimulus to the generosity of the people
and the liberality of the states.

As a specific Ind.ioation of the curricular scope of the land-grant

olleges, President Kerr next included an outline of subjects given out on

ecember 7, 1900, by the United States Comraissioner of Education, with the

approval of the Secretary of the Interioras follows:

Instruction in Agrloulture:--(l) Agriculture, (2) Horticulture, (3)
Forestry, (4TAgrouoimy, (5) Animal Husbandry, (6) Dairying, (7) Veter-
inary Soienoe, (8) Poultry Industry, (9) Aploulture.

Mechanical Engineering, (2) Civil
ering, (4) Irrigation Engineering,
Engineering, (7) Railway Engineering,
Textile Industry, (10) Architecture,
1 Drawing, (13) Ceramics, (14)
Telegraphy, (17) Printing, (18)

ixuotIon in English Language:--(l) English Language, (2) Englis}'
Literature, ) Composition, (4) Rhetoric, (s) Oratory.

.!ruction in Mathematical Soiences:--(1) Mathematics, (2) Bookkeeping,
(3) Astronomy.
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and Ph\rCical Sclences:--(1) Chemistry, (2)
4Totany, (5) Zoology, (6) Geoloj, (7)

Entomology, (10) Physiology, (ii)
Physical Geography, (14) Metro1ogy.

Instruction in Natural
Physics, (3) Biology, (
Mineralogy, (8) Metallurgy, (9)
Bacteriology, (12) Pharmacy, (13)

Instruction in Economic Scienoes:--(l) Political Economy, (2) Domestic
Economy, (3) Commercial Geography.

Instructional work having thus been provided for, experience of the

land-grant colleges that had. first been established revealed within a shore

time many difficulties, especially in the field of special emphasis; namely,

agriculture. These difficulties were partly due to the lack of trained

teachers, but largely to the deficiency of knowledge of the scientific prin-

ciples underlying agricultural practice. In order, therefore, "to promote

scientific investigation and experiment regarding the principles and appli-

cations of agricultural science," Congress passed what is known as the

atoh Act, approved March 2, 1887, appropriating 15,O00 annually for the

mintenanoe of an agricultural experiment station in each of the land-grant

colleges. Section two of this Act, as quoted by President Kerr, provides-i-

That it shall be the object and duty of said experiment stations
to conduct original researches or verify experiments on the physiology
of plants and. animals; the diseases to which they are severally sub-
ject, with the remedies of the same; the chemical composition of useful
plants at their different stages of growth; the comparative advantages
of rotative cropping as pursued under the varying series of crops; the
capacity of new plants or trees for acclimation; the analysis of soils
and water; the chemical composition of manures, natural or artificial,
with experiments d.esignecI to test their comparative effects on crops
of different kinds; the adaptation and value of grasses and forage
plants; the composition and digestibility of the different kinds of
food for domestic animals; the scientific and economic questions in-
volved in the production of butter and cheese; and such other researches
or experiments bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the
United States as may in each case be deemed advisable, having due
regard to the varying conditions and needs of the respective States
and Territories.

Further endowment of the agricultural experiment stations was effected

'1 the Adams Act, passed by Congress on March 16, 1906, which ultimately

rov1ded a fund of 15,0OO a year, which, as quoted by President Kerr, was;
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To be applied only to paying the necessary expenses of conducting
original researches or experiments bearing directly upon the agricul-
tural industry of the United States, having due regard to the varying
conditions and needs of the respective states and territories.

The Secretary of Agriculture, who has charge of the administration of

the Adams Act,along with other parallel acts, has ruled that the funds

available from this Act shall not be used for "expenses for administration,

care of buildings and grounds, insuranoe, office furniture and fittings,

general maintenance of station farm animals . . . and other general expenses

for the maintenance of the experiment station." Printing and distribution

of publications was also excluded from the purposes of the fund.

Elaborating the idea that the states were expected to cooperate in the

,upport of the experiment stations, Secretary Wilson made the following

itatement, as quoted by President Kerr in his biennil report:-

The increased liberality of the Federal Govermnent, : says Secretary
Wilson, in providing for the endowment of research and. experimentation
in agriculture should be a further incentive to the States and local
communities to supplement these funds f or the extension of demonstration,
experiments, Farmers' institutes, agricultural colleges, schools, and
courses of instruction, and the general education of the rural comznun-
ities along industrial lines, in order that the masses of our farmers
may be so educated from early youth that they will appreciate the
benefits of original research and experimentation as applied to agri-
cultural problems, and be able to appropriate in the most effective
manner for their own benefit and the general welfare of the nation
whatever practical results are obtained from the work of the agricul-
tural experiment stations.

Discussing further the field of Agricultural College work, President

rerr reported that "From a careful examination of the organic act of 1862,

'd the acts supplementary thereto, it is evident that the vvrk of the land-

't O011eges should cover a broad field, including the different subjects

' PPlied science and the general training that constitutes an essential

,'rt of a liberal education."

e then quoted Senator Justin. S. Morrill, author of the acts of 1862

' 1890, as interpreting the educational purpose of the land-grant colleges

'
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The object of the Act of 1862 was to give a chance to the indus-
trial classes of the country to obtain a liberal education, something
more than was bestowed by our universities and colleges in general,
which seemed to be based more on the English plan of giving education
only to what might be called the professional classes--in law, medicine,
and theology." The fundamental idea was "to offer an opportunity in
everystate for a liberal and. larger education for larger numbers; not
merely to those destined to sedentary professions, but to those much
needing higher instruction for the world's business, for the industrial
pursuits and professions of life."

Stsiming up his conclusions on this themePresident Kerr stated that "The

general purpose in view, therefore, in the establishment of the colleges of

igrioulture and mechanic arts was to promote the liberal and practical

education, primarily of the industrial classes--to apply science in the

industries of life. The laws under which these institutions are me.intained

place special emphasis on the technical or distinctive work along the differ-

ent lines of agriculture, the mechanic arts, commerce, and home economics,

te well as the related subjects of mathematics and the natural and physical

sciences. Classical subjects are not excluded, and military tactics are

required." English language and literature, history and political sciefloe,

md at least one modern language, President Kerr added, are elements con-

tplated in the organic act as part of the liberal education authorized.

Discussing the essential interdependence of the various technical

irricula of the land-grant college, and. the educational value of the

ilsoipline afforded by these courses of study, President Kerr included the

Dllowing section in his reports

A careful oonsideration of the subjeot of technical education,
and of its importance in conserving and developing the natural re-
sources of the country, will show that the entire plan of land-grant
College work is most ideal and comprehensive including the subjects
required in training for good citizenship, as well as for industrial
efficienoy in any of the great fields of production, manufacture, and
Commerce. There is a vital inter-dependence of the agricultural,
engineering, commercial, and other distinctive work, that makes for
Unity, efficiency, and mutual helpfulness. The development of
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lb is apparent, therefore, that, Co
the different COUTS6S in agricultur
household technology, ointainod co
features of land-grant col1ee vrork
tLfj and general subjects, constit
educational endeavor peculiarly ada
industry and of American life.

agriculture depends not only upon the application of scientific prin-
ciples in the production of orops, but also upon a demand for farm
products, and an easy and economic means of transporting them to

market. Under present conditions, adequate transportation facilities
constitute a most esntial factor in the growth of agriculture. .An

increase in transportation facilities, by the Improvement of highways
and inland waterways, and by the exiension of railroads, must precede,
or aocompany, any great agricultural advancement. Other important
factors are the construction of factories for the manufacture of the
most improved farm machinery and implements, and of the different
articles made from the products of the farm; the utilization of water
power for manufacturing and transportation; and. the manufaoture of
structural steel and cement used in building cities, thereby increasing
the demand for farm produots. On the other hand, there can be no great
progress in building factories, railroads, arid cities, except through
a corresponding development of agriculture end forestry. Factories

must have the raw material required, and a market for their products;
transportation lines go only where the movement of commodities warrants;
ehile the growth of most cities at least is dependent alike upon the
prosperity of both the farmer and the manufacturer. Then, again, the
combined efforts of engineers and agricultural experts are required in
the drainage of swamp lands, and in the reclamation of large arid
tracts by irrigation; while success in any modern enterprise is poss-
ible only through the application of business prinoiples. Special

training in business methods is an essential in. agriculture, in manu-
facturing, and in transportation, as it is in merchandising. Moreover,
the prosperity and civilization of a country depend upon the character
of its homes, and the modern hone requires special training in the
sciences and arts relating to home life.

Furthermore, aside from the economic value of iand-grant college work
in promoting state and national development, the subjects which are
comprised in the curricula of these institutions have the greatest
possible educational or disciplinary value. While it ha not been
many decades since the classics and the pure sciences were regarded as
the only subjects for mind training, it is now fully recognized that
the applied sciences, wh.ich combine thinking with doing, taught by
competent instructors, with suitable equipment, have a disciplinary
Value not surpassed, if equalled, by the old style college course.

nsidered from al]. points of view,
0, engineering, commerce, and
-ordinately as the distinctive
together with the related scion-

ute a unity and completeness of
pted to the needs of Aaerican

products constitute 42 per cent of all materials
61flPloyed in manufacturing in the, United Statez.--Year Book, epartment
2 &'ioulture, 1905, page 15.
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7e have no insithtions better adap
Citizenship than our agricultural
literary1 ethical, scientific indu
blended into a strong, sensible, I
Ccngress did wisely in establishin

Slow in development during the first two or three decades of their
the. (u.A--ra+ eiJIee,

,jStenCe,4th07 had already enjoyed fifteen years of remarkable growth in

;atrOfl&ge and iiifluence. .Then President Kerr presented his report to the

:d of Regents, he- took occasion to quote authorities to show how

atable and significant this growth had been. Q1uoting Senator Knute Nelson

j j-is address to Congress, he included the following:

It is not too much to say that through the Morrill Act of 1862 and
subsequent acts, Congress has wrought a revolution in Axnerican educa-
tion as well as in nerican agrioulthre. The old educational ideals

. . have slowly given way to the far broader ideals for a system
of public education suited to the needs alike of workers, business
men, home makers, technicians, and professionals. The new education
while retaining the high moral and ethical ideals of the old combines
with these substantial training in doing the things of every day life.

These land-grant colleges have influenced the non-agricultural indus-
tries to nearly as great a degree as they have improved agriculture.
The engineering courses in these colleges have supplied a large share
of the men who have made it possible to develop our vast systems of
transportation and manufacturing and to erect our great cities. They
have provided a large body of teachers of the science and technique
of the industries and of home economics for the other schools. They
are the foreru.nners of the city mechanic arts high school, and of the
introduction of industrial and manual training subjects into city
grade schools. . . The degree to which we, as a nation, Shall
distance other nations in manufacture, if not indeed in the develop-
ment of transportation and in the erection of cities, will in no small
part depend: upon the rcunding out of the technical education of those
who are to work in our mechanical industries. The use of federal funds
to enable the engineering departments of our land-grant colleges to
lead onward and upward in this educational movement has in every wayproved justifiable.

ted to build up true Ajnerioan
and mechanical colleges, where
strial, and military training are

napirational scheme of education.
g them, and as this great nation

grows j power and in wealth it should further recognize them and
build them up.

Rounding out this entire section on the scope and function of the land-
.Et titutions, Dr. Kerr concluded:

In this great work of industrial education, the Oregon AgriculturalCollege is in harmony with the spirit and policy of the best land-grant
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j8titutjOfl8 of the country. .Its function and scope are clearly
Indicated in the provisions of the Federal and State laws under which
it is maintained. It is the purpose of the Co1lee to meet the needs
of the people for a ttliberal and practical education," and to promote
the development of the varied resources and industries of the state."
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PIONEER I:T 1TOCAa'IONAL EDUC..TIOiT

Dr. Kerr pioneered vocational education by .nfor:ing his constitients
f the work of his institution, By developing vocational and industrial
ucatiofl he believed he was irking a positive contribution to the welfare
f the State. Theodore Roosevelt advocated industrial educaicn, Testi-

ny of leaders concerning Dr. Kerr's high character and dynic initiative.
actical contact between O.S.C. and. the industries it servod. Report of

ieislative Commission of 19J.S-17. Dr. Kerr's presidential address of
jiO, "Some Land-Grant College Problems," a reply to the Carnegie Foun-
ation'5 Report. The FoundatIon thereafter made no further attacks on
he land-'grant institutions.

While still in Utah, President Kerr began informing his constituents

of the value of vocational education. yet very little emphasis had been

;laced on such elementary phases of the work as carpentry, forging, cabinet

king, and domestic science. Except for elementary botany, almost no

&ttention was given in the grade and high schools to agriculture. Baying

i firm conviction that in a region largely dependent on the products of

t:e soil and the development of natural resources, vocational and industri-

ti training would be a pronounced asset to the community, President Kerr

voted such time as he could spare from teaching and administrative duties

0 promoting a knowledge of this newer development in education.

On coming to Oregon and getting firmly settled in his new a±inistraivo

sition, he renewed his efforts in this direction with increased enthusiasm,

:: the Pacjfc Northwest, and in Oregon in particular, where the products of

e farms, the vast assets in tiinber,4bhe minerals, fisheries, and. water-
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it a deep-seated assurance that by developing industrial and vocational

UCation he would be naking a positive contribution to the welfare of the

:at. Since most Oregon ccmunities still put their trust entirely in the

flVentiona1 type of educaiion, moreover, he realized that a long, patirt
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.paign of education would be necessary to bring abcut aiy aprc±abie

..-nge. Accordingly1 by institutional circulars, ill strations in

catalog, articles in various periodicals, and by addressc before

fi'erent communities, he initiated a sustained program of presenting tho

vantages of vocational courses, Tot as the sole basis of school studies,

f course, but to supplement the usual academic program of schools and

:ellegeSo

Prepossessing in personal appearance, always well groomed, and always

&dequately prepared to discuss the subject of his address, he received

j.ost countless invitations to appear before the publiô. The Masonic

lcdge, the Grange, Chambers of Commerce, Civic Clubs, the E].ks, teacherst

£ssociationsand various woments organizations all eagerly sought to

sthedule him as a speaker. Between 1909 and 1917 he responded to hundreds

:such appointments, choosing for the most part to discuss some phase of

t.e newer technical and vocational types of education, emphasizing their

&lue as disciplinary and citizenship training as well as their practical

ctribution to economic life, In the meantime, President Theodore Rooevolt

T directing the force of his damic personality and the influence of his

ih office to the improvement of rural life in america. In a message from

bite House February 9, 1909, Prosident Roosevelt cautioned his fellow

:itrymen against accepting, as the real measure of our national progress,

.e remarkable development of urban activities, pointing out that funda-

'5tally aerican civilization rests squarely on the stability of life in

Country, In concluding his message, he summed up his convictions in

foil owing eloquent paragraph:

I warn my countrymen that the great recent progress made in
City life is not a full measure of our civilization, for our civili-
Zation rests at bottom on the wholesomeness, the attractiveness and
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ife. Upon the deve1cpent cf
ability, by methods of farring

e, tc coiiiu to feed and. clothe
city v..th fresh blood, c1en

endure the terrific strain of

the cnpletefleSS as well as the prosperity of life in the country.

The men and ;omen on the farms stand for what is funda:entaily '3est

arid most needed in our American 1

country life rests ultimately our

requiri the highest intelligenc
the hungry nations, to supply the

bodies and clear brains that can

modern life. We need the development of men in the open country,

who will be in the future, as in the past, the stay and strength

of the nation in a time of war and its guiding and controlling

spirit in time of peace.

In his community addresses, President Kerr scrupulously avoided, any

&sect of direct student recriiting. He rarely appeared before high school

assemblieS. Hence he had little opportunity to contact students1 and never

terviewed them about their college careers until -they were in attendance

t the college in Corvallis. Through the parents, however, he bued whole

families and communities with a new concept of what education could mean

to Oregon youths. Student enrollment increased from year to year,, slowly

t first, but scon by leaps and bounds. While increases throughout the

cuntry were common in the landgrant institution, egon State College

s outstanding in its rapid growth in enrollment, exceeding even Washington

State, which also enjoyed a nable increase.

Y(ithin a year after President Kerr took charge of the College, articles

ippeared in the newspapers nd periodicals recording notable changes at the

.istitution. John G. Schroeder '08, in a special article in the Oreon

r1 for July 19, 1908, commenting especially on Dr. Kerr's "greatest

terest in industrial education," emphasized also his tendency to put

'3trezs upon close specialization." He gave special attention to President

success in showing the folly of hazing, 1hich resulted in a vote by

students abolishing hazing." Reiterating thc statement that President

was "thorodghly in sympathy with the work of industrial education,"

' eporr that in th course of a year President Kerr had "delivered
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o addresses before various organizations."

In a communication to the Oregon Journal, Ada 1allace Unruh, whose

experience was nation wide, supplemented an editorial that had appeared

ju that newspaper commenting on the remarkable development of the

1jioultural College in curricula and physical plant, by emphasizing the

fact that character building was the first objective of the new President,

i. J. Kerr. Said shed among other things:

We shall never be able to estimate the value of the great
character and the high standards of life held up to the student
body by the splendid president of our state college. . . . One
needs but to travel through the state, as I have done1 to come in
contact with the men and women -who have passed under his influence,
to understand something of its value. These students later in life
in many a crisis, when a vital decision must be made affecting not
only themselves and their families but fixing their standards in every
relation of life, will recall some strong maxim which fell from the
ups of this man and will shape their course thereby. 1ad I a son or
a daughter to send to college I could ask nothing better than to place
them under such influence. y his years be many and his student
body vastly increase

Student attendance included youths not only from Oregon, but also

from neighboring states, especially California. Parents of students who

*e to the campus, and others whose sons and daughters reflected the

Iosphere of student life on returnin, home, were impressed with the

olesome standards of student conduct, the absence of extravagance, and

he tendency to discourage hazing and other collegiate extrei;ea. The dean

t education of the University of California, addressing the graduating
las of Oregon State College, was astonished to note the names of many

athzates who were residents of California. Consulting the student roster

the Catalog, he was equally astonished to note that throughout the

8titUtio, but particularly in agriculture and home economics, a con-

'erab].e percentage of the students were from California. Contacting

't of the graduates and other California students while he wa1s on the
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and continuing his inquiry by sending out questionnaires to other

3'ich students, he discoveredthat certain definite reasons determined these

5udefltS to choose Oregon State College as their alma mater. Axriong students

agriculture, the first reason usually assigned was that faculty men at

u.s.c. were in close practical touch with their constituents throughout

the state--the dairy professors with the dairy farmers and creamery men;

the farm crops expert with the grain and hay growers; the poultry special-

jt with the chick end egg raisers; the horticulturist with the applo, pear,

,.d cherry growers etc, throughout all the departments. This, they

claimed, assured them of a practical as well as scientific training. Among

students in home economics, most of the girls indicated that they had been

usured by.their educational friends in California that Oregon State College

ffered the best opportunities for training in this field that was to be

cund on the west coast. But all along the line, whatever the field of

ctudy--corunerce, engineering, forestry, pharmacy--students insisted that

they liked the clean democratic7atmosphere of Student' life at O.S.C. where

they could live comfortably on a modest incomes where economy rather than

:tvish expenditure was the object sought in conducting social entertain-

z.ents, and where the use of liquor and tobacco was widely and definitely

popular. When the California Agricultural Commission made its report

°llowing a tour of many agricultural colleges in the United States and

L1ada, it confirmed, in general, the conclusions arrived at by the inquiry

:f the California dean of education. In a word, the atmosphere of Oregon

ate College was different. The example of temperance, moral cleanliness,

Ustry, and personal and professional integrity set by the President

?ermeated the entire institution. This fact was pretty generally recog-

zed by the press throughout Oregon, and was occasionally the subject of
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e.ecial articles and editorials in periodicals of national circulation.

example of such an article appeared in et issued in March

913, by Frances A. Groff. It was written by a woman journalist who appeared

ithout previous announcement on the campus, spent several days getting

cauainted with students and faculty members, and finally had a conference

:f 0onsiderable length with the President. Among other statements, she had.

e following to say:

Frcm Utah. Well born. Educated at University of Utah d Cornell.

At twenty-nine President Brigham Young College. President Utah Agri-

cultural College 1900-1907. Abandoned most promising career in Utah

for convictions' sake. Brought family to Oregon. Was offered and

accepted presidency at Corvallis, sacrificing great business oppor-

tunity from love of educational work. Great exeoutive. Powerful

mind. Resourceful. Ready for emergencies. Insists on thorough

work. Ajinoyed by laxity and inattention. Keeps everybody to the

line, considers that good college housekeeping. Is blessed with

clear vision of relation of type of land-grant institutions to

activities of the soil. Converted a lukewarm press to enthusiasm

by bringing his business capacity to bear on Oregon's agrIcultural

problems. Conunaiñs earnest endeavor of students, loyalty of staff,

support of regents, confidence of people. Straightforward. Firm,

yet sympathetic. Combines masculine decision with intuition. A
constructor and an adaptor. Builds with materials at hand. In

person, tall, slender, of comnanding presence. Man of extensive

financial interests. Educator of national reputation. In 1909-10

President Association American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment

Stations; Vice-President National Educational Association; member

Executive Committee International Dry Farming Congress.

It is aver five years since President Kerr found Corvallis in a

Rip Van Winkle slumber. He aroused the students, swept out the cobwebs,

kept the faculty, reenthused incumbents, made live additions. Effected

close specialization and close administration by grouping work into
schools under deans who consult with him as to policies. Established

rule president not to do one stroke possible to subordinates. Abolished

hazing. Frowned down snobbishness. Encouraged democracy. Lifted

college out of politics. Put it on business basis. Secured appro-

priations for splendid new buildings, remodeled old. Introduced

modern scientific equipment. Multiplied attendance. Raised military

Standing to one of best three military schools in country. Advanced

entrance requirements to degree courses one year. Founded elementary

Vocational courses in agriculture, forestry, mechanic arts, domestic
Science and arts, and commerce. Revised and enriched curriculum,
removing rep-roach that Oregon Agricultural College was agricultural
Iii name only.
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n living in the present, doing today's

o and do likewise. The significant

e word practical. nd in this word

cultural College earns its keep.

'1

Giving next a condensed but comprehensive review of workkhe college

.4 been doing in instruction, research, extension, and practical service

.tbe public, Mi.ss Groff concluded her three-page article with the follow-

paragraph, which quite definitely characterized the institution of that

&y.

Dr. Kerr is preeminently a ma
work today and fitting others to g

word most often in his mouth is th

we have the reason why Oregon Agri

Most notable, perhaps because most authoritative, of t1 earlier

pertS on the administration of the agricultural college by President Kerr

the report of a joint legislative committee appointed by the 28th

general assembly of the state of Oregon in 1915 "to investigate the educa-

jctia1 institutions of the state and make recommendations" to the next

usembly. The appointments were made by Hon. W. Lair Thompson, President

:! the Senate, and Hon. Ben Selling, Speaker of the House of Representatives.

:e members of the comnittee from the Senate were VT. H. Strayer arid George

L IcBride; from the House of Representatives, Charles Childs, E. V.

itt1efield,and W. W. Cardwell. The Committee's Report was printed on

tes 139 to 144 of the Senate and Hou'Se Journals of 1917. In general the

?crt stated that following visits to each institution governing several

'tys studying conditions, "We find the institutions in a 1althy, growing

:::dition, and doing good work. The students are hard working and

1thusiastic." Commenting on the "Feeling Between the Two

'1ever, the Committee reported that "There is a fea].ing of jealousy

4teen the university and tI-s agricultural college" and stated, in this

teCjj Ofl, "We believe both the institutions and the taxpayers would be

ktter off under one board of regents. This would eliminate all duplication

'-4bring about a more friendly feeling and surely save the taxpayers' money...
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not 'be issued by any state educati
if they are necessary at all, shou
college and not the university. On
related to the ma.rketin of potato
obsolete material cooled from rail
Another bulletin was issued on the
de?artment. As the marketing of C
by statute, we believe that the ex
as ujiarranted. We reccmraend tha

aricul-tural subjects by the Unive

the section of the report devoted to individual institutions the

0j1cwing paragraph summed up the committees' estimate of the Agricultural

;ollege

Your Committee spent several days in June and in December at
Corvallis looking over the institution and investigating the condi-
tion, needs, and requirements. We find the institution to be in most
excellent condition, and. President Kerr . . . one of the best organ-
izers and most thoroughly efficient managers of an educational
institution that it has been our pleasure to meet. We find . .

abundant proof of the fact that Oregon Agricultural College is one
the very best institutions of that character in the United States.
Every department of the institution is thoroughly organized, and the
president has a comprehensive grasp of the activity and work in each
and every department of the institution, and we believe that the
taxpayers of Oregon are getting'ualue received for the money that they
are spending upon the institution. . .

The joint legislative report made some oriticism of the citizens of

GrTallis and Eugene for alleged excessive charges for board, roan,

serchandise, etc. Since this was during a period when there were no men's

crmitories and fraternity houses were not yet commonly established, the

iticism may have been justified.

The committee's comment on the University of Oregon contained the

3llcwing rather drastic criticism of a series of publications issued by

t?e School of Jusiness Administration:

During the last year we find the school of commerce has been
1ssuin several bulletins that are practically worthless and should

onal institution, and others that,
id come from the agricultural
e bulletin issued last year
es and was largely a collection of
road records and other sources,
subject of Chinese eggs by this

hinese eggs in Oregon is regulated
pense of issuing such a bulletin
t the issuing of bulletins on
raity of Oregon be discontinued.

Such a direct and specific rebuke and recommendation, it would seem,

1d have been sufficient to caution the University in the future against
dlng the field of research especially assigned by both state and federal
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egislati0fl to the State College. Less than fifteen years later, however,

the University, by adroit tactics on the part of one of its graduates

the legislature, obtained l40,00O to parallel a similar sum regularly

idgeted to the State College, since the Governor could not veto one item

ithoUt killing the other, the University again issued a series of bulletins

;raotioaUY all of which were in the field especially assigned to the

$tate College and some of which were not only "practically worthless," but

j8]eading, and disfigured, moreover, by gross errors of fact. knong a

ieries of six publications, mimeographed or printed, only one or two wore

devoted to fields of research outside the special assigned province of the

State College. A report on the Economic Resources of Lane County, mimeo-

aphed, met the general approval of all State College specialists; but

in such publications as "Oregon's Exportable Surplus," "Oregonts Butter

d Cheese in Overseas Markets," "Oregon's Hardwood Industry," "Overseas

rkets for Oregon and Washington Dried Prunes," and "Marketing and Manu-

t&oturing Factors in Oregon's Flax Industry," very grave defects were dis-

elosed, due chief ly to lack of practical contact with the industry considered,

tit partly also to a superficial and irresponsible method of obtaining and

J.dling data. In the bulletin on "Oregon's Exportable Surplus," for

£:Btance, ithich deals with dairy products, livestock, field crops, and

ILIZOfl, reference is imade to the 400,000 pounds of ice cream which forme

t exportable surplus. But the authors base all ice cream data on a

:roduotion of 2,788,000 pounds instead of 2,788000 gallons. A gallon of

ce cream weighs apprcocimnately 4.5 pounds. Obviously, the data thus

?esented, and the conclusions based thereon, are either meaningless or

iSleading, Similar errors and inconsistencies were pointed out in other

Thlications in this series published in 1929-30. Concerning the bulletin
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0regon Hardwood Industries," for example, the State College specialist

forestry reported to the President's office, in response to inquiry,

'it is difficult to understand how the publication can be dignified by

jnclUSiOfl in a research series. It is very largely a compilation of

fiots and figures taken from Forest Service and Department of Cornnierce

Fublications and from lumber trade journals. 1" Concerning the

:njversity publication on prunea,the State College specialist in farm

.nagement characterized the bulletin as an example of "library research,

juch as is frequently assigned to senior or advanced students who are

able to do original research directly in the area, where new and needed

tacts may be found."

While President Kerr collected these several reviews and reports on

the University research publications, carefully prepared and documented,

e made no protest, as usual, either to the University or to the governing

cards, against the obvious encroachment on State College fields. He was

eTidently satisfied that, sooner or later, the contrast between this type

ct research and that issued by the State College, duly authorized and

&ithful1y executed, would probably become manifest.

The most important event between 1909, when the State Board of

!.iher Curricula was created, and 1920, when the second millage tax law

U passed, following a popular campaign, was the fact that in 1910 Dr.

Earr was elected president of the American Association of Aicultural

:iieges and Experiment Stations, arid in t}at capacity made a notable

'&resa under the title "Some Land-Grant College Problems." The address

'S directed to the defense of the land-grant institutions, which had been

Ced with grave offenses against public education by the Carnegie

'1ndation for the Advancement of Teaching. The convention was held at
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O give to the institution annually the
a mill, in order to supplement the i

federal grant of 1862. Two years there
t}e state, six in number, made a uni
tax. Baptist and Methodist, Presbyt

t1anx behind them. I fght this pot
I fought them in the Legislatur

ey necessary to carry on the work of
'U Pending, and when it seemed top1in
triumphed at last all along the line

:&tei and in the courts. During the
::' People of Kentucky to a recognitic

Stittion and. the adoption of the pr
on higher education, as well as

iington, D. C.1 and was attended by the outstanding leaders of land-grant

titutions throughout the country, including Dr. A. C. True, Director

f periment Stations, U. S. Department of Agriculture; Dr. 'T. 0. Thompson,

ft5sideflt4Oh10 State University; Dr. E. E. Sparks, President of Pennsylvania

State College; Dr. H. J. Waters, President of Kansas State College; Dr.

uene Davenport, Dean of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois;

. K. L. Butterfield, President of Massachusetts Agricultural College; Dr.

;. R. Van Hise, President of the University of Wisconsin; Dr. W. E. Stone,

president of Purdue University; Dr. A. C. Lory, President of Colorado

$tate College; and many others, representing 45 states and Canada. .Among

the distinguished speakers were President J. K. Patterson, who was just

retiring frQn the presidency of the State University of Kentucky after a

flotable administration of pioneering that covered more than forty years;1

on.E. E. Brown, United States Commissioner of Education; Hon. K. N.

£iuians, Imperial German Agricultural Attache'; and Chancellor Avery of

:e University of Nebraska. The annual convention of 1909, when Dr. Kerr

erved as vice president of the association had been held at Portland,

1To show the various types of opposition tI.t the land-grant institu-
tions encountered, even in states where the university and the agricultural
Ld chanical college were united, the following quotation fron President

ttersonts address is illuminating: "In 1880, after weeks and months of
tinous effort against great odds, I induced the Legislature of Kentucky

proceeds of a tax of one-twentieth
nadequate income derived from the
after the denominational colleges
ted effort to procure a repeal of
erian and Christian, stood in solid

ent combination singlehanded and
e, in the courts, and ac3,vanced the
the institution while the contest

g to its fall. Hoping against hope,
, on the hustings, before the legia-
twenty years following, I educated

n of the university in the new
inciple that the state may expend

on the common schools. . .
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egons a notable fact since the convention was rarely held west of

icag0.

The fourth annual report of t1 Carnegia Foundation for the Advance-

ent of Teaching, under the authorship of Dr. Henry Smith Pritchett,

resideflt of the Foundation, caitained so many criticisms of the land-

Institutions, especially ti separate agricultural and mechanical

o11eges, that many of the leaders in those institutions were bitterly

resentful of the hostile attitude of the Foundation and urged Dr. Kerr,

ii president of the association of land-grant institutions, to reply to

e report at the 1910 convention. Since he regarded the report as the

o8t unwarranted disparagement to hioh the land-grant institutions had

aver been sjected and since, moreover, the criticisms showed an apparent

cplete misapprehension by the Foundation of the function and scope of

te agricultural and mechanical colleges, he felt baind to make a complete

&id 'categorical answer to the charges. Because of the fact that many of

the statements contained in the report involved the most fundamental

astions of policy, and even tha motives that had' governed 'the adninis-

*tion of these institutions, the theme offered a comprehensive basis

cr the annual presidential address.

Beginning with a brief review of the slbw development of the land-

rent institutions during the first three decades of their existence, Dr.

3rr showed that following the passage of the second Morrill Act of 1890,

eir growth was remarkable--in property value, income, student enrollment,

influence. "The advancement made by these institutions during recent

.trs in the work of instruction and in research and investigation," he

tUorted, "has been no less remarkable. They have dev1oped the science

: promoted engineering education, inaugurated instruction
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hcUsehld technology, and attained to a position of eninenoe and leader-

jp in the great field of industrial education." Turning next to the

tagonisms the institutions encountered as their influence and prestige

gan to be seriously recognized in the sphere of higher education, Dr.

err referred specifically to the accusations made by the Carnegie report

the following paragraph:

Issued by an agency of great wealth, and of recognized power in
influencing the trend of educational development, and given wide
publicity, it wld seem not only appropriate but necessary that
these criticisms receive consideration at this time. Whatever our
opinion may be regarding the accuracy of the statements contained in
the report, or the logic of the argument, or the justice of the con-
clusions, we must at least recognize the boldness of treatment and
the presumption of authoritative finality.

As an indication of the hostile attitude of the Foundation toward the

land-grant colleges, he then listed a number of exact excerpts from the

port, including the following: "The Colleges of agriculture and mechanic

Lts have imitated mainly the old arts college and school of technology."

:ir tendency "has been to develop along the lines of an engineering
:ollege.0 "No other colleges are so successful as the agricultural colleges

taking t he boy from the farm and sending him somewhere else They are

'cpen to the gravest oriticism.s on the ground of low standa.rds." "The

(ricultura1 colleges in nearly every state deplete the high schools to
ify their own cause. In every case the result is educational deinoral-

4at1o," "Is the wk of the agricultural college that of a college or
&t of an agricultural trade school?" Agriculture and similar subjects

.troduced into the secondary schools must remain "studies for general
thing" and can have no vocational value.

As a review of these and similar statements that he quoted, President
'rr then gave the following itemized suimnary:
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First, that the agricultural and mechanical colleges have
emphasized engineering to the neglect of agriculture, while the real
purpose of their establishment was to promote agricultural education.
Second, that in the separate colleges of agrioulure, particularly,
has the tendency been to make agrioulture subordinate to engineering.
Third, that no other colleges have exercised such potent influence
in taking students from the farm and sending them elsewhere. Fourth,
that they have maintained low standards, depleted the high schools,
and demoralized education. Fifth, that the object has been to secure
students and to influence the legislatures. Sixth, that there is no
unity among these institutions themselves as to their mission and
the place they should occupy in education. Seventh, that as affect-
ing the work of the land-grant colleges, agriculture and other similar
subjects in the secondary schools can have no vocational value, their
purpose being "purely pedagogic."

Taking up these itemized charges and replying to them categorically

rough the twelve succeeding pages of the proceedjflg5 of the convention,

r. Kerr gave a succession of facts that show-ed conclusively that the

?mndat ion had a "complete misapprehension" of the function and field of

. agricultural and mechanical college. The effect on the Carnegie Report

ni devastating. Never again in its published documents did the Foundation

Lreot any further attacks on the land-grant institutions, either in
ispect to their standards, their policies, or their motives.

It will be neither possible nor desirable to give a complete review

-. Kerr's address. As an indication, however, of the factual nature
t reply to the charges of the report, certain elements may very well

e presentO either in summary or exact quotation.

The first charges namely, that the land-grant institutions had sacri-
ed agricute for engineering, he answered by quoting facts from the
';crt of the United States Commissioner of Education, showing that between

'3 nd 1909, the only period for which data were available, and evidently

Period covered by the Carnegie Report, the number of students pursuing

iCUlture had increased 138 per cent, while the number pursuing

18ering had increased only 66 per cent. For the four years, 1905 to
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the increase in the number of students majoring in the degree courses

agriculture was 140 per cent, while the increase in the number of stu-

ts majoring in the degree courses in engineering was only 34 per cent.

,ncrease in the subject matter courses in agriculture was remarkable be-

,een 1900 and 1910; thus at Oregon Agricultural College on the former

jte 18 courses were offered, but on the latter date 123, an increase of

percent during the decade. This increase in subject matter courses in

sriculture was two and one-half times greater than the increase in engin-

ring courses. Other facts were equally convincing, enabling President

err to conclude this section of his address with the statement that "the

increase in the amount of work given and in the student enrollment has been

fir greater in agriculture than in engineering."

Concerning the charge that the separate agricultural colleges had been

e arch offenders in expanding engineering work as compared with agricul-

re, a. massive array of statistics was presented to show that, without

xeption, the separate agricultural colleges were the ones that pioneered

agriculture, giving it recognition and prestige. "The fact is," said

?esident Kerr, following this presentation of data, "that for more than

ty years the separate colleges occupied a position of unquestioned

:.tdershjp in agricultural education." It was not until later that the

:jned institutions began to develop agriculture on an equality with

Curricula. But in any case, the land-grant institutions of either

on the basis of the Morril]. Act of 1862 and. the second Morrill Act

1890,were authorized to develop both agriculture and engineering on a

'd.inate basis.

Concerning the third charge that the agricultural colleges were taking

::-.t
from the farm and sending them elsewhere, President Kerr pointed out
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that there were many causes for the m.igration of rural youths to the cities.

'There is no way in this oounbry,t' he remarked, "by which college attend-

oe can be made mandatory; neither can students be forced into oourses

they do not want." Reviewing the life of the farmer during the generation

reoediflC 1910, President Kerr declared that it was "characterized by con-

ant, extreme physical drudgery, and by isolation and monotony." He

11od attention to the fact that the greater opportunities for advancement

found in city life, whether in the professions, in business, in the trades,

even in common labor, were the magnetic forces which irresistibly drew

:he farm youth cityward. "But the mighty changes wrought during recent

decades," he added, "in the conditions affecting rural life have largely

eaiged the farmer's outlook and redirected his ambitions. . . . The

opportunities of country life are greater than ever before. . . . It is

that many agencies have contributed to this change. . . . But with

ese agencies have been the attendant achievements of the lend-grant

o1]ages in promoting advancement in the application of science in agri-

ultural practices, and in improving conditions generally in the open

Ountry. More than any other agency, these institutions have emphasized

a advantages of country life, and there can be no foundation for the

I1tement that their influence tends cityvrard."

Ii4
Concerning the charge that the land-grant colleges a demoralized

eation by the maintenance of low standards, President Kerr showed that

Itudy of the development of these institutions indicated clearly that

7 had increased their requirements for admission and advanced their

d&rds of scholarship as rapidly as conditions in their respective

'te8 Would warrant. In some of the states, hiever, conditions were

such that the agricultural colleges could not go on a strictly four-year
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trance basis without removing the rivi1eges of the instit'..ition beyond

o reach of many communities. Concerning his own state, which, along with

rjnsas, the Foundation had singled out as.rch offendera, he said:

In Oregon, there are upwards of 2,200 school districts, and yet,
in 1909, according to the report of the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, there were but 212 high schools, of which only
67 offered four-year courses, while the work of the remaining 145
extended through but one, two, or three years. Moreover, the f our-
year high schools are located in the large cities and towns, and to
require more than an equivalent of two years' high school work for
admission to the agricultural college would deprive the people
throughout a large part of the state of the advantages of the train-
ing afforded by this institution. And the people in these districts
are those most in need of such training."

Concluding this section of his address,President Kerr said:

Of course, no one can question the right of the Carnegie Founda-
tion to adopt any rules or establish any standards desired for the
distribution of its allowances. But the question at issue here is as
to the grade and character of the agricultural and mechanical colleges--
whether their work has tended to "educational demoralization." The
truth is that these institutions have maintained a consistent and
progressive policy; and it is difficult to understand in what way
they can possibly have demoralized education. I have been unable in
my investigation to obtain any data that would justify this assumption.
Instead of "demoralizing eduoation,U the influence of these insti-
tutions has tended to infuse new life into it, to redirect its
policies, bringing it nearer to all the people and adapting its work
to the requirements of our democracy.

Concerning the fifth charge of the Carnegie Report, namely, that the

ivea and policies of the institutions have been unworthy, Dr. Kerr

"rninded his hearers that "The agricultural and mechanical colleges have

pied a new field in education. Without precedent or guide, they have

to hew their own way through the thicket of prejudice and suspicion.

thejr development, obstacles almost insurmountable have been encoun-

4ed. And yet, with all that has been accomplished, the Carnegie Founda-

iinp thrcughout its entire report that . . . these institutions

47
been actuated by unworthy motives." Replying to this charge,

aiden Kerr gave specific facts, in support of his argument and
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.0oluded by saying, 4he history of higher education in the United States

no reason for the supposition that, as a class, these institutions

been actuated by motives any less worthy than other colleges and

versities. On the contrary, the evidence is quite conclusive that those

i:iO have administered the affairs of these institutions have been impelled

1y byan ambition faithfully to discharge a great trust in the service

:f the commonwealth arid the nation."

Concerning the sixth charges namely, that there was a wide divergence

song the land-grant institutions concerning their mission, President Kerr

showed, by quoting from the various acts of Congress and of the State

legislatures that no class of higher educational institutions ever had a

:iearer, more definite, or higher mission than these land-grant colleges.

er were to be colleges for the advancement of general scien-

ifio and industrial education."1 They were to provide an education which

'should prove useful in building up a great nation--great in its resources

:f wealth and power, but greatest of all in the aggregate of its intelli-

ence a. virtue." While the national congress authorized these institu-

ions to provide training for "all practical pursuits and professions in

:lte," it did not attempt to define or limit these broad fields of service,

use and stateszmu-1jke attitude.

The seventh charge of the Carnegie Report especially provoked the

?s$entment and scorn of the leading exponents of industrial education, as

'presented by the executives of the land-grant institutions. This charge,

' forth with the appearance of absolute finality in the field of pedagogies,

'' be Summarized in the following quotation: "The insertion of agriculture

1Senator Morrill, address in Congress, December 15, 1873.
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a study in the curriculum of every secondary school thr.ighout the

.uutry would not make any difference in their output of farmers. . . .

.jculture put into one of these schools as a study will remain, as it

.1t to remain, a study of general training. . 1"

This was followed by the assertion that such studies should remain

'.ely pedagogic." In replying to this charge at some length, President

£orr included the following paragraph expressive of his contempt for the

'purely pedagogic" principle of the Carnegie Report. Since no such

anizations existed at that time as the 4-H Clubs, the Ftture Farmers

erica, the county and state fairs that exhibit the creations of the

oya and girls on the farms, it was not so obvious as it is now that the

'irely pedagogic" idea was near-sighted and mistaken.

How long before we shall be able to rid ourselves of the sophistry
that a subject to be educational, or to have cultural value, must be
purely theoretical; that there can be no possible relation between
mind training and industry, between science and the applications of
science? If there be one thing above another demanded by the new
education, it is that there shall be a union of labor and learning.
True, it has not been many decades since the classics and the pure
sciences were regarded as the only subjects for mind training, but it
is now generally recognized that the applied sciences, which combine
thinking with doing, taught by competent instructors, with suitable
equipment, have a disciplinary value not surpassed, if equalled, by
the old-tj classical courses. This is true not only of college
work, but of secondary and elementary work as well.

Concluding his address, he pointed out that a vast change had taken

;..ace in the attitude of the National Educational Association within the

:?eeeding fifteen years. In 1899 no recognition whatever had been given

I this great associaticn to studies related directly or indirectly to the

'-UStrjes But in 1909 the Association declared that "Our schools must

Zce along the lines of educational democracy in the sense that they

4t
Provide equal educational opportunity for all." In the annual con-

t-i in Boston, July 1910, the Association indorsed "the movement to
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.o the courses of study offered in our schools more democratic, that they

rmeet the needs of cur modern industrial and cornhllerojal life."

To meet these needs, President Kerr concluded, the industrial subjects

1d not be "purely pedagogic II; they must have vocational value.
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CHAPTER XII

PRESIDENT KERR INTERPRETS INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Addresses and writings of President Kerr explained needs and objectives
:f industrial education. As beeen new and separate schools for teaching
ese subjects and the inclusion of them in established public-supported

5chOolS, he inclined strongly tovard the latter plan, thus insuring equality
f all types of instruction. Principles for elimination of established

:curses in order to make room far the more immediately practical courses
1marized. Preparation for life,rather t1n for college, should be the
:bject of the public schools, elementary and secondary. Authorities were
:icted to show the soundness of the new types of vocational studies. Taking
1vantage of the wave of public appreciation of industrial education,

esident Kerr was enabled to place Oregon State Agricultural College in
e forefront of the separate land-grant colleges of the country. As late
1927 he was still giving careful attention to popularizing the value of

dustrial courses, as attested by for Reality,"a magazine
Lrticle.

In a preceding chapter (Chapter XI) reference has been made to the

oam in behalf of industrial education that President Kerr carried on,

:iefly during the decade from 1907 to 1917. No effort was made in that

.apter to sumIrrize the ideas whereby he promoted that program. By

?eference to certain of the addresses by which he presented this program,

ether with brief specific quotations from them, a fairly adequate

zression of his essential message may be gathered. In one address,

I:titled "The Place of Industries in Education," he used an introduction
&t may be taken as fairly typical of these addresses in general. To

.cte from this address:

Asawning that our public 8chools should offer agricultural
training, should agriculture be provided f or in existing schools
or should special agricultural schools be established?

The demand for industrial training ia growing, an education
adapted to the needs of the 100 per cent instead of only the 50 per
cent who seek training beyond the secondary schools. There is general
agreement that we have reached a time in the development of the
econojc and sociological interests of the country when there must
be a departure from the traditional idea that the common schools should
be preparatory to the high schools and the high schools to the collegesSnd universities, an idea that made the objective point in the
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educational system the preparation of the five per cent who were

training for the professions. The complexity of modern civilization
demands that all the people be trained for the most efficient service
in whatever vocations they may follow in life. That there is general

agreement, not only among those who are engaged in educational work,
but a180 among the people generally in regard to the value and impor-

tance of industrial training, is shown by the tention given to this

subject by state and national organizations, and by the provision
being made for industrial work in the schools of the country. Indeed,

the demand is very strong for such modifications in educational
policy as will insure to the laboring classes--those who are engaged
in the work of the world--the same training in preparation for the
vocations they follow that has been heretofore enjoyed by those who
were preparing for the professions.

Notwithstanding the unanimity of belief, however, in regard to
the importance of industrial training, there is no general agreement,
even among educators, upon the question as to the best policy to be
pursued in obtaining the results desired. It is insisted by some
that special or separate industrial or trade schools should be estab-
lished, while others maintain that provisions should be made for
industrial work in the schools already established. For instance,

Charles H. Morse, Secretary and Executive Officer of the Massachusetts
Corznnisaion on Industrial ducation says:

1'The problem for the boys who will carry on our farms is
somewhat different from that just stated for the boys who intend
entering the manufacturing industries. That they should be given
preparation for their life work in an agricultural school and
not in a high school with some agricultural courses attached,
I have no doubt.

The methods which must be employed in the industrial schools
in order to make them a success are totally different from
those of the cultural schools, for at every step the imndiate
practical value of the matter must be made clearly evident and
emphasized .'

This is the point of view of a considerable number of educational

&ders quoted by President Kerr. Taking the gist of the various refer-

S that he made to this phase of t}e problem, however, it is quite

that he inclined strongly toward the use of all phases of existing

iiC-supported education, elementary as well as higher, as the most

Ual and suitable agencies for providing the youth of the various local-

ieB With the types of vocational training that are most directly adapted

their needs. Quoting approvingly from a bulletin by Dean L. II. Bailey
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s and even the quickest results may

probably be obtained by utilizing a;encies already in existence. It

is easy, for example, to ridicule the country school and then to

plead for new isolated schools in which to teach agriculture; but in

so doii:g we may forgot that isolated special schools cannot serve all

ty of which it is or ought to be a

out of daily experiences. The final

of special detached schools but the

chools in such a way that they shall

o majority of the rural-school popu-

ver get in school, definitely to train

heir present environment; and this

the major portion of these pupils

£ life, will be concerned with the

f the New lork College of Agriculture, issued by the United States Depart-

of the Interior a short time earlier, President Kerr included the

It is a question, however, whether we are not likely to place

relatively too much emphasis on the establislmleflt of new institutions,

whereas the greatest effeotivenee

the people, and that they also tend to isolate the subject.

The rural elementary school will be redirected by making it a

natural expression of the oommuni

part. Education should develop
solution is not the organization
redirecting of existing pubilo a
teach the members of their communities how to live.

quoting from the 1905 report of the Committee on Industrial Education

cr Rural Communities of the National Education Association, President Kerr

rther reinforced this central idea of utilizing established agencies of

;b1ic education by the following pointed paragraphs

Never before was there such a demand for industrial education

in rural communities. . .

It may be said that it is not the business of the common schools

to train mechanics, nor to train farmers. That perhaps may be con-

ceded; but it is the business of the common schools so to train those

attending then as to make them more effective and resourceful in

whatever line of work they may enter. It is the business of the

rural schools, which give a larg
lation all the education they e
these pupils with reference to t
is reinforced by the fact that
through the productive period o
activities incident to country life.

Giving as further authority on this theme W. T. Carrington, Superin-

4ent of Public Instruction in Missouri, President Kerr quoted him as

It is not necessary that the teacher have training in scientific

acriculture. It must be remembered that the work is done by the
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pupils not by the teacher. The teacher's habits of study and mature

judeflt should enable her to direct the work of the pupils, even if

she has very little information on the subject.

This work is urged upon every rural school because it lends

ttself to the development of certain phases of education better than

sny other work. It will cultivate a respect for the occupation,
create a high regard for industry in general, and connect the school

with the real life of the community. (1905)

The problem of adding industrial courses to the regular established

1..bjectS twight in the common and secondary schools naturally engaged the

attention of both educators and. the public. President Kerr met this

cblem by accepting the principles laid down by that veteran leader of

ts generation, Professor F. W. MoMurry of Columbia University. Discuss-

the Elimination of Work in the public schools, Professor MoMurry wrote

: the Educational Review in 1904 the criteria by which he would make a

,.&ce for industrial subjects. Following are the four topics governing

iin&tion as quoted by President Kerr

Ythatever cannot be shown to have a plain relation to some
real need of life, whether it be aesthetic, ethical, or utilitarian

in the narrower sense, must be dropped.

Yhatever is not reasonably within the child's comprehension,

likewise;

Whatever is unlikely to appeal to his interest; unless it

is positively demanded for the first very weighty reason;

Whatever topics and details are so isolated or irrelevant

that they fail to be a part of any series or chain of ideas, and
therefore fail to be necessary for the appreciation of any large
point, This standard, however, not to apply to the three R's and

spelling.

I, for one an ready to go on reoor4 as opposing any subjects
that owe their existence in the curriculum mainly to the fact that

they contain facts or exercise the mind. Life is too full of large

Specific ends to be attained, to allow time for work that has no
really tangible object.1

Continuing this study of what to retain and what to eliminate from

W. MoMurry, in the Educational Review, 1904, pages 483 and 485.
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here justification f t
3 of study, whatever its 1

e.icn prevents the introdu
owledge value and an equa

the course
of study in. the public schoolS, a ooxiitteo of the National

ducatiOfl
AssociatiOn, making a report in the 1905 Proceedings of the

ssociatiOfle made the following statements as quoted by President Kerr

one of his addresses:

In determining what matter may be eliminated, with a positive

gain to the pupils, the following tests should be applied:

Has it aca]ue as usable knowledge sufficient to warrant its

retention.?

Is there other matter of greater value as usable knowledge

not now taught, but which can be taught if substituted for that of

lesser value?

If its value as usable knowledge is not sufficient to warrant

its retention on that ground, has it a value for training which

will justify the expenditure of the time and effort essential for

its mastery?

Is there other matter of equal or greater value as knowledge

but with a greater value for training, which can be put in its

place and f or which there is no time unless .t be put in that place?

ie retention of any

mowledge and training
tiori of other matter

L training value.1

to the life of the

President Benjè.mnixl

:e Wheeler of the University of California included in an address given

1902 at the coimn,enoement exercises of the University of Colorado. It

U 18 follows: "Education is not merely preparation for life; it is the

tenaive practice of life. It is life itself." A parallel statement by

?cfessor Sadler of London in an address before the National Education

Usociation in 1902, was among the quotatiofl that President Kerr used on

.eIsions. "But education is a larger matter than pedagogy," said Dr.

1Report of the Committee on Industrial
Education, National Education

OClation 1905 Proceedings., p. 51.

In no case is
matter in the oours'
value, if its reten
having a greater lax

xnphasizing the importance of relating education

itudent, President Kerr quoted often the epigram that
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lor "it is really the training of life. Axid therefore such part of

,..ication as is forms.], instruction should prepare for life."

Noting that the secondary schools were originally intended to prepare

::.idents for college, and hence confined their courses mainly to English,

.itin, Greek, and mathematics, President Kerr emphasized the change that

:o.c place when science became an essential part of the school curriculum,

j thus broadened and deepened its scope. The demand thus arose that te

&,condary Schools should direct their efforts toward meeting the educa-

:jonal needs of young people generally, whether their objective was the

:1lee course or not. Quoting the report of the Commi.ttoe on Industrial

ication of the National ducation Association in 1905, President Kerr

alinched this argument by the following statement:

It is time to change front in our plan of elementary and second-
ary school organization. It is time to recognize the fact that a
system of rural schools should plan its course of instruction with
reference to the needs of the 95 per cent of the pupils who attend
them and who attend no other school, rather than with reference to
the small remaining percentage who go on to a more advanced school.

President Kerr's use of authorities in discussing current educational N

;zoblemz seems to have been primarily to assure his hearers that he was

S&nding on sound principles frankly and positively championed by respon-

lb1e educational executives. Novelties in the field of education, as such,

&4 bizarre proposals for revolutionizing our schools and colleges never

';ealed to him, though he constantly kept his gaze on the future and on

' C0&18 of achievement for improvement of all phases of training for our

In the same way he often used statistics to give a picture of the

'ation he wished his hearers to visualize. Discussing comparative

danoe in the light of what the students were being taught in the schools,
' ve comparative figures as presented in the report of the United States



Com.5Si0r of Education for the year 1902, as follows:

The number of students in high schools equals 4.5 per cent of
the number in the elementary schools.

Two per cent of the pupils in the elementary schools are in
the eighth grade.

The number of students in the fourth year of the high schools is
less than one-half of one per cent of the number in the elementary
schools.

The number of graduates from colleges and universities equals only
about one-tenth of one per cent of the number in the elementary schools.

From these figures he readily deduced the conclusion that it was folly to

educate the vast numbers of pupils in the elementary schools for a goal

t'at only one-tenth of one per cent of them would probably ever reach.

Aware of the importance of industrial education to communities depend-

kag chiefly on raw materials and the products of the soil, President Kerr,

ro the beginning of his career as a teacher, promoted public interest in

:iis subject. When he became head of a land-grant institutionhe recognIzed

ipeouliar obligation to stimulate interest in this field of education and

o develop it in his institution as rapidly as public sentiment would

'trrant. Hence the rising tide of appreciation that steadily gained

ipetus between 1900 and 1917 throughout the country proved opportune for

!S plans and particular projects. Taking advantage of these conditions,

kept Oregon State College in the forefront of the movement, and its

IIr'Vice to the students who thronged its classrooms, and to the public who

;arited by the new types of information that they found jimrediately avail-

to them definitely added to the prestige of the institution.

"There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. ."

&ent Kerr distinctly appreciated this situation and made the most of

. not in a spirit of personal or even institutional aggrandizement, but
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preparation was required. Yet stu
The courses of study offered have
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that make up the fifteen in the Sc
Institution offered prior to 1908.

jth a sincere desire to render the fullest possible service to the State

,ã Nation.

As a consequence, Oregon Agricultural College enjoyed a growth quite

.0arkable even among institutions of its type throughout the country.

school Education, published in Minneapolis, car'ried an article in its March

zo. issue in which it said, under the title "The Rise of an Agricultural

;ollege," such significant things as the following:

Twenty-eight years ago there were twice as many students in
either the University of Oregon at Eugene or the Oregon Normal School
at Monmouth as there were in the Oregon Agricultural College at
Corvallis. This year there are as many students in the Oregon Agri-
cultural College as there are in all the other seven institutions of
higher learning in Oregon. This indicates the rise of the agricul-
tural college in the state of Oregon. While it is a striking example
of the change in the public's knowledge and appreciation of vocational
training, it is typical of a development that has taken place all
over the country. . .

During recent years the public has awakened to the con-
structive value of industrial training, and through Congress and the
state legislatures has made large and ever-increasing appropriations
for its introduction and maintenance, . . . As a consequence -some
of the state universities such as Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois,
and California, that have included in their organization the agricul-
tural and mechanical colleges, have enjoyed a wonderful growth and
achieved a splendid solidarity. In the same way the separate agri-
cultural and mechanical colleges have prospered, many of them showing
a rate of increase greater by far than that o the combined institu-
tions. In no instance, however, was this growth automatic. It was
dependent, in either type of institution, upon a vision broad enough
to anticipate future needs, and a policy vigorous enough to prepare
for it. .

The great growth of Oregon Agricultural College as an institu-
tion of higher technical training really begins with the administration
of President 1. J. Kerr in 1907-08. Taking advantage of the wave of

culture, he began the reorganization
lifted the College from comparative
among the leading land-grant col-
ave been advanced. Entrance require-

tents were raised, until in 19l the full four years of high school
dent enrollment has been quadrupled.
been increased more than ten fold.
ay in some of the single departments
hool of Agriculture than the entire

. . .
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That the College serves its constituency, is evident by a coin-
parison of its enrollment in proportion to the population of the

State with the same data for institutions in other states. Taking

statistics far the most recent year for which complete compilations

are at hand, we find that in 1916 the State of Oregon sent to the

Oregon Agricultural College one student out of 425 of her population.

In the same year Iowa sent to her State College one student out of

every 1,152 of her population; Indiana, to hers, one out of every

1,353; and Michigan, to hers, only one out of every 2,010. The

College, in short, has the most liberal representation of its
constituency of any similar institution in the country.

11 this was a result of President Kerr's leadership early in his

c&reer at Corvallis. He never lost interest, however, in the technical

md vocational phases of education, and in the function of the State

:ollege to foster them. Many years later, in 1927, following his return

trcu Europe, where he spent several months inspecting educational institu-

tions of secondary and higher grade, he made a further contribution to the

ue theme, this time under the general title "Education for Reality."1

eferring to the prevailing oriticisms of higher education, with impress-

lYe leadership on either side of the question, Dr. Kerr first took up the

sige that "too many are going to college." He wrote:

As you trvel by train or by boat, you findpeople expressing
themselves strongly in indorsement of the idea that too many youths
are crowding irrbo the colleges--too many are assuming that they are
the world's elect. These critics include not merely the traveling
man who has picked up something from the periodicals, but also
business and professional men and members of the various faculties
from different institutions. There is some ground f or concern, per-
haps, regarding the remoteness of certain phases of college life
from the actualities of earning and conserving, to say nothing of
bearing one a burdens.

In the polite effort to vindicate the principle that the object
of a college career is to know how "to live a life" rather than to
make a living, living a life becomes a rather magnificent gesture.
I am not referring to the excesses of dissipation or extravagance
that now and then accompany, as revelations, the termination of
College careers of certain young men in American colleges. I refer

,

1Education 2 or Reality, by W. J. Kerr, in the December, 1927-January,
2 iSSUe of QGQN, THE ATJ MAGA2IN, pages 12-14, 36.
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rather to an essentially innocent, but potentially pertJ..ais attitude

of many college youths that the golden age is theirs and that they
richly deserve it--even at the expense of everybody else. Doubtless
a real danger in college life is the possibility of aloofness frox
reality--from the responsibilities of family life, such as the help-
lessness of infancy and old age; from thecigencies of private business
and civic duties, and the rigorous problems of poverty and crime.

"Too many young people are going to college?" This means one
two things: either that too many young people are being trained for
leadership in the work of the world; or that the colleges are not
training their students to do the work of the world.

There are those, of course, who assume that getting an education
involves getting out of, and, above, al 1 types of actual labor. These
people fear that as education becomes more nearly universal, there
will remain no one to do the ordinary tasks of life. This fear im-
plies that education disqualifies for work. It implies also a
privileged class that reaps where it does not sow. But people once
feared that the spread of the ability to read and write would upset
society. It did; but the work of the world went on. Today we have
more intelligent workers, or at least workers more adequately equipped
for civic duties.

We have no such fear in Jjnerica as was expressed by the Oxford
graduate, returning front a visit to the United States and Canada on
the steamer that took us to Europe, last June. ffe was alarmed at the
equalizing process of education on the American continent. Railing
at the idea of public education for all classes, and its effect of
cheapening culture--the birthright of the few--by making it general,
he clinched his argument with the staggering question, "Ihat has
become of your menial class; where will you get your servants?"

,Anterica, however1 seeking to accord equal education opportunities
to all, succeeds in getting its work done not only skillfully, but
cheerfully; and graduations of service are determined by reason of
natural ability rather than by special privilege.

The industrial and commercial supremacy of the United States,
everywhere acknowledged in Europe, is almost invariably ascribed,
indeed, not simply to natural resources and mass production, but to

ntific research. In the American
ed a series of articles on Econ-
, I found in the issue of August
nning, resident Executive Secre-
rce in Germany, explaining some
osperity. "Physical labor in
s the biggest pay in the world,
idual worker is physically or
hers, but because of his super-
s out, moreover, that in

is backed up by 5 horsepower
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of energy, whereas the Englishman has but 2, the German 1 and the

Italian only 1 horsepower. Due to the same conditions on the farm,

the annual productive pcwer of the scientifically trained &nerican,

plus his machinery, is 12 tons of cereals compared to ifr tons for

the rest of the world.

Both in continental Europe and. in Britain, with their fixed

social strata, this type of education--technical and scientific--has

had a long struggle for recognition. Professor Soddy, of Oxford,

formerly of Aberdeen, several years ago deplored the reactionary policy

of institutions "where nothing is ever dropped from the curriculum"

and where, in the effort to maintain the ancient humanitiea, no ade-

quate provision is made for investigation. He pointed out that while

i. Carnegie in 1901 had given a million pounds to his native country

for scientific research "the money has been largely diverted from its

purpose, and routine teaching is yearly absorbing a larger part of it."

Step by step the new education, and the subjects of studye have

had to win a place for themselves. At the beginning of the last cen-

tury even mathematics was treated as an extra at Eaton and taught out-

side the course. In the fifties, when Perkins was experimenting with

a.naline dyes, chemistry was not a ocepted as part of the curriculum at

City of London School. It was not taught as a separate subject in
Anerica until 1863, when Josiah Cook introduced it at Yale. Herbert

Spencer, impatient over the rigidity and barrenness of the classical

curriculum of his day, exclaimed that, "direct utility is scarcely
more regarded than by the barbarian when filing his teeth or staining

his nails." We are amused at the report of the learned doctor, who,
on finding a phase of his subject devoid of utility, cried out with

gusto, "Thank God that can't be of use to anyone" But we are promptly

shocked out of any complacency over our more enlightened point of view
when we hear a university professor of our own day seriously protesting,
"there ought to be a law against teaching anything-useful in a university."

Even in democratic nerica, a type of education squared with
reality has won general recognition only after a struggle similar to
that in Europe. The land-grant colleges were founded sixty-odd years
ago to teach technology, a type of training theretofore practically
uziknin in .merica. They were established in an age when the country
was undergoing a tremendous expansion in the fields of engineering
and agriculture. They were designed as institutions of applied sci-
ence, whose leading objects, "without excluding other scientific arid
classical studies," should be to teach agriculture and engineering.
& liberal as well as practical education was definitely contemplated.
Tneir purpose, in short, to quote Senator Morrill, author of the con-
gressional act establishing these state and national institutions,
Was to provide an education which "shall prove useful in building up
a great nation--great in its resources of wealth and power, but great-
est of all in the aggregate of its intelligence and virtue."

The fact is recognized, in short, that education today is
Lor the world of today; the culture for today is not identical with
the culture of some previous days that it involves fitting the man
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ineering.

or woman to be most fully at home in the world of his own age1 not a
misfit in that world. This ideal1 education for reality, has been for
more than six decades among the leading objectives of the land-grant
colleges.

To the extent that colleges and universities meet this test--to
fit youth for the realities of our own day--the more who attend col-
lege the better. In a civilization demanding more and more special-
ized service there can be no fear of supplying trained experts in ever
increasing numbers--experts in dealing with the problems of production,
.nufacture, distribution, civic responsibilities, the home, the arts,

And so it goes: too many may be going to college with no voca-
tiorial or other worthy objective; but not too many are going to learn
to do the business of the world more efficiently than it has been
done before. The problem is not so much too many young persons being
educated as too little attention to educational guidanoe.

A college that meets its obligations today, especially a state-
supported college, should develop not a spirit of distrust in democracy;
of isolation; of contempt for the everyday work of the world; or of
superiority to moral standards. Rather, it must foster a keener sense
of responsibility to the state, a greater zeal for applying learning
to life, and a quickened conscience toward family and coinniunity rob-
lems. It must lead its students not to prefer the idyllic to the actual,
but to welcome and apple with reality.

That President Kerr's emphasis on technical education was not mis-

&ed, but was indeed prophetic of what in due time was to give distinc-

.: to 11erica's contribution to education in general, is inicateci by

' udgxnent of Dr. Samuel P. Capen, Specialist in Higher Education in the

:ed States Bureau of Education 1914-18, later Chancellor of the Univer-

Y of Buffalo, who made the following statement in a paper published in

ati1 Record, January, 1930, entitled "Relation of the State

.ee to the New Movements in Higher Educatio

university organizations of the
neering, agriculture, forestry,
n, the great health services--these
attract the bulk of the students.

appropriations. They carry the
the distinctive contribjtjons of
ntributions that are recognized
e in this once despised field of
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I might call the roll of the states in the union and demonstrate--
jf it were not impolite to do so--the almost perfect correlation bet-

veen each state's provisions for higher education and research on the

cue hand and its wealth end influence on the other. Apparently no
state can rely on importations from dhcr states, however well supplied
with facilities for training and for scholarly inquiry its neighbors

may be. This is one job that each commonwealth has to do for itself.
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CHAPTER XIII

T BOARD OF HIGHER CURRICULA PERIOD, 1909-1929.

In his 1905 address before the land-grant college association Dr.
rr had recommended an agency to determine and define the respeotivo fume-
jons of the university and the agricultural college in states where both

tjtutiOnS were established. Such an agency, the Board of Higher Curricula,
established in Oregon in 1909 by legislative action initiated by C. N.

rthur, speaker of the house of representatives. This board served for
ieiity years and performed a constructive service in the direction of re-
eiug unnecessary duplication of expensive ourricula, engineering in par.-

jcu1ar. During the decade 1919-1929, hever, in spite of the generally
iear-cut rulings of the Board, the University made sweeping charges against

State College, alleging encroachment on the field of the university,
,d demanding the elimination of several departments of service work and

radioal reduction of College functions. The charges were not sustained.
the entire period of the Board's existence, President Kerr never

.itiated a controversy with the University before the Board.

Among the fundamental recomrnendatioxis President Kerr had included in

a address of 1905 on the relations of the land-grant colleges and the

itate universities, as a sound basis for harmony and progress between

ee institutions, was one providing that "the respective functions of

.ese institutions should he clearly defined in such a way as to avoid,

i: far as practicable, the duplication of expensive courses, and to pre-

'it either institution froni encroaching unnecessarily upon the distinc-

tYe field of the other."1 Provision for such definition of functions,

' far as curricula were concerned, was provided in Oregon, by act of the

tialatui.e, on March 15-16, 1909, through the establishment of the State

*rd of Higher Curricula. As explained by C. N. MoArthur, author of the

i1 that was enacted into law, "The idea of creating this Board originated

Z the mind of Prof. J. H. Ackerman, State Superintendent of Public

1The Relations of the Land-Grant Colleges and the State Universities,"
LIdcIress delivered at the 19th annual convention of the American
ECCation of Agricultural Colleges and Experixrnt Stations, November
'lC, 1905.
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1Letter of C.
J. R. wilson,

.struotiOn." He added that "my interest was enlisted because of freq-

t agitationa from various quarters, f or consolidating the University

r Oregon and the Agricultural College. I saw in the proposed scheme a

,thcd of getting the two state schools together upon a substantial,

:sinessli1ce basis, eliminating all unnecessary duplication of work and

avoiding the constant agitation for a consolidated school.

.f ore initiating the measure, Speaker MoJrthur and Superintendent Ackerman

irranged far a conference of representatives of the University and Agri-

,jltural College, which was attended by President Campbell and President

arr, Ceptain W. P. Apperson of the Board of Regents of the College; Judge

. s. Bean, of the Board of Regents of the University and1 of course, by

Speaker McArthur and Superintendent Ackerman. Aster some discussion, it

'u agreed by those present that there could be no valid objections to the
,cposed measure or its purposes. Speaker MoArthur accordingly prepared
i introduced the bill creating the Board and defining its functions as

i1cws: "To determine what courses of study, if any, shall not be dupli-
rated in the higher educational institutions of Oregon, and to determine
&.4 define the courses of study and departments to be offered and conducted
; each such institution. . ." In explanation of his motive in supporting

asure proposed by Sup-intendent Ackerman, Speaker McAthur wrote
o Dr. Tilscn "In urging the passage of this measure, I had in mind only
s interests of the taxpayers, and did not look at the situation from

Standpojrti of an alunnus of the university. . . I took the ground that
Creation of the Board of Higher Curricula would be a real service not

Y to the University and the Agricultural College, but also to the tax-

N. MoArthur, speaker of the House of Representatives, to
chairman of the Board of Higher Curricula, April 19, 1910.
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6. No new school, department, or co
the State Agricultural College or

' plan of such school, department, or C

to this Board and have received

It will be noted that the order
required no change in the courses of
College. It was recognized that the
Concentrating upon ccurses distincti
Ot only in harmony with the provisidit05 in Oregon as affecting the C

of the state."

The first reference to the Board of Higher Curricula in the biennial

.;orts of the State College is under the caption'Courses and Organization

the 1910-1912 report, where the establishaent of the Board is explained

its first orders, dated April 28, 1910, as applied to the Agricultural

l]ge, were given as follows:

The departments of Mechanical Engineering and Mining Engineering
shall be confined to the State Agricultural College.

In view of the fact that strong departments in Civil Engineering
and Electrical Engineering are now established in both the State
Agricultural College and the University, these departments shall
continue to be a part of both institutions.

The School of Education, as such, shall be confined to the Univer-
sity of Oregon, but this rule shall not be construed against the
maintenance by the State Agricultural College of a Department of
Industrial Pedagogy, and the provision by this institution for such
work in connection therewith, or related thereto, as may be nec-
essary in training persons to teach industrIal subjects in the
common and high schools, in accordance with the provisions of the
Nelson amendment of 1907 to the Morril]. Act of 1890, and the
interpretation thereof, and the instructions given in connection
therewith, by the United States Department of the Interior.

** *

5. The course in Commerce in the State Agricultural College as
described and defined in the current issue of the catalog of the
State Agricultural College (1909-10) on pp. 90, 91 and pp. 165-
169, shall be continued in the State Agricultural College.

urse may be established in either
the University of Oregon until

ourse shall have been submitted
its approval.

Commenting on these orders,Presjdent Kerr included the following

Lraph:

s of the Board of Higher Curricula
study offered by the Agricultural
policy of this institution, in

vs of the land-grant colleges, was
ons of law1 but also with the con-
ollege and the interests of the State.
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The biennial report states further that at a meeting on April 10, 1912,

.
recommendation of the President of the College, and with the approval

t Board of Regents, the work in Latin, by order of the Board of higher

rricula, was discontinued at the College.

The standard for entering the State College was advanced by one year

:

action of the Board of Regents on November 30, 1912, thereby making the

pleting of three years of work in a standard high school or its equival-

,t a prerequisite for admission to the regular degree curricula. In para-

ç&phs subsequent to this announcement certain facts are given to show that

e College, beginning with 1908, had advanced its entrance requirements

ii rapidly as was consistent with the growth of the high schools through-

t the state. Summarizing the advantages of the increased requirements,

e eport caicluded. with the following statements:

The addition of another year's work to the requirements for
matriculation will greatly strengthen the work in all courses through-
out the institution. It will make possible a more thorough training
in the basic scientific work, and will also leave more time for the
distinctive technical subjects in which the students major during the
junior and senior years.

In the biennial report for 1912-14 President Kerr made reference to

-.ree significant legislative acts affecting the development of the State

:ollege in a paragraph entitled "Impertant Legislation" as follows:

By far the most inortant matters affecting the work and policy
of the College, and determining the direction and extent of its
future development, have been (1) the passage by the State Legislature
in 1913 of laws providing a permanent income for the support of the
College, including the mill-tax levy for Resident Instruction end
continuing annual appropriations for the Extensicn Service; (2) the
passage by the United States Congress in 1914 of the Smith-Lever Bill,
which provides for 000peraGion between the Federal Government and the
land-grant colleges in the several states in carrying on different
Phases of extension work in agriculture and home economics; and (3)
the orders issued by t1 Oregon State Board of Higher Curricula de-
fining the function and field of the State Agricu1tura1 College and
the position this institution shall occupy in the educational system
of the State.
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In his report of 1910-12 President Kerr had emphasized the importance

steady and regularly determined inoctme for the support of the insti-

tion.
Iiy large industrial enterprise," he wrote, Ijf successful, out-

its policy for a term of years., and provides in its budget for all

. different purposes according to the nature of the business and the

::i.ractex and extent of its operations. An educational institution on its

axicia1 side should be regarded as a great business enterprise, arid every-

ing about it should be as strictly managed in accordance with up-to-date

siness principles as is any commercial institution. He therefore wel-

ed the millage tax as a decisive step in the direction of stability

d cumulative growth. Supplemented by fixed continuing appropriations

:r certain functions of the institution, such as extension work, the

Lillage-tax plan gives permanent financial support in. a way best adapted

the needs of the institutions.

"The cooperative extension act passed by Congress in 1914," wrote

esident Kerr, "is one of the most constructive educational measures

ner adopted by the United States Government. . . . The Smith-Lever Act

ovides f or cooperation in all extension wak between the United States

&rtment of A.griculture and the land-grant institutions in the several

'&tes." He then quoted David Franklin Houston, Secretary of riculture,

11 eaying regarding the Acts,"It guarantees a coordination of forces of

-.s two jurisdictions, places the brains of the two great agencies in

Cperation, eliminates waste and friction and insures efficiency.'t

The third of the great legislative functions affecting the destinies

he State College that President Kerr referred to was the enacaent in

of the law providing for the State Board of Higher Curricula, with

lUliflgs of the Board issued on April 28, 19l0,,and April 10, 1912.
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most important feature of these orders was the fact that certain engin-

work might be continued at both institutions, namely, civil engineer-

. and electrical engineering. This arrangement, however, appeared not

have been accepted as entirely satisfactory, the claim being made that

:e conditions in Oregon were not such as to warrant the maintenance of

licate courses in engineering, with the necessary equipment for the

thereof, in each of the two state institutions. Soon after the

1ourniaent of the 1913 legislature the Board of Higher Curricula resumed

3 investigations and on June 24, 1913, issued a notice that at a meeting

r the Board called for August 25, 1913, it was proposed:

To eliminate from the University of Oregon and to assign to the
Oregon Agricultural College the departments of Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, and Civil Engineering, conditioned on the Oregon
Agricultural College requiring a full four-years high school course
or its- equivalent as a preparation for entrance for degrees in all
engineering courses.

To eliminate froni the Oregon Agricultural College and assign to
the University of Oregon the departments of (a) Fine Arts, including
Architecture and Music; (b) Economics; (o) Commerce (higher); (d)
Education; (e) Graduate School.

Meetings were held at the time indicated, and the hearings were con-

Lued to December 19. On December 20 the Board issued the following orders:

That the depa.rtunts of Electrical Engineering and Chemical Engin-
eering be eliminated from the University of Oregon and assigned to
the Oregon Agricultural College, conditioned on the Oregon Agricultural
College requiring a four-year high school course or its equivalent as
a preparation for admission to all engineering courses leading to a
degree.

That Proposition 2 (Notice, June 24, 1913) be adopted in full,
With the provision that a more particular definition of the several
departcnts under this head shall be made in conference with the
heads of the State University and the Agricultural College.

These two orders, it will be observed, indicate that the Board had not
.t reached a decision regarding civil engineering. At a meeting of the
*Zd held on February 7, 1914, however, it was ordered:
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That the department of Civil Engineering be eliminated from the
Oregon Agricultural College1 except such courses in .vil Engineering
as are required in other departments of engineering, including High-
way and. Irrigation Engineering, and in the departments of Forestry
and Agriculture at the College.

That the department of Civil Engineering be eliminated from the
University of Oregon. . .

ks a result of conferences between Board members and the presidents

f the University of Oregon and Oregon State Agricultural College, certain

finitions of departments listed in Proposition 2as provided by the order

:f December 20, 1913, were issued by the Board concerning Architecture,

!.l$i01 Economics, Political Science, Commerce, Education, the Graduate

1hool, and Extension Work.

In 1910, 1913, and again in 1914 the four-year degree curriculum in

:unerce, specifically referred to by the Board as set forth in the College

mta].ogs, was confirmed to the State College. On February 7, 1914, the

.fferentiation already recognized in the former orders of the Board was

tphasized by reassigning to the State College the "work required f or the

:tchelor's degree . . . as this work will in no way interfere with or be

. duplication with the work of higher commerce assigned to the state

..iversity."1 President Campbell in newspaper announcements had already--

December 23, 1913--explained that the type of commerce work

"3ined to the University was of a character "not yet attempted on the

ifj0 Coast," adding that "there are courses of this nature at Columbia,

4corlsin, and Pennsylvania." In other announcements through the press

''Sident Campbell characterized the work in higher commerce the University

r:4d offer as comparable to that given at the Wharton School of Finance

COierc at the University of Pennsylvania and at the Harvard School

Minutes of the Board of Higher Curricula, p. 46.
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iness .&dnimistration, both of which require the bachelor's degree

jts equivalent for entrance.

The Board of Higher Curricula having made it a condition that the

:te College must require a full four-years of high school preparation

order that engineering work be centered at that institution, the Board

Regents took prompt action making it necessary that beginning with the

-nr 1915 all students registering for any of the degree curricula must

completed the regular four-year course of study in a standard state

ji school or its equivalent. At a meeting on July 13, 1913, the Board

f Regents of the College established two new schools, the School of

?restry and the School of Mines, the former comprising the courses in

rastry and Logging Engineering, and the latter, the courses in Mining

ineering, Ceramics, and Industrial Chemistry.

On June 18, 1913, the Board of Higher Curricula issued a formal

':tice that on Aa.gust 25, 1913, the Board would meet at one o'clock p.m.

Portland, at which time it was proposed: (1) to eliminate from the

:ivsrsity of Oregon and to assign to Oregon Agricultural College the

artnients of Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, ai Civil

-iueering conditioned on the Oregon Agricultural College's requiring a

11 four-years high school course or its equivalent, as a preparation

' entrance £ or degrees in all Engineering courses; (2) to eliminate

i Oregon Agricultural College and assign to the University of Oregon

departments of : (a) Fine Arts, inoLding Architecture and Lsic; (b)

1OIfliO8 (c) Commerce, higher (a) Educations (e) the Graduate school.

In attendance at the meeting of August 25 and min more or less

addresses before the board were the following: A].gernon Cyrus

3fl and W. K. Navell, regents of the University of Oregon; President
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jj Graves, President of the Oregon Society of Engineers; D. C. Heinz,

;.airman of the coimnittee representing the Oregon Society of Engineers; Wm.

. Turner, member of this society; Hon. J. N. Teal; Mr. Millers and Mrs.

artha Luella Hirsch. President Campbell, University of Oregon,a.nd President

., Oregon Agricultural College, were also present, Dr. Kerr being the

:iy representative of the State College.

The afternoon was occupied by arguments presented by President Campbell,

., committee of the University regents, and by officers and representat-

.es of the Oregon Society of Engineers. The .st of these arguments was

:kat a university was not a university without engineering. The presiding

ficer finally asked Mrs. Hirsch if she had any contribution to make to

th arguments presented. A very wealthy womrian of rat}r pretty presence,

e attired in the height of fashixin, she arose and with great deliberation,

t th an indignant emphasis, delivered herself of the following exciama-

u: "The idea of sri agricultural college having engineering And then,

'i if fairly bursting with contempt, she added, "It is ridiculous ' and sat

By the time the University arguments were completed, and the ohairman

ttfled upon Dr. Kerr for his side of the case, the afternoon was drawing

1 Close,and the dinner hour was at hand. Accordingly Dr. Kerr proposed

't the meeting adjourn until evening, when he would present the reasons

"7 the Agricultural College should teach engineering. In the meantime,

ganizej his remarks and made ready to give a constructive iiiterpre-

"Ofl of the functions of a land-grant college. In his argument, however,

110 objection to the University's offering engineering courses. His

' 8 based primarily on the fulfillment by the Agricultural College of

'Ctions assigned to it by Acts of Congress and by subsequent concurring
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,cts of the State Legislature. If the Agricultural College were to meet

,u obligations to the citizens of the State, especially to the farmers,

develOPi1C the natural resources of Oregon, and thus enable the State

meet the competition of other states in the conservation and development

its potential wealth, engineering oourses must inevitably be a part of

fundamental curricula. It was a question primarily of service to the

tizens of the State, not a question of institutional prestige, and the

lines of demarcation between agriculture and engineering were difficult to

ttx with certainty. Both were in large measure interdependent and mutually

a1pful to one another.

At subsequent meetings of the Board of Higher Curricula--December 2,

1, 4, and 5; December 19 and finally on December 20, 1913, arguments were

:oatinued, briefs were exchanged and answered, and all engineering alloca-

iona were made to the State College except for Civil Engineering. On

libruary 7, 1914, however, following further hearings, Civil Engineering

.i eliminated from both the State College and the University of Oregon.

:twas not until 1917 that Civil Engineering was regularly restored to the

te College along with other engineering curricula.

On February 14, 1922, the University of Oregon requested the Board of

!her Curricula (1) to restrict the courses in. Journalism at Oregon State

'flege, (2) to eliminate the department of Journalism at Oregon State

Ilege. The second proposition was promptly denied by the Board. .&fter

t1Ct85j0fl and careful consideration" of the second request of the Univer-

't7, the Board on April 18, 1922, ordered that "no action be token in the

of the department of Industrial Journalism at Oregon Agricul-

Itj
College."

On Maroh a, 1925, when both Preaide Campbell and President Kerr
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re ill and unable to perform the executive duties of their respective

ffioe8, the University, through Dr. H. D. Sheldon and Karl Onthari]c, adininis-

trative committee, protested a large number of courses requested by Oregon

jou].tura]. College in the following fields: School of Basic Arts and

Sciences, School of Commerce, and School of Vocational Education. On May

j, 1925, the Brd held a hearing concerning these several protests. On

elm1f of the University, addresses were made by Dean Sheldon, Dean Robbins,

ean Allen, Dean DYment,&Dean Bovard, and by Herbert Gordon and Irene

er1inger of the Board of Regents. On behalf of the State College the

;rincipal argument was made by Dr. Hector Macpherson and Dean J. A. Bexell,
tIt

vith supplementary statements made by Dean M. Ellwood Smith,4Professor C.

1. McIntosh, and by J. K. Weatherford, President, and B. F. Irvine, of the

oard of Regents. Out of this meeting grew a proposal, on May 19, that a

:oint committee of three regents from each institution meet with the Board

Higher Curricula with a view to evolve definitions of function that would

i1p to avoid unnecessary and expensive duplication of courses.

Incident to these definitions, the Department of Household Arts at the

iYersity was required to reorganize the department in accordance with an

't1ine that limited the functions of the department to service courses.

Course designated pre-engineering at the University and the course de-

'flated pre-medica]. at the State College were eliminated. The rrntSohool

8ic'1at the State College was finally changed to'tDepartment of Music,'

t fl COU were eliminated.

In the meantime Governor Patterson had proposed joint meetings of the

O Boards of Regents of the University and State College, and out of these

had arisen a proposal to embody in the catalog of each institution,

°PPOsite pages, an outline of the curricula of each institution, showing
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1eBXlY which were major curricula leading to degrees and which were service

:CUIS°S Though this proposal was adopted and carried out in catalogs

01owing the year 1928-29, on April 27, 1928, President A. B. Hall, who

i succeeded to the presidency of the University of Oregon, presented a

saexaent "regarding certain alleged violations of the rulings of the State

..rd of Higher Curricula by the Oregon State Agricultural College, with a

1gested Basis £ or a Settlement of the Controversy by Mutual reement

een the two Institutions.I The statement was sweeping, covering Music,

:-usti-ial Journalism, and Physical Education, and the"Suggested Program

'/

cr Mutual Agreement assumed a wisdom far beyond anything recognized as

.iing been attained by the Board of Higher Curricula. Since this was a

:11actic complaint among others that had preceded it for the pst six years,

.e State College deemed it obligatory to review the whole situation and to

ce specific reply, as briefly as might be, to the allegations of the

.!versity's statement. Several quotations from this reply, together with.

;aries of other elements of the College document, will give a perspec-

ve on the problem that could not be possible in any other report of equal

.sngth.

At the meeting of the Board held at Oregon City May 2, 1928, at which

'.luiembers of the Board were present except J. C. Smith, chairman, whowas

and at which also the following members of the faculties of the two

11tUtjo3 were presentDr. A. B. Hall, President; Eric W. Allen, Dean

Journalis John Landsbury, Dean of Music; John F. Bovard, Dean of

:';sica]. Educations and B. B. Barker, Vice President, representing the

.:Yersjty; and Dr. w. r. Kerr, President; M. E. Smith, Dean of Arts and

r1Ces; B. B. Lemon, Registrar; and John C. Burtner, head of News Service,

resenting the State College- President Kerr presented a reply to the
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The nivorsit Statetent, tiiou roci-..iceci d i1e:sred
3UI'arics c2 coopation, t; r22ct a ai o co.:.L31n5 aLreaL:

C.CCe1 el flC.LO uO oala. o2 . crc ar3t, ca'i
artrioic 02 ror: at the Coil e--its:Lc, hica1 education, o.rd

J1d'lstr-ial jcuina1i3ra. These ce2art1ent, 7e.CJCd practiaUr as
ai', toda:-, ha-io lenT e. sted a th ol1o::, arid tn ::it of :at con-

1'ae eo- 'r iLoi3 - . _c a ltLlaue
of t 02: of the in 4t13tcr, s3ntia1 to thc a1ancd c1lop--"; of a cae a ciij. a.1 .c r' caL oii . 2
ive'c.t- a22i:n that !t ii ZciLo3l oarvod

2 the hoard of ::i::r C ricla," and o:v a't3'
.nothci, both :onral an: taiioc rti±n:s, :inc. ov:' a cried o'
'T'al :Ja2.'2, ccnccrnn .thhi'o dc. rnts ncec1, and

:ersutYts state:ent prosonted ;rii 27, ii . fOIIOTin ar excorts

that reply ot' the Cdlleo ivin the es:enc oL t. e :' riscd a:rt.
The Colic e has cordiall:T :;cicoed Gcrernor - atacroon' s construc-

tive progran 01 conference cooperauion between blie tro Creon
jnstitut:ons of higher learning, eke state kniver city and the taue
AericultUral College, and has sircereiv suriven to nine t11±s pro'Tari a
oositive reality. at has :ieiconea conferences errn: 'nvers:.a:r aueilcr-
ities, has et all friendly advances by bin University in a c nt o_
rutual good-will and rdanctancin', nas inithacef co:uarencec on
of conracn interest to both insbitaetons, and ha: entertained the convic-
tion that cone ood has airead-- seen neco.s d niis cciciiiaece'v
program with riuch nore :ood. in i a:eciiaie nresuect.

The Statenent just received front the University, however, aileinag
cceaii' vio±a_o1s--a lai e uor n n cc o_s rc _e_cts o or1 --
of the r-clnn:s of abe State oscd of di enr Curnicua, togeaar with
warnings of ixethcr coolaint: to be undo later, and threats of art cen
treach rroritod by 'antagonisu ni'a:g the alunini of the dnivc:':ity,
raises SOtIC CieeStion of n:e :tacable op ni-b of bho Univer:ibg- so fre-
quently nroclainod in this cane sbaisreenb.

ilad thece frcnosais been of2eed wat e. less nOsiave acsrreptlon
that the Collene was the solo offender and the Universjtr the innocent
victii in the aUeed Ucontroversy,Ir they would convey to the College
a rioro plausible inpression of sine cnit;r. ut in view of the nany scd
sweeping charges against the Collage, the ::arnings of more to cone,
and the threats of "an onen and ctato-:riin _ight," is there no 'romed
here for suspecting tha-b after all this Scatcuent, insbead of bein'; a
:asture of a::itv, in srpnont of' Governor Patterson' s pro'rar of
cooperaton, is nerely a renewal oa bI:e old onslaunu of l92, a
aestnjctive troj cot, nob so nuch aiieed eve: to increace the erectine
of the University as to scibordina and .:iscrcdit the College.

Is it nob significant that his is the thud iiajor attack in 6
gears I-Lade by the University on work of the College nroviously sanc-
;ioned by the 3 card ci' :-iig:her Curricula, while the College has yat
o initiate any such grcbesti
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accord. :ith tho uordin- of th oard'
carcj do other in its zi1jflrs t:an iir

'--Qfl Lia off ajor ror1: and that tue
cf iork "as a si course Ofli to t
t.C, but no ere shall be confer'ed

ires Tarn1n of further ero bests agnthsb the oat's rws in
depart:ienbs. t prcee:ts no ncw basis for : oanin: 5:e cuesthci

read ad ju catecI b-- the hoard, no nur svidi e, and rests on us
valid foun:a cion in educational nrinc isle.

Bow oftsn is it neccssar;r for the Board to reaffirm its decisions
rearding the curricula at the Collese? Cr is it the function of the
gniversit:r to determine the solicies of the Board of igher Curricula
hu assuninr a detailed inteunretation of its rulthrs?

The Univ.ersit:rt c i:nlicabion throu-iout is taterient, in short,
s that it has a moncpolu on all uhases of education not definitol;

c.e'eL to u or oc cdl; nec1 to s-e Cdl-e 2Ii c a
tion urwarrnn-5od bU the various rulin's of the I.oard of TBwfeor Curricula.

ch ia cssrcd o_ e' d 2 sictiono so t - on is c e
as it has osezrned the sie±d cc she CclLcso. The College, cssao-

lished in 1066 b;r action 02 the State Legislature, has built 1:p its wor:
by patient and conscientious effort to meet the needs of caeon--in
strict conformity with the purroses and ideals ci' the land-g rant collees,
--and ifl harmonu uctm tne rulungs 0: ama taae oard of guer uricula.

The accusation that the College has actually and with intent violated
the rulins of the Board of HiCher Cun'jcula which restrict its activ-
ities in certain fields to sexice courses runs through the University's
conslaint as a r.iajor theme. On sage 2 the brief calls attention to the
fact that in Busic the Collee is "to sive only seeioe courses," on
fa;e 12 the brief cites the Board's ruling with regard to industrial
journalism, and on page l, with regard to rhysical education. Bach time
the charce is made that there has been on the part of the College evasion
cr cilrect ann intentional violation. Chose accusations and insinuasions
are suuportsd neither by the lannage of t1e board's ruling nor the
interpretation which the Universi-bv i bsei puts upon the Board's ruling
then arrliod to its own work.

The attention of the Board and of the University is respectfully
cmrected to The off ical statement Oi the Jniversity in its catalogue
of l°27-2C, mae i, nfer ou31o±c. rts --'_s a'a bo a rulr- of
ohe Board of I:jcrher Curricula the work in the household arts does not
Constitute a riajor denartnent, but offers service work for students whcse
pecjal line of interest lies in the collo-e or arofassional schools."

- _On iis seasomone as arn1ccied Lii ane uaragrann cted and lfl ans out-
sen e cc of cc 2005 _t s ooaoit a c -' sic_u rors(s

VLco course as asang work no; loading to a degree, oceren cor
Students whose major interest lies in some other department or field
raturaflr appropriate to the institution.

This intarpreta-bjon is concurred in by the college as directlU in
ruling. In no place does the

ect that one or the other institu-
other may offer this or that line

he renular courses of that institu-
--by ss!d (institution)."
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In support of its charge of "cost
the University statement presents no v
pect to music the department at the C
but actually savos the institution a C

without the free service of members of
ily be spent in emp1oyin musicians t
Ccching and render professional servi

If the music department wer
from the College--here for the major p

COX1Om1CS3 Agriculture, Engineering, C
US1C also as an accessory to this wor
to the University? How then is the mu
taking the bread and butter from the
JS1C of the University of Oregon?"

No ruling has even been made or implied either in definite orders of
the board or in action on proposed courses, that a service course shall
include only elemental subjects or instruction of a low order. On the
contrary every indication is given that the board intends that whatever
is included in these service departments shall be of an excellence
commensurate with the needs of students availing themselves of this
supp].einental or basic training. Nothing which the College has done
has been in contravention of these successive rulings nor out of harmony
with the University's own interpretation of them.

The University assigns "as the principal cause of controversy
between the two institutions: unnecessary and costly duplication in
regard to certain special fields of instruction," and asserts that
"higher education can be more efficiently and economically carried on
when the scope of the two institutions is clearly defined."

Let us consider first the University's charge of ttuecess and
costly duplication" in the three fields specifically discussed in its
Statement--music, physical education, and industrial journalism. Even the
University grants that a certain amount of training in these subjects
Is necessary in a technical college. In a civilization in which the
engineer, business man, banker, farmer, lumberman, pharmacist, miner,
and all sorts of craftsmen are throvm together in cooperative associa-
tion with the preacher, doctor, dentist, lawyer, journalist, author,
architect, musician, teacher and other professional workers--through
chambers of commerce, civic clubs, boards of directors of public activ-
ities, government, etc.--oould there be any justification whatever for
claiming that one of these groups of men should be handicapped as com-
pared with the other by being barred from accomplishment and appreciation
of music, recreation, and the means of public expression?

What, then is to be the character of the curriculum that a college
offers to these men? Plainly it must be of strictly high standard.

].y duplication" at the College,
alid evidence whatever. In res-

ohlege is not only self-supporting
onsiderable amount of money that,
the music faculty, would necessar-

o do certain types of institutional
ce at events like convocations, etc.

e abandoned, would its students
urpose of pursuing work in Home
omraeroe, or what not, but pursuing
k,--drop their majors here and go
sic department at the College
faculty members of the School of

Let us consider next the University's assertion, with all its mph-t1ons that "higher education can be more efficiently and economicallycarried on when the scope of the two institutions is clearly defined."
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College has never challenged or roopene
iversity has repeatedly done so, and

the interest of harmony, gives warningudent of the Board and carrying its

ad third time a question already decid
& tirianimous vote; when it expresses iniher Curricula its protest against su
that of engineering; when it asks for s
the regulations of the Board; when it m
necessity to "appeal to the legislature
denco in the Board of Higher Curricula
doubt the validity of any ruling that d

t.fliversityts "doninant" position?

In conclusion, the University Stat
;.iblic is very hostile to the idea of c
-itions. In our gift campaign we haveCtjcj5 In the legislature the argurnthe floor that the two schools have no
JOUrnalism These two cases of corapeti

U::Usual amount of public indignation."
°llege is wholly to blame. Later the

s not the Board of Higher Curricula already defined the scope of
- two institutions? Did not the rulings of the Board in 1914 designate
the broad fields assigned to the respective institutions--agriculthre and
technO1or, including engineerirg, to the College1 liberal arts and the
2rofessiOfls to the University? Has not the Board, in its subsequent
rulings and interpretations, sought consistently to maintain this dis-
tinction between the two institutions, while at the same time avoiding

narrow prohibitions which would unnecessarily restrict the work of
either? Obviously the Board cannot go into minute details of curricula
division, rulings being rather on the basis of broad distinctions
between degree-granting and service departments.

That the Board's efforts through the years have been signally effec-
tive in preventing unnecessary and costly duplication has been repeatedly
remarked by such educational experts as Dr. George F. Zook, Specialist
in Higher Education of the U. S. Bureau of Education, and can be apprec-
itted by any citizen who looks into the conditions in most other states
ere two state institutions of higher learning are maintained.

The definitions and rulings of the Board are a matter of record,
cpen to the public. They have been published, as issued, in the press of
the state and in the College Biennial reports. Their interpretation, by
ccnference between representatives of the two institutions, and by con-
sultation with the chairman or designated members of the Board, has been,
is a rule, a matter of mutual understanding. The College has accepted in
rood faith the various rulings of the Board of Higher Curricula through-
cut the entire twenty years of the Board's administration. In fact, the

d a decision of the Board. The
in this Statement, ostensibly in
of rejecting the disinterested
alleged grievances to the legislature.

Ihat does the University imply when it assumes that the scope of
the two institutions has not been defined; when it reopens f or the second

ed by vote of the Board, usually
its Statement to the Board of
ch fundamental allocations as
ome "automatic enforcement" of
akes a veiled threat of the
'1" Does all this imply confi-
or an inclination, rather, to
oes not suit its own idea of the

ement runs as follows: "The
ompetition between the two insti-
consistently encountered this
ent is continuously made upon

business to compete in music and
tion seem to have aroused an
The implication is that the
statement refers, with the same
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j1ication, to "irritation, confusion, suspicion, and animosity"
by the "controversy."

The question arises, Who launched the controversy? Who Lone ited
indignation? The College did not. The College, also has conducted
jft campaign and has had other more frequent and necessary occasions

to circulate among the people of the entire state, but has not been
embarrassed by any evidence of such "hostility," "irritation, confusion,

suspicion, and animosity" which the Statement represents to be so pre-
yalent. If the College were the offending partyto the "controversy"
could it escape these manifestations of popular disapproval? Or is this
disapproval chiefly or wholly confined to extreme University partisans,
ho accumulate it for repeated and unjustifiable attacks upon the College?

If the College were inclined, like the University, to take some
clipping from a recent newspaper" some heated discussion in a partisan
contest, some detached and misconstrued fragment of an advertisement,
end make it the occasion for a protest to the Board of Higher Curricula
or for action by the legislature, it has not lacked provocation f or such
action. While consistently tending to its own business, it has repeatedly
encountered criticisms, insinuations, and attacks by partisans of the
university.

In its first brief to the State Board of Higher Education, dated April

. 1931, the State College, responding to a request of the Board dated April

cluded the following statement concerning the Board of Higher Curricula.

In its chapter on "Fundamental Coordination," the Survey Report says:

p. 98 REach (iistitu-tion) is devoted to large areas of educational
endeavor that are peculiarly its own and within which it has no
competition from the other state institutions.

No fact stands out more elearly...than the fact that the
distinctive characteristics and purposes of the institutions as
they have developed and as they are understood by the people of
the state have occupied a larger part of the field of vision and
effort of the University and the Oregon State College than do
the areas of conflict.

essentially the University's major attention is given
to the humanities and to their application in various professions,
while the major activities of the Oregon State College are directed
to the sciences and to their technical applications in a wide
range of occupations.

The recommendations of the Survey Commission have attempted
in so far as possible to presenve the distinctive characteristics
of the two institutions ti-at are the out-row-th of time and about
Which considerable worthy sentiment is centered.
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To the ru1ins of the Board of
a1ays conformed in a spirit of abso
:ion for all major crrlcuia, all
instruction offered by the instituti
work only in the peculiar field of t

so far as the i3oard has recognize
I has consistently endeavored to re
of the other higher educational Inst

For approximately twenty years (1909-1929) the curricula of the
jyersity of Oregon and Orezon State Aicultural College were subject

to the control of the State board of Higher Curricula. The duty of the
oard, as defined by law, was "to determine what courses, if any, shall
not be duplicated in the higher educational institutions of Oregon and
to determine and define the courses of study and departments to be
0ffered by each such institution." In differentiating between the
acope and function of these two state institutions, and in defining,
in broad yet definite terms, the limits of their respective fields of
service, the Board is conceded to have performed an important public
service and to have done it wisely. The Ore,on Survey Coimnission ex-
.ressly recognizes this fact in saying with reference to the character
of the two institutions on page 98 that "Each is devoted to large areas
of educational endeavor that are peculiarly its own and within which it
:as no competition from the other state institutions." Liany other
statements in the report confirm the fact that the Board of Higher
Crricu1a helped to develop the institutions in essentially distinct
and unified fields.

In 1923 Dr. George F, Zook, at that time Specialist in Higher Edu-
cation of the United States Office of Education, now President of the
University of A]aon, in an official report on the higher educational
institutions of Oregon, addressed to the Superintendent of Public
Instruction in this state, wrote as follows:

Considering the fact that in Oregon (as compared with other
states) as much, if not more, has been done through the Board of
Higher Curricula toward the elimination of undesirable duplication
between the two institutions, it is difficult to see how it would
be possible to reduce state expenditures for higher education
without eliminating, or very severely crippling, activities that
are vital to the prosperity and welfare of the

Higher Curricula the College has
lute fidelity. It has had authori-
service oourss and a!]. types of
on. It has sought to develop its
he land-grant college, and only
d its right to occupy this field.
spect the rights and privileges
itutions of the state. It has

een friendly to all efforts for their development in their respective
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CHAPTER XIV

PUBLICAT IONS

iways interested to keep his constituency informed concerning the work
is j.nstitution, Dr. Kerr developed at Oregon State College an authoritative

for handling publications, including several series of bulletins and
that faithfully reflected the character of the institution and its

joU8 services in research, instruction, and extension.

Ls indicated in a preceding chapter, Dr. Kerr, from the beginning of

career as an educational executive, made apraotice of iiforming his con-

jtuency of the activities of his school. In the early years, at Smithfield

4 at Brigham Young College, his public information usually took the form of

series of newspaper items or special articles. When he became president of

lhaza Young College he added to this type of publicity the special circular,

e illustrated catalog, and similar publications. As president of Utah State

j1cultural College, realizing that the public was very little acquainted

vtth the distinctive type of work offered by the land-grant institutions, he

t:aborated and intensified his information to his constituents. All typos of

Li1C1tY, however, were simple, straight-forward expositions of the special-

ed and technical work that was the peculiar field of the land-grant college.

ire was no solicitation, no glamour, no effort whatever to lead the student

; undertake this type of work, or attend the institution, unless he found

attractive in its bare essentials as presented.

When Dr. Kerr became president of egon State College, observing that

-4 technical work of the institution, in agriculture, commerce, engineering,

e economics, and forestry had nat been much emphasised, he began to give

icular attention to these cc*irses as subjects for lectures, oiroulars,

.UStrated booklets, and extended treatment in the annual catalog. The far-

'' institutes, short courses in agriculture, home economics, and manual

1fling were the themes of occasional illustrated circulars and booklets.
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Dr. Kerr at bat at a Sulphur Springs
picnic about 1923. Photo by John Fulton,

professor of chemistry.



- uiva1 catalog carried illustrations, which was the custom of many

tjtutiOfl5 at that time. The Extension and Experiment Station publications

.antiy kept the citizens informed of the current work of these imptant

,.jsions of the institution. They were not dfinitely standarized, hawever,

, the lack of uniformity and distinction in the institution's publications

j a whole did not satisfy the President's strong preference for good form,

:casistency, and efficiency,that he sought to attain in all departments of

a College. The biennial reports he had evidently prepared himself, with

utmost care and exactitude. The report for the biennium 1906-1908, for

sample, is a model of ocnvenjence f or reference, with its definite major

tiyisions, its cut-in side heads for subdivisions, its regular use of a diff-

,..ent style of type for all quotations, its diagrams of the campus and building

;iss, and its effective index. From the stwidpoint of direct information,

ciive statent, and convincing precision, moreover, giving an interpreta-

Ion of the land-grant college idea, it is a masterpiece of exposition.

Vihen Dr. Kerr brought me to the institution in 1912 as Editor of Publica-

ttons, he outlined my functions and prerogatives with characteristic clarity

a decision. My first duty was to know the institution and i-ba policies and

eals, as an example of the best type of land-grant institution. Having done

it would be my function to see that all publications of the institution

torfled to those policies and ideals. It would be the function of the

'!tor of any technical or scientific bulletin to be responsible f or the sub-

ttt .tter, including the technical facts, names, etc. in his typescript.

:

would be the editor's duty to determine the form of the publication, be

12pOfl8ible for the rhetorical style, and note any inconsistencies or contra-

Ons with data that had already been publiahed through the office.

The first bulletin that caine in)was devoted to Earth Roads and çulverts,
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tten by a highway engineer who was a member of the Engineering faculty.

treatment of roads and culverts was thoroughly competent and of un4oubted

,truotive value to the State. But the author gratuitously went out of his

to attack certain interests against which he apparently had a grudge, and

effect appeared to put the institution on record as the aggressor. I

1yjsed him to eliminate this section. He refused) and made it clear to me

t his bulletin was not to be tampered with by an up-start editor. I

jcated to him that I should feel obliged to refer the matter to the

esjdent, but this only stiffened his resistance, and provoked more positive

jiistence that there must be no change. Vhen I called Dr. Kerr's attention

:o the section to which I objected as inconsistent with the policies of the

stitution, and to other lesser offenses in the bulletin, which really

e o essential contribution to its purpose, he promptly blue-penciled them

&.1. Smiling as he handed me the typescript, he said, "Go ahead with it on

iz basis, showing him a proof." I remarked that the author would probably

:ze to register a protest. "I doubt it," he replied, and he was right.

.is initial experience rather worried me,. as I to confront parallel diffi-

r1ties with other bulletins? But thereafter it was rare indeed that any

:jctio whatever occurred between the publications office and the authors

bulletins, There seemed to be an almost unanimous acceptance of the dis-

erested attitude of the editors and their sincere desire to be of service.

T'To impressive illustrated booklets had been issued before I cain the

3t, entitled Dinifrinfyin Industries, publis1d in May 1911, in two

:lrs With large type and fine photo engravings, edited by Elmer G. Petercn,

fessor of Bacteriolor the second,under the same title, published in

V 1912, edited by George W. Peavy, Professor of Forestry. Both were dis-

ished publications covering briefly the work of the entire institution.
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The movement for improving rural life that had been agitating thoughtful

. jn the United States f or a decade reached its climax in President

Roosevelt's appointment of a rural life commission in 1912 to visit

rope. Said President Roosevelt, "I want to see our education directed more

mare toward training boys and girls back to the farm and the shop, so

they will be first-rate farmers, first-rate merchants, fit to work with

head and to work with the hands; and realizing that work with the hands

j just as honorable as work with the head." Dr. Hector Mac pherson of Oregon

.ite College was a member of this rural life commission. This movement sugges-

the theme about which I presented the service of the College in the booklet

. 1913, which was entitled "The Enrichment of Rural Life." The essential

uage of the booklet is summarized in the following quotation:

The service aims at the enrichment of rural life in three ways:
Economically, Socially, Spiritually. Economically, because material
resources lie at the foundation of efficiency and pager, ... Socially,
because happiness is communicative, and because the narrowness of social
life in the country has been one of the chief causes of the exodus of
youth from the farm. Spiritually, because GOd made the country,t' as he
made man, aspiring toward a loftier realization of the miracle of life.

The next booklet, The Life Career, published in 1914, was the first of

I leries of vocational guidance booklets, which ultimately included eleven

:tles. The legislature of 1913 having cut off the regular appropriations

the experiment stations, thus depriving the principal research work of

' of support, the booklet of 1913 was devoted to an exposition

t}e wide and i1nDortari benefits of research throughout the institution

er the title of The Trail Blazers. The legislature at it's next meeting

'Ored the experiment station appropriations. 'Then the millage tax cam-

Was under way in 1920, a booklet entitled ducation following
a devoted to ',orship, was designed to show the economic as well as
rdtual values to be derived from higher education.
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in the meantime Uniting Learning in 1916 emphasized one of Dr.

fundamental ideas of the value of land-grant college training as corn-

.a with the usual college course of the generation drawing to a close.

to e in 1917, and 0.5.0. - U.S.A. 1918, emphasized the unity

action between the land-grant institutions and the Feder1 govermnent

r.tri respect not only to military training
through the R.O.T.C. but with

.espect also to agricultural production, engineering enterprises, and life

the home and on the farm.

Following 1921, the vocational guidance type of booklet was emphasized

nr I y

'rn year to year,jthrouh a general treatment in the booklet Training

ations in 1921, and in the booklet of 1924 entitled A Lib8ral and Practica 1

but also through specialized training in the distinctive fields

4 the State College beginning with 1925 and extending through 1930. ong

e latter the following were recognized throughout the country as definite

::tributions to vocational guidance literature and. were listed as authorita-

.ve reference books in their respective fields: Co11ee Girl

25, !!s 1927, and What Can a Woman Do with Hone Economics Train-

, all three by Zelta Feike Rodenwold; ScienQr Service, 1926, Scienc,

to Edution, 1928, What Career, 1928, and Occupations for ,Agri-

itura11y Trained, 1930, by Edwin T. Reed; Landscape Architec, 1929, by

Lthur L. Peck; and Shall I Choose Engineering, 1929, by Harry L. Rogers.

re were chers also on aviation, pharmacy, and forestry issued in various

The fact that these publications were not mere "rruiting" bulletinE

.Siued to increase enrollment, but genuinely informing circulars with the

t.POse of helping students to learn their own aptitudes and general resources

SUcceeding in a particular line of education, was pointedly illustrated by

affect of Dean Rogex( bulletin, Shall CjQ.e nineering. This
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A

b1icat10na by stressing the absolute need of the engineering student f or

in xrthematics and ability for abstract thinking, actually reduced

ezirollmel1t of freshmen students in engineering. B ut it had the coin-

.sating effect, also, of reducing the nwnber of fatalities in the progress

freshman to sophomore standing.

With the unification of all educational institutions in the State system

1932? institutional publications were discontinued, curricular announcements,

,,:rance information, reports, etc.4 emanating from the central Division of

;fcrmation associated with the Chancellorts Office. As a consequence the

Agricultural College Bulletin, a monthly second-class publication,

e discontinued. Since this series of bulletins occasionally carried re-

tilts of general research, independently of the research publioations of the

Licultural Experiment Station and the Engineering Experiment Station, which

'eeccntinued as theretofore published, Dr. Charles D. Byrne, Director of

:!ortjon, and Dr. Frederick M. Hunter, Chancellor, took the initiative in

's&blishing a new type of research publication at the State College, to

tr&11ed a similar series at the University of Oregor namely, the"Oregon

hate Monographz. Up to 1944, eighteen Issues of publication had been issued

4 Circulated throughout the country -to university and college libraries and

ientifjc foundations. The monographs have not only brought considerable

s-eatige to the State College as a center of scholarly research, but have

fLiulated initiative on the part of faculty members in the prosecution of

l3es.roh projects within the distinctive fields of the institution.
The Agricultural Experiment Station and its ten branch stations located

St1iteg centers throughout the State regularly issue publications embody-
the results of research in agriculture and Home Economics. Under Director
S T. Jardine, the various publications were classified as follows, a very
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scrutiny of all issues being exerted in order to insure the integrity

each publication:

The Station Bulletins include reports and monographs on research
and experimental investigations conducted at the central station or at
the several branch stations. The Station also issued a series of Home
Economics Bulletins, Technical Bulletins, Ciroulars, a mimeograph
series of Circulars of Information, and occasional pamphlets and reports.
single copies of experiment station publications are supplied free to
residents of Oregon who request them.

Extension publications issued 000peratively by the United States Depart-

i; of Agriculture and. t1 State College Extension Service in Agriculture and

!e Economics, include the following types of bulletins and circu].ars:

The Federal Cooperative Extension Service publishes a series of
bulletins meeting the demand for scientific knowledge in popular form,
especially with reference to its application to everyday life. The
subjects covered by these publications include the various phases of
agriculture, agricultural economics, home economics, agricultural
engineering, and applied science. A series of Outlook Circulars deals
with t outlook in respect to major lines of agricultural production.
Twenty-one different series of 4-H Club Bulletins are issued. The
Extension Service also publishes occasional miscellaneous circulars,
posters, and reports. Single copies of extension bulletins are
supplied free to residents of Oregon who request them.

The Engineering Experiment Station has for many years issued research

1ications devoted to problems in engineering, forestry, miningand similar

e1ds. Most of these have been financed through various associations and

tieering foundations, through business firms seeking unbiased and scien-

ic solution of their problems, and by comparatively small sums of money

Lropriated by the State College or the unified System. The publications

L-e Classified in three series; namely, Bulletins, Circulars, and Reprints,

Orting progress in engineering research. The engineering publications

distributed at cos-t on request.

All publications that present the results of reaearch and creative

Olarship at the State College, except those issued through the Agricul-

al Experiment Station, are under the general administration of the State
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.ege Publications Corrunittee. The Committee also has control over any

1.5ject-matter periodicals that may be issued by the institution. Members of

e committees 1944-45,a.re: E. C. Gilbert, chairman; D. M. Goode, secretary;

s. Besse S. H. Graf; and E. L. Packard.

Student Publications

The mt influential of student publications at Oregon State College,

eBarOmet0r, was started as a magazine, periodically issued, in March 1896.

:; coutinued as a monthly publication until 1906. In September of that year

became a weekly and continued as such until December 1909, when it was

jsued semiweekly. In June 1922, it was issued daily five time a week, no

isue being published on Sunday honda1. In the year 1929-30 the paper ex--

tMed from a seven-column publication to the standard eight column size of

'. aetropolitan dailies. In the same year, the editor of the Barometer, for-

riy elected by the student body a-b the regular annual elections, was appointed

:he Publications Board, which was conposed mostly of students with a few

ers representing the faculty, the Chairman of the Student Interests Commit-

ie, the head of the Journalism department, and the head of the department of

t.lcatjons. Some of the notable editors of the Barometer in the course of

i fifty years of development, who afterwards attained distinction in journal-

literature, administrative functions and allied fields, were Dennis Stovall,

. Aldrich, Erwin B. Lemon, Freeman Mason, Frank L. Ballard, Eric nglund,

4?ard Mainwaring, warren Reid, and Richard Barss. among the students who

i?yed as nagers of the publication the following y be mentioned as out-

t4ing;
Robert Vfl.thycombe, irthur Blanohard, Harold Robinson, Ezra ,febb,

Donald Ec1nan.

The College annual, originally called AYSEJ), win first issued in
:j

later called TL and finally, in 1915-16, following the
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of Midwestern States such as Michigan (Te olverie), 'Jisoonsin

a4gr) and Minnesota (The Gopher), T It has been regularly

.1ied sjflC6 1906-07. Like similar publications in colleges throughout the

.-try, its distinctive character, which was formerly both literary and

;ctori9.1i has become in recent years almost exclusively pictorial, the domin-

of color photography being particularly noticeable during the past fewyears.

the editors of the EAVwho have made notable business and professional

iccrds since graduation may be mentioned Godfrey Hoerner, Richard 7ierner,

:atzde Palmer, Ursel Narver, Allan Rinehart, Philip Brandt, and Ed Allworth.

ng the managers who have made distinguished records the following are noted:

ereflo Brett, Emil Seibert, Earl Price, Mansfield Howells, and Martin Blakely.

QQ ,1, a college comic, illustrated with drawings and halftones,

a short existence from 1920-21 to 1927-28. potable editors were George

:;p8r and John Hanla, and notable managers, Homer Roberts and Lindsey Spighb.

THE LAJiPLIGHTER, initiated by students in Professor Peterson's English

ases, has had a fortunate and ccatinuous development since 1934-35. It

vu a successor to a previous literary magazine called The Manuscript,

'.1ch had a career of only one academic year, 1926-27. Dr. Peterson had not

ly served as faculty adviser for the publication, but has supplemented this

'&:ab1e service by providing a complete printing plant, established in the

:ueent of his residence, including a linotype a'Gl1 as a press.

has thus provided an outlet for literary expression, in both prose and

but has served also as a laboratory in creative effort in drawing,

'OC making, printing, editing, advertisingand circulating a publication.

Several school publications, which were devoted to the special interests

a Particular division of college work, have had more or less continuous

"lopment since 1908. In that year QN OUNTRYMA1'I was launched in
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School of Agrjou].ture. In 1912 it divided its attention between agricul-

re
and home economics with joint editors from the two schools. It continued

monthly periodical until 1929, when it was suspended, as an incident of

eorganizati0n program. Resumed in 1935 as TB AC-RICULTtJRJ.L JOURNAL, it

.j continued to be the ecponent of the schools of Agriculture and Home Econ-

as interpreted by the students. Among the editors of the 9J.Q..QM COUX-

were such outstanding men as John Cooter, Howard Belton, Norval Carnie,

urtner, mil Anderson, and Wayne Fisk. Among its managers were Frederick

. Griffin, Brooks Hogan, D. C. Howard, Dale Richards, Willette Murray, and

: Stewart.

TECHMICAL RECORD, which began as !tht Journa), Engineer-

in 1907-08, changed its name to tt5dent Eninee" in 1909-10, and finally

its present name in 1923224. It has served as an outlet for original

.xression of engineering ideas for both students and faculty melnbQrs in this

ad field of specialized training. In recent years it has had the benefit

t taculty counsel through Professor S. H. Graf, Director of Engineering

*5earoh. Among its editors Lynn Cronemiller, James OtNeil, John Garman,

L4 George Howie are remembered as notable, while its managers included such

.tstanding men as John Alexander, Bruce Morrison, and James Montgomery.

STUDENT DIRECTORY, which made its start as the Commercial Print

1915-16 and took its present name in 1920-21, has step by step limited

functions as a student publication until it now occupies only the field

' iSsuing twice a year a complete directory of all the students in the

Z5titution, with a supplementary section devoted to the faculty, giving the

department, telephone number, and resident address. Its editors

lUded such leaders as Edward C. .AJ.lworth, Bruce Myers, Marvin Wilbur,

bcrt Reichart, Ted Cramer, Lynn Sabin, Verne MeKinney, Larry Warren, and
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.jiton,and

Its managers included Irwin Betzel, Harold Chrisman, John

Mansfield Howells.

Alumni Pub licati ons

aong all the Oregon State College publications, the ones that have been

. effective in interpreting the institution, especially in critical situa-

..., are those that have been fostered by the Alumni .ssooiation. Under

,jcus names these have regularly kept in close touch with administrative

jcer8 of the college, have accepted and enthusiastically supported the

;:cies of these officers, and have presented the problems, as well as the

i:cp1ishments .f the institution, with a sympathetic and convincing spirit.

:icinning in 1915 as a bulletin-sized quarterly, the O.A.C. ALU21NTJ was con-

,ructively edited for the ensuing three years by Erwin B. Lemon, who grad-

.aed in 1911. Soon expanded to regulation magazine size, it was successively

ited by T. P. Cramer (1919-20) and G. R. Hoerner (1920-21) and then by

zta Feike, '1 who became Mrs. B. W. Rodenwold in 1924. She continued as

'.tor until 1927, when she returned to the School of Home Economics. Under

.: alert and vigorous direction the publication continued to develop, repre-

:i.;ing the interests of alumni in a broad and enthusiastic program, and

:Ylflg much attention to institutional progress and reviews of ocritemporary

Tents on the campus.

During the period when Major B. C. A].lworth served as Alumni Secretary

.&d several different editors who were in immediate charge of the Alumni

.ication, among them Philip Parrish, an accomplished journalist with

.zua1 literary abilities who handled the work during 1927-28, and Loring

:cIi, who became editor from 1927-28 to 1930, when he went to Hawaii. A.

James Moe, and Ed Erp served as editors uór the general super-

of the Secretary until 1937, when the monthly publication was suspended
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three years. During this interval, as an experiment, the BAR0LTER carried

week a special alumni news section, edited by Eunice Courtright in addi-

. to her duties as Records Clerk of the Association. In 1940 the monthly

1icati0n was restored under a new name, THE Q0i STATR, with Eunice

tright as editor, the Secretary, Warren Reid, regularly contributing a

,,tiOU devoted to official alumni policies.

Special issues of the alumni magazine that devoted attention to insti-

.ional matters of importance were the May issues of 1927 and 1929, the July

e of 1929, devoted to the dedication of the Memorial Union, the June issue

. 1932, honoring Dr. Kerr's twenty-five years of service as President of the

:11ege, and the May issue of 1933, giving an exposition of the new curricular

:am as established by the new State Board of Tigher Education. Prom 1933

zvard each issue of the Alumni magazine contained a summary of the rulings

4 official actions of the unified board as analyzed by Professor John

...tner, whose reports were authorized by Dr. Byrne, Secretary of the Board.

In all these student and alumni publications President Kerr always mani-

sted a sympathetic and intrriediate interest, as he did also in official publi-

i:ion.s. The editors, as a rule, voluntarily sought his counsel and cooperation,

ch he was regularly ready to give. To all of them, directly or indirectly,

-' nade it plain that he expected them to uphold the traditions and ideals of

' college community. If they failed to do so, deliberately or inadvertently,

investigation promptly followedand responsibility f or the infraction was

ermined in accordance with the facts. Rarely indeed was there any occasion

serious concern with the majority of the periodicals. 0RAIG 2was

rtotab1 exception, the example of similar publications in other institu-

being such that a college comic readily fell into a strain of so-called
r that was quite intolerable to President Kerr's sense of social decency.
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this publication had a brief and somewhat turbulent existence of only

,t years. Even so, if the files of TI ORG]GE O1L were compared vth

of other college comics for the sarr period, they could hardly be

.-uded as less objectionable, though perhaps not so boldly original.

ay were simply not in harmony with the high ethical standards of the

.5tjtUtiOfl.
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CRAPTER XV

TEE KA.NSAS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EPISODE

As an example of how Dr. Kerr could become the "storm center"1 in any
situation that broadly concerned the State Agricultural College, the 1917
episode that involved the election of a successor to President Waters, who
announced his retirement fra the presidency of Kansas Agricultural College,
was conspicuous. Evidence seemed conclusive that Dr. Kerr was the outstand-
ing col1ee president whom the Kansas student body, faculty, and alumni had
determined upon as Dr. Waters' successor, and the State Administrative Board
appeared to concur in this conclusion. At the annual convention of the Land
Grant Colleges and Universities in Washington the impression prevailed gener-
ally that Dr. Kerr would be selected. A premature newspaper dispatch stating
that he had been offered the position, however, subsequently evoked a positive
denial from the Board. The situation that followed was marked by decisive
evidences of loyalty to Dr. Kerr on the one hand and by violent denunciation
of him on the other. Confidential testimony that could have vindicated Dr.
Kerr immediately if made public, he declined to allow the newspapers to publish.

Nineteen seventeen was a significant year for the land-grant institutions

of Jmerica. The United States, having declared war on Germany in the spring

of that year, called upon the colleges and universities of the country to do

their utmost in furthering the Government's program for prosecuting the war.

The 1and-grantjnstjtutions, in particular, were immediately designated as

leaders in the campaign for food production, conservation and utilization of

natural rescurces, recruiting of engineering and other technical personnel,

and utilizing all home facilities in the vise use of foods, clothing, and

human energy. By the time the annual ccmvention of the Association of Land-

Grant Colleges and Universities was scheduled at Washingtn, D.C., for the

middle of November, the various programs had all got definitely under way.

What each institution was doing, however, and what the various research coia-

mitties of the Association had found to be most worthy of recommendation, were

magnets that drew an especially large and representative attendance of leaders

to the convention.

1Consult chapter COCV, quotation from C. C. Chapman's Oregon Voter.
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on October 6 President Kerr received a letter from Dr. if. M. Jardine,

Dean of the Division of Agriculture and Director of the Experiment Station

at the Kansas State Agricultural College, in which he said:

Within the last ten days, President Waters has decided to give up
the Presidency of this institution to become managing editor of the
Kansas City Star and Times. He will remain here until the first of
the year. I have just had a talk with him.

The Board will go outside this institution and the state to secure
a successor to President Waters. I do n know whether you would be
interested in the position. The Board expects to attend the Association
meeting in Washington in November.

I feel quite sure that you will be favorably considered and I am
ccnfident that you would be very agreeable to President Waters.

The College is the most influential institution in the state
and its prestige abroad is growing with every year. Personally, I
should like to have you consider the presidency here favorably.

To this President Kerr replied in a personal letter October 10 as

follow-s:

I am just in receipt of your letter. Whatever future developments
might bring, I appreciate your expressions of cnfidence. My present
plan is to attend the meetings at Washington in November. I shall be
glad to see you t}re.

It occurs to me that you may be interested in knowing something
of our opening this year. ... Unsettled conditions generally and the
large number of high school graduates who have enlisted in the army
and navy, particularly the latter, we feared would result in a much
smaller freshman class this year than last. The registration for the
first two days, howevcr,gjves us within two of the number of old stu-
dents returning that there were at the corresponding time last year.
Besides, there are on the cempus a large number of former students
whose registration has not yet been completed. The number of freshmen
during the first two days is 689; total registration, 1240. This is
an exceptionally good opening, far beyond anything we had reason to
expect. The prospects for the year are bright.

We are just constructing a large new Library Building, which will
be completed sometime during the secaid semester. The new Veterinary
Building is nearing completion, and will be ready for use about November
1. The new Horticultural Products Building, which will be used for
investigational and instructional wk in by-products, is just ready
for the roof and will be completed within a few weeks.

President Henry Jackson Waters, who had been executive head of Kansas
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5tate Co11ec since 1909, having announced his determination to rotire, Ex-

Governor Edward Wallis Hocli, chairman of the State Board of Mministration,

as reported through the columns of the Cansas Industrialist, official weekly

periodical of the institution, stated that he and other members of the

governing board would go to Washington to look over the college presidents

of the country and pick out the biggest man. At his suggestion, also as

reported by the .Erdustrialist the alumni of Kansas Agricultural College

were invited to survey the entire field of suitable candidates and make a

recommendation of their choice to the board.'

The selection of a college president is usually conducted with as little

publicity as possible. Rarely, if ever, does the governing board of an insti-

tution of higher learning elect a man to such an office without preliminary

interviews and conferences at thich all the essential factors of tenure,

salary, and perquisites are quite definitely determined, as well as the

fundamental qustiofi of the candidate's willingness to accept the offer, if

tendered him. Any information concerning board preferences that may leak out

before final arrangements have been definitely concluded is likely to prove a

disadvantage to the governing board as well as embarrassing to the men whom

it hae under consideration for the presidency. Even the initial declaration

of the Kansas Board of Administration "to go outside this institution and

the state" to find a successor to President Waters had its disadvantages,

as events demonstrated. It aroused some criticism on the pwt of Kansas

educational leaders,who felt that local men had been overlooked or disregarded.

In addition to the four or more state institutions of higher education in the

state, there were at least a score of other institutions, all of which seem

1Kansas Industrialist, December 5, 1917.
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to have had on their faculties men who regarded themselves or their friends

as amply qualified to direct the destinies of Kansas State College. As a

consequence, criticism of the Board, though somewhat guarded, was quite

general.

In the neantine things wero happening in Washingtcn. D.C. Dean Honrietta

Calvin, Specialist in Home Economics, United States Bureau of Bducation, and

acting president of the Kansas State College Alumni Association, responding

to Chairman Hoch's invitation to the alumni to cooperate in the selection of

'a new president, had set in motion the machinery for obtaining alumni opinion.

Roy E. arshall, a graduate of Qregon State College, who was a member of the

faculty of the Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College and Polytechnic

Institute, as Extension Horticulturist, found himself frequently interviewed

'by members of the convention who wanted to know all about Dr. W. J. Kerr.

Ainong them was his official chief, Director Jesse M. Jones, in charge of

Blacksburg's Excnsion Service. Director Jones called Iarshall from one of

the meetings he was attending and spent twenty iminutes in learning about

President Kerr, Others appeared to be equally interested. All were discovered

:.later to be graduates of Kansas State College. Director Jones, in fact, was

on a special committee appointed by the A].uinni Association to summarize

opiions expressed by members of the association.1

0. D. Center, Director of the Extension Service of Oregon Agricultural

College, also found that there was a very wide and keen interest in Dr. Kerr

among Kansas State College Alumni in attendance at the convention. He appeared,

at their request, before a committee representing the alumni association in the

States Relations Office of the United States Department of Agriculture, to

1See Appendix L, Voluntary letter from Roy E. Marshall.
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assist them in providing information concerning certain questions that had

been prepared as a basis for comparing the merits of educators who were being

investigated on behalf of tho State Board of Administration. The members of

this committee recording Director Center's replies were i1r. W. D. Working, of

the States Relations Service, and fr. H. F. Hunt of the United States Forest

Service. This committee had arranged a score card, with the aid of which they

wore comparing the executives who, they explained, were being considered for

the position of President of Kansas State Agricultural College. Director Center

spent one-half hour or more in comference with these men, replying to their

questions a8 applied to Dr. Kerr and two others of the five or more men named

on the list. Dr. Kerr was the man to whom. the committee were giving the great-

est attention. Ultimately the information thus collected for the score cards

was classified,and the nominees for the presidency were cataloged in accordance

with the data so summarized. President Kerr's name stood at the head of the iist2
Dean Ava B. Milam, head of the school of Home Economics at Oregon State

College, met Dean Calvin on November 15 in Washington and experienced some-

thing of a shock when Dean Calvimi said to her, "Oregon Agricultural College

will lose President Kerr. At the Alumni luncheon given in honor of Dr. Waters

I sat between Chairman Hoch and another: member of the Board of Administration,

and both of them assured me they wore strg for President Kerr. They will

arrange an interview with him to offer him the Presidency. Kansas can offer

such inducements that Oregon cannot meet them. You are sure to lose your

president"2

Miss Anna M. Turley, Extension Specialist in Home Economics at Oregon

Agricultural College, in a conference during the convention with President

'See Appendix M. letter of 0. D. Center.
2See Appendix
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Vinthrop B. Stone of Purdue University and Director George Irvine Christie

of the Extension Service of the same institution, was told by one of them,

with the concurrence of the other, that President Kerr was being seriously

considered by the Kansas Agricultural College Board of Administration as

president of that institution and would doubtless be their final choice as

successor to Dr. Waters.'

When fresidnt Kerr arrived in Washington, Dr. Jardine had a conference

with him. President Waters also made appointments with him, and he was fre-

quently contacted inforina.11y by alumni of the Kansas Agricultural College,

and had occasional visits with members of the Administrative Board and

other educational leaders of Kansas. President Waters, after asking Dr.

Kerr if he would be willing to come to a conference with the Kansas Board,

arranged a meeting so that all three members of the Board could confer with him

concerning the prime purpose that brought them to the Washington conventio

namely, to obtain a cuccessc- to President Waters. Near the close of the

convention, following this conference, the Kansas Board of Administration

held a meeting, attended by a few prominent educational leaders in Kansas,

and reached the conclusion that among all the executives interviewed during

the week, Dr. Kerr, in their estimation, stood first. Reports of this con-

clus ion were soon current among the delegates at the convention. In confer-

ence with President Kerr, Dr. Jardine himself confirmed the Board's state-

ments, saying that he stood above any others under consideration, and that

the Board would pay 9,OOO at least, and probably lO,OOO.

On November 17, a brief news item from Washington, D C.1 appearing in

western newspapers, reported that Dr. W. J. Kerr had been offered the presidency

1Sàe Appendix 0.
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of Kansas Agricultural College. On Sunday, November 18, the Oregonian carried

a dispatch from the national capital that read in part as follows:

The Presidency of Kansas Agricultural College, paying a salary of
9,OOO a year, has been offered to President William J. Kerr of the
Oregon Agricultural College by members of the Kansas Board of Regents,
now in Washington. Professor Kerr, before leaving for home today, told
the Kansans he would take their offer under advisement, but gave them
no definite promise.

These messages on the seventeenth and eighteenth of November were the

first intimations that the state of Oregon received of the possible danger of

losing Dr. Kerr to Kansas, though members of the State College faculty had

received personal messages from friends who reported their fears that Kansas

might win Dr. Kerr away from Oregon. The response of the newspapers was prac-

tically unanimous in expressing regret at the prospect, and in advocating

decisive measures to induce Dr. Kerr to remain at his poet in Oregon. The

tiIrst issue of the Barometer following these reports was on Tuesday, November

20. The college paper carried a two-column head, "Kansas Wants Dr. Kerr,"

with a subhead"Salary at least 9,OOO." The nssages that appeared date-

lined Washington were reprinted, including the Oregonian's Sunday statement.

Another leading front-page article, with a display headline, "Marvelous Growth

Has Marked Dr. Kerr's Athninitration," summarized some of the evidences of

progress that had distinguished the ten years of Dr. Kerr's period of service

as head of Oregon Agricultural College. Some of the items that were played

up, with explanatory comment, were the growth in student enrollment from 735

to 1,848 in regular degree courses and a total of 3,797, including short courses

and summer session; a faculty increase from .46 to 311; an increase in college

lands at Corvallis from 224 to 349 acres; a doubling of t} number and value

of college buildings; and an increase in entrance requirements from two years

of high school preparation to the full four years of the High school curriculum.
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Executive and Student Body, where the
respect, arid unshaken confidence and
at this time of national unrest and t
inimical to the best interests of

In the issue of November 23 the Barometer carried a heading, clear

across the top of the first page, "Don't Leave Us, Mr. President. Vie Need

You Now." Editorially the paper observed that "The question of the day is,

Lill Dr. Kerr accept the offer of the presidency of Kansas Agricultural.

College." Under a heading "Sentiment of Alumni," the graduates of the Col-

lege declared that they would make every effort to induce Dr. Kerr to remain

at his post in Oregon. "No college president," declared the article, tcOUld

possibly be held in higher esteem by the alumni of the institution; no college

president enjoys a higher percentage of personal friendships among alumni,

and no president will ever receive a more sincere appeal to continue in his

present position than will be accorded President Kerr by the graduates of

Oregon Agricultural College. These are facts which we hope will offset any

inducements Kansas can offer," In the same issue of the Barometer, in a

box centered on the front page and printed in large type, appeared a resolu-

tion by the College Faculty,some elements of which were the following:

Resolved that by reason of the compatible and harmonious rela-tions existing between Executive and Faculty, as well as between
re is mutual trust, reciprocal
faith, a separation, especially
hreatened danger, would be

the institution.

On another page of the same issue of the student newspaper appeared an

article with, a one-col, head, "Kansas Offer Causes Anxiety." In this art-.

ide, fostered by members of the alumni association, three special induce-

:ments were advocated as means of encouraging such a general movement as would

induce Dr. Kerr to remain in Oregon: (1) to awaken the state to the danger

of losing so constructive a factor in the progress of Oregon; (2) to show

how wide and genuine is the confidence in Dr. Kerr; (3) to show, by personal,

human contact "how deep-seated and genuine is the love of his students,
faculty, and his townspeople not only for his example as president but also
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for his personality and ideals as a man." Finally, in the same issue of

the Barometer, appeared a set of resolutions, boxed on the editorial page,

as adopted by the Student Asseriibly. Altogether, a very convincing appeal.

In the ineantine President Kerr, learning that his son Horace had been

111 at Denver, left the convention at the national capitol as soon as the main

program was over. Writing of his return trip from Washington, Mr Jensen,

ecutive Secretary, in a meniorandun prepared and recorded at the time) said:

President Kerr stopped at Denver one day, to visit his son
Horace, Director of the United States Bureau of Markets for Colorado,
whom he found carrying an excessive burden of work, due to the death
of one of his associates. President Kerr then continued his journey
to Oregon, stopping overnight at the home of his daughter at Mosier
(Hood River). Here he received his first information about the news-
paper article stating that he had been offered the presidency of the
Kansas Agricultural College. This information was only by oral report,
however, as he had not yet seen the news story itself, or any news-
paper comment regarding the matter.1 He arrived home at noon on
November 28 (Wednesday). I met him in AJbany. One of the first
things he asked me was just what the demonstration at the College
was, remarking that the whole situation was very embarrassing, that
no newspaper statement should have appeared, and that under the
circixastances there was practic11y nothing that he could do.

In the Barometer for that day appeared an announcement with a one-colnn

head at the left of the front page, "Dr. Kerr Will Return Today," with sub-

heads indicating that a reception and convocation had been arranged to welcome

the chief executive, with the regents, faculty, students, and townspeople

taking part, and the band and madrigal club appearing on the program, which

'was in charge of Dean Peavy as presiding officer. The program was outlined

as follows; the Cadet band and the Madrigal club providing musical featuresj

£.thur Clark, leading Corvallis attorney speaking for the townspeople; Percy

Cupper, engineer from Salem and vice-presidt of the alumni association,

Speaking for the Alumni; Ted Cramer, president of the Student Body, speaking

'Here he learned also that plans were under way at Corvallis to hold a
eneral convocation of students, faculty, alumniand townspeople to welcome

home.



for the Students; Dean A. B. Cordley, speaking for the Faculty; Dean Fawcett,

speald.ng for the women of the College and Corvallis; J. K. Weatherford, presi-.

dent of the Board of Regents, speaking for the governing board; "The Campus

Spirit Speaks" by llrs. Vena flickard Clark,'l2; and finally, response by

president Kerr.

I am sure," said Dr. Kerr, with his usual smiling self-
possession after all these five-minute encomiums, "that you
overestimate ti-ic importance of the work of a single individual
in contemplating the future. In this impromptu way it is in-
possibl for me in fitting terms to express my feeling with
regard to this occasion and an appreciation and response to all
that has been said. Certainly no one more than a president of
23 years standing, serving in an executive capacity in college
work, can appreciate more than I do the dependence of a college
presidnt upon regemts, faculty, alumni, students and the
people for any success he may have or the institution with which
he may be connected. I therefore shall be most happy only when
you, my colleagues and friends, join in the honor of this
splendid reception and demonstration. I appreciate it more
than I can express as indicating your confidence and. good jfll

The next day, Thursday, was Thanksgiving day. Wrote 11r. Jensen:

:Durjng that day a telegram had come from Deiwer advising that
Horace was very ill. President Kerr spent considerable tine the
next day in getting into cognuiiication with Irs. Horace Kerr
at Denver and with his son-in-law in Wyoming, suggesting that the
latter go to Denver at once.

On the following day he took Ni's Kerr to Portland and started
her on the way to Denver, that she might be with Horace. President
Kerr felt that conditLons were such, in view of the fact that he had
been away for some weeks,' that it was practically impossible for him
to get away longer just then.. ... He very much regretted that
Nrs. Kerr should go alone, as she had been ill, ... but Mrs. Kerr
was determined to go.

':The next days were days of strain and anxiety for President.
Kerr; he gave little time to other than the most urgent official
matters; there were scores of letters and telegrams urging him to
remain in the Oregon position; he considered none of these during
these days, but they remained on his desk untouched.

:As the days went by the telegrams from Denver advising of
Horace's condition were more discouraging. On December fifth,
Wednesday, at noon a telegram came announcing Horace's death.

"A Regemt's meeting had been called for Saturday, December 8,
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to meet at two o'clock. President Kerr was present
until about three-thirty, when he left on the Oregon
for Portland, to meet Nrs. Kerr, who was to arrive t
evening with the body of Horace. On account of late
body Could not be brought to Corvallis that evening,
frc.m Portland was made on the morning of Sunday, the
funeral was in the afternoon of that day."

ri have great faith in the futur
College. I like the countxy; I like
id.nd to me. In trying to do my part
to make Oregon Agricultural College o
of the State, I have had a growing co
unlimited resources of the Pacific
and her Agricultural College are i
together, and it is a great satisf
development,"

V

at the meeting
Electric train
here that
trains the
but the trip
ninth. The

Horace was characterized by one of Denver's leading newspapers as "One

of America's most capable experts.I The Governor of Colorado said of him,

tj5 services to the State of Colorado have been invaluable. He was a

young man of remarkable ability,"

It is obvious from these sad events that when President Icerr met with the

Board of Regents on Saturday he was preoccupied and deiressed by this domestic

tragedy. Nevertheless he explained to the Board, with candid composure, the

conditions in Washington that had probably given the basis of the newspaper

dispatch. He made it quite clear to the Board, however, that he had not been

definitely offered the presidency of Kansas State College by the Board; that

the newspaper dispatch was unfortunate and abortive, and that he had in no way

been responsible for it;,rthat he had not been interviewed for publication

regarding the Kansas position, and did not know of the published report until

it was brought to his attention here in Oregon. Regarding the situation, by

and large, he said:

e of Oregon and her Agricultural
the people. Both have been
for the past ten years in helping
f fullest service to the people
nviction of the varied and almost

Northwest. The future of Oregon
nseparable; they will develop
action to have some part in that

i December 12 the Barometer jubilantly came out with an extra, printed

Ofl good, book paper, announcing that Dr. Kerr would remain as president of Oregon

Iigricui College, and stating that faith in Oregon was the deciding factor
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jn the president's decision. J. K. Weather.ford, president of the board of

regents, was quoted as saying, with commendable pride, "We have saved to

Oregon one of the greatest college presidents in America." The salary the

Board had agreed upon was reported to have been $8,iiOO.

In the meantime the Washington dispatch of November 17 that had caused so

much anxiety in Oregon and set in motion, with the urgent approval of practi-

cally all the newspapers of the state, the movement that had thus resulted in

the jubilant attitude of the students, faculty, and regents of Oregon Agricul-

tural College, had also evidently aroused unusual excitement in Kansas. The

criticisms of the4Board broke out with fortissimo emphasis. Among all the edu-

cational executives of the Sunflower State, was there no one imposing enough to

attract the attention of the Board of Administration? Must the board, in order

to find a successor to President Waters, go way out on the Pacific Coast, rather

than take a comprehensjve view of the broad state of Kansas? The big agricul-

tural state, with its many educational leaders, was plainly quite agitated

except for the Kansas Agricultural College. That institution knew what it

wanted, and calmly went ahead expressing its preference, which was for William

Jasper Kerr.

On November 2 President Koch, on beha]..f of the Board of Administration,

made a statement in a Topeka daily denying that the Board had offered President

Kerr the presidency of Kansas Agricultural College. This did not appear

greatly to disturb Kansas State Agricultural College, f or the student publica-

tion continued to play up Dr. Kerr as its favorite prospect for the presidency.

When Professor C. I. Lewis, Horticulturist at Oregon State College, visited

Kansas Agricultural College on December first, five days after the publication

of President Eoch's statement, he found that members of the Horticultural

faculty were advocating President Kerr as the best prospect to succeed Dr. Waters.
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In conference wi th Dr. Wm. N. Jardine, Dean of Agriculture and Director of

the Experiment Station, lie was assured by Dr. Jardine, who conversed freely

concerning Dr. Kerr as a prospective successor to Dr. Iaters, that he was "a

very strong man" in the presidential situation, and added with earnestness, "I

1
am doing all I can to get him here." As late as December 3, when 0. D. Center,

Director of the Extension Service at Oregon Agricultural College, arrived in

Nanhattan to confer with members of the faculty, he picked up the local evening

paper, the }'iarihattan Mercury, and noted a leading article, featuring Dr. Kerr's

name in the headlines, in which it was distinctly stated that he appeared to be

the leading man among those who were being considered for the presidency.2

r1r. Ce iM
Dean Johnson and Professor Call, both of whom e visited, spoke to hiiaof the

possibility of Oregon Agricultural College losing its president to the Kansas

institution. Thus the citizens of Manhattan and the college community of

Kansas Agricultural College in general did not seem to take very seriously the

denial of President Hoch made on November 2.

The situation among certain interests and individuals in Oregon, however,

was quite dffferent. Those who, because of jealousy or misconception, had been

ready to pounce on any incident, however trivial, or any event, however remote,

to try to discredit Dr. Kerr, seized upon this denial as their golden opportunity.

The most aggressive of these enemies of Dr. Kerr and the Agricultural

College (no other tenn can adequately indicate their attitude) was Chaxles H.

Fisher, Regent of the UniverLty of Oregon, and part owner and editor of the

Salem Capitol Journal. Through this publication, immediately after the

Washington dispatch announcing that Dr. Kerr had been offered the presidency

'Dr. Jardine was a former student of Dr. Kerr' s at Utah State Agricultural
College, and subsequently a member of his faculty there. See Professor Lewj
Lette, Appendix

See Appendix M, Letter of 0. D. Center to President J. K. Weatherford.
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of Kansas State Agricultural College, Regent Fisher began an attack on President
Kerr that Continued for three months, opening up the siege before any other
agencies had uttered a word of criticism and prolonging it long after the
Regents of the College had published a conclusive statement of the essential
facts in the case and made it clear that they were not bo be moved from the
stand they had taken in advancing Dr. Kerr's salary, though he had declined
to accept any raise until the beginning of the regular fiscal year in July.
In his initial editorial, Saturday, Novenber 2)4, Regent Fisher threw out the
first barbed arrow by WritLng: "President Kerr of O.A.C. may be working a
clever scheme to raise his meager salary of ;7,OOO a year up to the Kansas
mark of 9,0oo." from then on till January 31, 1918, he published in the
Capitol Journal thirtyfour articles and editorials, varying in length and
prominence from a threeco1, spread in large type to a few lines, invariably
mentioning Dr. Kerr's name nith invidious implications. Such expressions as
"Kerr bluffIuKerrIs Kansas Camo1ag "the big college that never makes a
public financial statement?,J "the Kerr Fak
Salary grá

treasury raictfJ etc., were characteristic of these editorials, reiterated with
venomous emphasis with the obvious intent to inflame the public against Dr.
Kerr and the College.

e organizatjo, which was evidt1y activated by Regent Fisher's
editorials, rushed into the passing of resolutions accusing Dr. Kerr of dupli-.
City and the Board of connivance in the duplicity. it readily enlisted the
aid of the Capitol Journal in publicly denouncing the Agricult College,
the board of regents, and President Kerr. This was the Pomona Grange of
liarion County, which was particularly hasty, aggressive, and abusive. The

Journal not only published the drastic resolutions issued by the

"false pretenses of the rankest ki
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o had full knowledge of all
President Kerrs salary was advance
practiced by anybody upon us or upo
President Kerr did not request any

Marion County Grange, but kept the pot boiling by getting successive statements

from President Hoch and another Kansas Board member. In his Topeka message to

the Kansas (Jr Star, Hoch had admitted that the Board of Administration met

President Kerr in an interview, but declared that "the matter of the presi-

dency of our school was not discussed in more than a casual In a

letter to the Capitol Journal of January 2S he flatly denied the statements

made by Dean Calvin regarding the alumni luncheon, and stated that 'fl mention

of President Kerr was made at this meeting and no member of the Board knew

that Mrs. Calvin was even acquainted with him." In some of his statements

he went so far as to say that President Kerr was not even considered for the

presidency of Kansas Agricultural College.

Quite evidently, either directly or indirectly, through the instigation
of Editor Fisher, Regent of the University, Mr. W. A. Dill, !'a meiber of the

Kansas University School of Journalism"1 wrote the Governor of Kansas-for a

statement to be used in a Kansas University publication. On Decether 18,

Charles H. Sessions, Secretary to the Governor, replied that the "press dis-

patch about Dr. Kerr being offered the presidency of the Kansas Agricultural

College was a pipe dream." The Capitol Journal publithed this letter in a

large three-co1umndjsp1ay on January 19, 1918.

In the January 1, l9l8jssue of the Barometer appeared an article headed

"Board of Regents Answers C1arges Against. Dr. Kerr." The essence of this Board

statement is as follows:

the facts before and at the time
d. No deception of any kind was
n the people of the State.
increase in salary. Our action

Quoted from the Capitol Journal, January 19, 1918. Dill graduated from
the School of Journalism of the Univrsity of Oregon.
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was taken on nature judgnent, reached after careful study of theentire situation. The Board has ample corroborative information
that President Kerr was urged to consider the presidency of the
Kansas Agricultural College at an increased salary, any statements
to the contrary notwithstanding.

It is not too much to say that the prospect of Dr. Kerr's
withdrawal from educational and public activities in Oregon was
viewed by the Board and by the State at large with no small measureof disquiet. The newspapers were practically a unit in an expression
that every proper measure should be taken by the Board of Regents
to keep President Kerr in his present place. Telegrams and letters,
literally by the hundreds, conveying the same message, caine to the
various mezers, and individual citizens made it their business to
interview the Regents for the same purpose.

Dr. Kerr appeared before the Board at its request, and
made a brief statement. It was to the effect that he was being
considered for the presidency of another institution. He explained,
however, that he had. not been elected to that position. He desired
to make it clear that wI:iatevcr action the Board might take should
not be on the basis of any opportunity he might have elsewhere.
Merrbers of the Board, he said, should consider the question solely
from the point of view of his value to the College and the State.
... that for his part, the question of opportunities for service
of the greatest value would be the more important factor

In the issue of January 22 the Barometer publidied an article headed

"Benton Grangers Uphold Dr. Kerx(li1,J with a subhead in which the resolutions of

the Pomona Grange of Marion County were called "misleading and defamatory."

In the sane issue of the student publication the students of Marion County

vigorously repudiated the resolutions of the Pomona Grange, ithich had gone so

far as to urge parents not to send their sons and daughters to Oregon Agri-

cultural (o11ege. Said the students, among other things:

.'.. the slanders heaped upon oin' President and O.S.C. are withoutfoundatjon..

. . e urge the people of Marion County and the State of Oregon to
take advantage of the opportunities offered their sons and daughters
of acquiring a higher education under the guidance of the man of
sterling character who has inspired all with whom he has come in con-tact to a higher Christian ideal.

Doris Sawyer
Rena Sholt
P. English
MJt. Kooremnan (Committee

Representing 80 students)
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In the meantime Dr. Kerr and the ecutive Office had received personal

communications from Kansas educational leaders giving the most positive testi-

mony that Dr. Kerr was the one outstanding man who had been under consideration

for the presidency of the Kansas Agricultural College--the one man, in fact,

that the college community desired and that the Board of Administration

evidently had in mind to select. These documents, shown in confidence to key

people, invariably quieted all doubts. Superintendent of Public Instruction

J. A. Churchill, who was ex-officio a member of the College Board of Regents,

took these letters and one other marked "in the strictest confidence" to

Edgar B. Piper, Editor of the Oregonian, undoubtedly the most influential

editor in Oregon. Instantly that he had read them, Nr. Piper smacked his

fist on his desk and exclaimed, "We'll publish the letters, and put an end

to the whole campaign of calumny&" But Nr. Churchill, with his characteristic

smile and quiet speech, replied, "But you Imow, Mr. Piper, President Kerr

would never c6nsent to thtI Nevertheless Mr. Piper had renewed confidence

in the position he had originally taken, as shown by an editorial in the

issue of January 13, 1918, part of which read as foflows:

EThe 9rec'onian haJ deemed the possible or probable loss of Dr.
Kerr to Oregon a serious matter and has said so several times.
If it has thereby offended certain pure and widefiled souls that have
an aspiration to get rid of Dr. Kerr and to retard the development of
a useful public institution, it can have no regrets. It is interested
in Oregon as a whole and the reasonable and proper development of all
its interests, and is not to be swayed from its duty to foster them
by personal jealousies or journalistic antagonisms, or state or
factional rivalries.

The newspapers in general took the sane attitude of confident tnist in

the integrity of President Kerr and the Board of Regents; and when Dr. William

Jardine, warni friend of Dr. Kerr and his avowed supporter and advocate as

Successor of Dr. Waters, was himself made acting president in January and

was finally elected President of Kansas State College on March 1, 1918, the

storm subsided immediately. Said C C. Chapman, editor of the Voterreferring

to President Kerr in his January issue of that publication: "Oregon is
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fortunate in being able to retain the services of a man of such high honor

and demonstrated ability as head of its great Agricultural College. The

slanderous attacks being made upon 1üm are not ich as deserve notice or reply."

There was a deter:nination on the part of the College community, however,

and especially on the part of alumni, to learn Just who was responsible for

instigating the attack on Dr. Kerr and the regents, and to note, if possible,

the motive for launching it, and for continuing it beyond the stage where

it could possibly do any good. Accordingly a committee of alumni and faculty

meiibers made a thorough review and survey of the whole situation. The result

was surprisingly simple, as the following report, filed with the Executive

Office, clearly indicates:

Who is back of this camrnaign against President Kerr and the College?

The Capitol Journal, edited and in part owned by Charles H.
Fisher, Regent of tlie University of Oregon, who has consistently main-
tained an attitude of enmity toward the Oregon Agricultural College;

The Eugene Guard, owned in part by Charles H. Fisher, and
edited by a graduate of the University of Oregon.

The 1Iedford-Hail-Tribune, edited by a University of Oregon
graduate, and an oII- e defamer of the Oregon Agricultural College.

(it) The Peridleton Tribune, edited by a graduate of the University
of Oregon.

(S) A few other graduates of the University of Oregon, such as
W. A. Dill, head of the School of Journalism in the University of Kansas.

The Capitol Journal, Salem, Oregon, of which Charles H. Fisher,
Regent of the Uiiiversity of Oregon, is Vice President and Editor, has
been the leader in the circulation of suspicion and incrimination and
in a mischievious effort to stir up such resentment in Kansas over
Dr. rr' a lack of interest in the Presidency of the Agricultural
College as to call forth denials of the fact that President Kerr was
considered for the position.

(a) Even before there was any challenge whatever, from any source,
of the news article from Washington reporting that President Kerr had
been offered the Presidency of the Kansas Agricultural College the
Capitol Jounial contained an editorial to the effect that President
1err was dotthtl'ess using the Kansas offer to boost his own salary.
This is in keeping with its attitude of always throwing suspicion
upon the College.



he Capitol Journal pubi
och, prësunably as
the College, dated Jan

(d) The Capitol Journal secured
University of Oregon, the letter writ
Charles II. Sessions, Secretary to the
it as a foil to the ove mentioned 1

I have your letter of December 2
of your enemies are still trying to c
of the statements that appeared in th
Portland papers relative to your accep
ins titutL on.

I hairs not had an opportunity to
were in Washington. The fact that my
possible successor to President Waterto talk with the oard without its se
to promote my own interests.

we ran over t:e names of the men of
the proper caliber to fill the position,
the first we thought of. President Wate
Ex-Governor I-ioch* remibered the favorab
the occasion of your brief talk at th
of this institution, lie spoke enthusiastically, I an inforied, tothis effect, 'I wonder if we can interest that IrmaIi Kerr. He certainlyis the right type of manT)

gain in Washington--and this is the onlytime I talked with Ex-Governor Hoch--.he spoke enthusiastically to meabout you and said that you were the
to have the qualifications necessary
satisfactorily, succeeding President Wa

The Capitol Journal has systematically reprinted every- criticin
of Dr. Kerr, the Board of Regents, and the College, that has appeared
in print, no matter how remote, vulgar, or extravagant.

T ished as "officialft) and sent to
Chainaan H Ida])' a letter from a member of the
faculty of

uary 19, which was accompanied by a
personal statement from the author distinctly declaring that it was
merely personal and sent without the authority or knowledge of any--
one in communication with President Kerr or the Board of Regents.

from W. A. Dill, a graduate of the
ten him on December 18, 1917, by
Governor of Kansas, and published
etter of January- 19.

(e) The Capitol Journal instigated the agitation that led to the
presentation to the Marion ounty Pomona Grange of the resolutions so
unjustly assailing President Kerr and the College.

Dr. William ardi' s letter, dated December 31, 1917, was as follows:

6 and am sorry to learn that some
ause you embarrassment because
e Kansas City Star and the
ting the Presidency of this

talk i th the Board since they
name. has been mentioned as a
s has made it difficult for me
eming that I night be trying

When President Waters advised me of his Impending resignation,
the country whom we thought of

and your name was practically
rs informed me so, and that
le Impression you made on

a semi-centennial celebration

one man who stood out as seenngly
to fill the presidency here

ters.,

It would have pleased the majority of our faculty to have you
made President. Your record in Oregon and your record in Utah before

*_Governor Hoch was a member of the Board.
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going to Oregon, speaks for itself. You are the type of man that
could have kept the institution growing as it has been growing during
the past ten years. You are the type of man who would have taken well
in Kansas. I am sorry that your faculty may not have the opportunity
of working with you. Of course, neither I nor any one else knew that
you would accept the Presidency should it have been offered you. The
fact of the matter is, that I got the iression from your conversation
that you were entirely satisfied where you were and that you doubted
very much if you could consider it seriously in fact, you thought
you would not.

This letter, President Kerr, is written to you in the strictest
confidence. What I have said I know to be a fact, but these state-
merits are not to be given to the public....
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When the armistice of 1913 released from service the young men of America
whose lives had been interrupted by the first world war, the higher education

ens of the country were Soon thronged with returnj undergraduates.The war had taught them, and thousands of other enlisted men as well, that acollege education had a positive effect in helping a man to serve his country
effectively, and thus to advance in military or naval rank. Those in par-
ticular who had specjaljzed in Scientific and technjcj. fieldsmathtjcs
chexnistry physics, bacterjoio,. engineering, medicine__found their collegetraining of immediate practical value in helping them to make good in the
selective jobs assigned then. Their ascjates in service who had not hadthe Privilege of college training, less fortunate in finding their mostefficient field of work, remembered, when the war was over, that a collegeor university had a practical appeal that many of them had never realizedbefore. Hence they sought, with an eagerness not surpassed even by the

returning Undergrad5 to c rash the gates of the academic world. The
American public, awake as never before to the advantages afforded by college
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training, and deeply impressed with a sense of obligat.on toward the returning

servicemen, provided, through both state and federal aid, ample funds to enable

the men released front service to begin, as well as to continue, careers in

college. The result, of course, was an influx of new students that nearly

inundated the classrooms of all the leading institutions of higher learning

from Harvard and Yale to Stanford and Washington. Cegon State College was

no exception to the rule. The enrollment, which in normal times bad more

than doubled in a decade, now shot up to three times what it had been in

1909-10. Since little or no construction of new buildings had been possible

during the war period, and since the buying power of a dollar had been greatly

reduced, the plight of the institution in trying to accommodate the tide of

new students that poured in at the beginning of each new tern, gave President

Kerr and his Board of Regents the keenest anxiety. The Oregon state consti-

tution provides that public expenditures shafl not be increased by more than

6 per tent each year, without a vote of the people at the polls. Yet the

conservative estimates of the President called for a budget increase in 1920-21

of double the operating budget of 1919-20.

A special legislative session summoned for January, 1920 to provide funds

to meet the Statet a obligations under the act providing compensation for

injured workmen and to provide for the Soldierst Educational Aid Fund, also

proposed an amendment to the State Constitution enabling women to vote.

These measures required a special election for endorsement by the voters. To

this legislature President Kerr presented the critical problems facing the

Agricultural college, indicating that an additional inillage tax of six tenths

of a mill would be necessary to meet the increased demands upon the institution.

The 3oint Ways and Neans Committee of the house of representatives and the

Senate made a careful investigation of the situation and decided that relief
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Was essential, not only for the College but also for the University and the

Normal School. Accordingly they passed a measure to be submitted to a vote

of the people providing for an additional tax of 1.26 mills, of which six

one-hundredths of a mill would go to the Normal School, approxiately seven-
1(cUM

twelfths of the4l.2 rnifls to the Agricultural College,and approximately five

elfths to the University of Oregon. The University had asked for an amount

equal dth that of the College, but the Joint Ways and Neans Committee, weighing

the comparative needs of th two institutions,macie the division indicated, and

the Legislature adopted their recommendation. This was on the same basis as the

division of the nillage tax of 1913. Alumni of the two institutions expressed

some dissatisfaction over this division, the University alumni claiming that

since the percentage of increase in enrollment at their alma mater following

the first millage tax (]52 per cent) exceeded that of the College (llj.8 per cent)

the old ratio of three-sevenths to the University and four-sevenths to the

College should now be balanced on the fifty-fifty basis. Certain alumni of the

Agriculturai College, however, notably Carl Abrams, managing editor of the

Pacific Homestead, made very positive objections to the ratio embodied in the

bill. An editorial in the Pacific Homestead of January 22, 1920, began with a

st,aterrlent that "Friends of the University of Oregon are jubilant because of the

liberality of the legislature. ... The attendance at the two institutio5 is

aPproxjtey 1600 for the University and 3300 for the College, and the appro-..

Priation should have been divided on that basis and no other. ... K. K. Kubli,

Chaiiji of the House Ways and ileans Committee, a University man, settled the

matter. To insure support of the College, both appropriations appear in one

bj
"We are friendly to the University. The president of this publishing

COmpany was a student of the University. But this is not a question of
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friendship. Rather it is a question of fairness ... to the taxpayer.

"Although we believe an appropriation is necessary, or both the College

and the University will b e obliged to close their doors to students, we do not

fee]. like giving very ardent support to the bill as passed by the legislature

and to be voted upon by the people.11

Enclosing a News Bulletin issued by the University, Mr. Abraias wrote

President Kerr on January 28 concerning certain statistics in the bulletin to

which he vigorously objected. On the following day President Kerr, in his

reply, said, "I have been asked by the c omrrLttee representing the Boards of

Regents of the University, Noznal School, and the Agricultural College, to

manage the campaign for the passage of the nillage bill. I am going to Port-

land tonight. There will be a meeting of the committee tomorrow. At this

meeting Presidt Campbell will be present. If I manage the campaign, all

plicity material hereafter must go through the hands of one person, that I

nay know it is properly edited. I assume there will be no difficulty in

arranging this. In fact, this is imperativiLJ He added that conditions at

the College were such that he could see only disaster ahead unless the money

provided for in the bill could be secured. Hence, he concluded that "Assuming

that the campaign can be under control, I can see no alternative than to get

into the campaign with all the vigor possible, utilizing every agency in the
State that may be helpful in securing the approval of the people." The Abram's

editorial, which a].a.rmed supporters of the measure, as indicated by letters
in the official files emphasizing the need for harmonious action, gives some

evidence of the problems Dr. Kerr had to face when he accepted the responsi-

bility to head the campaign. As his associates in conducting the organized

movement, Dr. Kerr arranged to have Dean Cohn V. Dyment of the University,

an experienced journalist who was then serving as administrator of the
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University' s College of Arts and Letters, as director of publicity, and

Professor H. T. Vance, head of the Department of Secretarial Science at the

College, as director of finances, including statistics, charts, etc. Thus

harmony and cooperation seemed assured. As late as February fourteenth,

however, Walter H. ?ierce, president ol' the State Taxpayerst League of Oregon,

who was also a regent of the Agricultural College, wrote Dr. Kerr fron LaGrande

offering certain suggestions for conducting the educational instruction of
the voters, but prefacing this helpful counsel with the caution that "The

situation in regard to the University-College-Normal School miflage is not

the best, as far as I can see; in fact, I think the chances are against us.

The bill can win only by the most careful campaign and by perfecting an

organization of alumni by precincts. All of these schools and all the friends
must visit every voter in every precinct and present a personal argument.

County organization is most effective, but it must reach into every precinct.

Alumni and friends must give it much time."

Since the need for funds by the institutions was immediate, and the money

to be raised through the miflage bill would not be available until 1921, there

was appropriated "from any moneys in the general fund of the state treasury
not otherwise appropriated, a swi equal" to the amount provided for 1921, "to

be expended for the same purposes and in the sarie manner and proportions

provided in this ... tax levy."

The College had started its campaign for additional support to meet the

emergency in December, 1919, when people recognized as leaders in various

organizations were invited to visit the institution in order to observe

conditions and report them to members of the legislature with whom they might

have influence. Many such leaders came, and were quite regularly convinced

of the serious need for prompt relief. A considerable number became active



arid convincing champions of the institution. Faculty men who were members

of the American Association of Engineers, seventeen in number, made an active

campaign to contact, by correspondence and personal visits, the Oregon members

of this influential organization. In the same way faculty cornnittees composed

of graduates of many of the leading universities made contact with fellow

graduates in Oregon and endeavored to enlist their support for relief of the

higher educational institutions. Such tactics, initiated in this way, were

extended and definitely organized for state-wide application when the joint

management was inaugurated under Dr. Kerr's leadership. The American Legion,

for instance, was circularized through letters signed by ex-servicemen of the

College and. the University. As a consequence the state commander of the

Legion asked all legion posts to take action in support of the measure. The

President of the State Federation of Labor also took a positive stand in

favor of the bill, asking all local labor unions to approve it, and work for

its success at- the poll8. Parent Teachers Associations, under the impuJ.se

of state 1eadersvigorously expressed themselves as hearty supporters of the

measure. So did the Bankers' organizations, the Pbarmacists,and such organi-

ations as Rotary, Kiwanis, and. Lions clubs. Through the initiative of

}rs. Ida M. Callahan, professor of English at the College, who was president

of the State Federated Women's Clubs, these organizations in all parts of

the state took an active interest in the campaign, supporting the higher

education measure, as well as the 'ovision for women' s suffrage. Suggestions

for promoting a favorable attitude toward the educational measure c aine front

educators, professional people, students, farmers, and legislators. Honorable

C. A. Brand, for instance, a mether of the legislature from Southern Oregon,

where the fruit industry was a leading occupation, suggested that publicity

be given to the leadership that the Agricultural College had exercised iii
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horticulture, as evidenced by the large number of its faculty men who had
been given leading positions on the faculties of other state colleges and
universities. Other suggestions were to compare the large proportion of stu-
dents in Oregon 1nstitutjos of higher education with those in other states in
relation to population, the low cost per student as compared with other states
and the relative cost in buildings, equipment, etc.

The associated students of each of the three institutions took action
providing for a vigorous canajgn which became state-wide in its application
during the spring vacation, when students returned to their homes. AU stu-
dents qualified by age, residence, etc. were urged to vote, and to induce the
meibers of their families to do so, in support of the bin. A'Procedure
She1put into the hands of every student, suggested that on returning home
for the vacation he should get a copy of the general infoimation booklet and
accurately learn every fact set forth therein as answers to questions he
night be asked; take with him as many copies of the smaller leaflets as he
could distribute effectivejy without waste; and beginnjng with his immediate
family, win as many votes in favor of the measure as his vacation period would
pemjt. "of all persons in Oregon,lt the sheet explained, "the student has the
greatest right to caiiign for this measure. The residents of your home district
all recognize this right. They will look on you as an authority from the center
of things, and what you say will carry great weight." Records turned in to
the registr of the three institutions gave convincing evidence that the stu-
dents of ail the iflttutjo5 did thoroughly effective work. ],jjj organized,
like the students, by regions throughout the state2were also a very vital
factor in the prosecution of the educational campaign. Since the College
aluruti. were not very thoroughly organized, they took occasion to develop a
State...wjde system of units, each an integral part of the central organization,
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making a contribution for engaging a secretary along with their gift for the

jjifl.lage campaign fund. The latter provided the financial sinews for the

joint team work. This caiiipaign fund, raised through contributions from faculty

meibers, alumni, students, and friends of the three state institutions amounted

to a very considerable sum of money, approximately 3O,OOO. The funds so

raised by voluntary contributions were expended for booklets, charts, bill-

board space, rent of headquarters in Portland, postage, traveling expenses

of speakers regularly scheduled, and newspaper display advexising. At the

conclusion of the campaign the balance of the fund, several thousand dollars

not expended for the necessities of the work, was restored to the institution3

that raised the money, in proportion to their contributions.

Tihen the campaign got definitely under way, every effort was made to

promote and mintain complete harmony among the three institutions primarily

concerned in the outcome of the millge measure, and to give no cause whatever

for losing sight of the great benefit that would accrue to the people of the

entire state through the success of the campaign. On Tuesday, March 9, the

EROFTER, student newspaper of Oregon State CoUegepublished a quite extended

article, with a column head and subheads as follows: °Coflege Working For

Millage TaxPresident Kerr's Office in Portland is Handling the Campaign--

All Schoo1 in NeedIncreased Kunber of Students and Greater Operating Costs

Bring on a Crisis.tl The article gave a succinct and convincing statement

regarding the need for the campaign and the benefits to be derived from it,

Urging the fullest cooperation of all students in promoting the cause. Among

other statements, however, the news article mtioned the fact that ttpresjdent

Kerr, who is heading the work for the College, has established offices in

Portland in connection with representatives of Oregon and the State Normal

School, His office, idth the aid of alumni and friends of the College, is



The meaning of the Barometer peoplI do not for a moient question their moas we desire that they should be, and mthey can. This is xiost comiiendable
other hand, any announcements in wh

Second, - People connected wit
their Alzni and former students and friwith the idea that the College is tryingthrough the President, creating a feelinbe avoided.

The psychology of the present situation is very unusual,the greatest possible care has to b e taken in evy move thatbe made and. every letter written, in order that the proper impsion may be made and no antagonism whatever aroused. From thebeginning the representative Regents
institutions have been e:tremely an.dducted as quietly as possible; the makept entirely in the background.. You

getting in touch with all civic and other organizations and enlisting their

support in the work," Explaining the situation at the College that made it

jeratjve that funds be provided in excess of the six per cent constitutional

limitation on its established income, the Barometer continued, Univer-

city of Oregon and the Oregon Normal School at Monmouth are equally in need

of financial aid and will be benefitted also if the measure passes." There

was very little cause for anxiety-, in fact, so far as this particular article

was conc erned, but it elicited from President Kerr the following letter to

Hr. Jensen, lest something ftuther might occur:

I just telephoned you about the anncuncnents in the Barometer
regarding the offices in Portland and my connection with the campaign.

e is, of course, all right.
tive. They are interested,
erely anxious to do whatever

and appreciated. But on the
atever form, similar to what

appeared in the recent Barometer are most unfortunate and are likelyto do us a great deal of harm:

First, - People are apt to get the idea that College work isbeing neglected by the President, who, by some, may be regarded as
unduly active in a campaign for money.

h the other institutions and
ends may become impressed
to dominate things.
g which of course should

and
may
res-

and Presidents from the three
ous that the campaign be con-
chimer7 of the campaign being
see the point.

The important thing is to get the facts to the people in aconvincing way; but as to who may be doing the work and how it is
accomplished, may advantageously be kept in the background.



Dean Dyment held frequent conferences with Dr. Kerr concerning the progress

of the publicity program and the policies to be followed in continuing it. HIS

personal acquaintance with editors, reporters, and all types of publicity

agencies and his ciiscreet and alert management of affairs intrusted to hint,

along with his constructive outlook on the entire field of activity, made his

contribution to the movement a very vital fac tar in its success. Complete

harmony prevailed among the active leaders of the joint organization.

Professor Vance, in charge of statistics, finance, and the preparation

of charts and similar data, made daily reports to Dr. Kerr and Dean Dymerit

giving the names of various organizations that endorsed the higher educatIon

measure, together with information concerning who was most iinmediate].y

responsible for presenting the cause of the educational institutions. A

Lypical report was that of April 26, 1920, as follows:

Endorsements: Crook County--Ladies Auxiliary to Commercial Club; Shurnia

Club; Physoc rat Club; Prinevifle Commercial Club. Deschutes County--Bend

Study Club; Bend Woman' s Club; Bend. Civic Club; Bend Commercial Club; Ttimalo

LUicums; Tumalo 0 D 0 Club; Redmond Woman' s Club; Redmond Juniper Club;

Redmond Commercial Club.

Another typical report was that of Nay 3, which read: Endorsements

received today: Knights of Pythias, Corvallis; Nethodist Brotherhood, of

Corvallis; Powell Butte Sorosis Club, Crook County; Carnation Thimble Club,

Prinevifle; Friday Afternoon Bridge Club, Prineville; Farm Bureau, Josephine

County; Klaivath Falls P. T. A.; 1Iissionary & Women's Organization of Pres-

byterian Church, Kiamath Falls; Good Roads Association of Lincoln County;

Presid&tt Council of Portland; Pilot Rock Commercial Club, Umatilla Co.;

Mill Creek Grange, Wasco County; South Chehalen Forum, Yanthifl County;

Central Union W.C.T.U. Portland; Elkton Community Club, Douglas Co.; Bankers
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Association, Wallowa County; Enterprise Woman's Club, Enterprise; Wallowa

Farm Bureau; School Board of Astoria.

On Nay 5 the report reads "This morning we have 31.i.O endorsenientJ a fact

which indicated that probably nearly five hundred favorable actions had been

taken by various organizations by Nay 21, the date of the election.

Among the periodicals that gave sustained and substantial support to the

inoveraent were the Oregonian, the Oregon Journal, and the pj in Portland,

the East Oregonian of Pendleton, and both the Statesman and Capital Journal

of Salem, along with the dailies at Eugene and Corvallis. George Putnam,

editor of the pi.t2].. Journal, sought and obtained from the institutions detailed

information in reply to specific questions, and used the information provided,

covering a dozen or more typewritten pages for each institution, in a series of

articles and editorials between April first and Nay 21. The Oregon Voter with

its customary attitude of scrutinizing every tax measure and analyzing the

purposes and needs for itgave this project the most searching examination, and

as a result supported it with convincing logic. An editorial in the issue of

March 20 elicited from President Kerr a letter of appreciation. In the editorial

Mr. Chapman called attention to the close ratio existing bebreen support for

education and property values, pointing out the fact the "backward states"

had quite regularly skimped education. He emphasized the high rating of the

University of Oregon in respect to scholarship and students, referring to the

Simplicity of living conditions and the large proportion of self-supporting

Students. Oregon Agricultural Coflege, he said, "has made good all along

the line," training students for practical occupations in adcition to giving

thejii high ideals of citizenship. He noted that ninety per cent of the

gradua3 in animal husbandry for the preceding twelve years were in agri-

Cultural work. Seventy-three per cent were on farm fifty-seven per cent
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on the hone farm. Out of the total number of graduates in agriculture in

1919 ninety-five per cent were going into practical faming. Even if a

larger percentage had gone into professional work, such as teaching agricul-

ture, serving as county agents, research workers, etc., lie contended that the

public benefit resulting from the training of others engaged in fariaing would

be in the public interest. "Oregon has gotten her money back many times over

for the limited funds she has invested in higher education," he continued.

ttThe cold facts are that Oregon's tax contribution to the cost of higher

education, is less in proportion to its taxable wealth, resources and popu-

lation than is the case with other progressive states."

As the caznpaigi progressed, with practical:ly all the newspapers in the

state heartily supporting the higher education measure, and influential

people in practically every coxmirnnity center actively working for it, the

gloom that many- of the 1eads experienced at the opening of the campaign

changed to a frank and heart-warming optimism. Evidently the support of the

press, the testimony of civic leaders, and the information circulated by the
management of the campaign had a telling effect.

Aside from the Voters Pamphlet, which presented the argument in behalf

of the measure, the publications issued by the Joint Alimini Relief Association

for Higher Education in Oregon, included a sixteen page booklet of standard

bulletin size, which included giã'-8 and tabulations, in addition to text
matter in large type; an eight-ge circular printed on both sides, for use
in letters; a six-page circular printed on only one side, folded in pocket
size; and a postal card depicting graphically the plight of the institutions
under the heading "The Crisis in Higher Education in Oregon." Posters, dis-
play advertisements in newspapers, and similar devices were quite freely used
to attract attention of the voters to the measure in a favorable way.
/tTse as illustrations both sides of postaL7
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Dean Dyment, in effectively enlisting the support of the newspapers, was

providing them with timely arid often individual copy for their weekly or daily

issues. Four-minute speakers in theatres and at meetings of luncheon clubs

and lodges were provided with information, which could be used either literally

as presented or as the basis for original addresses. Evening meetings devoted

especially to the project were held in various localities throughout Portland

and in cities and rural communities distributed throughout the State. Presi-

dent Campbell of the University devoted much tine to the campaign,appearing

in various parts of the state under the auspices of the Joint Alumni Associa-

tion. Dr. Kerr himself made many addresses, in addition to holding conferences

at all hours of the day and night. An address that he gave at the Lincoln

High School in Portland on the evening of Nay tenth is typical.of these argu-

ments offered as information to the voters. Since it summarizes the essential

facts on which.the campaign was based, it is given here practically complete

as taken down by stenographic report.

I em to discuss what is commonly known as the higher educational
measure. This measure received the careful consideration of the Ways
and Neans Committee of the House of Representatives and the Senate.
It was submitted by this committee to the Legislature, received
consideration and was passed by the members of the Legislature.
In accordance with the provisions of the state constitution, the
Legislature submitted the measure to a vote of the people and pro-
vided that this vote should be taken on May 21 next. This measure,
as has already been announced tonight, carris a levy of 1.26 of a
mill. This is to be divided 1.2 mill to the 814e University and.
the State Agricultural College, being divided on the basis of
3/10 and. L/iO, respectively; .6/i00 of a mill to the State Normal
School. This last was the amount which was requested by the Board
of Regaits of the Normal School, they having worked out their
budget and having determined that 6/100 of a mill would provide
the amotrtt of money needed by that institution.

The reason why this measure was submitted to a vote of the people
is that as a result of the war and developments since the war, the
higher educational institutions are facing a serious crisis. In
order that this crisis may be met and these institutions continue to
do the work they are called upon to do in the interest not alone of
the young people who desire training there, but in the interest of
the entire State, it became imperative that financial relief be given,
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may be provided for the
stitutions? In 1913, the

carrying a levy of
arrying a levy of t

?lated for 1913. The fact is that the tax valuation today of state
property is greater than in 1913 by only 3.8 per cent. In seven
years an increase amounting not to 35 per cent as was contemplated
but to only 3.8 per cent While that is true, there has been a
great world-war, with all that has followed in the matter of enormous
increase in costs of every kind. And with that there has been a
phenomenal increase in student enrollment. For instance, the cost
of general maintenance, excluding salaries, at these higher insti-
tions has increased since the beginning of the war, more than 100

er cent, or putting it another way, ile the increase in income
aer the ruillage tax laws has amounted, during seven years, to 3.8

per cent, the actual purchasing power of that income has been reduced
'O less than one-half. Again, the enrollment in these two institution

increased during these seven years more than 150 per cent. In
1913, the enrollment in the State University regular courses was 691.
ioday the enrollment in that institution in similar courses is 1,7145.Lfl other words, that institution is attempting to provide an educaticn
-Or 1,0514 more young men and young women today, on an income greater°7 only 3.8 per cent than seven years ago, when there was an enroll-Zz1t of 691 studats. At the State Agricultural College in 1913, the?gu1ar

full-year enrollment was 1,3614. Tay the enrollment in the

greater than the Legislature under the constitutional limitation
could provide. The constitution of the State contains a provision

t, in case any emergency should arise, the interest of the common-
ea1th requiring a larger expenditure of money than could be appro-

priated by the Legislature under the six-per-cent limitation, the
.atter should be submitted to vote of the people. The people approving
the measure, it would then, being constitutional, provide the funds
contnP1ated in the measure submitted. In the present emergency
there was no alternative, therefore, under the constitution, than to

jt the measure to a vote of the people.

Why this alergency? What has occasioned the crisis to meet
yjch it has become necessary to submit a measure of this kind to
vote ol' the people, that funds support and
development of these higher in Legislature
passed two millage tax measures, one 3/10 of a
jfl. for the State University, one c /10 of a

mill for the State Agricultural College. Two years before the people
had passed a measure providing a inillage tax for the support of the
or!ual School. At the time these measures were submitted to the

Legislature and passed by that body, it was estimated that the
valuation of state property for taxation would increase on an
average about five per cent per year. As the State grew in popu-
lation and wealth, there would be this increase in income, under the
*illage tax laws of the State University, Agricultural College and
omal School, to meet the increase in the cost of maintaining

these institutions in proportion to their growth. Let us see what
followed: Were these expectations realized? Since the passage of
these laws in 1913, a number of things have occurred that were not
conteplated then and could not be anticipated by the people of this
cormnonwealth. In the first place, tax valuations have not increased
as contemplated; there was a decline for a number of years, and today
in 1920 the valuation is less for taxable purposes than was contem-
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What is the result? These institutions are congested. They
are attapting to carry a load that is impossible under existing
c0nditions. May I illustrate? Only four years ago the cost of
eating the plant of the State Agricultural College, was in round

$].14,000. Today the cost of heating that plant is 1,O0O.
Regts of the institution have kept the cost to a minimum,

vtising for bids for fuel oil, coal, and wood, at the lowest
possible price, but there has been necessity for increasing wages.
'ha high living costs and the conditions throughout the State
and elsewhere have made it unavoidable that wages be increased,
with the result that the Regents, practicing the most rigid
economy, have found it impossible to keep that item of expense
lower than I have indicated. Janitorial cost has increased from
$11,000 to 23,O0O. Similar conditions obtain at the State
tniversity and the Norma]. School.

These institutions, in order to train the young men and women
coning to them for the work afforded by these institutions, must
have more room. It is impossible, in buildings constructed for the
accommodation of practically one-half the number now in attendance,
to take care of the large number of students enrolled in these
institutions. At the University, for instance, the library build-
ing was constructed when the entire regular enro]Jinent was about
.00. A building of that art is not adequate nor suitable for
an enrollment of more than 1,700. The University needs a recitation
tilding, women's dormitory, men's dormitory, extension of the

heating plant, etc These are all urgently needed now. At the
State Agricultural College there is imperative need for additional
room for work in agriculture and in engineering. Today there are

re than 950 students in engineering alone, an increase of more
than 300 per cent during the past five years. It is inpossib1e to
train more than 900 men with the facilities available. And so in
other dearents throughout the institution. In home economics
one unit of the three contemplated has been provided. There is

th some 600 women, we are
dequate for 300 or 350.
one economics. There must
inning of this year there
ra. For years these women

Now that they are actually
any inconvenience and herd-

s. There are two dormitories
normal capacity for 275. It
story of the Y.M.C.A. building

e assistance of the State Emergency
t during the war for the accoinmo-
their country was converted into

men. Notwithstanding all such
young men and young women who
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fl war industries, in specialized p
ir great value was discovered by

e result 1$ these companies or c
in nany cases, twn nd three times
1Stitutioii of learning, nd they h
ie Drofe5jon. Institutions in o
rated States have been increasing
tent, 1O per cent -- everywhere.:etition it means this: That
-11Versi and the State ricu1tur
.Caool will be induced to accept p
States or will be drawn into indus

were prep'ed to enter the institution, and we do not know how
ny more who returned to their homes because they were not able
find accommodations.

n order- to accommodate these young people there must be
jtjona]. buildings, there must be additional equipment, and,

withal, there must be a large rnmiber of additional instructors.
you can realize, every one of you, of course, that it is impossible,
with a faculty adequate for 2,000 students, properly to train
3,1oO students. It takes more instructors to care for the larger
n.mber, if we are to do efficient work.

This campaign is not conducted in the interest of the insti-
tutjons as such. I have no apology for appearing here. These are
state institutions, supported by and for the State. They a.re
4ntained only in the interest of the people of the State. Their

justification is only in the service they render to our common-
wealth. The justification for their existence and the support
they e receiving from the people of our State lies in the service
they render the people of the commonwealth in the training of
'oung men and women for the duties of citizenship in the develop-

t of our economic and social interests. So there must be a
large number of additional instructors.

And then, notwithstanding what has been said, my friends,
there must be an increase in the salaries of the faculty of
these institutions. You cannot expect to hold together a univer-
sity staff when you pay them less than is being paid in some high
schools. You cannot expect to hold together an instructing staff
of specialists in a university or college when they are offered
D per cent, 100 per cent, and I know in some cases 200 per cent

nore to enter cox(uilercial life and take commercial positions. This
country, throughout, is experiencing a tremendous difficulty in
Qaintaining its institutions of learning because of the scarcity
of specialists who are trained for the work required in these
colleges and. universities. They have been drawn by the hundreds,
those men, into industrial and commercial positions. During the
period of the war the colleges and universities of the country
were not training men and women as before. They were not gradu-
ating specialists at the end of each year, and the result is a
large shortage. Hundreds of the greatest scientists of this
Country entered the war in the service of their country, or served

ositions of one kind or another.
industrial establishments, and

orporations have paid these men,
what they could secure in any
ave been permanently lost to

ther states throughout the entire
salaries 2S per cent, 30 per

If egon does not meet that
the specialists in the State
al College and the State Iormal

ositions in institutions in other
trial positions and thereby lost
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7.ar. it cost Jo,000 to introduce
try. The value each year today

- years ago, many ol' us can rerrernb
S threatened with absolute destruc

discovery of the serwa for hog
loss from that plague by more t

to egon, and we shall have to put up with people without experi-
ence, with inadequate training, with corresponding inevitable
i0e ring of standards.

That of the future of the great State of Oregon? In order that
iese institutions shall have the income provided for in this measure

there must be increase in taxes. That increase amounts to $1.26
n a thousand dollars' valuation. The tax valuation of tax property
as not increased. How many men and men in this audience are

ij1ing to sell the property they own today at the valuation placed
upon it for purposes of taxation? How many are willing to sell
:heir homes or their business today at the prices at which they
ould have been willing to sell four years ago? The tax valuation

of property of this State does not indicate that there has been
any increase in property valuation. You 1iow and I 1iow that prop-
erty values in this State have increased 25, 50, and 100 per cent.
i prominent man told me yesterday that he had sold recently two
jeces of property, each for more than $5,500, and each assessed

for only $2,000. One dollar and twenty-six cents on each thousand
dollars of tax valuation represents, on an average, about one-third
of the actual valuation, and if so, to support these three insti-
tutions we should be required to pay L2 cents a year on a thousand
dollars actual valuation.

Is higher education worth while? Why are we taxed? We are
all against taxation, it is true. If we were taxed this year at
10 mills and the proposition were to increase the tax next year
to 12 mills, we should object. But taxation is found in every
:ivilized country in one form or another. If we have goverrient
we must apport government. If we are to get along without taxes
ye must decline into a position of people who have no government.
3ut is education worth while? I am here to say, and I know, I
could produce evidence, absolutely incontrovertible, that every
dollar invested in this State and in the United States in education
returns to the people in hundred fold, not alone in the training
o.' citizenship, not alone in training for the duties of life, but
in the advancement of the economic interests of the conunonwealth,
and of the nation. It costs $250,000 to send trained specialists,

had been educated in the colleges of this country, to different
arid regions of other countries to find varieties of grain adapted
o dry regions with drought-resisting qualities, but the result

CL the deonstratjons in this country was the introduction of
at is known as the Durum wheat. The expenditure of $250,000

.-n the introduction of this wheat into this country has resulted in
a Crop each year valued at more than $50,000,000. It cost $200,000

O introduce rice into CLifornia, the work being done by college-
ined The value of that rice crop today is $21,000,000 a

Erptian cotton into this
is $20,000,000. It is only a
er it, when the hog industry
tion by hog cholera. Today,

cholera has resulted in reducing
han O,00O,00O a year.
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But raore than all, my friends,
in this country or any other, in the
tiere was the need as there is today
leadership, and where, but to our sc
9ve1opraent of that leadership? Wne

schools, elementary and higher for t
:itizens ci' this country in the duti

Come hone to our own State: The fruit industry of this entire
west'fl country was threatened only a decade or two ago by pests

d diseases ol' one kind or another. Dean Cordley, of the Oregon
MrICUJ.tUral College, then a specialist in plant patIiolor,
developed a lime sulfur spray and carried on demonstrations resulting
jn the control of San Jose Scale and other danaging pests, thereby
saving the fruit industry, not only of the western country but
elsewhere, a spray which is used now not only in Oregon, nc only
in the United States, but in other civilized countries wherever
there is fruit-growing. That one thing alone saves to oregon every
year at least a million dollars. And I could go on and tell you
iiow single lines of work carried on by that institution have
brought to Oregon more than the entire cost ci' the three institu-
tions. In Hood River alone one line of work, relating to the
codling moth, -- and this is no general report, this is an estimate
carefully made from the fac ts by the fruit-growers and the fruit-
organizers in the Hood 1iver Valley -- resulted in a saving of

re than 32O,OOO. And so with all industries throughout the United
States. Nineteen of the great industries of this country rest
fundamentally and entirely on chemistry. Ten thousand American
chenists today are employed in occupations affecting the work of a
nillion wage-earners turning out products valued at more than five
billions of dollars.

In medicine and surgery great achievements during the last
half century, particularly during the last twenty-five years, have
wrought a revolution in alleviating the sufferings of humanity; and
all have resulted from the work in the colleges and universities
of this country. Our entire industrial fabric throughout the
nited States rests in fact upon higher education--the training of

specialists in engineering and all lines of industry, the applica-
tions of science. All commerce, all comnrriunication on water and
cn land, is dependent upon the results of the college laboratories
and the work of the specialists in different lines of applied science.

there was never a time before
history of civilization, when
for trained, sane, dependable

hools, can we look for the
re, are we to turn but to the
he training of the future
es of citizenship, that we may

perpetuate our free institutions, the republic which is dependent
POn an intelligent citizenship, a government which, in its ideal,
at least, is a govermnent of the people, by the people and for the
eople

If we have education, as we have food and clothing, we shall
1Ve to pay for it. Remember these institutions are state insti-
itio5, Their accounts are audited every year by auditing experts.

.iery dollar from the public treasury is audited by the Secretary
State in his office, and no dollar can be paid until the bills

are approved in the office of the Secretary of State. These insti-
are maintained on a businesslike basis. The books are
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open to the inspection of any interested party. There is just
one ambition in these institutions, and that is to make the best
possible use of every dollar provided for their maintenance
arid their development. It is their desire and determination to
give the best training possible to the young men and women who
attend them, and to be of the greatest possible service to the
commonwealth and to the nation in the development of our interests,
economic, social and spiritual.

The mnillage measure as submitted to the voters did not refer to the

ooperative divisions of the Agricultural College that were carried on 'vmith

the aid of the Federal Government and the counties. Because these divisions
-

-were dependent primarily on the acts of Congress and on securing votes of

-the county commissioners throughout the State, it was not contemplated that

the zni11ge income would cover the costs involved in their maintenance.

Hence the Agricultural Experiment Station and. the Extension Service in

Agriculture and Home Economics would still be dependent on appropriations

iade by the legislature and the county courts. This fact gave rise to

considerable criticism in due time, the claim even being made that the
1

intjtu.tjo5 promised to live within the millage income. This criticism

appeared to have some justification, since the strongest arguments advanced

ill-support of the raillage measure were often centered about the remarkable

khievezients of agricultm-al research, which had undoubtedly made friends for

the meure because of economic considerations. Thus in many rural conmiu-

flities the vote ran eight to one in favor of the millage measure.

When the campaign was over and the favorable results were assured,

President Kerr, as director of the campaign, wrote scores of letters to

l.flStjttitj05, organizations, and individuals expressing the appreciation of

1Concerning this "promise" THJ vçJr for November 11, 1933, said: "NoOne as yet has proved that any such promise was made by anyone who had author-.tj to conmit either of the institutjon to such an improvident assurance, butthe rert of the promise has been used against both institutions for yearsto discredit them."
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vere

corbined organization of the movement for the support rendered. These

not mere form letters, but rather thoroughly 1ndividw1, often intimate

messages giving assurance of how heartily the service rendered was regarded

as a factor in the winning of the campaign. In order to write such directly

apnlicthle letters, of course, President Kerr had to have the reports of

'ie1d leaders who knew the facts, This was a distinct part of his planning
f the organized effort, carried out with as definite an emphasis as the

dnning of favorable opinion and the obtaining of the actual votes at the
polls. For many of the workers in the educational campaign were among the

most prominent citizens of the state, busy with essential duties that could
not be neglected without loss to the Commonwealth. Yet they gave both time

and money, with the devotion of true pi.thflc servants, to the cause they

deemed of first importance to the state.

Letters of congratulatj, as well as editorials in the leading news-

papers of the state, gave fxnk and appreciative recognition to President
lcerr' s leadership of the movement. Among these were John Scott Mills,

Editor of the Pacific Semaphor; R. L. Wheeler, Vice President of the Port..

land Telegram; B. F. Irvine, Editor of the Journal; and Edgar B. Piper,

Editor of the Oregonian, Many farmers, such as F. N. Lasky, of the Cold

Springs Farmz, exre3sed their approv. of what had been done. R. R. Clark,

COnsulting Engineer of Portland, wrote with earnesthess and enthusiasm,
'Your organization was most efficient..' George Putnam, Editor of. the

pil Journal, Salem, wrote of his admiration for the "really magnificent
Cacipaign you directed."

Among many similar organizatjos, the Eugene Kiwanis Club expressed
Its satisfaction with the campaign and President Kerr's leadership in direct-.
ing it. Percy A. Cupper, State Engineer, Salem, congratu3te the President
°fl "Putting over one of the most difficult

propositions that I believe has
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ever gone before the voters." Dr. GanG. Doney, President of TiUamette

University, wrote that "This victory is a haoinger of good for the whole

educational system." Professor J. B. M. Butler, of the Oregon Normal School,

expressed his view thus: "An in all, a masterful bit of work, and you have

t.ruly builded in the hearts and minds of the boys and girls of today and

tomorrow, a most comforting thought, ..." C. N. IIcA'thur, menther of Congress

from the third Oregon district, wrote from Washington, D. C., "By this verdict

the people of the state have taken a long step in the march of progress."

0. N. Pluirmier, Nanager of the Pacific International Livestock Exposition

Company, wrote that the effect of the victory was to awaken aU school

boards to a realization of the importance of their schools and their teachers,

and expressed his hope that the united effort of the higher educational

institutions in this cooperative movement would result in bringing th

closer together in harmonious relations. E. B. Stevens, Executive Secretary

of the University of Washington, Seattle, wrote that, "The State of Oregon

is to be congratulated on the additional support it has just 'anted its

institutions of higher education. I feel that you are most fortunate in

having been the suecessful interpreter of a great cause. We iiU take heart

in Washington because of your success.'t Dr. éorge Rebec, Director of the

Portland Center of the University of Oregon, gave his salutation in the

following cordial terms: "Heartiest congratulations I need not tell you

that we afl realize what part your leadership played in this fine victory-'.

a victory fine not merely for the money it ingnediately brings, but for the

inuaense quickening and enriching of the state's whole educational morale

which it signifies." President Campbell, ol' the University of Oregon,

Sending a telegram from Klainath Falls, where he wound up a very active and

effective campaign in behalf of the measure, said, among other things, "Hearty
congratu]tjons on magnificent campaign. It could not have been better planned

nor put through."
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CHAPTER XVII

WORLD WAR I AND ThE }MORIAL WTION

The first world war wrought great changes at Oregon Agricultural College.
It was a dorainant interest for at least three years. Two thousand students,
a1ni, and faculty men were enlisted in the United States armed forces. Seven
ceremonial occasions emphasized the contribution of the College to the winning
of the war. President Kerr made an inspiring address to the 20! men of the
R.O.T.C. who departed for the training camps. The Student Army Thaining
Corps enrolled more than 2,000 men, Two service flags were formally dedicated,
with emphasis on the 72 men who lost their lives in service. The Ienorial
Union, dedicated 'ito the service and inspiration of the living and to the
memory of our immortal dead,U became a living issue soon after the war,
resulting in the construction of a memorial of classical dignity and beauty.
In this great center of college unity Dr. Kerr realized one of the leading
objectives of his administration.

The first world war wrought prodigious changes in Oregon Agricultural

College. As Americans, who bELieved with Washington that "It is our true
policy to steer clear of permanent alliances with any portion of the foreign

wrldI, we hesitated long and soberly, as we did on the outbreak of the second

world war, to enter the conflict. When fundamental principles were violated,

disrupting the actual fabric of our national integrity, we hesitated no
longer.

The war involved the College, like many others of the land-grant colleges

offering military training, to such an extent as to be a dominant interest

even before the declaration of war and long after the signing of the armistice.

Volunteers among students and alumni joined the allied forces before the
United States definitely entered the war. Altogether nearly two thousand

students, alumni, and faculty members were enlisted in government war service1

while more than two thousand men, in addition, were in training at the insti-
tution in the Student Aniiy Training Corps and other military and naval

training units. Seven ceremonial occasions, emphasizing the significance

of events in which the College contributed toward the winning of the war,

rere held on the campus in the presence of thousands of students and
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turned to the lana-grant ins
on was given to the question of officeringand a navy, and there was a feeling of unrest,f excitement, particularly aniong the cadets, nottion, but in other siiuilar institutions through-out the country. These young nen realized that by reason of thetraining they had received in these institutionbutions towards their education made by the Fedand the several states, they were under peculiar responsibility tothe Nation in this time of stress. Tn were ready to respond;they felt the call of the Nation to service, and there was no feelingof hesitancy on their part, but only the question, how could theybest serve the nation. FJord was received from the representativesof the iar Dcpartent that we should keep our caintact so far as possible. ... Later, word cathe Training Carnp, the arrangement having been inrnonthst special training, as the final course inservice in the armr as officers. This was a call wand was promptly responded to by our men. You willin 1cowing that of the cadets in this institutloto date (April 27), omitting duplication, wouldnumber 2OL.

citizens. The first was the convocation of April 27, 1917, in honor of the
20)4 men, all advanced student,s, who were about to leave for the first

training camps of the Officers' Ieserve Corps; the second and third were
the dedication exercises of the first and second service flags, April 21,

arid June 3, 1918; the fourth was the inauguration of the S.A.T.C. on
October 1, 1915; the fifth was the Armistice Day celebration, November U;
the sixth, the exercises in honor of the demobilization of the S.A.T.C.

held o Decether U, the demobilization official]y occun'ing on December 21;
arid the seventh, the exercises of coimliencement work, 1919, when the Gold
Star memorial service was held in the Men's Gymnasium on June 9.

The signific of the first of these ceremonial events can best be
indicated by quoting

several excerpts from the informal address made by
Dr. Kerr on that occasion, as recorded

stenographically by Mary Bowman Hull,
hi secretary:

When -the war cloud seemed
the United States, arid when it
should become involved in this
authorities at once
of all, Coflsideratj
and raising an army-
of uric ertain-I,y and o
only in this iflstjtu
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Ny young friends, who have nor taken this important step of
enlistment, we have met here today to bid you farewell, personally
and as an institution. As you enter upon this work, you represent
the Oregon State Agricultural College. Having enlisted, study the
situation, develop, absorb, the real spirit of this great conflict,
and then, whatever may come, men of the Oregon Agricultural College,
do your duty, not only as officers, but as men. We have no doubt
about your valor, about your courage on the field of battle, if
you should be called into active service; neither do we doubt
your motives, your ideals, or question your integrity; but, young
men, you will be found in situations with which you are not familiar;
you will be confronted by temptations to which you have not been
subjected; you will be placed in trying positions of which you
have not yet dreamed, and when the critical moment comes, with a
silent prayer to God, remember to be true to yourselves; true to
the parents who bore you, who have done so much for you; true to
the Agricultural College, which wishes you Godspeed in your new
field; true to your hation and true to your God. As you leave the
institution, you carry with you the prayers of the aching hearts
of fond and devoted parents. You know, of course, that because
they have given their assent to your enlistment, it is not without
the most extreme suffering on their part. They are praying for
you, and will be always. Be worthy of then, and wherever you may
be, may God's blessing be with you, nay the Supreme Power protect
you.

But what about those who remain? I have a telegram from
the Adjutant General saying: "Encourage College authorities to
continue training students not sent to divisional training camps
in May." Ladies and gentlemen, we are just beginning in this
great conflict. fl Continue training the ment' who remain. We have
entered upon the greatest war in the history of the world. I
wish we might know that it would be terminated in a few short
months. It may be drawn out for years. Who can tell? Whether
on the field oi battle or in other capacities serving our country,
we may take courage from the fact--and I hope a conviction on the
part of all-- that the great conflict in which we are now engaged
is not a. conflict of aggression, not a war for nationalarandize-
nient, so far as the United States is concerned, but a war for
humanity, a war for the liberties of the people, not only of the
United States, but o± the people of the world; a war which has
for its purpose the amelioration of the condition of humanity, a
cause for which any man or woman might well fight and be proud
of the opportunity to fight, as some of the best men and women of
the world throughout all history have fought.

From this institution, some two hundred men are going to
the navy and the arri>r, but what about the 1,100 who remain, and
the five or six hundred women? Because these go, are we to dis-
continue our work? Are we to allow ourselves to be merely in a
state of mental excitement? Are we to feel that there is no
more we can do? Are we to begin to talk about the improbability
of the College opening next year? The day has never existed since
this institution opened when there was jrter dand for the

e of training that it offers.
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Two sections of the Students' Array Training Corps were established at
the College by regulations issued by the War Department: Section A, for
regular collegiate students ijho had not the usual requirements of four years
of high school training; Section B, for vocational training o± enlisted men

Fe I?who were not qualified by education to enter Section A. ir important
phases of college work had to be handled by the President, with the aid of
the cecutive Secretary and other adriinistrative officers of the institution.
In brief, these were as follows: (1) Change of the college year from a tro-
term to a three-term basis; (2) Reorganization of the curricula, involving
the abandonment of certain courses, the introduction of new courses of
nimediate value as military training, and the adjustment of all courses
to a three-tern rather than a two-term basis; (3) Housing and subsistence
for the S.A.T.C. men, which required taking over all college dormitories,
and,as a consequence)the requisitioning of fraternity and club houses for
the accotjon of women students; and finally the erection of the "Y Hut"
and. the barracks building on the west campus, along with the use of the
dormitories and the Arriiory as mess halls for feeding the men of the S.A.T.C.;
() Supervision of certain activities of the soldier students, including
general athninistration, academic study, recreation, physical edwation, and
student enterprises. A]i these interests denanded much concentrated atten-
tio on the part of the President, including frequent conferences with
executive and military leaders, especiafl,y with the Commander of the s.A.T.c.;
Col. A. C. Sharpe, and with F. H. Shepard and W. A. Jensen, who were respec-
tive].y District Director and Resident Director of Section B of the S.A.T.C.
In addition to campus arid State duties, President Kerr was special lecturer
in the Food Conservation Campaign representing the United States Department
of Agriculture.
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as a constant reminder to
of our

representatives--students, graduates,e of our country and of freedom. This flag willa constant reminder to us of our duty to country and humanity.on this beautiful
flag 1,0% stars. The nuer, faculty,and. students, representing this Irstitution now in the3. Material for another ±

tent body, that provision
ir whom there is no room c

11 observe that already, though we have been in therief period, there are on this College flag stxch representing one dear student of this Institutioneefl sacrificed in the service. Will you aB. risea brief moment to silent prayer in honor of theseted.

The tie is not opportune nor is thislengthy address by me. I should like, however,splendid flag, to call attention to two things: Tgreatest, most destructive, devastating war in hisas has been true of previous wars, largely, if notof the military. It. is now recognized not only by.'hom we are fighting, but by the opponent natlowar is a war of all the people, and can be won onlysacrificing devotion and do eririination of all the peIierican people, are in this war because we regard irighteous war, We are in this war as a nation andbecause we believe it is a war for freedom, not aloEuropean countries, but of our own country, a war Laof our free institutions. We are in this war becausinvolved in the cutco;ie is the entire future weif

iay I read two brief statements: The foliofrom an address by Kaiser WiTheiri to the Gennanyou meet the foe you will defeat him." That, ofexpected in war, but listen: "No quarter will bprisoners will be taken. Let nl] who fall into yothis in mind, recall the ac
es of the inhizian, barbaric
iers of the Central Powers

on the occasion of the dedication of the first service flag, April 22,
1918, Dr. Kerr, in accepting the flag from Theodore Cramer, President of the
Student Body, made a brief but very earnest address, which was recorded

stenographicany by Nrs. Hull, his secretary-. Following preliminary remarks
complimenting the Home Economics Club on the excellence of their work in
creating the satin flags 10 by 15 feet in

... To me this is
This flag will serve
Sacrificial service
faculty__in the caus
serve as
There are
graduat
service reaches l,10
purchased by the stuc
representing those fc

Youwj
war but a very b
golden stars, ea
whose life has b
and with .ie give
our six beloved depar

your mercy.'t Now with
so often by eye witness
perpetrated by the sold

size, he said, among other things:

Sri inspiring Occasion-...sad, impressive.

all of us of the
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women and children, and then listen to these words from the man in
charge of the American troops in Europe. Addressing his soldiers
he says: "You are now in France to expel an enemy that has invaded
this beautiful land. Your first duty is to fight against this foe
and protect our Allies." That also would, of course, be expected,
but now note these words: "You are here also to lift a shield
above the poor and invalids you will be courteous to all women and
never have so much as an evil thought in your mind. You will be
very tender and gentle with little children. You will do well,
therefore, to foreswear the use of liquors. You will do your duty
like brave lien. Fear God, honor your country, defend liberty.
God have you in his keeping."

Following the armistice and the return of the veterans of the war to

resume their work in coflege, there arose a very earnest desire to establish

on the campus a memorial to the men who lost their lives on the battlefields

and in general military and naval service. .An association of ex-.service men

lmobrn as "Gauntlet and Visor" became especially active in initiating this

movement. Believing that a building designed especially to accommodate

large social functions could best serve as a memorial, the members of this

organization proposed to the student body in the fall of 1920 that a volun-

tary movement should be inaugurated to provide a memorial fund for the purpose.

A committee composed of R. S. Iceene, student body president, Win. Keiss,

A. G. Schille, and Warren Daigh was appointed to work out ways and means.

The committee, realizing that student initiative would be a potent factor

in winning support for the project, recommended that the students tax

themselves at the rate of three dollars a term, or nine dollars a year, to

lay the foundations for the fund. Approved by President Kerr, this plan

was promptly adopted by a mass meeting of the students, and then submitted

to the Board of Regents for official endorsement by that body. Convinced

that the students unanimously approved the ideal of a great social center

as a memorial, the Regents endorsed the stIent self-iinposed tax, which

'rent Into effect at the beginning of the second term of 1921-22.
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The Naaorial Union was incorporated March 6, l92I. A board of gover-

nors, composed of students, alinni, faculty, and friends of the State College,

was appointed June 7, 19214, and a constitution was subsequently drawn up and

adopted. A plan for directing a campaign for voluntary contributions for

the memorial wee matured during the closing months of 1921i.. In anuary 192,

the first intensive campaign on the campus was inaugurated. Keynoted by a

thrilling convocation on January 20, at which Kegent B. F. Irvine was the

principal speaker, the campaign among students and faculty met with a magni-

ficient response, quotas for both organizations being exceeded by wide margins.

the following message from President Kerr, who was ill at his home on the

campus, was given wide circulation and had an electrifying effect on the

campaign, both locally and throughout the state:

The Mioria1 Union is the answer to a double need on the
college carcus--the urge to provide a fitting memorial to the
men of O.A.C. who died in the wars of their country,1 and the

need to establish here an all-college center for the perpetuation
of those ideals of unity-, dnocracy and service which they so
nobly sustained. -

The college that these men knew had a unity and comrade-
ship that belonged to the compact campus of other days, with its
relatively smaller area and smaller student body. There comes a

time, however, in the life of every large educational institution
when its plant becomes so wide, and its divisions of work and
activities become so diverse and specialized, that it needs the
urdfying force of a great social center to maintain its solidarity.
That time has come in the history of 0.A.C.

The sin1icity of organization inherent in its life as a
small college, developing year by year under pioneering conditions,
could not persist under the complex conditions of today. The

modern world demands of a state institution of higher learning
specialized scientific service. As the college has expanded to

render this service, with increasing enrollment of students
aggregating 1.,0oo to ,o00 a year, it cannot maintain the old

11t had been determined that soldiers of the Spanish-American War
of 1898 should be included in the memorial along with those of the World
ar.
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unconscious unity that sprang from immediate contacts. It needs

a new unity built on conscious organization and effort. To

obtain this it needs a unifying and democratizing center.

The Memorial Union provides such a center. Built on the
initiative of the students, with the help of faculty, alumni
and friends, it will be an enduring hearthstone for O.A.C. It
will be a place, centrally located and adequately equipped, for
the socialization of the student body in a dignified and whole-
some environment; for the accomplishment of large undertakings
that concern the entire college community--students, alumni,
faculty and friends; for the proper housing of alumni and student
body organizations; and for intensifying college loyalty, not
only throughout the campus and the state, but wherever graduates
and former students may be, binding theni all together in "the bond
of Beaver brotherhood."

Preliminary to the comprehensive campaign throughout the State and North-

west, which was carried on in the spring of 1925, Edward C. Aflworth, '16,

who had been closely identified with the initial campaign on the campus,

was selected manager of the Memorial Union. He was an outstanding hero of

the war, having been awarded distinguished honors "for conspicuous gallantry

and intrepidity-above and beyond the cal]. of duty in action." Imong his

decorations were the French Chevalier Legion D'Honneur, the Croix de Guerre

with two palms, and the Congressional Medal of Honor. The citation of the

latter award, the highest honor given by the United States, recited the

daring exploit of Captain Allwortb in crossing the Meuse river and swinuning

a canal at Clery-le-Petite, when his company became divided by the blowing

up of a bridge. "Plunging in, he swam across the canal under fire from the

enemy, followed by his men. ... By his personal leadership he forced the

enemy back . .., overcoming machine gun nests and capturing a hundred prisoners,

whose number exceeded that of the men in his command. The exceptional

courage and leadership displayed by Captain Allworth made possible the re-

establishment of a bridgehead over the canal and the successful advance of

other troops." The efficiency of such leadership on the field of battle has

been paralleled by the managennt that Major Allworth rendered during the
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progress of the campaign for funds, and3 since the erection of the Mnorial

Union building, during its twenty years of service on the campus. By the

close of the college year 1925-26 more than a half million dollars had been

actiiJly paid in or subscribed to the fund. Gradually architectural plans

for the building were evolved under the direction of the Memorial Union

Board and with the constant counsel of Presidat Kerr. It was his wish that

the building should serve the interest of the present and future generations

of students and alumni as well as meet the needs of an outstanding memorial

to the men and women of the College who had paid the "last full measure of

devotion." Accordingly the earlier building plans, which chiefly emphasized

the memorial features of a Grant's Tomb, were changed step by step until the

spacious proportions arid classical grandeur of the present structure were

evolved.

The location of' so large and so imposing a structure naturally became

a matter of very serious and widespread interest. Professor Peck, whose

counsel on the development of the capus, and the location of major buildings,

was regularly sought and respected by President Kerr, had his own idea of the

proper location; but he advised the Presidat to seek the advice of some

outstanding landscape architect whose jud,g ment wuld command universal respect.

his own recommendation of the expert whose judgment he would accept without

question, was A. D. Taylor of Cleveland, Ohio, who had planned some of the

most beautiful campuses and private estates in the entire countx7.

Taldng advantage of this need to find a suitable location for the Memorial

Union, President Kerr made arrangements, with the endorsement of the Board of

Regents, to have Mr. Taylor study the campus with a view to future develop-

ment, projecting plans and providing maps for this purpose. Fortunately, by

the time this specialist arrived on the caipus to make his survey, President
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as construction started on the
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Kerr was sufficiently recovered from his long illness to accompany the land-

scape architect on his walks about the campus. The site he recommended for

the Neinorial Union, the south side of the west quadrangle, parallel with the

Nen'S Gymnasiuxi and the Forestry 8uilding along Jefferson street, was heartily

approved by Professor Peck, and met the iruaediate endorsement of the President

and the Board of Regents. In dedicating this site, Dr. J. K. tleatherford,

president of the Board of Regents, made a memorable statement that fittingly

summarized the fundamentai purposes of the building and has remained as an

epitome of its function; sj- it is dedicated "to the service and inspiratibn

of the living and to the memory of our immortal dead."

:1 The final completion of the building was marked by an imposing outdoor

ceremony centered on a platform erected directly in front of the building,

facing the multiple tall columns and the grand entrance, and flanked by

organized units of the LO.T.C., the faculty, and students. A dedication

ceremony conducted by President Kerr and participated in by students, alumni,
faculty, and friends, was suipplemented by brief addresses, the chief of which

was delivered by Governor Isaac L. Patterson.

In the Vestibule of the Memorial Union, on either side of the grand

staircase, the to service flags are displayed. In the concourse, near the

broad entrance to the main lounge, a bronze plaque, designed by the well-

blown sculptor Avard Fairbanks, bears the names of all the Oregon State men

who lost their ]ives in the service of their country. The building is a

Sb.rine also for such memorials as the bronze statue of General U. G. Alcander,

former coiiandant of cadets, who won the sobriquet "Rock of the Name," for

his signal services in turning back the tide of German invasion in France, and

Starting the counterattacks that led directly to the Armistice. It contains

also his war trophies, uniforms, etc. The bronze statue, prepared on the
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initiative of the General's 38th Infantry soldiers, is pemanently est.abljshed
at the Union. Three items of peculiar interest to alumni and faculty, that
are established in the main lounge, are the medaj]±)ns of President Gatch and

president Kerr, over the mantles of the two fireplaces, and the bronze bust
of Regent B. F. Irvine, made by the sculptor .Adrain Voisan, all gifts of

ious groups of aJ..tnni and friends, In addition, the main lounge and other
e].ernents of the Union are repositories of gifts by- classes--a grand piano, a
grandfatherts clock, a large globe, and various memorials of individuals, A
recent acquisition that gives artistic distinction to the entire building and
affords particular interest to all visitors, is the magnificent collection of
oil paintings by the late Nra. Henry Price, consigned to the State College by
his widow, Mrs. Sarah 13. Price.

The building contains offices and work rooms for student body officers,
student publications, the alumni association, arid the Memorial Union organization.
A large ballroom, with niodeni stage equipment, serves also for such functions
as the annual alumni banquet and other gatherings where food is served to large
numbers of people. A faculty men's lounge, a faculty women's lounge, and student

4th4lounges for men and for women, in addition to the main lounge, game

rooms and other recreational facilities, are factors that enrich the facilities
of the building. The students cooperative association maintains a store in
the east wing of the building that supplies a large number of needs of stu-
dents in the way of books, stationery, etc., and accommodates a branch United
States post office. As a center of social life, it fulfills an ideal that
President Kerr had in the foreground of his thought from the tine he took
Over the administration of the College in 1907. The accumulated value of the
bufl.dj and its contents, practica]Jy all resulting from voluntary contri-
butions, is considerably more than three-quarters of a million dollars.
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it represents, in short, in its massive proportions and its classical

elegance, a substantial monument to the confidence that the college comrnu-

nity has always entertajnj in. the inspiring leadership of Dr. Kerr.
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Recoiition of the high scholastic standards of Oregon Agriculturalol1ege beeen 1922 ancL 1926 resulted in the acceptance of the institu-tion by all the leading academic and professional rating associaions ofthe country including the Association of rnerican Universities, TheLTorthwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools, the Regents of theUniversity of Ner York, the University of Illinois and other r'iidwesternw-iiversities, and the Anerican Association of University Jemen. In themidst of this ascendant situation, as a result of serious injuries incurredin an autemobile accident, President Kerr suffered a prolonged and seriousillness that gave the college comnunity- and his friends generally thekeenest anxiety. His coraplete recovery-, after successive rallies formore than two years, was the occasion for great rejoicing.

CHAPTER XVIII

SUCCESSES OF 'ifiE Ef.RLY 1920'S WERE DARKEN

BY THE CLOUD OF DR. KE?d 'S ILLHESS

While President Kerr emphasized the professional and technical curricula
of the College as the distinctive function of a land-grant institution, he

always insisted that the student should receive a t!Liberalu as well as a

'practjca1u education. As the professiomal schools grew in student enroll-
ment and influence, the deans became more and more inclined to subordinate
the academic studies in order to make room for the more specialized tech-.

nical courses. There was a tendency especially to demand that the basic
sciences and the service courses in general should be directed especially
to the needs of the students majoring in their particular schools. Thus
"engineerg Englishu,

"household bacteriologr?t etc. came to be

school curricula in the College catalog.

infringement on the integrity of a basic

"agricujtm' botany, "home ec ono!nic s chemistry",

regularly scheduled in the several

This seemed to President Kerr an

science or any fundamental course
of study. To him, who had made a study of mathematics from its most ele-.

entary to its most advanced forms, mathematics was mathematics, chemistry
Was cherdatry and botany was botany, whether it was applied in the resin
Of forestry, farming, gineering or homemaking. Specialization in these
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several fields, he was convinced)required a higher type of preparation and

a keener scholarship than the student in freshrian or sophomore classes could

be expected to possess. With a view, therefore, of placing all the basic arts

and sciences under the control of a single administrative head who was

thoroughly qualified to insure their presentation to the student in a broad

and thorough fashion, he organized eleven departments into a unit designated

as the "Service Departments,1' and on September 1, 1918, designated Dr. Ezra

J. Kraus, professor of research in horticulture, as dean of the new division.

hen Dr. Kraus left the institution to become professor of applied botany at

the University of Wisconsin in 1919, Dr. H. Eflwood Smith, from Syracuse

University, took charge of the new administrative unit. In April, 1922,

with the authorization of the State Board of Higher Curricula, the name was

LI

changed to the School of Basic Arts and Sciences, "a title unmistakably

designating the scope of departments devoted to instruction in the various

arts and sciences ... as a foundation for studies of a practical arid indus-

trial nature, basic in the students' professional or technical preparation

and in training for citizenship."

The technical schools of the College, such as engineering, agriculture,

mining, pharmacy, and home economics, had long been recognized by their

several professional associations as standard institutions, andkept in

close touch wLth their national organizations. The College as a whole,

however, had paid little attention to formal recognition by the various

academic rating organizations. Dr. George F. Zook, Specialist in Higher

Education of the U. S. Bureau of Education, in a report to the Oregon State

Superintendent of Public Instruction in 1922, recognized the College as

"fulfilling each requirement of a standard college." In 1923 the Regents

of the University of Hew York registered the College as an approved insti-
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tution in technical fields. such as the physical sciences, engineering,

pharmacy, etc. In l92L, following a visit by an official representative,

the University of Illinois gave the College class A rating, the highest of

several grades of recognition employed by that institution. The record of

Cegon Agricultural College graduates taking advanced work at Illinois, the

steady advance in scholastic standards in aU departments of the institution

in the preceding years, and the work of the School of Basic Arts and Sciences

in improving the academic credits of all graduates, all were cited as factors

that supplemented the formal report of the College to the University of

Illinois in winning this recognition as a Class A institution. About the

same time, official visits by officers of the American Association of Univ-

ersit3r Women, Dr. Frances Fenton Bernard, educational secretary, and Hiss

Laura II. Northrup, of the committee on recognition, led to action by that

organization accrediting the College for membership. A personal visit by

Dr. Frederick B. Bolton, of the University of Washington, supplemented by a

formal report, was followed by recognition of the College by the Northwest

Association of Secondary and Higher Schools, a branch of the Association of

American Universities. As a result of this latter action, the American

Council of Education automatically included the College in its list of

approved institutions. In 1926 the Association of American Universities,

at its meeting in Evanston, Illinois, following a personal inspection of

the institution by Dr. John H. Effinger, Dean of the College of Literature,

Science, and the Arts of the University of Nichigan, placed the College on

its accredited list. The U. S. War Department, in recognition of the

Superior work of the H. 0. T. C. listed the College as a "distinguished

iflstitutionfl eight times in the annual arinoimcements between 1917 and 1926.

Another indication of the general acceptance of the high scholastic standards
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of the institution was the fact that approximate],y twenty national honor

societies emphasizing scholarship installed chapters at the College, including

phi icappa Phi, which accepted Forum, the local honor society, granting it a

charter. Thus, between 1920 and 1926 Oregon Agricultural College had gained

recognition from all the standard rating associations concerned with insti-.

tutions of its type. In no instance did the college fail of recognition

following a personal inspection by an official representative of the rating

organization.

Following the success of the millage tax campaign of l92O1there was an

immediate expansion of the institutional plant. Commerce Hall, characterized

by competent authorities as one of the most spacious and effective buildings

for the accommodation of commercIal education to be found in any college in

the country, was one of the first buildings to be completed. Another 0±' the

larger and more seriously needed buildings was the Engineering Laboratory,

a massive structure along I'Xonroe Street. Apperson I-rail, seat of Electrical

Engineering, received a complete second story-. A second unit of the Home

Economics Building, the central or administration unit, was still another of

the larger building projects. Margaret Snell Hail, new dormitory for women,

Planned as a great horse-shoe facing Home Economics to the south, was started

as a first of three units along Twenty-sixth street. The Men's Gymnasin

was enlarged by the addition of a south unit devoted to a large sw-imming pool.

A large fraternity house between Shepard Hall and the Withycombe residence

was obtained as an official residence for th president. A new heating plant,

for the istittjo as a whole, was built as an addition to the Armory, with

a tall brick chimney overtowering the carrus. The Food Industries Bui].ding

Was enlarged. and its equipment modernized. New covered bleachers on Bell

Field, uniting the west grandstand with the student bleachers. along the



President Kerr's task in reor
Of the Oregon Agricultural College
lifted the institution from cornpara
position among the leading land-gra

south, were built to accommodate an additio1:.1 11,000 spectators. A building

for Pharziacy, in the vicinity of Science Hall, was built during l92l-25 and

dedicated t the close of that ac adeniic year A new Women' s Building, 1

largest and most beautiful building on the campus", in the judient of the

O.A.O. Alumnus, was constructed during 192b-25, ready for occupancy at the

beginning of the next academic year.

Al]. these activities prompted the editorial staff of the 0.A.C.
to give a resume of the development of the College campus during the period

of Dr. Kerr's administration as president arid to publish an article entitled
"President W. J. Kerr, Buildérof 0.A.C.'t in the October issue of 192b. The

latter article so aptly siznznarizes the various ways in which Dr. Kerr was

building the State College and so vividly anticipates the reasons for the
depth of sentiment that pervaded the college coramunity during the next two

years, that it is quoted here in its entirety.

President Kerr has often been called "the builder." The terniis usually interpreted to mean the creation of The college plant,
the material structure of brick and stone that looms against the
golden sunsets of coflege hill, President Kerr is truly the builder
of O.A.C. in this sense. But he is more; he is the builder of 0.A.C.'s
wonderful organization for the service of the commonwealth, of her
high standards of scholarship, and of her ideals.

This issue of the Alumnus gives a brief review of the growth
of the campus during the administration of Dr. Kerr, and a glimpse
also of present arid future plans of campus development. In doing
so, the emphasis is thrown almost exclusively upon President Kerr's
masterly handling of material values. But the fact that he has
conducted the business affairs of the College in such a way as to
reduce the per capita cost of educating each student to a figure
below that of any other representative land-grant college of the
country, has not lessened his constructive influence upon the
curricula, or upon the character of the faculty or the student body.

Building Not One but Many Things

anizing and enlarging the work
has in the brief space of 17 years
tive obscurity to a recognized
nt colleges of the country. As



organization covering the entire st
has been ocpanded from only one bran
seven branch stations, additional cc
dozens of projects, the results of s
the ste in a single year more money
station from the beginning. The gra
only sixty-four for the year 1907 wh
College, have increased in numbers up

remarkable. Apparently at a glanc
of a complete financial report of
Quietly but swiftly reviewing the
he picks out its weak as well as ±
idle. Scarcely is one interview c
before another is promptly under w

rapidly as the needs and resources of the state would permit, he
raised the requirements for entrance and for graduation, until by
1915 these were fully standardized. The college buildings have
been increased three times in numbers and more than three times in
value and capacity. Student enrollment has increased over five times.
Courses of instruction have increased more than ten fold. The military
department has been built up until it has regularly ranked the College
since 1917 among the "distinguished institutions," with five units
of the R.O.T.C. The Extension Service has been established with an

te, and the Experiment Station
ch station and few projects to
operative experiment farms, and
ome of which have returned to

than the entire cost of the
duates of the College, who numbered
en Presidnt Kerr came to the

to over five hundred for a single
year, and have been remarkably successful in taking hold of the busi-
ness of life and making a success at it.

Even before he came to Oregon President Kerr advOcated many
of the points o± the educational program that have since been
established in this state. One of the features of this educational
program is the idea that in states maintaining more than one insti-
tution of higher learning, there should be no unnecessary duplication
of courses of instruction. Closely allied to this idea is that of
a board of higher curricula which shall determine the differentiation
of courses in such institutions. A third idea that he advocated is
the niflage tax for the support of higher education. This idea,
now operating in Oregon, like the other two, seems to be working
admirably both in the interests of education and of the productive
industries of the state.

Keen Analysis Linked with Broad Vision

President Kerr has the rare gift of broad vision coupled with
sidU in analyzing details. His command of financial problems is

e he can grasp the significance
&U the seven branch stations.
proof of art entire publication,
ts strong points. he is never
losed, one matter disposed of,
ay.

As a speaker Dr. Kerr has both power and conviction. He
organizes his addresses with constructive care. His voice carries
admirably. He often uses statistics, usually with remarkable effect,
and in recent years has developed a vein of playful humor that is
peculiarly effective in contrast to the vigor, directness and dig-.
nity of his usual address.



The President is athletic lie

cally fit. In spite of his exac tin
devoted to administrative tasks, he manages
vigor and alertness. He plays golf, occasi
driving himself. He walks, systematically.
clithbs niOUfltainS, and swims often and with

The President is always accessible to the students. While thr
hold him in respect amounting to reverence, and would not trespass
upon his time undifl,y, they rnow that when their problems weigh upon
their minds, and their responsibilities, either to themselves or to
the students generally, need the co
they can talk them over in confiden

The California Commission on A
visited the College a few years ago
cultural colleges throughout the co
administration of the College that
and is the center oI' faculty organ!
It would be just as true, no doubt,
faculty were organized, as some ccl
or administrative council sharing a
executive ftnctions equally with th
not only welcomes but seeks counsel
of originality and enterprise, but
giving it ample opportunity to func
not so much that of closing gates as
every head of an independent depari
1'resident has full discretion in th
internal management of his departrne
and to the harmonious working of th

personality. Quietly, gitly, but
an ascendent influence over any dr
the result of aggressiveness, but r
the campus his influence is supreme
of the big stick--thich he never lay
powerful pernality.

Few, however, even among his friends,
in recent years, this element of dominance
ality has been mellowed and sweetened by a
Years have not lessened the comind

Prex Keeps Physically Fit

makes it a point to keep physi-.
g duties and his long hours

to maintain his physical
onally. He motors, usually
He rides horseback,

enthusiasm.

Friend of the Student

unsel of a wise and kindly friend,
ce with "Prexy" Kerr.

"The President Has Great Power11

gricultural Education, which
in its investigation of agri-.

untxy, remarked concerning the
"the President has great power
zation." This is quite true.
in essential spirit, if our

lege faculties are, with a senate
ppointive powers and all other
e president. For the President

He is not only appreciative
consistently rewards initiative by
tion. His method of direction is
of opening them. Every dean and
ent directly responsible to the

e selection of his staff and. in the
nt. The President looks to results
e staff.

Everyone recognizes the factor of dominance in President Kerr's
with insistent force he exercises
cle that he joins. This is not
ather of inherent resources. On

But again, this is not because
s hands on. It is because of a

His Paternal Tenderness

have fully realized how,
in the President's person-
kind of paternal tenderness.

ing dignity of his presence, but
experience has softened it. Suppressed emotion, justice, tinged with
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Corvallis coimiimity generally. In t
so tender of the sen3ibilities of ev
it is refreshing to find a college p
he stands in religious rratters but ihe stands.

autiiina1 tenderness, friendliness that would go to all constructive
lengths in helpfulness,-_-bhese are the qualities that in recent years
ring clearest in his addresses to students and even in his conferenceswith the College faculty.

President Kerr is deeply religious. He has rooted convictions
that make him the staunch friend of the church--not of any particularchurch, though he is a rneiber and strong supporter of the local Pres-
byterian congregation, but of any church that is vigorously relatingits program to life. His zeal for religion is not of the routinesort, manifesting itself merely in a passive and perfunctory attendance
at conventional church functions. He is a positive and dynamic factorfor upholding Christian ideals not only at the College but in the

his day of suave administrators,
en the doubtful element in society,
resident who not only knows where
s frank to let others know where

In spite of the increased income provided in 1920 through the iniflage tax,
by 1925 the growth in enroThiient had been such that the institution was in
much the same plight that called for relief in 1920. Thus the biennial report
of l92t-26 gave the following succinct statement of the situation, illustrated
by an accompanying graph: "According to reports of the United States Census

Bureau, the increase in Oregon wealth from 1912 to 1922 (the latest year for
which this information is available) was 65 per cent, while the tax valuation
in Oregon for the sane period increased only 5.7 per cent. The increase in
student enrollment at the College for the same period was 187 per cent. As

indicating present conditions and the difficulties under which the College
is operating, it may be further noted that from 1913, the date when the
first niillage law was passed, to 1925 the increase in tax valuation, and,
therefore, in the College income under the millage laws, was 13.5 per cent.
But the increase in College enrollment during this same period was 215 per
cent.'l

Regardless of financial problems, however, the College was inaldng remark-
able progress when a situation arose that for the next two years resulted in
Very serious anxiety on the part of the faculty and all friends of Dr. Kerr
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and the College. In late June, l92t, while driving to Astoria by automobile,

with a committee of the Board of Regents as his passengers, to inspect the

branch experiment station, president Kerr was forced off the highway by a

large truck,and in the accident that ensued he and two of the regents were

seriously injured. Dr. i. K. Weatherford, president of the board of regents,

suffered a scalp wound; K. S. Woodcock was badly bruised; and President Kerr

was so seriously injured that he had to spend a week in an Astoria hospital,

and received treatment as a convalescent for approximately three months at

Portland and in Corvallis. When College opened in September, he resumed his

duties in the same masterful manner that had always characterized his work.

1-ie seemed refreshed in appearance, and quite fully recovered from the acci-

dent. In October he addressed a thrilling message to the alumni announcing

the movement in support of the l'Iemorial Union, which the students had inaugu-

rated following the close of World War I. In December, however, persistent

trouble with the thyroid gland indicated clearly that he had suffered internal

injuries from the automobile accident, and for the next month or more he

declined alarmingly in weight and strength.

The family was now living in the house just back of Shepard Hall, and

as Dr. Kerr began to recover a large window was installed in the south side

of the residence, on the second floor, looking toward the library and the

main campus. He spent much time in a reclining chair, evidently interested

and refreshed by the actjvjtes of the students passing along the walks from

one building to another. Occasionally he was pernitted to have brief con-

ferences on offjcjal college business. One afternoon near Commerce Hall

I met Paul V. Mans, Director of the Extension Service, who had just come

from a brief consultation with the President. He was visibly depressed as

he paused to talk to me, and spoke with suppressed emotion. He could think
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of nothing else, Jie said, but the President's loss of strength. "I couldn't
believe it until I saw himy he concluded. 'It is pitiful; I'ia afraid we shall
never have him back again.fl Serers.J weeks later, when I was about to go out
with Najor Edward C. Allworth, meeting with alnni throughout the state in
the interest of the Hernorial Union, I suggested to Hr. Jensen that it would
be a great incentive to former friends of Dr. Kerr if I had a brief statement
from lthii to convey to them as his personal message. He insisted that I Co
to see the President myself and get his greeting directly, assuring me that
I should. find him happy to comply.

Even with Director l'iaris' warning, I was startled by his appearance,
Erect in his reclining chair, it was distressing to note how his imposing
form had shrunk, and how diminutive his head and features had become. His
feet were encased in heavy woolen socks, and his hands were emaciated and
chalk white. His voice was very thin and husky, and cane from his chest as
from a cavern. But what he said and the smile with which he said it carried
no note of depression or despair. He was, after all, the same aspiring,
achieving persona1jiy that had dominated the carus for the past seventeen
years. And he evidently looked forw-ard, without a shadow of doubt, to
regairjg his health and resuming his exacting duties. His message to the
a1.nnnj made no reference whatever to his own disabilities, but dwelt on the
satisfactions all would enjoy when the IIemorial Union, a social center as
well as a shrine in Inuory of our soldier dead, should be a reality, the
Substantial symbol of a magnificent dream come true. He referred to it as
a Place where he would ultimately greet alumni in an environment worthy of
their ideals as former students of the institution they so loyally served
and loved. The optjnsm of his words and the sparkle of his eyes as he
Uttered them left no room for doubt, in spite of his shattered physique,
that his indomitable spirit was unshaken arid unquenched.
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At the 57th Annual Connencenient in
June 1926 the Honorable Walter M.
Pierce, Governor of the State of
Oregon, (center) brought greetings,
and esident Ernest O.HolJ.and, State
College of Washington (right), pre-

dented th addres8 of the day.
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Dr. Kerr and Dr. Ernest 0. Holland,
President of the State College of Washington,

on the lawn of the President's residence.



llany months passed, however, indeed two full yearsbefore Dr. Kerr,

finally restored to health, came back to the campus to participate actively

in administrative duties and share in the public ceremonies of the institu-

tion. On his appearance at the alumni banquet at commencement time 1925

he was given an ovation. Said the Alumni monthly in reporting the event:

"The moment the guests were seated at the tables, which filled the Tea Rooni

to capacity, Dr. Kerr arrived, accompanied by III's. Kerr and his son Robert.

1-us appearance at the door, tall, slender, somewhat hesitant, but smiling

with his accustomed cordiality, brought all the diners to their feet with

spontaneous and prodigious applause. All eyes were directed upon the

president, and whether from sheer gratitude and joy at seeing him again,

or tender solicitude at finding bin less robust than some had expected to

see him, many eyes were filled with tears H On his part, President Kerr

frankly expressed his emotion on being back on the campus in the intimate

remarks he maae when called on to speak. They were as follows:

I cannot conceive of any pleasure greater than this return to
my duties at the College. As I arrived from Portland this afternoon
and. beheld for the first time in many weeks this campus that has
meant so much to me, nothing seemed more beautiful than these College
buildings, nothing more inspiring than the stream of student life
that animates them. I was proud of the institution, as I am proud of
you, alumni who are true to its ideals in your various walks of life.
And I want to assure you, with the utmost conviction, that the
affairs of this institution are administered in such a way that
alumni everywhere need have no hesitation in defending it. It has
always been administered in the service of all the people, and it
is our common purpose, as alumni, faculty, and students, to widen
and enrich that service. When I found it was possible for me to
attend the Commencement exercises, it was my particular desire to
join in this alumni reunion and greet you at this banquet. It is
with great pleasure, therefore, that I give you a very cordial
welcome.

While this joint rejoicing may have been premature, it was genuinely

typical of what the College coinniunity experienced throughout the next year

or two. In late summer of 1925, August lij., to be exact, an event occurred
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that sharpened the anxieties of all friends of the College regarding the health

of its chief executive; for after a prolonged illness, Dr. Prince L. Campbell,

for 23 years the devoted and loved president of the University of Oregon,

died at his home in Eugene. "The memory of his life arid accornp1ishments,I

said the College Alumni publication in recording the event, "Will long be

cherished in the minds of those who Imew hIm.JI

Naturally it was with a sense of profound gratitude that friends of

Dr. Kerr witnessed his gradual improvement. The distinctive feature of the

conmencement season of 1926 was the fact that Dr. Kerr was able to partici-

pate in. the various events. Said the O.A.C. Alur[lnus in its June issue,

'President Kerr, in full possession of all his former dignity and charm,

presided, awarded the degrees and addressed the graduates in brief and

inspiring words. He gave every evidence, even at the close of several days

of strenuous public activities, of being vigorously and joyously master of

the entire situation. Lhis in itself was an index to the power and beauty

of the OCCasion.It

In physical stature and. in clearness of voice, however, it was evident

throughout this academic year of 1925-26 that Dr. Kerr had not fully recovered

his former excellent health and confident serenity- of spirit. Pictures taken

of him at his first appearance before the students in December, 1925, and

in company with A. D. Taylor, about the same time, on a survey of the campus,

and even at comnmenc erient time in June, in company with Dr Holland of

Washington State College, who was the commencement speaker, indicate that

he was still far short of complete restoration to the strength and health

he formerly enjoyed.

He continued to improve somewhat throughout the year 1926-27, arid

following commencement of that year, in company- with Mrs. Kerr and their
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son Robert, who had been a student in law at the University of Michigan since

his graduation from the College in June, 1926, made a trip to Europe as a

means prinarily of isolating himfrorn college executive problens. They

sailed on June 2S aboard the S.S. Transylvanja, visiting the British Isles,

Belgium, the Scandinavian countries, France and Italy, returning late in

August by way of Glasgow on the 8.5. Athenia. Following this excursion, he

gradually rallied his strength and ultimately made a complete recovery. The

reaction of the College community to his return, "greatly improved in health

and manifesting his old-time cheerfulness, decision, and dynamic power11,

was truthfully voiced by the OJ.C. which continued as follows:

"After his long illness, with its devastating results, and his slow con-

valescence, he has come at last into complete possession of his former fine

spirits and splendid physical and mental vigor. In his office and conference

rooms his ringing laugh is again a familiar sound, and on the campus his alert

step, as he goes about inspecting new construction, or surveying new campus

development, is indicative of the zest with which he has resumed his work.

The college community rejoices at his recovery and responds enthusiastically

to his energizing spirit."



Dr. Kerr with B. P. Irvine,
editor of the Oregon Journa1
who received an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree at

Conmiencement in 1927.


